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ANGLO-CHINESE TRADE MD FINANCE l85l-l9lb 
Summary.

The intention of this thesis is to study the underlying trends of 

Anglo-Chinese trade and finance in the period l85ü to 191U. Before the 

mid-1890s, commercial relations between Britain and China were mainly 
based on an exchange of goods. Even though large scale portfolio invest
ment began to flow to China from the l850s, it was mainly used to improve 
efficiency in Anglo-Chinese trading operations. This characteristic is 
not difficult to explain because for three decades after the signing of 
the Treaty of Nanking in 181|2, Anglo-Chinese import and export trades 

flourished. After the mid-1870s, the golden*age of the Chinese trade was 

gone: the British and European markets for Chinese tea and silk dwindled; 
British exports to China stagnated whilst the expansion of Indian opium 
exports to China was seriously undemined by local Chinese production. 
Meanwhile, the opening of the Suez Canal and the construction of Europe- 
China telegraph resulted in an increase in the number of merchants with 
small capitals who impaired the virtual control of the Chinese trade by 
the ’prince firms’ - the prominent merchants. The situation turned from 
bad to worse in the nineties. Although British exports to China began 
to increase after l89ii, mass inflation in Chinese export and import prices 
cast serious doubts upon genuine commercial expansion. Faced with a black 
future for the Anglo-Chinese import and export trades, some ’princes’ 
tried to shift their activities to becone Chinese government and railway 

loan contractors. With direct British diplomatic support, they succeeded 

in getting the bulk of the Chinese financial projects and with London 

supplying the capital required, British portfolio investment in China - and 
mainly in areas not directly concerned with the import and export trades - 
increased sharply after the mid-1890s and the structure of Anglo-Chinese 
trade and finance underwent fundamental changes.



Introduction

The intention of this thesis is to examine trading and financial 
developments between Britain and China during the period l85L to 
In these sixty-one years, China was but a marginal market for British 
exports and a small supplier of British imports; it accounted for a 
mere 3*5 per cent, of the total value of British exports and 2 per cent, 
of the total value of British imports. Nor was China a major borrower 
of British capital in the nineteenth century: in the fifty years prior 

to it had only 1*9 per cent, of the total new British portfolio

foreign investment. China’s importante to Britain, however, is disguished 
in its humble shares of total values of British overseas trading and 
financial activities. The Chinese trade, firstly was all-important to 
British China merchants whose well-being depended on it. Secondlŷ  the 
British government found that China was of major significance in its 
foreign policy because British merchants had built up Britain’s commercial 

superiority in the Chinese Empire - a superiority which directly affected 
Britain’s political standing and which the British government had to keep 
at all costs.

More significantly, a study of the Anglo-Chinese experience in the 
period 1851| to 19lL, shows how commercial relations between these countries 
developed after free international trade was established and how they evolved 
from a basis of an exchange of goods in the beginning to include a substan
tial amount of British investment after the mid-1890s. This structural 

change in Anglo-Chinese trade and finance was due to the efforts of British 

China merchants and financiers.
Ever since the East India Company sent its supercargoes to China in the 

seventeenth century down to the early 1890s, Britain’s commercial interests
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in the Oelestial Empire were overwhelmingly dependent on trade. Before 

the l850s, the volume of British portfolio investment in China was 

negligible and although it began to increase in the next decade, it was 
mainly used to improve the efficiency of the operation of, and was there
fore closely related to, the Chinese trade. For example, in the decade 

1865 to 187U, all new British portfolio investment in China was put into 
telegraph construction and banking services and during the period 1865 
to 189)4, banks and telegraph and steamship companies still accounted for 
ii9*h per cent, of the total. This phenomenon is not surprising because 

in the three decades after l8i|2, i.e. when China was first thrown open 

for international trade, Anglo-Chinese trade developed rapidly: British 
imports from, and British exports to, China expanded while Chinese consump
tion of Indian opium increased and all of these trades were mainly in the 
hands of British merchants.

After the mid-1870s trading conditions became less and less favourable 
for British firms. China was now no longer the mnnopolistic supplier of 
tea and Eastern silk, the two branches of Chinese exports to Britain in 
which all British merchants were heavily engaged. Indian and Ceylonese 
tea plariations were so successful that by the l880s, these two new producers 
seemed certain to take over the Chinese tea market in Britain. Another 
Chinese staple export, raw silk and silk products, was affected severely 
by Japanese competition. Since tea and silk were the only two Chinese 

commodities that were worth shipping to Britain in large quantities, the 

scale of the alarm of the merchants can be easily imagined.

Parallel with the fall in tea and silk imports, British exports to 
China, after a rapid growth in the *50s and ’60s, did not make much progress 
for two decades after the mid-’70s. At the same time, the Indian opium
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business was curtailed by expanding Chinese local production. In addition, 

the coming of small merchants after the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869 

and the availability of the Europe-China telegraph in 1871 increased canpeti- 
tion and undermined the previous absolute control over the Chinese trade 
held by the ’prince films’, i.e. the prominent British merchants and 
financiers. Therefore, the golden age of Chinese import and export trades 
for the ’princes’/was gone and after the 1890s, when the Chinese government 
needed large amounts of capital to finance its railway construction and war 
indemnity payments, some prominent British China merchants, forced by the 

bleak future of the Chinese visible trade, abandoned their traditional 

dependence on import and export business and tried to get these Chinese 
financial undertakings.

Chinese government financial projects in the twenty year period 1895 
to however, were not easy to secure because of Russian and Continental
European rival contestants who were being supported strongly by their govern
ments. Since the prospect of the Chinese trade was, if anything, poor, the 

British ’prince firms’ had to have a firm hold of these financial contracts 
to survive and the only possible way to achieve this was to persuade the 
British government to commit itself to backing them. Fortunately, they 
succeeded and with British investors subscribing to Chinese government 
loans, total new British portfolio foreign investment in China in the period 
1895 to 19lii was more than six-fold of that in the period 1865 to l89U. The 

proportion of banks and steamship and telegraph companies, i.e. trading 

service companies, in the period 1895 to 191)4 were only 5*2 of the total 
while Chinese government and railway loans, i.e. investment not directly 
related to import and export trades, were almost 90 per cent. Therefore, 

the structure of Anglo-Chinese commercial relations underwent fundamental 
changes after the mid-1890s.
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The above description is of the underlying trends of the development

of Anglo-Chinese trade and finance in the period 185U to I9lh, and the

understanding of this structural change is essential for understanding

the direction in which British mercantile activities developed in China
and why the British government came to rescue British financiers after
the mid-1890s by direct intervention. Existing studies of Anglo-Chinese
trade have, in one way or another, overlooked this complexity of trade
and finance ; A.J. Sargent’s Anglo-Chinese Commerce and Diplomacy (Oxford,

1907), published seventy years ago, is very helpful to build up one’s
knowledge and interest in this field, but it only described British trade
in China - mainly in the nineteenth century - with no attempt to look at

how trading and financial interests interacted. F.E. Hyde’s The Far
Eastern Trade I86O-191I; (1973) is another major study, but it is more
geared to the role of the shipping industry than anything else.

Academic inquiries into British overseas investment are more numerous
than the studies of commercial relations between Britain and China. L.H.Jenks’
The Migration of British Capital to 1875 (first published in the U.S.A. in

1927 and reprinted several times, the latest edition in London, 1971),

A.K. Caimcross’ Home and Foreign Investment 1870-1913 (Cambridge, 1953) and
1Simon’s influential article are classic works. Probably due to its small share

in total British capital flowed abroad, China has not been treated separately
by them. Studies of the volume of British investment in China, nonetheless,
are not totally non-existent. Paish made some stock estimates of Chinese

2borrowing from Britain between 1907 and 1913, and his 1913 data have been

M̂. Simon, ’The Pattern of New British Portfolio Investment, 1865-191)4’, in 
J.H. Adler (ed.) Capital Movements and Economic Development (1967) and also 
reprinted in A.R. Hall,^ïhe Export of Capital from Britain (1968).

2Sir G. Paish, ’The Export of Capital and the Cost of living’. The Statist, 
supplement to lL;2.19lL.
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revised by FeisJ On the other hand, Remer, calculating on the basis

of the market value of the assets of British firms and the volume of

Chinese government loans from Britain, has constructed the total volume
2of British investment in China in 1902 and in 191U. In addition to 

the limitation of the small number of estimates, these studies were 
interested strictly in the volume of British capital outflows to China and 
did not discuss it in relationship to Anglo-Chinese trade.

There are also a number of books dealing with the general history 
of British business organisations in China in the nineteenth century.

G.C. Allen and A.G. Donnithorne»s Western Enterprise in Far Eastern Develop

ment, China and Jap an (l 95):) is the first comprehensive study in this field. 
C.M. Hou’s Foreign Investment and Economic Development in China l8I|.0-1937 
(Cambridge, Mass., 1965) follows the same approach. Yu-tang Sun’s and 
Ching-yli Wang’ŝ  edited volumes have made the best use of Chinese sources.
The field survey conducted in the 1930s by the East Asian Research Institute 
is a very good Japanese study of the foreign firms in China that were then 
still in existence.^ However, these books were concerned with the hi g tory

Ĥ. Feis, Europe, The World’s Banker, 187O-I9lh (New York, 1965)
2C.F. Remer, Foreign Investments in China (New York, 1933)
^Yu-tang Sun ^ ^ed. ), Chung-kuo chin-tai kung-yeh shih tzu-liao
18I|.Q-1895»^>6uL̂ »̂ ^  (Source materials on the Modern Industrial
History of China, I8h0-l895) 2 vols. (Peking, 1957); also idem, Chung-jih 
chia-wu chan-cheng ch’ien wai-kuo tzu-pen tsai chung-kuo ching-ying ti chin- 
tai kung-yeh ^^yyig^6%^»&gkX.a(Forèign Investments
in Chinese Industries before the Sino-Japanese War of 189)4) (Shanghai, 1956)
^Ching-yu Wang ti 9**̂
ti-erh chi, 1895-191)4 nien 
Materials on the Modem 
(Peking 1957)

^Toa Kenkyujo, (East Asian Research Institute),
Shogaikoku no tai-shi toshi %% 9 ^  (Foreign Investments
in China), 3 vols. (Tokyo, 19)42-3) ^
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in which

of foreign investment in terms of the area of businessAhey were engaged;

but none of them attempted to explain how the worsening trading condi

tions after the mid-1870s affected British trading firms’ investment 

activities.
The history of some of the ’prince firms’ in China, on the other hand, 

provides a good deal of knowledge on how they operated and developed. 
Representative volumes include E, LeFevour’s Western Enterprise in Late 
Ch’ing China, A Selective Survey of Jardine, Matheson and Company’s opera

tions, 18I|.2-1895 (Cambridge, Mass., 1968), M. Collis, Wayfong, the Hongkong 
and Shanghai Banking Corporation (1965), C. MacKenzie, Realms of Silver 

( 195h ), which is a history of the Chartered Bank of India, Australia and 
China and C. Dr age ’ s Taikoo (1970) and F.E. Hyde and S. Marriner’s The 
Senior John Samuel Swire, 1825-98 (Liverpool 1967), both of -vhich have 
described the story of Butterfield and Swire. Generally speaking, all 
of them have dealt with the development of each individual firm, but without 
paying much attention to the underlying trends of Anglo-Chinese trade and 

finance between 1851| and
Finally, the development of British political support for British 

merchants and financiers in China in the nineteenth century has caught the 
attention of diplomatic and imperial historians. D.C.M. Platt’s Finance, 
Trade and Politics in British Foreign Policy l8l5-l9lU (Oxford, 1971),
C.K. Fieldhouse’s Economics and Empire (1973), D. McLean’ British Banking 

and Government in China, 1895-191U’ (unpublished Ph.D. thesis. University 

of Cambridge, 1973)̂  and N.A. Pelcovits’s Old China Hand and the Foreign

Also see D. McLean, ’The Foreign Office and the First Chinese Indemnity 
Loan, 1895% Historical Journal, XVI (1973) idem, ’Chinese Railways and the 
Townley Agreement’j Modem Asian Studies, VII (l973); idem, ’Commerce,. 
Finance and British Diplomatic Support in China, 1885-6’, Economic History 
Review, 2nd ser., XXVI (1973) and idon ’Finance and ’’Informal Empire” 
before the First World War’, ibid, 2nd ser. XXIX (1976).
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Office (New York, 19U8) have surveyed the relationship between British 

government and the mercantile community in China. However, they only 

told part of the story by examining the actions of the British government 

and overlooked the part of financiers who were forced to seek government 
support due to the structural changes in Anglo-Chinese trade outlined above.

Therefore, it is hoped that by analysing the underlying trends in 
Anglo-Chinese trade and finance, the study of commercial relations between 
these two countries in the period l85U to I9lli can be put into its proper 
perspective. The thesis starts with a brief description of British trading 

and investment activities in China before l85ii. After discussing the 
compilation system and the accuracy of British and Chinese trade statistics 
in chapter two, the next chapter deals with the development of import and 
export trades. Chapter four estimates the volume of new British portfolio 
investment in China in the period 1865 to l9lU to provide essential quanti
tative data for the analysis of the development of British investment in 
China. Chapter five looks at British overseas investment from another 
angle - using Chinese joint stock companies as a case study - to analyse 
two of the most neglected aspects : the trade cycle in terms of the timing 
of the formation of companies and social and geographical compositions of 
their shareholders. Chapter six re-appraises the effects of fluctuations 
in the Chinese currency on the British trade with, and investment in, China. 
Finally, chapter seven sets out to reveal the relationship between the 

British Foreign Office and British financiers in China.



Chapter One: ANGLO-CHINESE TRADE AlTD FINANCE BEFORE iSSh
I. The East India Company and the Private Merchants

A. The China Trade Under the East India Company

Long before the beginning of the period with which this study is 
concerned, trading relations between England and China had commenced.
In 1600 the East India Company, the first great trading company to 
have been organised on the principle of joint stock, was granted a 
monopoly of trading to the East. During its existence it also rendered 
the ’English influence dominant in India’ and was an important factor 

in the political history of Britain. The Honourable Company first 

traded with India and Japan but gradually extended its influence to 
China. But by the time the English East India Company came into exis
tence, the Portuguese and Dutch were already trading actively in the 
East. Equipped with superior maritime strength and knowledge, the 

Portuguese reached China in l535. As for the Dutch, they secured a foot
hold at Java at the end of the sixteenth century and took away the comman
ding position in the Eastern trade from the Portuguese in the following

century. Early British attempts to open direct trade with China were
2discouraged, and sometimes obstructed by these two early comers.

'I¥. Cunningham, The Growth of English Industry and Commerce in Modem Times, 
The Mercantile System. Part I (Cambridge, 1921), p.255» The early opera- 
tion of the Company was to raise a stock for each voyage. After l657 a 
’new general stock’ was created to form the permanent capital of the Company. 
For the role of the Company in India, see C.H. Philips, The East India 
Company 178Ü-I83I; (Manchester 19U0). The early economic activities and 
business methods of the Company are explored by K.N. Chaudhuri, The English 
East India Company l600-l61;0 (1965).

2See, for instance, H.B. Morse, The Chronicles of the East India Company 
Trading to China 1635-183I;, (Oxford, 1926-29) 5 vols., hereafter Chronicles 
I, chapters 1-3.
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The East India Company’s first persistent attempt to procure 
Chinese products was made from Hirado, an island of Japan in 1609; 
but nothing materialised. Subsequently in l6ii5 four ships, under 
the leadership of Captain Weddell, were sent to China via Goa idiich 
was then under Portuguese control. After reaching Macao in 1637, 
the fleet sailed up to Canton. Due to misunderstandings, the English 
opened fire when the Chinese approached them. Captain Weddell was 
allowed to trade only when he had admitted his faults. The Company, 
however, did not give up its desire to trade with China. In l6?t a 
factory was set up at Taiwan. Five years later, the Company gained 
its first footing in China proper by opening a factory at Amoy. But 
these two places were then under the control of the forces in rebellion 
against the Manchu regime and  ̂therefore, shut off from the imperial 
administration. At Taiwan, bribery to the Chinese officials preceded 
smooth trading. The Company ships did go to Amoy in 1683 once more, but 
little trade was done. The unsatisfactory conditions at both places 
tempted the Company to try Canton again. Four years later. Captain John 
Hurle of the Macclesfield was able to report its anchorage at Macao. He 
was invited to Canton hy the Hoppo, the Chinese Customs General. Thanks 
to the courtesy of the Chinese merchants, he did some trade and the 
voyage was satisfactory. The English, by now, had thrust their feet over 
the threshold of the China trade.

While the Company was eagerly working towards the expansion of the 
China trade, the reaction of the Manchu Government was scarcely satis
factory. Traditionally, Chinese governments had never accepted the idea 
of making a profit from foreign trade. On the contrary, they regarded
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foreign traders as tributaries Tdio were, as a rule to be highly 
rewarded. Foreign trade was, from this logic, a favour to the 
* barbarians* neighbouring the Celestial Enpire and therefore, the 
foreign merchants had no right to demand a change in the trading 
conditions. hi addition the Manchu Government had another worry.
The Manchu were a tribe in the north-east of China and had taken 
over from the Ming dynasty in l6Ui. But some of the Chinese, remaining 
loyal to the former dynasty, continued to resist the Manchu regime.
The most notable was the Taiwan-based Cheng who was only killed by the 
Manchus fifty years after the fall of the Ming. The Manchu government 
therefore, was somewhat suspicious about possible anti-government 
forces idiich would, if under assistance from the foreigners, become 
uncontrollable. Thus, its policy towards foreign traders was one of 
suspicion. In order to guarantee the proper behaviour of the foreign 
merchants, the Chinese Government made the Hong merchants responsible. 
They were often referred to as the * co-hong *, »Hongie* or the ’thirteen 
hongs*, idiich formed a guild in 1720 to deal with foreign trading,^
They were wholly responsible for the conduct and business of the foreign 
merchants, when ships arrived at Canton, the Hongie concerned would 
take over all the necessary procedures such as the payment of custom dues, 
the sale of commodities, the purchase of Chinese products^etc. In return

1The Hong merchants were often refered as *The Thirteen Hongs*. In fact, 
the number of hongs fluctuated during the Ch*ing period. They had long 
existed before 1720, the year some writers erroneously attributed to their 
birth when they formed a guild. For the history of the Hongs, see 
Chia-pin Liang , Kuang-tung shih-san-hang k*ao ̂ ^
(a Study of the Thirteen Hongs of Canton} (Shanghai, 1937)%' ^
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for the Hong’s responsibility, the Chinese Government ordered that no 
foreigner was allowed to trade with anybody other than this monopolistic 

guild. Very strict and often disputed regulations were to be obeyed by 
foreigners, and if foreign trade was to go on, it must be isolated as 
far from China proper as possible - Canton having been chosen for this 
purpose in addition to its having been a trading port from the seventeenth 
century. On the other hand, the English Company was far from happy with 
these restrictions. Prompted by the excessive extortions at the Customs 
and the high cost of tea at Canton, the Company shifted to Ningpo in the 
north thus reducing the entry of English ships at the former port: there were 

27 in 12 in 1755, l5 in 1756 but only 7 in 1757. The Governor-General
at Canton, alarmed by the decrease in revenue, memoralised the Throne who 
decided to restrict foreign trade to Canton by imposing higher duties at 
Ningpo and other northern ports. In 1757 the Company was prepared to break 
Canton’s de facto monopoly and sent James Flint, who had mastered the 
Chinese language, to Ningpo to present its complaints to the Emperor. He

1The foreign merchants were made to observe very strict regulations. They 
included: no foreign warships may sail inside the Boque; neither foreign 
women nor firearms may be brought into the factories; all pilots and 
compradores must register with the Chinese authorities at Macao; foreign 
ships must not enter into direct communication with Chinese people and 
merchants without the immediate supervision of the compradore; foreign 
factories shall employ no maids and no more than eight male servants; 
foreigners may not communicate with Chinese officials except through the 
proper channel of the Co-hong; foreigners are not allowed to row boats 
freely in the river. They may, however, visit the Flower Gardens and the 
Temple opposite the river in groups of ten or less three times a month - on 
the eighth, eighteenth and twenty-eighth; foreigners may not sit in sedan- 
chairs; foreign trade must be conducted through the hong merchants. Foreigners 
living in the factories must not move in and out too frequently, although 
they may walk freely within a hundred yards of their factories; foreign 
traders may not remain in Canton after the trading season; foreign ships 
may anchor at Whampoa but nowhere else; foreigners may neither buy Chinese 
books, nor leam Chinese; the hong merchants shall not go into debt to 
foreigners.
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did succeed in transmitting the petition to the Emperor but he was put 
in jail at Macao. The more prolonged effect of the ’Incident of James 
Flint’ was the issuing of an edict of 1759 which renewed the regulation 
of single-port trading at Canton that lasted until the signing of the 
Treaty of Nanking. There continued to be two main problems, the legal 
control over foreigners and the conditions under which foreign trade was 
allowed, which restricted Anglo-Chinese trade until well into the nine
teenth century.

The Company attempted to remove the deadlock at the diplomatic level. 

As early as 1787, it sent the Cathcart Embassy to China in order to 
negotiate a farer system of commerce. It did not reach China because of 
Cathcart’s illness. In 1793 Lord Macartney’s mission was sent. He was 
received by the Emperor, Chien-lung, and was treated with utmot hospita
lity. But he was also regarded as being no more than a traditional 
tributary to the Throne. Therefore, even though he presented the Comparer’s 
requests for the liberalisation of trade in the name of the Crown, the 
Chinese officials declined to consider his proposals. Evidently, the 
Macartney mission was a tangible failure. Nothing to regulate commerce 
had been touched upon but the Company did not give up and sent Lord 
Amherst, who arrived at Peking in l8l6 in a renewed attempt. But he 
refused to perform the ceremony of Kowtow (bowing with one’s forehead 
touching the ground while kneeling) during the audience. The Emperor, 
Chia-ching, became angry and ordered the envoy to be expelled though he 
also informed the Governor-General at Nanking to treat him with courtesy. 
The final failure of the venture of Lord Amherst made it clear to the 
English merchants that diplomatic contact was not at all effective.
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B. From Monopoly to Free Trade
No sooner hai the East India Company begim to trade with China 

than it caught the attention of its critics. One main aspect of its 
affairs idiich was criticized was its export of bullion to the East. 
Europeans had a strong preference for Eastern goods like tea, silk, 
pepper etc. whereas the Eastern countries were basically self-sufficient.
As far as China was concerned. Sir Robert Hart, the Inspector-General 
of Chinese Customs, wrote sixty years after the Treaty of Nanking that 
it was not the Chinese Government which actively opposed foreign commerce, 
but that the Chinese people did not require it.̂  In order to offset the 
balance of trade, the only alternative for the Company was to ship trea
sure. Two hundred years after the formation of the Company, the proportion

2of silver sent to China in total exports was still high. In fact, 
the sustained attack of the Company from this angle, especially the 
mercantilist writers, was a feature of the Ccmpany*s history.^ After 
the Industrial Revolution the h<we merchants were anxious to expand their 
overseas markets and thus they opposed the Company *s monopoly on the 
grounds of not selling enough British goods to the East. In 1813 idien 
it was asking for a renewal of its charter, the free traders, including 
those from Manchester, Glasgow, Blackburn and West Riding; strongly peti
tioned against it.^ In the end, the Government yielded to the merchants *

^Sir R. Hart, These from the Land of Sinim (1901 ), p.6l.
2Morse, Chronicles, II, p.LlS

Cunningham, op.cit., pp.258-61, 1:56-8. For the mercantilists* ideas 
see B.C. Coleman (ed.) Revisions in Mercantilism (1969). For extracts 
of some important mercantilist works, see P.L. Cottrell and B.L. Anderson 
(eds.), Development of Money and Banking in England (Newton Abbot,197b)

^A. Bedford, Manchester Merchants and the Foreign Trade, 179b-l858, I 
(Manchester, 193b), pp.100-110

^Ibid., p.Ill
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pressure and abolished the monopoly of the Company in India though 
granting it a further twenty years of privileged trading to China. 
Thereafter, all other outward trade was "to be opened to all ports 
of the Bnpire generally, and homeward commerce to other ports than 
London, if provided with warehouse and docks". It should be noted 
that British and Indian merchants had established trading relations 
with China from their bases in India. These * country merchants* 
were licensed by the Company to trade after paying certain fees. So 
the opening of India was simply an indirect liberalisation of China 
trade.

Parallel with the advance of the free traders in Britain, the country 
merchants made considerable progress in their China trade too. At one 
stage the Cong)any became worried about their destructive effect on its 
monopoly. So in 1780, it sent strict orders to their representatives 
at Canton to expel from China all British subjects who were not attached 
to the Company* s factory. Six years later, it even secured a Parliamentary 
Act which entitled the factory to control * country merchants* voyaging 
to China. As a result, the number of * private English* came down from 
seven in 1780 to one in 1783.^ But this action was far from successful 
in stopping the private merchants because they now posed as officials
of other continental countries and; being exempted from the Company* s

2control, had no difficulty in getting into Canton.
Originally, the country merchants brought products from India or 

the Archipalego, like cotton and pepper^ to China to exchange for sugar

M̂. Greenberg, British Trade and the Opening of China 1800-18b2 
(Cambridge, 1951), p.22.
Ibid.. p.27.
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and sugar candy. As the Indian market for Chinese goods was limited, 
country merchants usually had a surplus, which the Company, owing to 
its constant deficit with China, took up to pay for its tea investments.
In return, it credited the country merchants with its Bills payable in 
London or Bombay. Up to this stage their trade was complementary rather 
than in conflict, so it went on smoothly. When the Company lost its 
monopoly in Indian trade, British merchants poured into India and 
consequently, there was a further expansion of the country trade. But 
the significance lay not only in the expansion of the number of British 
merchants but also in the changed composition of the goods that they now 
shipped to China. Increasingly, opium became the export product in which 
everyone of them was interested.

Ihe import of opium into China by the Company was first referred to 
in 1733.^ But it was not until the second decade of the nineteenth century 
before its volume became really substantial. By l823, it had outstripped 
cotton to head the list of Indian exports to China. ̂ However, opium 
smoking was forbidden in China. When China enforced this regulation in 
the twenties, the opium trade was driven out of Canton, but the country 
merchants continued this trade by making use of the * outer anchorages',
i.e. deserted islands outside Canton, such as Lintin and Kumsingmoon, 
from where they smuggled opium to coastal ports by 'opium clippers'
Chinese naval weakness coupled with the corruption of the local administration

^Morse, Chronicles, p.215.
2See App. I 
^Greenberg, op.cit., p.8l
^Opium was first shipped from India to receiving clippers at the ' outer 
anchorages'. Then a third type of vessel transhipped the opium to the 
clippers stationed along the coadt of China and brought it ashore. For 
details, see, for instance, B. Lubbuck The China Clippers (Glasgow, I9lb), 
PP.b-5.
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were the factors which allowed this illicit trade to go on. The volume 

of opium imported into China until l821 averaged only b,500 cheste per 
year. After the repeated attempts of suppression by the Chinese govern
ment, it ironically went up to over 30,000 chests in 1835-6 , and b0,000 

chests in 1838-9.̂
Consequently the balance between the import and export in favour of 

the country merchants was so large that it disturbed the already precarious 
operation of the Canton trade debt settling system. The country merchants 
found it extremely difficult to remit the proceeds of their sales back to 

India or London. Since investment in tea was a monopoly of the Company, 
and from the onset, the Indian market for Chinese goods was small, huge 
sums accumulated in the hands of their Canton agencies. Admittedly, there
x̂rere a number of ways of transmitting them. For instance, the merchants

2
could pay their money into the Treasury of the Select Committee at Canton in 
exchange for Company bills; but even in the early years of the nineteenth 
century the Select Committee could accommodate no more than half of their 
surplus .̂ Besides, the Treasury only dealt with this transaction for a fewmoaths 
in a season, in addition to the fact that the duration of the bills was hardly 
satisfactory. In 18l0 the bills on London were fifteen months sight; in l821 
they were at 730 days sight. In 1826 bills of shorter maturity time were

1See App.I
2Select Committee was a management unit in Canton. It was composed of the 
Company’s supercargoes. See pp.4 3 -4 below.

3Greenberg, op.cit., p.l57. In 1833 the Company’s sale of bills only 
absorbed about one-third of the value of opium imported to Canton, but 
by 183b the;value of opium imports doubled the amount that the company used 
for tea investment. See W.E. Cheong, ’Trade and Finance in China: A 
Reappraisal’, hereafter Cheong, ’Trade and Finance’, Business History, VIII
(1965), p.bb.
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available but caaiy at a discount of one per cent.^ Other means of
2 3remittance, whether 'respondentia bonds,* company certificates, of

Continental Bills,^ did not satisfy all the demands. Short of available
means, most private merchants shipped treasure out of China. However,
China forbade its exodus strictly and threatened to stop foreign trade
unless the law was observed. By using tactics similar to those in
bringing opium ashore, the private merchants could take specie out to
their dep^ts.^ But as the sale of opium was expanding, it is not
difficult to see why the private merchants became increasingly opposed
to the monopoly of the Company.

The private merchants, by and by, found a solution to the imbalance 
in their exchange transactions. From 1808 Americans brought their 
London bills to Canton and, encouraged by the local shortage of silver, 
they were eagerly picked up.^ Some East India houses even offered bills

7drawn on their own account. Furthermore, the Wars of Independence 
caused a cessation of the traditional supply of silver from Spanish

1 Greenberg, op.cit., p.l57.
2'Respondentia bonds' were loans offered to shippers at Canton to help 
them to purchase goods and the sum was to be repaid in India within a 
fixed number of days after the landing of the cargo. But they had to 
depend on shipping spaces available. There were also frequent disputes 
over the conditions of the loans and the real value of the cargo.

^They were certificates held by the Company's servants, but their amount 
was limited and their sights were unsatisfactory.
^They were only occasional rather than regular.
^The only cargo of the opium clippers was opium and silver, Lubbuck, 
op^cit., p.7.

^W.E. Cheong, 'The Beginning of Credit Finance on the China Coast: The 
Canton Financial Crisis of 1812-15', hereafter Cheong, 'Beginning of 
Credit Finance', Business History, XIII (1971), p.92.

^Ibid.. p.93.
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America for several years after 1826. This caused an exchange crisis
at Canton which in turn led to an improvement in the techniques of
using bills and transfers. ̂ "Thus the private homward trade tended to
increase and diversify, while financial methods tended to be simplified

2and streamlined, both at the expense of the English Company". After 
the crisis of 1825-7, the regular supply of American bills both enabled 
the private traders to stand independently of the Company and strengthened 
themi financially. After losing the control of exchange operations,
the Company's end was not far.

Unlike the East India Company, the country merchants were optimistic 
about the future prospects of China trade, and therefore, they were 
determined to overcome all difficulties. In the Select Conmittee on 
East India Company's affairs of 1830, J,F. Davis, then the best sinologist, 
gave evidence that the Chinese were as independent as any government in 
the world of foreign trade.^ Mr. Marjoribanks, who was a foimer president 
of the Company's factory at Canton, also supported his view.^ But the 
private merchants had an entirely different view. Matheson thought China 
off erred 'a vast field' of foreign trade. ̂ William Jardine was of the 
opinion that the local Chinese merchants at Canton profited from the 
British trade as well.^ In I831 Jardine, discarding the traditional

^Cheong, 'Trade and Finance', loc.cit., pp.3b-b7, especially pp.39-b7
2Ibid., p.bb.
^British Parliamentary Papers, hereafter B.P.F., 183O, V, House of Commons 
Select Committee on East India Company's Affairs, p.37, Q. 371.
^Ibid., Evidence of Mr. C. Marjoribank, pp.lb-37; 52-76, especially 
Q.178 and 180.

^Ibid., p.b3.
^Therefore, in the stoppage of trade in 1829, 'much distress prevails in 
Canton and the tea merchants with the silk weavers are becoming very 
discontented'. William Jardine to Remington and Company (his agency in 
India), Bombay, India Letter Book, Jardine Matheson Archive, hereafter 
J.M., ILB, 5*11*1829.
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difficulty in selling Lancashire cotton piece goods, set up a special 
piece goods department and appointed permanent 'confidential agents' 
in Manchester.^ By the vigorous effort of the traders, cotton manufac
tures had become a major branch of China trade by 1833.

As mentioned, the country trade quickly advanced after India had 
been thrown open. From l8l7 onwards, it constituted three quarters of 
the total British imports at Canton. This level was maintained, except

2for two years, until the termination of the Company's monopoly in 1833.
In a debate in the East India House in 1833, it was claimed that the 
trade between India and China was three times as much as that between 
England and China. ̂

The progress of the country trade was the fruit of the efforts of 
the private merchants which originated from their belief in future develop
ment of the China market. But the future of China trade needed stronger 
diplomatic support. In December I83O forty-seven private British subjects, 
including ship captains, petitioned the House of Commons. They argued 
that China trade was in turmoil under the restrictive Canton system 
and that it should be placed on a satisfactory basis. "The total failure 
of both embassies to Pekin /Macartney and Amherst7 will forcibly suggest 
to your Honourable House how little is to be gained in China by any 
refinements of diplomacy. But on the contrary, the Company was prepared 
to accept the Canton limitations so much so that the ever expanding and

^Greenberg, op.cit., p.102 
^See App. II
^Greenberg, op.cit., pp.15-6 
^Quoted in ibid., p.178
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ambitious private merchants were frustrated. Their next step, naturally^ 
was to remove its long disputed monopoly.

Several decades after the publication of the Wealth of Nations, its 
principles were gradually put into practice, both in the direction of 
the domestic and foreign scene. As far as China trade was concerned, 
British free traders, manufacturers and theorists alike, impressed 
partly by the striking success of British manufactures in India after 
1813 and partly by the American merchants at Canton, stepped xop their 
campaign for the final opening of the Eastern trade. At this stage, 
the Liverpool importers of tea were even more anxious than the Manchester 
shippers of cotton and the Birmingham exporters of hardware. The 
Liverpool East India Association alleged that the Company had unduly 
enhanced the price of tea in Britain: it sold tea at 92 per cent over
the original price at Canton while the Dutch and American traders were 
only selling it at b8 per cent advance on the prime cost.^ On the other 
hand, the political economists attacked the Company's monopoly from a 
more abstract standpoint. Sir Henry Parnell, in his widely ciraüated 
book. On Financial Reform, attacked all preferential treatments of 
commerce. He also calculated, that the East India Company made the price 
of tea "exclusively of duty, double what it was at New York and Hamburgh"
and imposed "a tax of at least £200,000 a year in the form of increased

2 3price." The classical economists were, on the whole, gaining support.

^Bedford, op.cit., p.1l5
2Sir Henry Parnell, On Financial Reform, bth edition (1832), p.5.
^For the influence of the classical economists on the officials at the 
Board of Trade in generating the free trade movement, see L. Brown,
The Board of Trade and the Free Trade Mov^ent 1830-b2 (Oxford, 1958). 
But the Board does not seem to have affected the development of the 
Opium War which will be discussed later.
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To come back to the East India Company, early in 1829 the Liverpool 
East India Association invited the cooperation of the merchants of 
Birmingham, Bristol, Glasgow and Manchester to free the China trade 
because the Company's charter was due to be renewed in 1833. For the 
next few years, th^ kept up their pressure. When the British Govern
ment was inquiring into the matter, they decided to maintain permanently
a united delegation in London, with An appointment of a secretary of

1£300 salary a year. The delegation was, in the main, to propagate the 
merits of freer China trade. They did not waste their efforts. After 
a copple of year's struggle, the Parliamentary inquiry of 1832 bowed to 
the danand of the free traders and refused to renew the charter of the 
Company. Therefore, the Company's rule of China trade of two hundred 
years, no matter how superficial the rule appeared to be after the rise 

, of country traders, came to an official termination. It was then 'lawful 
for any of His Majesty's subjects to carry on trade with any countries 
beyond the Cape of Good Hope to the Straits of Maggellan".

It is easy to stress the economic significance of the fatal blow to 
the monopoly of China trade, but one has to remember that, by the early 
1830s, private trade had already reached the level of two-thirds of British 
total trade with China. The expectation of free traders encouraged more 
people to go to China; the British community in Canton increased from 
66 in 1833 to 156 in 1837. Undoubtedly, the volume of trade had increased, 
but confined by the inelastic Canton systen, there was soon an overtrading 
and a rise in prices of Chinese exports. The merchants soon realised that

^Greenberg, op.cit., p.195
2See Tables 3 and 5.
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the full blossoming of free trade was at a distance unless the existing 

Chinese system was removed.

The change was more significant politically. After 183I; the Foreign 
Office replaced the Court of Directors of the Company; and the superinten

dent of trade succeeded the supercargoes. Dn other words, the British 

Government moved behind the British mercantile interests. The change was 

so fundamental that one writer claimed that it was "perhaps the most 

important consequence of l83b."^

The efflux of silver from China due to the quickening pace of

smuggled opium caused widespread alarm all over China. The shortage of

silver led to a higher exchange rate between silver and copper cash in
2favouT of the former and thus an economic imbalance. Local officials 

repeatedly memoralised the Throne to put an end to the illicit trade. In 

1836 Commissioner Lin Tse-Hsu was appointed to take charge of the task.
LHien he arrived in Canton, he ordered foreign traders to surrender all 

their opium and sign a bond that they would, in future, not take part in 

the trade. Otherwise he would impose a total stoppage of all foreign 

commerce at Canton. It should be noted, at this point, that only the 

opium trade was prohibited; general commerce was, as usual, allowed to 

carry on. The English merchants, led by Captain Elliot, Superintendent of 

British trade in China, refused to give in and they left Canton for

Greenberg, op.cit., p.1952Both silver (sycee) and copper cash were used as means of exchange in China. 
Their ratio was theoretically 1;1000 although it actually altered according 
to supply and demand situations. Silver was employed for payment of tax 
and large transactions while copper cash was used daily. On the eve of the 
Opium War, the continued efflux of silver led to its favourable exchange 
over copper and thus â ded̂  burden to the tax-payments. For detail, see 
T’ang Hsiang-lung, Toa-kuang shih-chih ti yin-kuei wan-ti

^  'The Problem of Dear ^Iver Between the period
01 182(b and 1830s. She-hui K’o-hsueh Chia-chi t'A. ̂   ̂ Journal
of Social Sciences I(193b)



Macao. Finally, the British Government, urged by traders, sent H.M.S.

Volage to Chinese waters in August l839 and the Opium War began.
The interpretation of the Opium War by British contemporaries as

well as modem writers differs from that of the Chinese. The Chinese
singled out opium as the sole cause while the British would say they fought
the whole unfair system. Undeniably, the British merchants were to a certain
extent correct; they had been frustrated continuously by their failure to
liberalise the cohong system. VJhether the war would have been fought without
opium, one can never know. But it should be noted that opium was just too
important for all British trading parties concerned. Firstly, the opium
trade was the business in which almost all country merchants were heavily
involved. Both James Matheson and William Jardine transacted almost nothing

■]but opium business during their early years in China. Furthermore, due to
the shortage of circulating currency at Canton, opium was used as a media of
exchange and later became the only currency generally accepted for payment of

2Chinese silk and tea. The experience of the Rathbones, a famous house in early 
Chinese trade, shows that no matter how reluctant the merchants were to engage 
in opium business, they found that the involvement in the notorious trade was

3ineviable if they were to carry on profitable business in China. Secondly, 
opium was also important to the East India Company. The lion’s share of the 
opium shipped to China was from India where the Company had a monopoly of
supply, the income of which alone yielded one-seventh of the total

Ĝreenberg, op.cit., p.107

Ŝ. Marriner, Rathbones of Liverpool l8b5-73 (Liverpool, I96l), pp.179-80
^Ibid., pp.180-6. But William Melrose, who was largely engaged in tea trade, 
had a different experience. SeeH.C. Mùi and L.H. Mùi (eds.). William 
Melrose in China I8b5-l855 (Edinburgh, 1973)
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irevenue of British India. The House of Commons Select Committee on 
the East India Company was impressed and reported in 183O and I832 that 
"it does not seem advisable to abandon so important a source of revenue 
as the East India's Company's monopoly of opinm in Bengal".

The general economy of Britain also shared the advantage. After 
the rapid growth of the country trade, the traditional trade deficit 
between the IMited Kingdom and the East had turned into a surplus. In 
1803 when the Honourable Company first asked the Bank of England to buy
its silver surplus, it was claimed that a reverse movenent of silver

2and gold was setting in. The shipment of treasure out of Britain had 
two important effects. Firstly, the purchasing power of Britain would 
fall. Secondly, the direction which specie went was particularly impor
tant because of the link between the money in circulation and the volume 
of treasure in the tkiited Kingdom. This was particularly significant 
after the 'Palmer Rule' of the Bank of England came into operation. The 
Rule was to maintain the liesirable" level of "about two-thirds in 
securities and one-jin bullion" against "all liabilities to pay on demand 
that is deposited in the widest sense, plus notes".^ According to Horse- 
field, the Palmer Rule was in force from l8l5, if not as early as 1797, 
and evidence suggests that the proportion of cash to notes plus deposits 
was even higher after 1839.^ Since the United Kingdom produced little 
bullion itself, its level of reserve in the country depended on the net

^Greenberg, op.cit., p.105
^C.N. Parkinson, Trade in Eastern Seas 1793-I8l3 (Cambridge, 1937),p.77
^quoted in Sir J. Clapham, The Bank of England, A History. II, 1797-191 b 
(Cambridge, I9bb), p.125.,

^J.K. Horsfield, "The Bank and Its Treasure", Economica (I9b0), reprinted in 
T.S. Ashton and R.S. Sayers (eds.) Papers in Monetary History (Oxford, 
195b), p.55 and 65.
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balance of payments. If there was a flow of specie abroad, then the 
circulating medium would, by the operation of the Palmer Rule, decline.
As a result, the Bank would raise its discount rate in order to stop the 
outflow of bullion. Therefore, the market rate of interest would go up 
and economic uneasiness would follow. Professor Matthews has demonstra
ted that there was a very close inverse relationship between the level 
of reserve and the level of discount rate throughout the period 1833 to 
I81i2. This is idiat is commonly called monetary effect. It has also 
been found that, during each period of business expansion in the l850s 
namely, 1852-3, 1856-7, 1859-60, was preceded by a favourable income 
balance.^ It seems likely that a similar phenomenon also existed before 
1850. So it is not surprising that the British Government would prefer 
to maintain, as far as the Eastern trade was concerned, the reverse 
trend of its former specie exodus. Furthermore, the increasing volume 
of Indian exports to China had enabled the British manufacturers to sell 
an increasing amount of goods to India. Manchester merchants, needless 
to say, favoured the prosperity of India. As charged by a contemporary 
pamphlet, the opium trade also contributed directly to support the vast

Professor Matthew suggested that the rise of discount rate would 
encourage the use of idle funds and credit, and thus, it would not cause 
any great inconvenience to the trading he would not
rule out its disastrous effect on the oDSe^types of business, such as 
the 'mania* in 1836. See R.C.O. Matthews, A Study in Trade Cycle 
Histopr, Economic Fluctuations in Great Britain 1833-b2 (Cambridge, I95b) 
pp.180-7 and p.ÉOO. However, when padc^very often caused by gold drain 
like that of 1825 and 1857 came into existence, the Bank would be under 
very heavy pressure of discounting 'I.O.U.s.' This was particularly 
true Wien Professor Hughes has discovered that the creation of exchange 
bills was proportional to the rise of Bank discount rate i.e. high discount 
rate as a result of gold shortage would lead to more frequent use of 
I.O.U.s. See J.R.T. Hughes, Fluctuations in Trade, Industry, Finance. A 
Study of British Economic Development 1850-1BbO (Oxford, 1960).pp.260-1,
also '2'6'5-7.----------  -----  -----------
\Matthews, op.cit., p. 175 
Ĥughes, op.cit., pp.6b-5.
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fabric of British Dominion in the East, through paying the expenses of
British establishment in China, and by exchanging for tea, poured
revenue into the British Exchequer which benefited to an extent of £6,000,000
annually.^ Even after the Commutation Act of 178b which reduced the
duties of tea from over 100 per cent, to 12^ per cent, tea from China

2still made up one-seventh of the total revenue of Britain. In short, 
the triangular pattern between Britain, India and China could not be 
completed without the increasing shipment of opium to China. Seen from 
this light, one should never overlook the role of opium in the Opium 
War.^

The War was fought for three years and ended with the Treaty of 
Nanking signed in August 18b2. The main provisions of the treaty were :

1. An indemnity of ;g21,000,000 to Britain.
2. The abolition of the co-hung monopolistic system of trade.
3. The opening of five ports to trade and residence of British 

consuls and merchants and their families; Canton, Amoy,
Foochow, Ningpo and Shanghai.

b. The cession of Hong Kong to Britain.
5. Equality in official correspondence between the British and 

Chinese governments.
6. A fixed tariff, to be established shortly afterwards.

Ŝ. Warren, Opium (1839)
2Greenberg, op.cit., p.3.
^The late Judith Williams saw a British concession policy towards China 
before 1^8. she did not, however, appear to have recognised the impor
tance of/%)iui$; See her British Commercial Policy and Trade Expansion, 
1750-1850 (Oxford, 1970), p.bÔÔ.



A supplementary treaty was signed in October l8b3 which fixed the import 
duty from four to thirteen per cent, ad valorem, with an average of 
five per cent. The ê qiort duty on the other hand, ranged from 1 *5 to 
10*75.per cent.̂

The most ironic point was that opium - the immediate cause of war - 
was not mentioned in the treaty. It did not gain a legal right to enter 
China until the Treaty of Tientsin in l858. Both the British and Chinese 
governments did neb make any constructive solution to the opium problem. 
Between l8b2 and 1858 it continued to be smuggled into the coastal ports. 
The significance of the Treaty of N̂ ikiig was that the British, after 

* continuous struggles, had eventually forced China to accept the western 
idea of international trade. The cession of Hong Kong to Britain gave 
the British a foothold in the south of China i^re good facilities for 
trade were gradually set up. Thereafter, the British became the most 
important group of foreign merchants in the trade of China.

II The Analysis of Trading Commodities and Trade Balance
Historians of British overseas trade before l85b are faced with the 

problem of the unsatisfactory trade statistics. Although official 
national trade statistics begin in 1696, they are hardly accurate. The 
poor method of valuation was mainly responsible. Before 1798 exports 
were declared by merchants in quantity only. Their 'official values' 
were then calculated by multiplying the volume of items with their 
official prices assigned by the Inspector-General of Customs. There is

Ŝ. Wright, Hart and the Chinese Customs (Belfast, 1950), p.58.



ample evidence that the 'official prices' only changed occasionally after 
1702. In fact, the ones in 1750, 1780 and later, remained the same as those 
in the early eighteenth century. ̂ Thanks to the effect of the French Revolu

tionary War, the Customs made some adjustments after 1790. From 1798 onwards, 
export values were declared by merchants who, of course, valued their stock 
by their current prices. No effort, nonetheless, was devoted to improve 
the nature of import and re-export values until l85b.

Many scholars have attempted to revaluate these trades statistics,
2the most notable of whorr. . are Schlote and Imlah. But they only re-worked 

aggregates upon which analysis of individual countries cannot be based.

More recently. Professor R. Davis has, after compiling an index from the 
price movement of each major commodity, re-evaluated the British overseas 
trade series from 178b to 1856. It is the most comprehensive work so far.̂  
However, due to the huge amount of labour required, he could only revise 
three annual trade returns in each decade. So far as the Anglo-Chinese 
trade is concerned, there is one more limitation; China was not separately 
listed in the Customs Books until l83b. All China entries were hitherto 
attributed to Asia generally. H.B. Morse, drawing on the East India 
Company's factory records, has also estimated the trade between Britain

1R. Davis, 'The Industrial Revolution and Overseas Trade', (unpublished 
Social Science Research Council report, August 1973), pp.b-5.
2W. Schlote, British Overseas Trade from 1700 to the 1930s, translated by 
W.O.Henderson̂  (Oxford, 1952), Schlote bases his estimates on an overall 
price index. His method is unsound to measure individual commodities.
A.H. Imlah has based his estimates on price indices of individual conmo- 
dities but there is neither breakdown of countries nor commodities. See 
his The Economic Elements in the Pax Britannica (Cambridge Mass., 1958)

Ît should be noted that the estimates did not take into account of the 
smuggling from the Continent. Professor W.A. Cole, basing his studies on 
tea, suggested smuggling had been increasing before 17b5- After some slow 
down, it reached another climax in the 1770s and declined after PitÜs 
Custom Reform in the next decade. For detail see his 'Trends in Eighteenth 
Century Smuggling', Economic History Review, hereafter E.H.R., 2nd series 
X(1958). Professor Cole's theory was criticised by H.C. i%i , and L.H. Mud, 
see their "'Trends in Smuggling" Reconsidered', ibid., XXVIIlO975); see also 
Professor Cole's reply to their comments in the same issue.
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and China under the Company J His work is subject to two criticisms.
First, his estimates only became more precise from 1817. Secondly,
they were realised values at Canton which pose a problem of direct

2comparison with those derived from the British Customs records. Therefore 
extreme caution must be borne in mind when using these figures.

The Anglo-Chinese trade in this period, imports and exports alike, 
was concentrated on a few commodities. Imports from China were, in the 
main, composed of silk and tea, and to a very minor extent, some cotton 
piece goods generally known as Nankin cloth. When the trade began, silk 
manufactures and raw silk topped the list although tea grew rapidly.
Until 1702, silk remained the Compaiy's more popular investment at 
Canton. In the Company Directors' instruction to the fleet sent to 
Canton that year, it was stated that the quantity of tea was to be "con
tingent on the quantity brought home by previous ships", but the super
cargoes must "endeavour to buy up as much raw silk as (they) can."^
But it did not take long for tea to become a popular drink in Britain.
Two ships were despatched to Canton in 1718, and each of them was 
ordered to take in "tea as much as the ship can conveniently stow.
By and by, tea displaced silk as the staple of the imports. In 1822 a 
total of Taels 211,850 of tea was brought into England while the total 
silk import was only at Taels 83,700.^ The quantity of tea Imports

^Morse, Chronicles III and 17 (Oxford, 1926)
2British exports were on f.o.b. basis while imports were calculated 
by c.i.f. Morse estimates were market prices at Canton.
^Chronicles I, p.125.
^Ibld.. p.158.
^Ibld.. p.172.
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increased from 5,985 lb. in 1722, 20,065,728 lb. in I8l8.' The 
average during the period 1821-30 was 31,13b,000 lb. while in 1853, a 
quantity of 68,6b0,000 lb. was shipped to the United Kingdom. In 
monetary terms, the tea imports averaged £2,587,000 during 178b-86, 
£b,616,000 during l8lb-l6 and rose to a mean of £5,176,000 during 
l85b-56.^ The value more than doubled in seventy years. Silk still 
ranked the second place by value in the import list. The average 
value of raw silk alone amounted to £568,000, 178b-86, £1,lb5,000 
l82b-26 and rose to £3,707,000, l85b-56.^ All other products were 
negligible.

^Ibid., p.172 and Table 2 .

^See Table 2 and 3
3See Table 1. Figures before l83b were of Asia rather than Chinese. But as 
China was almost the sole supplier of tea at that time, it might be 
safely assumed that all the tea was imported from China.

^See Table 1. Since China was almost the monopolistic producer of Asian 
silk during that period, the Asian can be taken as the Chinese totals.
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TABLE 1

Revised Values of Imports of the United Kingdom from China, 178b-l856. 
with Total Imports of the United Kingdom (Annual Averages in £000*s, at 
Current Prices),

Year 1781-6 179lt-6 l80b-6 l8lb-6
Commo
dity

Asia,
inc.
China

U.K. Asia,
inc.
China

U.K. Asia,
inc.
China

U.K. Asia,
inc.
China

U.K.

Raw
silk 568 1,218 Ui8 1,161 50b 1,802 833 2,557

Tea 2,587 2,587 2,788 2,79b 3,957 3,957 b,6l6 b,6l6

All
others 1,797 18,956 b,lOU 33,962 3,550 b9,799 6,3b7 6b,623

Total It, 952 22,761 7,3bO 37,917 8,011 55,558 11,796 71,796

Year 182b—6 l83lt-6 1844-6 1854-6
Commo
dity

Asia,
inc.
China

U.K. China U.K. China U.K. China U.K.

Raw
silk i,iU5 3,lt83 871 lt,383 852 4,002 3,707 6,964

Tea lt,121 li,121 3,696 3,846 2,874 2,908 5,176 5,305

All
others 5,753 58,785 87 62,036 214 75,053 180 139,312

Total 11,019 66,389 li,651t 70,265 3,940 81,963 9,063 151,581

Source; R. Davis, The Industrial Revolution and Overseas Trade, (unpublished 
Social Science Research Council Report, August 1973).



Official Values of Total Imports into the United Kingdom from 
China, 1792-1828, with the Quantity of^Staples, (in £000's and 
at current prices).

Tear Tea Silk Total
lbs. lbs. £

1792 2,306
1793 2,900
179b 4,115
1795 4,702
1796 1,060
1797 2,793
1798 7,578
1799 2,609
18OO 2,667
18OI 5,157
18O2 4,646
1803 5,204
I80b 4,56l
I805 4,829
1806 3,740
1807 2,156
18O8 6,125
1809 3,749
1810 3,391
1811 3,661
1812 3,661
1813 N.A.
I8lb N.A.
1815 N.A.
1816 N.A.
1817 N.A.
1818 20,066 Ib7 3,598
1819 23,750 Ib1 4,257
1820 N.A. N.A. N.A.
1821 30,148 271 4,750
1822 30,731 275 4,749
1823 27,363 223 4,158
182b 39,047 393 4,595
1825 29,346 293 4,949
1826 29,840 Ib3 4,436
1827 39,746 b05 4,295
1828 32,679 208 5,110
Source; Before 1791, B.P.P. 1806-7, IV, China: Value of British 

Manufactures exported to China..., 1773-1805
From 1792-1811, B.P.P. 1812-13 VIII. Trade Between India, 
China and Great Britain 1792-1811.
From 1818-19, B.P.P., 1820, VI, East India Trade; Bcports 
to India and China from Great Britain, 1818-19.” ■ ■ ' "   J     1'-------
From 1821-23, B.P.P. 1823, XVTI, Trade between Great 
Britain and the East^Indies and China, I8lb-1823
From 182I1-28, B.P.P., 1828, XXIII, Statistics of Trade 
Between Great Britain, the East Indies, and China...,
1Ü W - 23--------------  ---------- -------------

Note; From I818 onwards, accounting years ended January 5.
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TABLE 3

Official Values with
the Quantity of

year Tea Silk Others Total
lbs. £ lbs. £ £ £

1825 29,346 2,935 123 102 3,082
1826 29,840 2,984 170 62 86 3,133
1827 39,746 3,975 128 b7 7S b,097
1828 32,679 3,268 213 78 13^ 3,b8l
1829 30,544 3,054 121 bb 128 3,227
1830 31,898 3,190 19 7 3^ 3,232
1831 31,649 3,165 8 3 39 3,207
1832 31,709 3,171 28 10 26 3,207
1833 32,058 3,206 22 8 S3 3,266
1834 32,029 3,203 ^83 21b 90 3,S07
1835 42,052 4,025 738 272 88 b,S6S
1836 48,521 4,852 1,282 b7b 97 S,b23
1837 36,502 3,650 1,808 703 180 b,S3b
1838 38,999 3,900 722 279 131 b,310
1839 37,192 3,719 361 130 129 3,978
1840 22,576 2,258 2b8 91 bo 2,389
1841 27,640 2,764 277 102 99 2,96S
1842 37,410 3,741 180 66 Ib9 3,9S6
1843 42,779 4,278 275 110 2b3 b,632
1844 51,754 5,175 3S3 1bl 2b9 S,S66
1845 50,715 5,071 1,176 b37 313 S,821
l846 54,534 5,453 1,837 678 S11 6,6b3
1847 55,356 5,536 2,022 7b8 b19 6,703
1848 47,347 4,735 2,2bl 862 222 S,819
1849 53,102 5,310 1,862 696 165 6,171
1850 49,368 4,937 1,812 700 212 S,8b9
l85l 69,488 6,949 2,099 8b2 181 7,971
1852 65,295 6,530 2,b70 9bS 238 7,713
1853 68,640 6,864 2,996 1,211 180 8,2S6

Source; B.P.P., l859, XXIII, Sess. 2 "A Return for Each Year Since
1 B13j of the Value, Computed or Declared, of the Manufactures 
and Produce Exported from the United Kingdom to India and 
China and Imports into the United Kingdom from India and 
China".

Note; Tables 2 and 3 are not strictly comparable. Though both 
tables are made up from accounts published by Parliament, 
there is some inconsistency in the value of the total imports. 
Different accounting dates probably provide the explanation.
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TABLE h

Revised Values of Exports to China from the United Kingdom, 
I83b-S6, with the Value of - Total Exports of the United 
Kingdom. (Annual Averages in £000's at Current Prices).

Year l83b-6 1844-6 185b-6

Commodity China U.K. China U.K. China U.K.

Woollens 39S 6,737 12b 7,b12 162 8,778
Woollen
yarn 1 584 / 2,122 / 3,9b2
Cotton 
piece goods 220 16,719 1 bbl 18,560 687 27,601
Cotton yam 128 5,679 22 7,275 75 7,307
All others S7 16,474 50 23,051 176 5b,873
Total 3,801 46,193 637 58,b20 1,100 102,501

Source: See Table 1
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TABLE 5 .

Values of Exports to China from the United K:mgdom, 1773-1828, 
(in £000's at Current Prices)

Tear Woollens Cottons All Total
Others

1773 79
1771 92
1775 98
1776 92
1777 122
1778 87
1779 101;
1780 180
1781 67
1782 NOT AVAILABLE 105
1783 119
1781; 175
1785 26I;
1786 2U0
1787 362
1788 395
1789 1;63
1790 538
1791 568
1792 538 9li. 632
1793 650 99 7i;9
179L 696 1U3 839
1795 61;7 108 755
1796 581; 113 697
1797 14;7 101 518
1798 hh7 103 550
1799 787 71; 861
1800 826 90 916
1801 881 138 1,019
1802 983 126 1,109
1803 1,139 72 1,211
1801; 1,203 119 1,322
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TABLE 5 (Continued)

Year Woollens Cottons All
Others

Total

1805
1806

1807
1808

1809
1810 
1811 
1812 

1813 
l8lU
1815
1816

1817
1818
1819
1820
1821
1822
1823
182U
1825
1826
1827
1828

1,050

1,155
1,lil2
1,082

971
825
896
N.A.

N.A.
829
705
858
621
673
569
N.A.
71U
722
623
675
532
652
757
i;13

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A,
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
5
5

12

21

108
67
172
109
71
108
67
N.A.
N.A.
83
76
51
ii9
22

27
N.A,
30
137
ii6
27
80
91
83
60

1,158

1,222

1,311;
1,191
1,0l;2

933
962;

N.A.
N.A.
912
781
909
673
685
596
N.A.
7U7
862;
669
708
612
7i;5
852
h9h

Source: See Table 2
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TABLE 6

Declared Values of Exports to China from the United Kingdœi,
le, 1827-1853^ (in £000*5 and at current prices)Quantity if available

Year Cotton
Manu
facture

Cotton Yam Wool
Wors
Stuf

len &
ted
fs

Woollens
(excl.
Stuffs)

£

All
Other

Total
£

£ lbs £ lbs £ £

1827 67 / / 120 274 187 82 610
1828 72 232 20 178 406 213 75 786
1829 58 305 14 135 286 205 64 628
1830 h9 309 14 169 311 163 27 565
1831 78 497 31 153 257 143 39 548
1832 32 240 15 162 259 207 33 546
1833 51 300 15 168 284 251 30 631
183k. 165 952 56 70 167 416 40 845
1835 292 2,833 170 110 209 319 85 1,075 :
1836 370 3,159 213 121 252 408 83 1,326
1837 273 1,874 104 60 135 112 55 678 1
1838 523 3,851 217 127 184 226 55 1,204
1839 387 1,390 77 100 176 159 53 852
I8k0 238 1,774 89 64 104 60 33 524
I8k1 i;23 3,402 157 55 116 96 70 863
I81t2 ' 1:70 5,775 246 62 107 39 106 969
I8k3 655 ' 5,684 217 125 258 160 166 1,456
I8kk 1,458 ' 3,399 118 170 345 220 165 2,306
I8li5 1,635 ' 2,610 100 133 246 293 120 2,395
I8k6 1,025 5,368 222 106 212 228 105 1,791
181)7 849 4,104 164 114 242 149 100 1,504
181)8 809 1 4,572 142 131 268 112 115 1,446
181)9 883 ' 3,353 118 132 254 116 165 1,537
1850 894 ' 3,116 127 107 180 225 148 1,574
l85l 1,410 4,319 189 103 188 186 188 2,161
1852 1,652 6,639 254 126 223 211 164 2,504
1853 1,210 5,235 198 64 119 84 138 1,750

Source: See Table 3

a. See Table 3
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According to Professor Davis* estimates, the average value of 
tea imported from China was £4,121,000 between 1824 and 1826 but 
sank to £3,696,000 between l834 and I836, after the abolition of the 
East India Company*s Charter, and dropped even lower to £2,874,000 
between l844 and 1846 before rising to £5,176,000 between 1854 and 
1856.^ It does appear, in monetary terns, that the victory of free 
traders did not produce an immediate positive effect on the British 
imports from China. However, a glance at the quantity of the two 
staple imports gives a different picture. The quantity of tea imported 
into the United Kingdom from China averaged 32,163,000 lbs during 
the years 1825-33; it jumped to 36,991,000 lbs during 1834 to 1842 
and rose again to 55,307,000 lbs. during l843 and l853. The volume 
of imports of silk from China displays a similar movement. It averaged 
92,000 lbs. in the first corresponding period, then rose to 689,000 lbs 
in the second and increased further to 1,740,000 lbs in the third. 
Although the Opium War, fought between 1839-42, might have depressed 
the normal level of imports, thus causing a downward bias in the mean 
of the second period, a rising trend of British imports from China 
after the free traders had won is undisputable.

British exports to China were also limited to a narrow range of 
commodities. Down to the early nineteenth century, the most important 
category, putting bullion aside, was woollen products. To cite the

See Table 1. Overtrading and the financial crisis of 1837 were the 
causes. See S.G. Chéckland, The Gladstones, A Family Biography 
(Cambridge, 1971), p.323.

^See Table 3.
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study of Professor Davis again, the average annual value of woollen manu
factures exported to China during 1834-36 was £396,000.̂  However, the 

structure of the exports gradually changed with a rise in cotton goods. 
Parliament had published seme trade returns on China from the early 
eighteenth century, but cottons did not get a separate listing until 1821. 
But the success of the Industrial Revolution enabled cotton exports to grow 
continuously and, from l837 onwards, its declared value surpassed the 
woollens, and carried on to expand at an even faster rate. In 1844-46, 
its revised average was £463,000 while that of woollens was only at 

£124,000. In 1854-56, when the total mean value of cotton exported to 
China reached £762,000 that of woollens was less than one-sixth of this 
sum. British exports in the '30s in aggregate moved downward to the '40s. 
The downward trend was caused by the Opium War but the total value of 
British exports to China rose again in l854 to l856. (See Table 4).

It has already been mentioned that China was basically a self- 

sufficient country with a relatively efficient textile industry down to 

the nineteenth century. So the English merchants found it extreraely diffi

cult to sell their goods to the Chinese market. But in the eighteenth 

century the English law required that all the Company's ships despatched 

to China should carry at least one-tenth of goods which were "the growth 

produce or manufacture of the United Kingdom."^ No ship going to China, 

however, could dispose of more than that proportion until the middle of

^See Table 4 
^See Table 63See Table 4 
^Chronicles I, p.6?.
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the eighteenth century. In fact, the British goods were 'tructed’ to 
the Chinese merchants, who agreed to take theai because the British 
bought their products. Therefore, the English goods were often sold at 

losses. For instance, the Company had an overall loss of three per 
cent of its exports to China in 1775, and the phenomenon was not 
uncommon in the eighteenth century although the situation somewhat 
improved towards the end of the Company’s rule.̂  As for Chinese products 
such as tea and silk, the Company always wanted to ship them out. Naturally 
the trade balance was always in favour of China. Failing to induce the 
Chinese to take more English products, the Company shipped silver. This 
was the custom which lasted until l805.̂  In 1719 the Company's ships 
carried nine-tenths of their cargoes in silver; the same proportion, if 
not higher, was also sent in 1728.̂  As already seen, this was exactly 
one of the reasons why the Company was severely criticised.

To get a precise trade balance between China and the United Kingdom 
is impossible due to the absence of accurate statistical data. That it was 
in China's favour is, however, out of the question. Professor Davis' work

Îbid., p.67.
2Chronicles, II, p.6.
T̂he loss of English goods in 1789 was 1-6 per cent. Ibid., p.173.
After comparing the lading down cost and realised value, it is found 
that the woollens, cotton goods, iron and Bengal cotton were also at 
losses in 1021. See Chronicles III, p.2. But the Company had a profit 
of selling English goods in iBcL, 1825 and 183O. See Chronicles IV, 
pp. 88, 102 and 223.
\j.E. Cheong, 'Trade and Finance', loc.cit., p.40. As a matter of fact, 
the Company still sent silver to China four times after l805 each of 
which was to relieve a crisis at Canton.

''Chronicles, I, p.l59 and pp. 185-6
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gives seme more reliable estimates from 1834, The deficit of the 
United Kingdom averaged £3,853,000 during the period 1834-36, £3,303,000 
during 1844-46 and £7,963,000 during 1854-56. However, British import 
values were taken by c.i.f. (cost,insurance,freight) while export values 

by f.o.b. (free on board). Imlah has suggested that, on balance of import 
and export charges, British merchants made a profit and if British overseas 
trade as a whole can be applied to Anglo-Chine se trade, at least 7*5 per 
cent, of the total value of British imports frcm, and British exports to,
China should be added to the credit side of British balance of payments 

with China.
Taking the total value of China trade, China was hardly a major

trading partner of the United Kingdom. Accurate estimation is not
available before 1834. But in 1834-36, China only constituted 1*7 per
cent, of total British exports; it even dropped to 1-1 per cent, in the
period 1844-46 and remained more or less the same level during 1854-56.
The share of Chinese imports into the United Kingdom, was 6*6 per cent, during
1834-36; 4*8 per cent, during 1844-46 and just under 6 per cent, during
1854-56. Professor Platt is correct, judging from the aggregates at least,

when he argues that British businessmen were still looking towards the
development of trade at home, colonial, northern European and North
American markets rather than the informal Empire in Latin Anerica, the

2Levant or the Far East. But when he discards the importance of
Chinese market which "made no real impact on the international loan

3market until the mid-nineties", his argument has to be qualified. The 

real significance of China trade to the United Kingdom in this period is 
disguised in aggregate terms; it rather lies in the fact that China was

Â.H. Imlah,. Economic Elements in the Pax Britannica (Cambridge Mass., 1958) 
pp.47-8.
D̂.C.M. Platt, 'Further Objection to an 'Imperialian of Free Trade', I83O-6O', 
E.H.R. 2nd series, XXVI (1973), p.88. For the 'Imperialism of Free Trade', 
see J.A. Gallagher and R.E. Robinson, 'The Imperialism of Free Trade',E.H.R. 
2nd series, VI (1953), pp.1-15.
P̂latt, loc.cit., p.88. %  italics.
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the monopolistic supplier of tea and almost to the same extent, the 

producer of silk in Asia. According to Professor Davis, the consump

tion of tea in the United Kingdom kept rising from 1784 onwards. In 

monetary terms, it more than doubled during the seventy years between 
1794 and l854. The consumption of raw silk went up almost six times 
in the same period; China’s importance is clearly shown by the following 

facts. In the mid-nineteenth century China supplied 98 per cent, of all 
the tea that the United Kingdom imported. From 1794 to I836 virtually 
the whole consumption of tea in the United Kingdom came from China. 

Chinese silk was also important though it did not have such a ccsnmanding 

position. Its share in total value of the import of raw silk from 1794 

was 46'7 per cent. The proportion then fluctuated around one-third but 
rose to more than half between l854 and 1856. In addition, there were 
some fine silk products from China. Secondly, China was linked with 
India and Britain to form a triangular pattern of trade, in which India 
could not increase its consumption of Manchester goods without shipping 

opium to China.

This was one side of the triangle. The trade deficit of the 
United Kingdom with China continued to be off-set by the Indian 
surplus to China. Between 1834 and l845, an average of just under £4m. 
Indian merchandise was exported to China in which opium accounted for 

two-thirds and raw cotton for the majority of the remainder ; Indian 

imports frcm China at that period was about half a million.̂

1
A.J. Sargent, Anglo-Chinese Commerce and ̂ Diplomacy (Oxford 1907),
p.127.



To balance the trade, the long established mode of shipping out 
silver prevailed despite the prohibition of the Chinese law. The 
total shipment of opium frcm India between 1835 and 1839 averaged 
34,702 chests.^ After some set backs in the early l840s, because 
of the restrictive measures of Commissioner Lin and the disturbances 
of the Opium War, Indian opium exports rose steadily to 46,000 chests 
in 1848 and 66,574 chests in l853. When the import of opium became 
legalised in 1858, there was a further increase. This side of the 
triangle continued to operate long after l853.

Ill British Investment in China Before 1854
Foreign investment in China was obstructed before 1842 because 

the Chinese government did not allow foreign merchants to stay at 
Canton after the annual trading season. However, there had to be 
scmebody to shoulder the responsibility of the disposal of and the 
purchase of goods. Prior to the eighteenth century, this was the job 
of the supercargoes of the ships. Frcm 1770 onwards, the Company’s 
supercargoes^ were no longer ordered back into their ships after they 
had ccmpleted their duty. Instead, they were to form a bocJy, the

1

'Select Committee', or the Factory, to handle the business in China

H.B. Morse, The Diternatbnal Relations of the Chinese Empire, 
hereafter International Relations... Chinese Empire, I, (19To), 
p.556, Table G

^Ibld., p.556.
In the eighteenth centuiy, the teim was to mean thëbfflcer on board 
of a merchant ship to handle the trade generally. But it ms later 
used to label the agent who managed a merchant's business in China.

^Chronicles, II, p.2.
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under the direction of the London headquarters. The Select Committee
consisted generally of twelve supercargoes who would retreat to Macau
after the trading season. The supercargoes not only traded for the
Company, they also acted as agents of the country merchants. Their
income from this outside source must have been substantial. In 1782
the Court of Directors in London, alamed by the scale of the activity
of private merchants, decided to set up a permanent 'House of Agency'
to transact the business of the private sector on commission.^ The
supercargoes viewed this proposal with hostility because it would

2deprive them of their private earnings. The country merchants also 
resisted the new arrangement and after a short time, the'House of 
Agency' was abolished and the Factory was active again. Apart from 
the transaction of trade the Select Committee also assumed exchange 
business. It has already been explained that the Company was in 
constant deficit with China; on the other hand, the country merchants 
often had funds at their disposal at Canton but could not make use of 
them since they had little opportunities for investment. To save the 
trouble of shipping out silver in violation of the Chinese law, they 
put their funds into the Treasury of the Select Committee and exchanged 
them for Company bills drawn on London or India. The Company, apparently, 
was happy to have cash for their investment in tea and silk. In the 
mean time, the supercargoes, having substantial private business of 
their own, also paid sums into the Treasury against bills on London in

^Ibid., pp.195-6 
^Ibid., p.206
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favour of their nominees.^ The exchange transactions, it can be 
recalled, came under increasing pressure after the rise of the 
opium trade.

Side by side with the Company's Factory, there was the pivate
Agency House, which Greenberg has called 'the characteristic unit

2of private trade with the East '. Being the actual manager of 
trading at Canton, it was the link between Great Britain and 'backward' 
areas such as China.

When the Honourable Company had a virtual monopoly of the China 
trade, private merchants could only trade with China from footings in 
the East, mainly from India, under license of the Company. In 1?6U 
a private merchant, George Smith, was allowed to go to Canton to wind 
up his business.^ During the 1770s, some private merchants were 
recorded in the names of residents of Canton. When the country trade 
began to prosper and its proceeds of sales were ready to avail the 
Company's fund for tea investment, the latter found it their advantage 
to encourage it. Two prominent British fiims. Jardine Matheson and 
Company and Dents and Company were formed in 1782 and I8l3 respectively.^ 
In 1831 there were already five British firms and twenty-one merchants

^Ibid., p.26
2Greenberg, op.cit., p.l44 
^Ibid., p.20
^Ibid., p.22. For a complete genealogy of the Jardine, Matheson and 
Company, see App. I of the book.
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at Canton, in addition to forty-one Parsees
Opium was the|crucial business of Agency Houses. Magniac, fore

bearer of Messrs. Jardine, Matheson told the Lords Committee on the 
East India Company of I83O that his firm, which was the largest at
Canton, engaged "almost entirely in opium as a matter of business, and

2in goods, as far as remittance required, from China only".
W.S. Davidson, idio laid down the foundation of Dent and Company, did 
opium business to a very great extent. Both James Matheson and Jardine 
traded almost nothing but opium during their early years in China.^
In return, they shipped Chinese goods such as sugar and sugar candy 
to India; and after the 1820s they transhipped goods to the United 
Kingdom throu^ Singapore.

As suggested by their name. Agency Houses also acted as agents 
for making sales, purchases and other kinds of service for both the 
Chinese and foreign merchants on commission. In the early days, there 
was a fixed rate of charges, but in actual practice, it varied accor
ding to the prestige of the agent. In 183I the charge ranged from 
half per cent, for effecting insurance to five per cent, for making 
sale) and purchases of all other goods except opium, cotton, cochineal, 
quicksilver and precious stones.^ But the charges were cut when 
competition became keen.

Agency Houses, though primarily trading firms in nature, also 
dealt with other branches of business arising from necessity. These

1The five firms were Magniac and Company, Thomas Dent and Company, 
Ilberry, Fearon and Company, Whiteman and Company and Turner and 
Company.

2B.P.P., 1830, House of Lords Select Committee on the Affairs of the 
East India Company, p.429

^Greenberg, op.cit., p.107

^Ibid., p.l49.
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transactions included banking, bill-broking, shipping, insurance 
purveying, etc. Modern banks did not exist in China before the l8i|0s. 
From the beginning banking operations were carried on by private 
merchants; the granting of credit was necessary in the distant 
commercial transaction of the China trade. Interest rates were very 
high at Canton, usually at one per cent, per month. Furthermore, 
exchange banking easily.prospered in the China trade in which there 
were always 'funds in excess of that needed to be remitted back to India 
and London. Loans to the Chinese hongs .were also profitable because 
'the Chinese merchants were noted for their faith. In fact, the last 

mentioned item was the motive of̂ the first private Englishman who went 
to China in the 1770s.̂  '-Lastly,'-Agency Houses assumed many of the 
ancillary services of a modern bank, acting as trustees and executors, 
granting letters of credit to travellers, supplying financial wants 
and even undertaking the job of investment brokers - mainly in opium.

Insurance was another major business which was indispensable,
especially when the China’ trade involved highly-risky goods like opium
and treasure. Until 18OI there was not a single insurance house of
any kind at Canton; but several merchants had combined in a temporary
association to underwrite ships or their cargoes up to a maximum of 

2#12,000. As the country trade flourished, it became increasingly 
necessary and profitable to run insurance business. A number of 
Calcutta insurance offices began to appoint their Canton agents. In

Îbid., pp.20-1 

2In Mexican dollars, ibid., p.171
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l805 the Canton Insurance Society, the first insurance house in 
China, was founded. It was alternatively managed by the two most 
powerful firms - Davidson-Dent and Neale-Magniac (Jardine and 
Matheson), The society was to be wound up every five years and a 
new film was to be established. It had a number of shares, usually 
sixty, but participation in the concern was confined to prominent 
merchants. In the mean time, each Calcutta house had an insurance 
office of their own, with agents at Canton. In 1829 Jardine started 
a new underwriting account, »J.M. and Friends' which was to be liqui
dated each year. As the insurance business became very profitable, 
Dents formed their own China Insurance Company in 1835 and therefore 
the Canton Society came to be solely in the hands of Jardines.^ One 
point of note is that though the insurance ventures in this period 
were in the form of partnership, their owners seemed to have recognised 
the danger of liibility to the last penny and ran them with some sort 
of precaution by winding them up regularly.

Shipping business was equally successful. Agency houses first
acted as resident agents or supercargoes for country ships. When
opium trade began to develop they, being heavily engaged, built up
their own fleets particularly in the 'outer anchorage' period. At
the outbreak of thejopium War, Jardine Matheson and Company, for

2instance, had a fleet of twelve ships.
Expansion of trade after 1834 required more facilities, both 

intensively and extensively. Modem exchange banks were emerging. 
Previously, the East India Company had obstructed every attempt to

^Ibid., pp.172-3 
2Ibid., App. II on p.224.
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establish exchange banks on the grounds that they would undermine
its business.̂  The Oriental Banking Corporation, which opened a

branch at Hong Kong and Canton in l845, was the first European
2bank that operated in China. By 1850 it had already extended to 

Shanghai, with a capital of £600,000,̂  and soon became the most 
prominent bank during the sixties and seventies in China.̂  Following 
its lead in China the Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, 
and the Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation were subsequently 

established.
Since the long voyages of the China trade often damaged ships 

modern shipyards were opened in China. The first one was opened in 
l843 at Canton by Mr. J. Couper, a former employee of the Peninsular 
and Oriential Shipping Company, under the title of Couper Dock. It

A.S.J. Baster, The Imperial Banks (1929), pp.88-104. See also 
J. Leighton-Boyce, 'The British Eastern Exchange Banks; An Outline 
of the Main factors affecting their Business up to 1914’, in C.D.Cowen 
(ed.). The Economic Development of South East Asia (l964).pp.20-1.
Ŵang Ching-yu, 9 5 - '  Shih-chiu-shih-chih wai-fcuo chai-hua
ying-hang shih-lih ti kang-chang chih chih tui chung-kuo tuî -sl̂ .nq 
hou-nqang chin-yung shih-chang M  kung-chih' + -ftj Ct ^ M
('The Expansion of Foreign Banks in China irio Their Control of the 
Financial Market in the Treaty Ports'), Li-shih Yen-chui 6  f "Iff 
(The Study of History), (1963), p.5l. See also A. Wright, Twentieth 
Centur̂ r Impressions of Hongkong, Shanghai and Other Treaty Ports of 
China (1908), p .116

B̂aster, op.cit., p.l05

Â.S.J. Baster, 'The Origins of the British Exchange Banks in China', 
Economic History, 111(1934), pp.l42-3

Ŵright, op.cit., p.196
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was amalgamated with the Hongkong and IVhampoa Dock Company in 1863
and was put into the control of Messrs. Jardine, Matheson and Company.
A concern known as the Pootung Dock Company was opened at Shanghai in 

-]1853. In the sixties and seventies more shipyards came into operation. 
Other modern British industrial investment in China included a druggist, 
the J. Llewellyn and Company, and some printing companies such as the 
London Missionary Society press and the North China Herald founded in 
1843 and 1850 respectively.̂

Due to the emergence of specialised services. Agency Houses had to 
make adjustments. The 'prince firms', having expanded and diversified 
their business simultaneously, did not lose their importance. In fact, 
it was Messrs. Jardine Matheson and Company, incorporated in Hong Kong, 
that initiated subsequently a series of projects of considerable scale 
in China. After examining Anglo-Chinese trade and finance in the pre-1o54 
period, the rest of the thesis will be devoted to the details between the 

sixty-one years l854 to I9l4.

Ŝun lu-tang, Chung-jih Chia-wu chan-cheng Chien Wai-kuo ,
tzu-pen ts^  Chmg-kuo ching-ying ti Chin-t ai kung-yeh J
%  i[' fÿl (Foreign Investments in
uiodem Inaustries in China before the SinoJapanese War of 1894),
(Shanghai 1956), p.11.
2For details, see Ibid.
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Chapter Two; THE FOREIGN TRADE STATISTICS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM
AND CHINA: THEIR COMPARABILITY AND ACCURACY. 1854-1914.

I. The Foreign Trade Statistics of the United Kipgdom. 1854-1914.

Like the international trade statistics over a long range of 
time of other countries, there were changes in the method and basis 
of compiling British import and export accounts and as a result,
British foreign trade statistics in 1914 neither measured the same 
commodities nor measured them in the same way as those in 1854. 
Although it is impossible to reconstruct the British trade series 
between 1854 and 1914 so as to place them on a strictly comparable 
basis, it is necessary to bear the alterations in the compilation 
system in mind before basing one's analysis on foreign trade returns.
It has been mentioned in chapter one that the valuation of British 
exports was put on the modern 'declared' system from 1798; but 
imports and re-exports were continued to be valued 'officially' until 
1854 when the system of 'computed real value' was introduced. The 
previous method of assigning 'official values' to the goods, at 1694 
prices, was more or less abandoned, although calculations based on them 
continued to be published in the Finance Account in the overseas 
statistics until 1869. The difference between the 'computed real 
value' and the 'official value' is the basis of valuation. The new 
method was summarised officially as being:

"the average annual prices fixed for the valuation are, 
principally, those of the London and Liverpool markets.
In each place one gentleman was specially employed to 
obtain prices for the Custom House. Many of the 
principal merchants and brokers were consulted, and also 
some of the Chambers of Commerce. The prices used and 
specified in the Accounts are for the articles in Bond, 
including all the charges of freight and landing, but 
exclusively of duties.

1. British Parliamentary Papers, hereafter B.P.P.. 1854-55, LI.
Annual Statement of Trade for the year 1854, p.iii.
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So the basis of valuation of commodities was re-established on their 
current prices —  a long-awaited remedy to remove the limitation im
posed by the method based on their prices ruling over one and a half 
centuries before. The new system was known generally as the c.i.f. 
(cost, insurance and freight) valuation of imports and this was the 
general practice subsequently adopted by other countries. Changes 
also took place in the presentation of records. Beginning in 1853, 
the overseas trade statistics of the United Kingdom appeared in an 
independent volume —  the Annual Statement of Trade and Navigation of 
the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and British Possessions, 
better known as the Annual Statement of Trade, which was published as 
a Parliamentary paper.

Another improvement was made in 1871 when the 'declared* system 
was extended to imports and re-exports. It is not certain whether 
this change in valuation causes any discontinuity in the series.
Sir Robert Gif fen, who was at one time the Statistical Secretary of 
the Board of Trade, expressed his scepticism in a paper presented to 
the Royal Statistical Society in 1882, mainly because merchants did 
not - either intentionally or unintentionally - declare the origin 
and value of their goods accurately.^ Errors could occur more easily 
in non-dutiable goods ; the declared invoices of which were checked 
less thoroughly by Customs officials. Nevertheless, there are no 
means of assessing the problem. Contemporary and modem writers have 
taken it for granted that the 'computed real values' are equivalent to 
the 'declared' ones. No adjustment was made in the Annual Statement 
of Trade of 1871 which also covered the years 186? to 1870.

1. Sir R. (then Mr.) Giffen, 'The Use of Import and Export 
Statistics', Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, 
hereafter, J.R.S.S.. XLV (1882). p.188.
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Some improvements in the compilation were made later. From 
1892 tobacco manufactured in bond, which had been regarded as re
export was put as export, but the effect of the transfer was slight. 
In addition, the exports of new ships and boats, which had been 
virtually excluded before, were put into the export accounts in 1899 
on the grounds that the shipbuilding industry was becoming more and 
more important. These 'new* exports in the first year were valued 
at £9.2 million, or three and a half per cent, of the total exports. 
From 1909 onwards, a new 'special import* account was created to 
denote "all imports of foreign and colonial produce and manufacturers" 
which were "used or consumed in the United Kingdom or worked up in the 
United Kingdom into articles for export as distinguished from imports 
of foreign and colonial merchandise" which were "afterwards exported 
without change of form."^ The movement of gold and silver was, 
nevertheless, excluded in the returns of the general merchandise 
throughout and was placed in a separate account.

It has always been difficult to determine the final place of 
shipment of goods. Prior to 1904, imports and exports were mainly 
credited to the place of direct shipment. Therefore, goods con
signed from Russia, but shipped from Germany, would be credited to 

2the latter. The same applied when exports were consigned for 
Switzerland but were transhipped through France. As a result, 
although the IMited Kingdom had a considerable trade with Switzerland, 
the statisticeil record did not appear in the Annual Statement of

1. B.P.P.. 1910, LXXXVII. Annual Statement of Trade, p.vi.
2. B.P.P.. 1904, LXXXVII. Trade of the United Kingdom with

Germany, p.6.
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Trade.̂  Efforts were made to improve the compilation in this 
2respect. As early as 1887 the Board of Trade attempted to correct 

the transhipment of Eastern goods through Columbo and Marseilles and 
the entrepot trade of Chile and Peru through Colon at the Isthmus of 
Panama.^ Nevertheless, it was sometimes, for one reason or another, 
too difficult for the merchants to give the accurate places of con
signment of their g o o d s I n  spite of these difficulties, imports 
and exports were calculated by the country of consignment from 1904 
as a trial. The values given in the Annual Statement of Trade before 
I9O8 were still based on the old method but at the same time, values, 
calculated by the new system, were given in the supplements from 
1904 to 1909. After a recommendation from a committee appointed to 
inquire into the matter, foreign trade statistics were put firmly onto 
the basis of the country of consignment from I909. Nonetheless, 
values by the traditional system were, for the sake of comparison, 
also given in the supplements until I9I5# Generally speaking, the 
estimates by the new method are closer to economic reality, but the 
Board of Trade has expressed reservations about them until 1914, and 
in fact, the statistics of British trade with China, as will be dis
cussed later in this chapter, is an area which did not benefit.

The classification of trade records did not undergo the same 
revolutionary changes. Goods were classified according to the 
'import and export list* —  a standardised system. The lists were
1. Giffen, loc.cit.. p.189*
2. B.P.P.. 1888, XCI. Annual Statement of Trade, p.xi.
3. Giffen, loc.cit.. p.189.
4. First of all, there was no law that required certificates of the

origin for goods. Secondly, if goods changed ownership, there 
was no way of knowing their ultimate origin. B.P.P.. 1909, 
LXXXIII. Annual Statement of Trade, p.vi.
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subdivided as goods became more diversified. At the time of the 
1871 reform, there were 400 import headings and just over 200 on 
the export side. The goods were listed alphabetically during the 
period until I914* After 1907, groupings were made under four head
ings: class I - food, drink and tobacco; class II - raw materials;
class III - manufactured articles , and class 17 - miscellaneous.

II. The Foreign Trade Statistics of China. 1864-1914.

Overseas trade between China and other countries had been carried
on long before the nineteenth century although it was not considered
as a matter of importance until the twentieth century. Due to its
immense size, China had been a self-sufficient country and therefore
was not dependent on overseas trade; no statistics were kept
regularly before the mid-nineteenth century, though scattered reports
on trading affairs by provincial officials are available. Under the
pressure of Western powers, led by Britain, China was forced into the
world system in I842, but the corrupt Chinese Customs were a constraint
on the expansion of trade, so foreign merchants pressed for reforms.
In 1861 the Imperial Maritime Customs, a modern Customs service, were
set up officially to collect duties ̂ and they continued to be
responsible for the general management of the overseas trade of China
until the People's Republic of China took over in 1949* The Imperial
1. For the early history of the Imperial Maritime Customs of China, 

see, 8.F.Wright, Hart and the Chinese Customs (Belfast, 1950) 
and J.K.Fairbank, Trade and Diplomacy on the China Coast 
(Cambridge, Mass., 1955).
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Maritime Customs of China, a product of Western pressure, was foreign- 
staffed and throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,
British influence was dominant. ̂ They began to publish trade returns 
in 1859 on a port basis, with both the value and quantity of trade in 
heterogeneous local units until 1866. It is possible to analyse 
China's international trade in this period on the basis of the 
statistics of individual treaty ports, but it is difficult to extra
polate this data and derive an estimate for China as a whole.

The method by which the overseas statistics of China were compiled 
by the newly established Customs House was rather primitive though 
quite logical. Imports were defined as the goods coming into China 
while exports were goods going out. After 1875 a distinction between
the exports of home products to foreign countries and those exported 
to other countries was made. In the trade report of that year, 
annual values of the total trade of China were published retro
spectively on the basis of the new system from 1864* The identif
ication of the origin of imports and the final destination of Chinese 
exports posed a greater difficulty for the Chinese Customs officials 
than their British counterparts. The role of Hong Kong as a large 
distributing centre of goods entering and leaving China rendered 
this task impossible ;  ̂ the accuracy of Chinese international trade 
statistics, with respect to its trade with each individual partner
1. From the beginning to the end of the Chinese Maritime Customs

Service, all inspector generals but the last one were British 
subjects.

2. China did not have a uniform monetary system at that time.
Different units such as Mexican dollars, Spanish dollars and 
local currencies were used.

5* Other similar mis-recording of trade existed. Yokohoma acted 
in the same way for shipments originating from San Francisco 
and Vancouver. Antwerp and Rotterdam were ports of shipment 
for goods from Germany and to a lesser extent, Denmark and 
Sweden. Exports from Genoa included goods from Switzerland 
and Germany. See H.B.Morse, The International Relations of the 
Chinese Empire (1918), hereafter International Relations ... 
Chinese Brpire. II, p.397*
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is therefore extremely dubious,^ The trade statistics, both on a
2national scale and by individual treaty ports, were given annually 

in taels after 1868 and in Haikwan Taels, an imaginary unit of account 
from 1875 onwards.̂  The values of imports and exports of treasure,
on the other hand, were only given in the accounts of some treaty 
ports in the beginning. Owing to the large amount of gold shipped out 
of the country and the huge amount of silver shipped in, a new state
ment of their respective value was published from 1888 for the country 
as a whole.

The changes in the sovereignty of China affected the compilation 
and scope of Chinese trade statistics. After 1890 the foreign trade 
of Korea was included in that of China partly because it had been a 
traditional Chinese tributary and partly because its Customs were 
simply an extension of the Chinese set-up.^ The peace treaty at the 
end of the Sino-Japanese War of 1894-5 gave independence to the 
Koreans and natursuLly, the past statistical method ended. Taiwan was
treated as a foreign country after it was ceded to Japan in 1895? but

*5 6 7the leasing of Weihaiwei, ̂ Kwangchowan and Tsingtao to various
countries did not affect their original status. There were no Customs

1. The international trade of China as a whole was not affected since
all goods to and from Hong Kong were treated as foreign.

2. Chinese ports opened for trade by Sino-foreign treaties.
5. 'Haikwan* means maritime Customs. Haikwan Tael is taken as equal

to 1.1140 Shanghai Tael, I.I9OO Canton Tael, 1.0875 Hankow Tael, 
1*05550 Tientsin Tael and 1.0436 Kiukiang Tael. For detail, see 
F.H.H.King, Money and Monetary Policy in China. 1845-1895 
(Cambridge, Mass., I965). King has made a mistake in the unit of 
account of the copper cash sector; it is wen not chien.

4. L.L.Hsiao, China's Forei/pi Trade Statistics. 1864-1949
(Cambridge, Mass., 1974), p.9*

5. It was leased to Britain in 1898 for 99 years.
6. It was leased to France in 1898 for 99 years.
7. It was leased to Germany in 1897 for 99 years.
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houses in these leased territories so that the small amount of trade 
going through these places was estimated by the Customs,

Alongside the modem Customs, there were the native Customs 
that handled the local junk trade until I90I. The volume of this 
trade is impossible to ascertain, but a far from negligible amount of 
external trade by junk was carried on with Korea, Japan, the Philli- 
pines, Indo-China, Siam, the Malay Archipelago as well as Hong Kong. 
Prior to I90I, therefore, the overseas statistics given in the trade 
returns only covered the trade at treaty ports.^ After the
Imperial Maritime Customs took over the Native Customs in 1901, the 
trade returns included the whole maritime trade. The total imports 
of China went up from Haikwan Taels 222,129,000 in I9OO to 227,140,000 
in 1901, while the exports rose from Haikwan Taels 158,997,000 to 
169,657,000.

The way of valuing imports and exports was modernised in I904.
Initially the Chinese Customs valued imports and exports at their
current market prices. Starting from I904, the former were calculated
on the c.i.f. (cost, insurance and freight) and the latter on the f.o.b,
(free on board) basis. The reform brought about a discontinuity in
the whole trade series although adjustments have been made by

2individual scholars. After I904, the foreign trade statistics of 
China became more standardised.

With respect to the presentation of trade returns, they were 
published in two separate volumes from 1859 to 1881 —  the Returns of

1. The number of treaty ports increased from 5 in 1842 to 28 in I90I.
2. C.F.Remer, The Foreign Trade of China (Shanghai, 1926),

pp.207-9 and his article * International Trade Between Gold and 
Silver Countries: China 1885-1913*, Quarterly Journal of
Economics. XL (I926), pp.594-643* Later, a more authoritative 
study was done by C.M.Li; see his 'China's International Trade 
Statistics: An Evaluation', Nankai Social and Economic Review.
X (1937).
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Trade and the Reports on Trade of Treaty Ports - after which they 
appeared in a single volume. The first part of the returns consisted 
of summary tables, followed by returns of individual treaty ports.
Total trade with every foreign country each year was given, though no 
detailed classification of goods was attempted. There were separate 
accounts for the more important commodities, such as tea, silk and 
opium. The amount of duties collected in each port as well as the 
country as a whole were also recorded. Shipping was classified accord
ing to nationality. Apart from the annual trade reports, there are 
Decennial Reports, compiled at each treaty port to record its 
significant political and economic development. The first such report 
was published in 1893 for the period 1882 to 1893 and they were 
published subsequently every ten years.

III. The Comparability of International Trade Statistics; the United 
Kingdom and China.

Beginning in the nineteenth century, the standardisation of
international statistics has been advocated to allow inter-country
comparison. In 1853 the First International Statistical Congress at
Brussels called for such standardisation and at successive congresses
foreign trade statistics received much attention.^ Their proposals
1. Before 1872 eight sessions of the International Statistical Con

gress were held, in 1853, 1855, 1857, 1860, 1863, 1867, 1869 and 
1872. See 'International Statistical Congress held at 
St. Petersburg in 1872, message from the President of the United 
States ', Executive Documents Printed by Order of the House of Rep
resentatives 1875-74 (Washington. 1874% 43rd Congress, first 
session, Ex. Doc. no.289, pp.3-19* Then they were resumed in
1885 iu London, and from this year onwards, bi-annual meetings 
were continuously held until 1913* See Y.Don; 'Comparability 
of International Trade Statistics: Great Britain and Austria-
Hungary', Economic History Review. 2nd Series, XXI (I968), p.80, 
n.3. But Dr.Don thought there were four Congresses held before 
1872, namely in 1853, I869, 1871 and 1872 respectively*
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did not succeed totally although much progress was made; at the 
International Commerciail Conference at Brussels in 1913» & list of 
185 heading of goods was adopted for general use.

In Britain, the problem aroused considerable interest because of 
the country's dominant share of the world trade and several attempts 
were devoted to the study of the comparability of international trade 
statistics. In 1882 Sir Robert Giffen, then the Statistical 
Secretary of the Board of Trade, had pointed out the problems involved 
in the comparability of the United Kingdom's foreign trade statistics 
with other countries. He argued that in assessing the accuracy of 
import and export compilations, the variation of price from year to 
year, the proportion of the shipping industry in both countries, the 
cost, insurance, freight and other charges of shipowners for the 
delivery of imports, etc. should all be taken into consideration.
Since differences existed in the above items between countries, the 
trade statistics should be put onto a common basis before any com
parison was meaningful. ̂ In another paper delivered before the 
Australian Association for the Advancement of Science, he argued that
international statistical comparison was very difficult, if not 

2impossible. However, his efforts did not end the controversy. In
1904 a committee was appointed to study the trade of the United King^
dom with Germany. Its investigation revealed that the values of the
British exports in the United Kingdom accounts were consistently
higher than those in German records, and vice versa for the imports
from Germany. The reason was that a certain amount of the British

toexports to Switzerland were wrongly credited to Germany/where the

1. Giffen, loc.cit., pp.186-243*
2. Sir (then Mr.) R.Gif fen, ' International Statistical Comparisons',

Quarterly Publication of the American Statistical 
Association. Ill (1892), p.207*
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goods had first been shipped* This explained the first anomaly*
The second difference was due to a large quantity of German products 
being mistaken for Belgian and Dutch, because ports in the how

icountries were the places of shipment to the Tfedted Kingdom.
Sir A.W.Plux, who had examined the Anglo-European trade relations,

2came to the same conclusion. More recently, Ihr.Don has suggested 
- by the experience of the Tkiited Kingdom and Austro-Hungary during
the second half of the nineteenth century - that since there are no
uniform methods of classifying goods and different units were used in 
measuring commodities, the reliability of the comparison of trade 
accounts is questionable. That the Austro-Hungarian figures of both 
imports and exports were consistently higher than the British may be 
attributed to the different rates of exchange between the Austrian 
currency and sterling before 1891 due to the depreciation of silver 
after the early 1870s, the former's inclusion of duty-free transit 
trade in its special trade accounts, the tendency to undervalue goods 
by the British 'declared' system, with the opposite bias in the Austro- 
Hungarian 'official' approach and lastly, the British reform of
valuation by the 'place of consignment' after 1908;let alone by
'place of shipment' used before, did not record all the Austro-Hungarian 
exports to and imports from the United Kingdom transhipped through 
Germany, Netherland, Belgium, France, Italy, Roumania and British 
India. ̂

The comparison of British and Chinese trade statistics is almost 
impossible. The difficulties that are described by Dr.Don with

1. Trade of the United Kingdom with Germany, op.cit.. p.6.
2. Flux, loc.cit*. p.300-17*
3* Y.Don, loc.cit*. pp.81-92, esp.91-92.
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regard to Anglo-Himgarian experience also apply to the case of 
Britain and China. Firstly, the British trade returns have a 
detailed subdivision of commodities whereas those of China only give 
a total value, except for tea and silk. The difference in the units 
of quantity in both records is not a serious problem because they are 
interchangeable. For example, the unit of weight used for measuring 
tea and silk in Chinese accounts was the picul which is equivalent to 
135 1/3 lbs. Simple conversion, however, is not possible for values. 
The United Kingdom trade returns give values in sterling while those 
of China are in Haikwan Tael. Although the Chinese trade reports 
also give the equivalent of Haikwan Tael in Qiglish currency, the 
violent fluctuations of the exchange rate causes a special problem.
If sterling in terms of Haikwan Tael was rising, the value of British 
imports from China, declared by merchants in Britain, would tend to 
be less than that recorded in Chinese accounts. On the other hand, 
the Chinese Customs, which had the practice of valuing goods by the 
average exchange rate ruling in the previous month, would assign a 
greater value to imports from Britain than that in British trade 
returns. The reverse would have happened during a period of 
appreciation for the Chinese currency. But given the short
time that it took goods to be shipped from China to Britain and 
vice versa, the exchange effect could not have been considerable.
The exports of the United Kingdom throughout the period being con
sidered were based on the f.o.b. system while the imports were rated 
by c.i.f. Before I904 the Chinese estimates were in current prices, 
so that Chinese import values included duties and other charges while 
exports were exclusive of them. The exports of the Uaited Kingdom 
were mainly credited to the place of direct shipment before I9O8 and 
thereafter, the place of consignment. Those of China, despite taking
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caused
a similar method, did not succeed because of the problen/by Hong Kong 
right from the beginning of the collection of foreign trade statistics 
by the modern Chinese Customs to the 1930s*

Hong Kong is situated to the immediate south of China and it was 
ceded to Britain in 1842 by the Treaty of Nanking. The north of Hong 
Kong is called Kowloon Peninsul^'" and the New Territories. The former 
was also ceded to Britain at the Treaty of Tientsin in 1858 while the 
latter were leased to Britain in 1898 for ninety-nine years. The New 
Territories are only separated from China proper by the narrow 
Sumchun River. Since Hong Kong is British, the Chinese Customs con
sidered it as a foreign country when compiling their trade returns.
Sugar beet to Hong Kong for refining was, therefore, treated as an 
export from China while the refined sugar that went back to China was, 
on the other hand, rendered as imports from Hong Kong. Furthermore and 
more important, Hong Kong functioned as a large distributing centre for 
China before and even long after 1914* "Hongkong was merely to be 
looked upon as a sort of bonded warehouse in which merchants could 
deposit their goods in safety until it should suit their purpose to sell 
them to native Chinese dealers or to send them to a port or place in 
China for sale."^ Although the Customs officials of China set up a 
rule that when goods were exported to Hong Kong, "it should be ascertained 
if possible at the time of shipment" whether they were "intended for a 
foreign market or not," and if such information could not be obtained,
"the Commissioner /"of Customs^/ must use his own judgement in consider-

1. Quoted in A .Wright (ed.). Twentieth Century Impression of Hong 
Kone, Shanghai and other Treaty Ports of China (1908), p.235*
The statement was taken from the first governor of Hong Kong 
when he addressed a committee of China merchants shortly after 
the British rule began, but the role of Hong Kong did not change 
until the 1950s.
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ing" how it was*^ikely to be disposed of."^ The attempt was not very 
successful judging from the fact that, Hong Kong, though small and un
populated, always had a considerable share of the total trade of China.^ 

The Board of Trade of England carried out several attempts to solve 
the 'Hong Kong problem' in China trade. In 188? the officials of the 
British Customs began to make corrections to the values of British 
imports coming from the East by way of Colombo. "Large quantities of 
goods from Japan, China and other Eastern Countries" were transhipped 
at Colombo and Marseilles but they were "so far as possible, credited 
to the country of original shipment" as the case might be.^ Between 
1904 and I9O8, an attempt was made to shift the system of 'direct ship
ment' to 'place of consignment' and from I909 the new system was followed. 
However, statistics by both systems were available from I904 to I9I3 for 
comparative purposes.^ In the case of Hong Kong, one would think that 
values calculated by place of consignment would be much smaller than 
those by direct shipment. However, the values of British exports to 
Hong Kong from I904 to 1913 by both systems were identical. It is 
therefore doubtful whether the reform was effective. This question 
will be discussed in the last section of this chapter.

It should be explained why Chinese goods were transhipped through 
Hong Kong. Apart from its geographical closeness, Hong Kong possesses 
a very good harbour. It should be borne in mind that the Chinese 
government was forced to open trade; not only would it not provide

1. Hart to the Commissioner of Customs on 26.10.1871» in China,
Inspector General's Circulars. First Issue: 1861-1875 (Shanghai,
1879), p.3^4.

2. In I865 it accounted for more than 24 per cent, of the total
Chinese trade. In 1884 its share advanced to 33 per cent.
After the turn of the century, its role%somewhat reduced. But 
in 1913 it still had a share of just under 30 per cent.

3. B.P.P.. 1888, XCI. Annual Statement of Trade, p.xi.
4. Supplements of the Annual Statement of Trade. I904-I9I3*
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trading facilities unless under heavy pressure, but also foreigners
sometimes felt insecure in the treaty ports. The British government,
on the other hand, tried to provide the best facilities for traders.
Therefore, Hong Kong developed gradually, with the British merchants
as the most active group among its foreign community. Furthermore,
it was treated as a treaty port in China before 1864; its exports to
and imports from China could pay less duty than those of foreign
origin.^ Although this privilege was withdrawn by the Chinese
government in I864, it was reported during the '60s and '70s that more
and more Chinese merchants, in the south of China, went to Hong Kong 

2to buy their goods because they could benefit by shipping their 
cargoes back by junks which, as noted before, were exempted from the 
control of the modem Chinese Customs before I9OI. If a small 
quantity of goods was to consign from Hong Kong to the South of China, 
junks had two advantages over the steamers. In the first instance, 
the duties paid at the Native Customs were lower than that paid by 
steamers at the Maritime Customs.^ Secondly, corruption in the 
Chinese hierarchy furthered the advantage.^ Consequently, junks 
sailed constantly between Hong Kong and the coast of the Kwangtung 
province.

In addition to the legitimate trade between Hong Kong and China 
there was an illicit trade. The smuggling of goods into and out of 
China from Hong Kong was noticed over a considerable period, both by

1. China. Hongkong and the Chinese Customs (Shanghai, 1930)> p*6.
2. B.P.P. I865, LIII. Commercial Reports from H.M. Consuls in China.

hereafter Consular Commercial Reports. Canton for I864, p.189; 
also Chinese Maritime Customs Reports. Canton. 1871-72. p.208.

5* Chinese Maritime Customs Reports. Canton. 1871-72. p.208.
4. Sir (then Mr.) R.Hart, Foreign Customs Establishment. Presented

to Both Houses of Parliament (18^5), p.2.
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the Chinese and the Hong Kong governments. The inefficient adminis
tration of the Chinese Government was unable to stop it while the 
Hong Kong side found its termination too expensive. So the illicit 
trade continued. Opium, which carried the highest duty, was the 
chief commodity smuggled into China. After the privilege of Hong 
Kong as a Chinese treaty port was withdrawn in 1864» the goods from 
this port had to pay Customs duties as foreign commodities but the 
duty for most goods was only five per cent, ad valorem.̂  Despite the 
low level of duties, the smuggling appears to have been profitable *
The Commissioner of the Canton Customs, in a memorandum to Sir Robert 
Hart, then the Inspector General of Customs, complained that the only
steamer the Customs provided was not sufficient to check the illegal

2activities on the coast of the Kwangtung Province. In a report of 
Canton in 1874» the Commissioner of Customs pointed out that there 
were twenty local junks plying to and from Hong Kong, making eighty 
illicit trips a month. If the amount of duties derived from the trade 
was 250 taels a trip, the Chinese government was losing 240,000 taels 
each year as a result.^ He also reported that nearly all the tea 
from the province of Canton was smuggled to Hong Kong.^ The amount 
shipped to Macao, a small island near Hong Kong, was estimated to be

1• Tea and opium were excepted. After the cancellation of the
privilege, goods going in and out of China from Hong Kong had 
to pay the following duties: (a) the Native Customs export duty
at port of shipment when being despatched to Canton; (b) a 
special fee at Canton Native Customs for import duty at the port
of shipment and (c) export duty at Canton according to the Treaty 
tariff. After the mid-fifties, a special charge, called likin 
was also imposed on goods.

2. The Commissioner of Canton Customs to Robert Hart. 25.5*1869. 
China, Documents Illustrative of the Origin. Development ^ d  
Activities of the Chinese Customs Service (Shanghai. 1958). 
hereafter Documents ... of the Chinese Customs Service. VI, p.280,

5. Chinese Maritime Customs Reports. Canton. 1874. p.186.
4* Ibid.. p.187*
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30,000 peculs /*39»990 lbs._7 per annum.^ In the same way as tea,
it was "probable that no inconsiderable quantity of silk produced in
the Kwangtung province was shipped by Junk and found its way abroadto
from Macao and Hong Kong." Sir Robert Hart wrote/the representative 
of the Chinese Customs in London that "the Macaoesè, like the Hong 
Kong-ites (Chinese one day, non-Chinese the next)" buttered "their 
bread on both sides and the proximity of these two ports of China 
made "smuggling of every kind possible and also impossible to be stopped. 
The illegal trade was so prosperous that the Chinese had to seek the 
cooperation of the Hong Kong government to bring it to an end. Two 
Customs Houses were set up in 1887, one at Kowloon Peninsula^ and the 
other at Lappa, together with an administration office on Hong Kong 
island. As a result, the notorious trade was checked; China's 
exports jumped from Haikwan Tael 102.3 millions in 1887 to 124*8 
millions in 1888. This increase was mainly due to the temporary 
check of smuggling rather than a sudden blossoming of legitimate 
Chinese trade. However, the preventive measures were sometimes not 
very effective due to the existence of a long and often unpopulated 
Chinese coast. The problem was aggravated after the New Territories 
were leased to Britain in 1898 because the Customs House on the Hong 
Kong side had to be closed. To make up for this loss, new collection 
stations were established at various 'strategic' points along the 
coast of the Kwangtung Province within China proper. These alter
ations were totally to the advantage of the smugglers. S.F.Wright,
the Statistical Secretary of the Chinese Customs well described the
1. Ibid.. p.187.
2. T.G.Banister, A ^storv of the External Trade of China 1834-1881

(Shanghai, 1931), P.127.
3. Hart to Campbell, 3*12.1905 in J.K.Fairbank, K.F.Bruce and

E.M.Matheson (eds.). The I.G. in Peking (1975), p.1489.

«5
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uncontrollable situation which remained unsolved in the 1940s.
"Prior to 1899 the frontier was only two and half 
miles in length and was protected by a stout bamboo 
fence, set eight feet high, along the entire line.
This fence was pierced by six gates, and an armed 
patrol both by night and by day saw to it that only 
legitimate trade passed through these gates. After 
1899 the frontier ran for some sixty miles through 
rough and hilly country from Chekwan on the west to 
Mrs Point on the east. To add the difficulty of 
controlling this greatly extended line, the waters 
of the Sumchun River 1 were declared to be British, 
while the boundary along the shores of the Deep Bay 
and Mrs Bay was delimited at high-water mark.
This enabled smugglers to lie unprotected (sic) in
British waters within a yard or so of the Chinese 
Territory and —  as it was manifestly impossible 
for the Chinese government to provide preventive 
officers to guard every junk —  to slip their goods 
ashore practically when and where they pleased."g

Besides the goods shipped by junks, Chinese people, mainly from 
the southern provinces, went to Hong Kong frequently and brought a
small amount of foreign goods which the Customs either did not tax or
notice.^

It is evident from the above that the position of Hong Kong was 
strategic in the Anglo-Chinese trade. However, Hong Kong did not 
keep any statistics of its trade with China, not even at the outbreak 
of the First World War. Therefore, the amount of trade going on 
remains a mystery. Occasional estimates of the share of the British 
trade with China which went via Hong Kong are available. When
H.B.Morse was the Statistical Secretary of the Chinese Customs, he 
estimated that in 1867, 75 per cent, of China's imports from Hong

4Kong were of British origin while in 1905, the share was 7 per cent.

I. The river is the boundary between the new Territories and China.
2. Hongkong and the Chinese Customs. Op.cit.. p.12.
5. Chinese Maritime Customs Reports. Canton. 1871-72. p.208.
4* Morse gave two estimates of British trade with China transhipped

through Hong Kong. See H.B.Morse, International Relations.... 
Chinese Bnpire. II. op.cit.. p.398. The estimates appear 
originally in his 'The Report on the Foreign Trade of China',
The Returns of Trade and the Trade Reports of China. 1906. part I.
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Other than that, the picture is unclear. Therefore it is impossible 
to construct the part played by Hong Kong over time in the trade 
between the United Kingdom and China.

IV. The Accuracy of International Trade Statistics; 
the United Kingdom and China.

Not imnaturally, the question of the accuracy of foreign trade
statistics has been noticed by economists and economic historians
for centuries. In 1872 Bourne questioned the reliability of the
British foreign trade statistics and he rightly pointed out their
limitations —  namely, the failure to trace the country of origin of
goods, the absence of precise description of goods that resulted in
their mis classification, the inaccurate recording of quantity,
especially those of non-dutiable goods and the limitations of the

1
'computed real value' and the 'declared value*. A similar view was 
expressed by Sir R.Giffen in 1882.^

As for the Chinese series, Remer was among the first to argue that 
the exports of China were underrecorded. He compared the export data 
in the Chinese returns from 1928 to 1930 with the respective imports 
in the official reports of China's chief trading partners. His 
assumption was that if the bilateral trade was recorded correctly in

1. S.Bourne, 'Official Trade and Navigation Statistics', J.R.S.S.,
XXXV (I872), pp.202-9. The article was later reprinted in his 
book, Trade, Population and Food (I88O).

2. Giffen, 'The Use of Import and Export Statistics', cit., pp.188-92.
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both countries, the export values in Chinese accounts should, be more 
or less equivalent to its trading partner's import accounts. Con
verting various currencies into Chinese dollars and excluding Hong 
Kong if possible,^ he found that exports in Chinese accounts for the 
three years 1928 to 1930 were understatements. Then he chose Japan, 
the Iftiited Kingdom and the U.S.A., which together accounted for about 
half of the total trade of China and made a comparison for the period 
1902 to 1930. Fixing the index of exports of these countries to 
China as 100, he discovered that the corresponding index of imports 
from these countries in Chinese returns was IO4.4. Putting the index 
of goods exported to these countries in Chinese returns at 100, the 
corresponding import index of the Chinese goods in the aggregate 
foreign trade series was I3I* He, therefore, came to the conclusion 
that the recorded exports in Chinese trade statistics were a sub
stantial understatement whereas the recorded imports were slightly 
overvalued. For every #104 imports reported in the Chinese returns, 
the three countries reported their value as Chinese #100. For Chinese 
exports, China only reported #100 when the other countries put them as
#131. The result is "readily explained by supposing that the Chinese

2figures under-value exports from the countries." However, C.M.Li, 
maintained that Remer's method was unsound because of the crude con
version of foreign currencies into Chinese dollar during a period of 
floating exchange rates, the failure to take into consideration of the 
scope of trade statistics, such as different treatment of transit,

1. It was found that it was not possible to separate the German,
French and Italian trade with China with their respective 
trade with Hong Kong. See C.F.Remer, The Foreign Investment 
of China (New York, 1933), p.196*

2. Ibid.. p.199*
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transhipment, temporary and certain improvement and warehousing trade 
in different countries under comparison, the large transhipment of 
Chinese trade through Hong Kong and the possibility of incorrect 
valuation of the trade statistics, both China and foreign* Li com
piled Shanghai import and export price indices, calculated from 
market quotations, and China's import and export price indices cal
culated from the Chinese Customs returns for the period I926 to 1935» 
and found a close similarity - a similarity between two indices com
puted by two distinct organisations* He therefore concluded that the 
Chinese Customs were not slow in adjusting their import and export 
prices to the actual market prices of goods in calculating China's 
foreign trade statistics, which, therefore, should be tolerably accur
ate after the standardisation reform in 1904*̂

Despite Li's various criticisms of the 'comparison approach', it 
would seem that the large transhipment of Chinese trade, i.e. the 
entrepot position of Hong Kong, was the main source of possible dis
crepancies. However, in the trade report for the year I906, Morse, 
then the Statistical Secretary of the Chinese Customs, recalculated 
the imports and exports of China from 1899 to I905 by treating Hong 
Kong as a part of China and comparing the direct trade of China in

2Chinese accounts with that of its trading partners in their returns. 
Morse's official position should have enabled him to have made more 
reliable estimates. In the following Table, his recalculations are 
compared with the Anglo-Chinese trade values in the Annual Statement 
of Trade. But here the entrepot trade of Hong Kong and Macao, as 
noted in the Table, as well as the small amount going through the

1. Li, loc.cit., pp.2-12.
2. 'Reports of the Foreign Trade of China', cit., pp.45-7*
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British-leased Weiheiwei, are all put as Chinese* Furthermore, the 
British exports of foreign and colonial produce and manufactures, 
which were probably counted as part of the United Kingdom products 
in the Chinese accounts, have been added to the total export of the 
United Kingdom for comparison purposes. The results are shown in 
Tables 7 and 8,

As seen from the following Tables, the values of the Anglo- 
Chinese trade from 1899 to 1905 recorded in the Chinese trade reports 
are always higher than those in the British returns. Their difference, 
however, is surprisingly small. When compared with the British total.

Table 7
Total Values of British^ Imports from China^ in Chinese and British Returns.

Year
HK Tael 

1=U.K.accounts 
£

= Haikwan Tael. 
2=Chin.accounts 

HK Taels
HK Tael = 5=2 in 
Sterling £

1
io

1899-
1905

2s 3.2/3d 3,299,677aver. 3,279,733 25,021,000 0.6
1904 5,228,652 22,536,000 2s 10.2/5d 3,230,160 0.5
1905

Note;

2,726,846

^ See text.

18,179,000 3s 1/I0d 2,734,425 0.3

Source ; The Annual Statement of Trade and 'The Report of the
Foreign Trade of China* • in The Return of Trade and Trade 
Reports of China, 1906, part. I.
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Table 8
Total Values of British^ Exports to China^ in Chinese and British 
Returns.
Year 1=U.K.accounts 2=Chin.accounts HK Tael = 3=2 in 1-3

1
£ HK Taels Sterling £

1899-
1903
aver. 9,474,534 66,791,000 2s 3*2/3d 9,573,377 1.0
1904 13,466,096 93,993,000 2s 10.2/5d 13,472,330 0.1
1905 17,146,529 114,310,000 3s 1/I0d 17,146,500 0.0

Note; ^ See text.
Source ; As Table 7.

the difference in imports from the United Kingdom during these six 
years only averaged 0.5 per cent.; the difference in exports from 
China is even lower —  an average of O.4 per cent. The small margin 
of error could have been caused by anything ranging from exchange 
rate conversion, the inclusion of cost, insurance, freight and 
other charges on recorded imports to the faults within the estimation 
process. It is, nevertheless, not unreasonable to take this narrow 
margin of error for granted for even present trade statistics, 
estimated by complicated methods and machines, are subjected to 
similar limitations. One author has noted that "it is indeed prefer*- 
able to regard all international trade statistics not as exact measure
ments, but rather as general indications of broad orders of magnitude."^ 
However, a conclusion clearly emerges from the comparison exercise.
As the British foreign trade statistics from the second half of the

1. P.L.Yates, Forty Years of Foreign Trade (New York, 1959), p.27.
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nineteenth century are regarded as broadly reliable, the Chinese 
series are, therefore, on the whole accurate after imports and 
exports were valued at c.i.f. and f.o.b. respectively from I904.
Since adjustments based on the new system can be pushed back as far 
as 1888, this year can be taken as the beginning of accurate modern 
Chinese trade statistics.^ Therefore, Remer*s understatement thesis 
of China's foreign trade series is unfounded and his misjudgement is 
caused by ignoring the part played by Hong Kong. The result is not 
really surprising for the Chinese Imperial Maritime Customs had, from 
the onset, been put on a logical and efficient basis. From the 
circulars of the Inspector General to his officials, one has the

2impression that the Customs service was under strict supervision.
Anson Burlingame, the first American Minister to Peking, was equally 
impressed because at its inception many officials at the Chinese 
Customs were "men ... of first class ... young men who are graduates 
of Cambridge and Oxford and who were selected for the British Service 
after the severest competitive examination."  ̂ E.C.Stainer, the
American Union College graduate, became the first secretary in the 
Statistical Department. Later, H.B.Morse, a Harvard graduate, was 
appointed to the same post. Sir Robert Hart, the well-known 
Inspector General, also devoted himself to the service. He enjoyed

1. Li, Düô ĉr̂ .
2. For Hart's role, see S.F.Wright, op.cit^

Hart always kept instructing his officials how to manage various
daily operations. See, for example. Inspector General's 
Circulars# First Issues. 1861-75. cit. But one of the 
commissioners, who served under Hart, complained after retire
ment that Hart's style of management was not good. See 
P.King, In the Chinese Customs Service. A Personal Record of 
Forty Seven-Years (l93Q).

3. Letter from Burlingame to W.H.Seward (then the American Secretary
of State), 5*7.1864, Documents ... of the Chinese Customs Service.
cit.. VII. p.79.
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his job and even turned down a handsome offer from the British 
Government to become the British Minister at Peking.̂  Chaos and in
efficiency were natural during the infancy stage, but a standard
Customs service was set up gradually, staffed with men of a high 
calibre.

A similar Table as Table 7 and Table 8 was constructed, but 
instead of an estimation by place of shipment, the estimates by the 
place of consignment in the Annual Statement of Trade were used. 
British exports to China were, however, in every way identical in both
systems and therefore the same as Table 8.

Table 9
Total Values of British^ Imports from China^ in Chinese and British 
Returns (OH Consignment Basis).
Year 1=U.K.accounts 2=Chin.accounts HK Tael = 3=2 in 3-1

1
£ HK Tael Sterling £ io

1904 3,359,342 22,536,000 25 10.2/5d 3,230,160 3.8
1905 2,791,843 18,179,000 35 1/I0d 2,734,425 2.1

Note; ^ See text.
Source ; As Table 7.

there is
According to the above Table/no great difference in the total value 
of the trade between the Tftiited Kingdom and China in the trade of both 
countries, even when the former shifts to the method of valuation by 
place of consignment. It would appear that the bulk of the Hong Kong
trade in the United Kingdom accounts must have been transhipments to 
China. Therefore, when using the Annual Statement of Trade in 
1. Hart to Salisbury, 26.8.1885, P.R.O. P.O. 17/1121.
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analysing the trade between the TMited Kingdom and China, which the 
present study will do, the British trade with Hong Kong, Macao and 
Veihaiwei must be added to that between the TJhited Kingdom and China.

Another interesting conclusion also arises. Table 9 
shows that the change in the basis of compilation of foreign trade 
statistics of the Tfedted Kingdom, i.e. from the place of direct ship
ment to the place of consignment, does not bring about any substantial 
difference in the trade statistics between the IMited Kingdom and 
China. In fact, the values of exports by consignment to China are 
completely the same as those by direct shipment from I904 to I913. 
Therefore statistically, the shift to country of consignment did not - 
due to the role of Hong Kong - have any effect on Britain's trade with 
China, at least not before the First World War. This conclusion is 
supported by three further points.

First of all, Hong Kong was a sparsely-populated island up to I914. 
Its actual consumption was confined to a third of a million people.
In I867 it produced nothing and in 1905» its principal export was 
refined sugar besides a small production of cotton yam cordage. ̂ 
However, according to the Annual Statement of Trade, the imports from 
Hong Kong in I867 or even earlier included raw cotton, tea, oil, 
products, etc. Secondly, the total value of the trade of the small 
island of Hong Kong compared very favourably with that of the whole of 
China. According to Table 10 on the following page, during the 
period 1854 to 1914» the total value of Hong Kong's imports from the 
Iftiited Kingdom averaged 49 per cent, of the total values of the 
Chinese imports from the I&iited Kingdom. At the same time, the 
total value of Ifong Kong exports to the United Kingdom in the same

1. Morse, International Relations ... Chinese Bnpire. cit.. II.
pp.197-8.
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Table 10

The Ratio of Total Values of An^lo-Hon^kon^r Trade to the Angrlo-
Chinese^ Trade, 1854-1914 (Annual Averages),

Period British Exports 
to Hongkong

British Imports 
from Hongkong

1854-1863 0.63 0.04 ^
1864-1873 0.45 0.05
1874-1883 0.70 0.10

1884-1893 0.47 0.20

1894-1903 0.38 0.26
1904-1914 0.32 0.18
Average 0.49 0.14

Note: ^ Exclusive of Hongkong, Macao and after I903» 
exclusive of Hongkong, Macao and Veihaiwei.

b I86I-63 average.
Source: Annual Statement of Trade.

period averaged I4 per cent, of the total values of the Chinese e3q>ort 
to the same country. Since Hong Kong was but a small island without 
any industry in the modem sense, the reason must be the transhipment 
of Chinese goods. Thirdly, the British trade with China, imports 
and exports alike, were of more or less the same commodities as that 
with Hong Kong, Fourthly, when the place of consignment was taken 
up in the United Kingdom after 1909» as the main basis of classification, 
the Annual Statement of Trade still gave two accounts for China: one
inclusive of Hong Kong, Macao and Veihaiwei and the other exclusive of 
them. It clearly shows that these three places, and in particular
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Hong Kong, were inseparable parts of the Chinese economic system.
In other words, the Board of Trade found it too difficult to list 
them separately.

Apparently, the estimation by place of consignment left the
/Aentrepot problem of Hong Kong untouched. This conclusion leads to 

another question. To generalise, from the experience of the Anglo- 
Chinese trade, that the reform after 1904 did not improve the 
compilation of the British foreign trade statistics is too arbitrary, 
but it is equally true that the effectiveness of the new system is 
not beyond doubt, especially when a country had a large transit trade.^ 

Even though there are problems in the British foreign trade 
statistics, the Annual Statement of Trade will be employed here sub
sequently to analyse the Anglo-Chinese trade during the period 1854 and 
1914* The Chinese series are not suitable in this respect. They 
only have total values for the trade with the United Kingdom. Only 
tea and silk have separate accounts. The British series, however, 
give the trade in some detail which enable a closer examination. But 
as explained above, British trade with Hong Kong, Macao and later,
the small portion with Veihaiwei will be added to that with China to
form the Chinese total. This is based on the assumption that the 
trade that actually originated from these three places was very small 
until 1914. On the basis of the British statistics, broad if not 
totally exact conclusions can be drawn.
1. British trade with the U.S. and Canada was a good example. "A con

siderable amount of Canadian produce finds its way to the U.K. via
the ports of the U.S. in winter, when many Canadian ports are closed
by ice. To some extent produce from the U.S. is sent to the U.K.
via Canadian ports in the summer. Vhere, in such cases, the off
icial documents enable a distinction to be drawn between Canadian 
and United States produce, it is credited to the true country of
origin. But in many cases such a distinction cannot be made, so
that in using the statistics it should be remembered that a certain 
amount of the trade of Canada with this country, especially in 
winter, is unavoidably included under the heading 'United States*." 
B.P.P. 1909, LXXXII. Annual Statement of Trade, p.vii. For the 
case of Anglo-Hungarian trade, see Don, loc.cit.. pp.89-91*
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Chapter Three; THE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF ANGLO-CHINESE TRADE. 

1854-1914.

After studying how British trade statistics were compiled between 
the period 1854 and I914, the present chapter will, by making use of 
these trade returns, look at trading activities between the United 
Kingdom and China with regard to imports, exports, British re-exports 
of Chinese goods, trade balances and the relative competitiveness of 
British goods in the Chinese market. Generally speaking, there were 
three stages in the development of British imports from China: a boom
in the 1860s and 1870s, a slight decline in the 1880s and a steep fall 
from the 1890s. Their movement between 1854 and I914 can be best 
shown by their underlying trends which shows a strong upswing and then 
a secular decline, the dividing line being in the mid-1870s. This
drastic decline was caused by the fall of total values of Chinese teas 
and silk exported to Britain, as a result of fierce competition from 
India and Ceylon for the former commodities and Japan for the latter.
The underlying trend of total values of British exports, too, had three 
phases of development. They increased from 1854 to the 1870s and 
after fluctuating for two decades, rose remarkably until 1914»
Cotton goods were the principal commodity that were sent to the Celestial 
Enpire from Britain throughout the whole period 1854 to I914* Another 
notable feature is the increase of modern industrial and chemical 
products. Since total values of British expoirts to China increased 
and total values of British imports from China decreased, Britain had 
a trade surplus with China from the mid-1890s and therefore, the 
previous triangular mechanism of settling British trade deficits with 
China through India’s surpluses with China underwent fundamental 
changes. Finally, an examination of the relative competitiveness of
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British exports in China shows that, contrary to their poor performance 
in Continental Europe and America, they had a very strong position in 
China until I914, at least in established branches such as cotton goods 
and railway construction materials.

I. British Imports from China.

In common with the half century before 1854» tea and silk con
tinued to be the principal commodities imported into Britain from 
China during the following fifty years. It can be seen from Table 11

Table 11
Tea and Silk^ in Total Values of British Imports from China.
1854-1914. (Annual Average)

Tea Silk

Period

Total
Value
£000*8

io ot Tot .Value 
of Brit.Import 
from China.

io

Total
Value 
£000*s

^ of Tot.Value 
of Brit.Import 
from China.

io

Tea &
Silk

io
1854-1865 6» 241 62.7 3» 290 33.6 93.3
1864-1875 9»706 85.0 . 1»030 8.1 91.1
1874-1885 8»979 67.5 2,970 22.2 89.7
1884-1893 4»061 52.1 1,826 24.8 76.9
1894-1903 969 26.7 769 21.9 48.6
1904-1914 704 15.9 911 19.2 35.1

Note; ^ Raw silk and silk products.
Source: Annual Statement of Trade.
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that the combined share of silk, both raw and manufactured, and tea 
between the period I904 and I914 accounted for more than one-third of 
the total value of British imports from China. At the beginning of 
the period, their position was one of overwhelming dominance, 
averaging 96.3 per cent, of the total. British imports from China 
during the 1850s consisted of almost nothing else but tea and silk. 
Their importance, however, had declined considerably by the outbreak 
of the First World War. The sharp fall both in their share of total 
imports and their value, as shown in the above table, occurred in 
the nineties. When comparing tea with silk products, the value of 
tea imports fell faster than that of silk from the early 1880s and 
by 1904-1914, the total value of Chinese silk exported to Britain 
finally surpassed that of tea.

In contrast to the continuing dominance of tea and silk,
British imports from China consisted also of some commodities of 
marginal importance such as hemp, hair, hide, metals, straw plaiting, 
skin and fur, food, wool, refined sugar, spices, drug, raw cotton, 
etc., which gained some relative advancement as the share and value 
of tea and silk imports gave way. This group of miscellaneous 
commodities accounted for only one-tenth of the total by value until 
1885, but in the period I904-I4, their share was well over half.
Their individual share, as Table 12 indicates, however, did not 
manifest any degree of major significance with the exception of com 
and seeds, the latter consisting mainly of soya bean products.
Prior to I9O8, the last-mentioned group of commodities was 
negligible but their value built up thereafter and averaged 18.4 per 
cent, of the total between I9O8 and 1914, overtaking the share of 
tea which fell to below 16 per cent, during the period 1904 and 1914. 
The value of each of the other miscellaneous items was below one-



Table 12

Imports from China. 1884-•1914. (Annual Average)

Period Bristles Hemp Hair Hide Metals
Straw-
Plait
ing

Skin 
& Pur

Wool Com & 
Seed

1884-1893 1.3 2.1 1.1" 0.6 - 7.0^ 2.5° 1.4^ -
1894-1903 5.2 5.4 3.6 1.2 1.2^ 8.1 12.0 1.4 -

1904-1914 5.5 0.4 3.5 1.5 4.3 4.0 9.1 4.9 18.4®

a 1889 to 1893 average;
b 1886 to 1893 average;
0 1888 to 1893 average;
d 1903 figure;
e I9O8 to 1914 average.
Source: Annual Statement of Trade.

tenth of the aggregate. With an average of 7 per cent, of the total, 
straw plaiting was the most important between 1884 and 1893 and it 
advanced to 8.1 per cent, in the next decade. As mentioned earlier, 
the 1900s saw the spectacular rise of com and seeds, but the 
advancement in the share of total values of imports of these miscell
aneous commodities, as shown earlier, was not as much the result of a 
remarkable increase in their total value but was due to the secular 
decline in the export of tea and silk.

The two Tables above show that the bulk of British imports from 
China before 1914 consisted of either food or raw materials. Accord
ing to the Annual Statement of Trade, the total value of 'manufactured 

goods* in the seven years preceding 1914, in which category mats and 
matting, plaiting of straw, hats and bonnets were included, was only 
20.5 per cent, of the total value of British imports from China.
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The annual total values of British imports from China was set out 
in Table 13 and to identify their trend, a five-year moving average 
and a nine-year moving average exercise was carried out and the results 
were put in Table 14 and graphed on Pig. 1, The movement of
both moving averages displays a similar trend —  a clear upward swing 
till the 1870s, then a long term downward trend which lasted until 
shortly after the turn of the nineteenth century, followed by the first 
phase of an upward swing which continued after 1912 for the five-year 
moving average and 1910 for the nine-year moving average. The peaks of 
the trend of the five-year moving average were in 1865 and 1877 with 
troughs in 1868 and 1902. On the other hand, the trend of the nine- 
year moving average had its upper turning points in 1869 and 1876 with 
the lower turning points in I869 and I904.

The trend values of the five and nine-year moving averages were 
then subtracted from the actual data to reveal the deviations from 
their respective trends in the total value of British imports from 
China. As to the behaviour of their cyclical movements, the shape of 
the fluctuations on trend of the five and nine-year moving average 
during the late 1850s to I9IO resembles each other. Pluctuations 
before I860 were more violent, with a tendency to damping down after
wards which suggests that the cyclical elements, generated by the exist
ing economic and political systems and the random shocks in the series, 
played a lesser role in affecting the British demand for Chinese 
imports after 1880 then before. (See Table 14 and Pig. 2 )
This result is not surprising for China had a monopolistic supply over 
silk and tea which were in great demand before the mid-1870s and there
fore, the imports of tea and silk were highly correlated with the general 
economic and political situations. Assuming the supply from China was con
stant, a tea consumption boom in Britain and to a lesser extent, Europe and
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Table 13

Kingdom, with the Trade Balance, 1854-1914 (£000*8 at Current Prices).

Year Total Value of Total Value of Balance
British Imports from British Exports to
China China

1854 9,125 1,001 -8,124
1855 8,747 1,278 -7,4691856 9,422 2,216 -7,206
1857 11,449 2,450 -8,9991858 7,074 2,876 -4,198
1859 9,014 4,458 -4,556
1860 9,324 5,318 -4,004
1861 9,070 4,849 -4,221
1862 12,137 3,137 -9,000
1863 14,186 3,890 -10,296

Aver. 9,955 3,148 -6,807

1864 15,674 4,711 -10,963
1865 11,451 5,152 -6,299
1866 11,129 7,477 -3,652
1867 9,524 7,468 -2,056
1868 11,717 8,498 -3,219
1869 10,096 8,974 -1,122
1870 9,906 9,548 -358
1871 12,297 9,416 -2,881
1872 14,395 9,497 -4,898
1873 13,304 8,295 -5,009

Aver. 11,949 7,903 —4,046

1874 11,938 8,402 -3,536
1875 14,810 8,528 -2,882
1876 16,295 7,692 -8,603
1877 15,323 7,913 -7,410
1878 14,779 6,609 -8,170
1879 12,384 7,598 -4,786
1880 13,088 8,843 -4,245
1881 11,719 9,579 -2,120
1882 11,366 7,645 -3,721
1883 11,314 7,116 -4,198

Aver. 13,302 7,993 -4,977
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Table 13 
(continued)

1884 11,196 7,372 -3,824
1885 9,588 8,945 -6431886 9,615 7,560 -2,055
1887 8,115 8,790 +6751888 7,799 9,017 +1,218
1889 7,260 7,221 -391890 6,058 9,138 +3,080
1891 5,820 8,988 +3,168
1892 4,428 7,576 +3,148
1895 4,787 6,447 +1,660

Aver. 7,467 8,106 +639

1894 4,177 6,264 +2,087
1895 4,122 7,167 +3,045
1896 3,789 8,541 +4,752
1897 3,305 7,118 +3,8131898 3,401 7,265 +3,864
1899 3,959 9,730 +5,771
1900 3,429 8,339 +4,910
1901 2,728 9,387 +6,659
1902 3,019 9,279 +6,260
1903 3,265 9,461 +6,198

Aver. 3,519 8,255 +4,736

1904 3,229 13,146 +9,197
1905 2,727 16,859 +14,132
1906 3,953 15,226 +11,313
1907 4,091 15,262 +11,171
I9O8 3,646 12,128 +8,483
1909 5,326 12,033 +6,707
1910 6,126 12,797 +6,671
1911 5,628 14,937 +9,309
1912 5,775 14,327 +8,552
1913 5,347 19,219 +13,872
1914 5,318 16,949 +11,631

Aver. 4,652 14,808 +10,156

Source : Annual Statement of Trade.
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Table 14

Five and Nine-Year Moving Averages of Total Current Values of 
British Imports from and Exports to China. 1854-1914. (£000*s).

Imports j Exports
Year 5-yr

M.A.
De- 9-yr 
trended M.A.

De
trended

5-yr
M.A.

De
trended

9-yr
M.A.

De
trended

1854
55
56 9,163 + 259 1,964 + 252
57 9,141 + 2,308 2,656 - 206
58 9,257 - 2,183 9,485 - 2,411 3,464 - 588 3,065 - 189
59 9,066 - 52 0,047 - 1,033 3,990 + 468 3,386 + 1,072
60 9,324 + 0 0,817 - 1,493 4,128 + 1,190 3,767 1,551
61 8,674 + 396 1,042 - 1,972 4,330 + 519 4,093 + 756
62 10,078 + 2,059 1,007 1,130 4,381 - 1,244 4,652 - 1,515
63 10,504 + 3,682 1,279 + 2,907 4,348 - 458 5,162 - 1,272
64 10,915 + 4,759 1,579 + 4,095 4,873 - 162 5,611 - 900
65 12,273 - 822 1,665 - 214 5,740 - 588 6,017 - 865
66 11,899 - 770 1,758 - 629 6,661 + 816 6,539 + 938
67 10,783 - 1,259 1,776 - 2,252 7,512 - 44 7,237 + 231
68 10,474 + 1,243 1,799 - 82 8,393 + 105 7,860 + 638
69 10,708 + 631 1,535 - 1,439 8,781 + 193 8,258 + 716
70 11,682 - 1,776 1,590 - 1,684 9,187 + 361 8,619 + 929
71 12,000 + 297 1,999 + 298 9,146 + 270 8,736 + 680
72 12,368 + 2,027 2,751 + 1,644 9,032 + 465 8,761 + 736
73 13,349 - 45 3,152 + 152 8,828 - 533 8,697 - 402
74 14,149 - 2,211 2,672 - 1,734 8,483 + 81 8,433 - 31
75 14,334 + 476 3,947 + 863 8,166 + 362 8,217 + 311
76 14,629 + 1,666 4,035 + 2,260 7,829 - 137 8,153 - 461
77 14,718 + 605 3,738 + 1,585 7,668 + 245 8,162 - 249
78 14,374 + 405 3,522 + 1,257 7,731 - 1,122 8,090 - 1,481
79 13,459 - 1,075 3,453 - 1,069 8,108 - 510 7,947 + 349
80 12,667 + 421 3,052 + 36 8,055 + 788 7,819 + 1,024
81 11,974 - 255 2,306 - 587 8,156 + 1,423 7,958 + 1,621
82 11,737 - 371 1,672 - 306 : 8,113 - 468 7,919 - 274
83 11,037 + 277 0,932 + 382 8,113 - 997 8,161 - 1,045
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Table 14
(Continued)

1884
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99 

1900

01

02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10 
11 
12

10,616
9,966
9,263
8,475
7,769
7,100

6,273
5,671
5,054
4,667
4,261

4,036
3,759
3,715
3,755
3,364
3,307
3,280
3,134
2,993
3,238
3,453
3,529
3,948
4,628
4,963
5,300
5,640
5,639

580
378
352
360
30
160
215
149
626
120
84
86
30

410
354
595
122
522
115
270
9

726
424
143
982
363
826
12
136

10,422

9,775
9,146
8,529
7,764
7,052
6,451
5,841
5,360
4,861

4,432

4,199
3.931
3,744
3,548
3,446
3,347
3,229
3,231
3,378
3,343
3,553
3.931 
4,221 
4,550 
4,735 
5,023

+ 774
187

+ 469
- 414
+ 35
+ 208
- 393

21

- 932
74

- 255
77
142

- 439
- 147 
+ 513 
+ 82
-  501
-  212 

- 115
114 
826 

+ 22 
130 
904 

+ 591
+ 1,103

7,729
7,958
8,339
8,307
8,347
8,633
8,388
7,874
7,685
7,288
7.199 
7,108 
7,271
7,964
8.199
8,367
8,781
9,400
9,922
11,626
12,794
13,991
14,524
14,302
13,489
13,431
13,244
14,463
15,646

- 357
+ 987
- 779
+ 483
+ 670
- 1,412 
+ 750 
+ 1,114
- 107
- 841
- 935
+ 59
+ 1,270

846
- 934
+ 1,363
- 442

13
- 643
- 2,165 
+ 352 
+ 2,868

702
960

1,361
1,398
447
474

1,319

8,319
8,138
8,089
8,259
8,290
8,187
7,889
7,845
7,818
7,607
7,612

7,677
7,605
7,806
8,121

8,476
9,141
10,065
10,966
11,854
12,454 
12,865 
12 ,910 
13,539 
14,079 
14,754 
14,764

- 947
+ 807
- 529 
+ 551 
+ 727
-  966 

+ 1,249 
+ 1,143
- 242
-  1,160

- 1,348
510 

+ 936
688

-  856 
+ 1,254

802 
-  678
- 1,687
- 2,593
+ 692
+ 3,994 
+ 2,316 
+ 1,723
- 1,951
- 2,721
- 1,967

Source : Calculated from Table
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Fi.?. 2; Die Deviation from Trend of the Five and Nine-Year Moving 

Average of the Total Current Value of British Imports from 

China 1836-1912 (£000*s).

   Five-Year M.A,

----- Nine-Year M.A.
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America^ woiild, for instance, increase the value of Chinese exports of
tea to England. Likewise, a boom in the silk consumption in Britain
would bring in more Chinese raw silk. Needless to say, a depression
in tea consumption and silk industry would diminish the British demand
for Chinese tea and raw silk respectively and cause their prices to
fall. Since both the volume and value of tea and raw silk exported

2to Britain declined secularly after the mid-1870s, the economic and 
political atmosphere in Britain did not so much affect the British 
demand for Chinese exports. For example, a tea consumption boom 
would increase the purchase of tea from India rather than from China.

Turning to fluctuations in the total value of British imports 
from China, there were two peaks —  one in I864 and the other in 1876. 
(See Table 13 and Fig. 1) The first peak can be explained by
local political factors. In I85O the Taipings began their fifteen- 
year rebellion against the Ch’ing government. Starting from the 
Province of Kwangtung, they soon controlled the south of China and in 
1853 a, group of their followers, the * Small Sword Society*, captured 
the City of Shanghai. The foreign settlements there immediately 
declared their neutrality, both with regard to the Ch*ing government 
and the rebels; but the rebels posed a constant threat and the 
foreign community in Shanghai built up defences against them. As a 
result of the political turmoil, the import trade of China was dis
organised, displayed by the frequent bankruptcy of banks in Shanghai 
and the accumulation of stocks of unsold foreign goods, because access 
to the Yangtze basin and the greater part of Chekiang Province was 
closed by the occupation of the rebels. Even though the immediate

1. For the re-export of Chinese tea to Europe and America, see
pp.102-4.

2. For the volume of tea and silk exported to Britain, see Table
16.
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vicinity of Shanghai remained relatively undisturbed, the feeling of
unrest diminished local consumption.^

Contrary to the depression in British exports to China,
British imports from China boomed, as a result of a coincidence of a
number of factors. Despite the instability caused by the Taipings
in the south of China, agricultural production was not stopped, though
of course effective demand for consumption goods was disturbed.
Accordingly, tea, which was mainly planted in the provinces of Anhwei,
Kiangsi, Fukien and Chekiang and which was a perishable commodity, thus
making it less valuable or even valueless if stocked, continued to be
transported to Shanghai for exportation although the dangerous route of

2the rebel-occupied Yangtze was avoided. Much the same happened with 
silk. In 1853 the Taipings took Nanking, whose silk weaving industry 
was temporarily destroyed. Furthermore, the destitution of the country 
closed the home market for an article of luxury which was worn mainly by 
the aristocratic class, who either could no longer afford to buy it, or 
whose intention was to conceal the fact that they had the means of 
buying it.^ As a result of a lack of internal demand, the output of 
the great silk producing areas, lying between Soochow and Hangchow, had 
to find its way into the foreign markets. However, by the early 1860s, 
the disastrous effect of the Taipings was being felt increasingly and 
since the Taipings almost annihilated the silk cultivation of the 
region near Shanghai then^ the export of raw silk and silk products to

1. H.B.Morse, The International Relations of the Chinese Bnpire. I
(1910), pp.4^4-5•

2. Ibid.. p.466.
3. Ibid., p.466.
4 . T.G.Banister, A.History of the External Trade of China, 1834-1881

(Shanghai, 1931), P«53. — —
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Britain collapsed after I863. In Britain, the Overend crisis of
1866 was a further external factor which also checked the previous 

had
progress they/made in the London market. In the decade 1854 to
I865, the total value of British silk imports from China had averaged

but by 1870, it had collapsed to £0.36m. A few years after
the Taipings were destroyed completely in I865, silk exports to
Britain began to revive.

The growth of cotton was not affected to the same degree by the
Taipings and the loss of silk exports to Britain was mitigated by an
unexpected - and quite short-lived - boom in the demand for raw cotton,
a consequence of the American Cotton Famine which forced Britain to
look for alternative sources of supply.^ The total value of British
imports of Chinese raw cotton jumped from virtually nothing in 1861 to
£0.11m. in 1862, increased by almost twenty times to £2.2m. in I863 and
rose again to £6.2m. in I864, before coming down to the still abnormally

2high level of £1.6m. in I865. When the supply from America was 
resumed, British demand for Chinese cotton evaporated and British 
imports of Chinese raw cotton were back to nothing in 1868.^

The opening of the Suez Canal in I869 and the coming of tele
graphic communication two years later injected further vigour into the 
China trade. The Alphie of the Messageries was the first ship to reach 
Shanghai in I869 via the Canal, which, by shortening the voyage to China, 
stimulated the development of steamers to such an extent that clippers 
were no longer able to bring the first Chinese tea to Britain after 
1871.^ The availability of cheap coaling stations at Gibraltar, Malta
1. W.O.Henderson, The Cotton Famine in Lancashire (Liverpool, 1933),

pp. 10 -14*
2. B.P.P. 1868-69, LVIII, Annual Statement of Trade, p.308.
3. Ibid., P.3O8.
4. B.Lubbock, The China Clippers (Glasgow, I9I4), PP*346-7«
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and Port Said^, which in part led to the reduction of freight rates of 
steamers, put further competitive pressure onto clippers, and with the 
setting up of regular steamer services between Europe and China by way 
of the Canal by Alfred Holt and other shipping companies in 1870, 
modern steamships superceded finally a fleet of eighteen tea clippers. 
One writer even claimed that the opening of the Canal had caused "the 
greatest revolution that ever upheaved (sic) the affairs of Hong 
Kong."^ Parallel with the expansion of steamers, the transmission of 
business orders could now be done quickly by cable. Given a constant 
demand for Chinese products, the total value of British imports from 
China rose to its second peak - and also the last before 1914 - in 
1876 as a result of the improvements in supply conditions. Thereafter 
it declined - quite steeply and continuously - in consequence of the 
secular decline of the two staples. British imports from China 
totalled in 1913, a mere 32.8 per cent, of their value in 1876.
The pace of the decline of tea was particularly alarming. In its 
heyday between I864 and 1873, the total value shipped to the United 
Kingdom averaged £9.7m.; in the next decade, it declined slightly; 
from 1884 to 1893, it fell again to £4.1m. and after 1894 dropped 
further and further, falling to an average of £0.7m. between I904 and 
1914, on less than 8 per cent, of the average value of the boom 
period of 1864-73*

It has been mentioned in Chapter One that from the days of 
'monopolistic trading*, tea was the most important commodity amongst

1. M.E.Fletcher, *The Suez Canal and World Shipping, 1869-1914*,
Journal of Economic History. XVIII (1958), p.559*

2. D.A.Famie, East and West of Suez (Oxford, I969), p*182.
3* E.J.Eitel, Europe in China. The History of Hong Kong (1895), P*571*
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British imports from China. China, until the early 1870s , remained 
almost the sole producer of this commodity. As British demand for 
tea was increasing steadily, British merchants in China continued 
to engage in its export.^ The way that tea was purchased in China 
before the construction of international cable to China, however, was 
extremely speculative. In 1870, just before the opening of the tele
graphic connection between Shanghai and Europe, the Consul at Foochow, 
one of the main exporting ports, remarked that "at each of these 
numerous exporting ports", every one was "committing the fatal mistake 
of bxaying and exporting as much of the /"first crop of the J  tea" as
he could get, while all were "trying to ship off as much of it" as they

2could "at the same time." The reason for this behaviour was that tea 
was planted in the interior and therefore British merchants had very 
little knowledge of the probable amount of the crop, even at the 
commencement of each exporting season. Since the first supply proved 
invariably to be the best teas, foreign merchants were forced to buy it 
no matter how risky the trade was, lest they should lose the whole 
season's business,^ for "orders must be executed, ships must be filled" 
and it was "too late to draw back" when a reported deficiency of tea 
crop turned actually into a gigantic excess.^ Consequently, there was 
no time to assess the probable worth of the crop to consumers in 
Britain. Quite naturally, complaints of the bad quality of Chinese tea

1. Tea consumption per capita was 1.5 lbs. in 1801, 1.25 lbs. in 1821,
1.38 lbs. in 1841, 2.75 lbs. in 1861 and 4*42 lbs. in 1881.
See P.Mathias, *The British Tea Trade in the Nineteenth Century*, 
in B.J.Oddv and D.S.Miller (eds.). The Making of the Modern British 
Diet (1976), p.92, Fig.1.

2. B.P.P.. I87O, LXIV. Commercial Reports from H.M.Consuls in China,
Foochow for 1869-70, hereafter Consular Commercial Reports, p.73*

3* B.P.P.. I87O, LXV. Consular Commercial Reports. Shanghai for 
1869. p.22.

4. B.P.P.. 1870, LXIV. Consular Commercial Reports. Foochow for 
1869-70. p.73*
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were not infrequent. For instance, A.Boyd, a tea importer in Leith, 
claimed as early as 1843 - in a rather angry manner - that the 
"extraordinary courseness" of the Chinese tea had been "universally 
complained of" and the assortment "was almost unsuitable to this 
market."^

It is perhaps unfair to blame the speculative elements in the
manner that tea was purchased for its bad quality. The traditional and
often disorganised way that tea was grown was basically responsible.
Banister, an Imperial Chinese Maritime Customs official, has such a
lively description that it is worth quoting in full.

"It must be remembered that tea in China was (as still 
is) a sort of agricultural by-product. There were 
(and are) no tea plantations such as were established 
in India and Japan. The tea shrub is grown in waste 
ground, on the edges of terraces, or in any place 
where it does not interfere with the main crops. To 
the small farmer, who was everywhere the primary 
producer of tea, the increased foreign demand during 
the sixties represented a windfall, an unexpected gain 
accruing from happenings beyond his control. There 
was nowhere any appreciation of it as a new market to 
be studied, or the slightest adaptation of method or 
product to meet it. The only reaction was a desire 
to seize the opportunity by picking up and selling as 
much leaf as possible. The shrubs were often over
plucked; there was little renewing; and what replant
ing took place was on the old haphazard lines and with
out any planned objective as regards foreign market.
The same spirit animated the teamen who first purchased 
the tea leaves in different districts. The central 
idea was quantity. The tea was improperly fired, 
hastily cured, inadequately packed, and rushed to the 
most convenient treaty port. Adulteration was att
empted in many ways. Crude efforts like the inclusion 
of iron filings were no longer possible. But the use 
of previous season's leaf, refired and mixed with the 
new leaf, was common. The most ingenious adulteration 
was that known as the *congee-water fraud*, in which tea 
dust and sweepings were made into small pellets with

1. Jardine Matheson Archives, hereafter J.M., Correspondence, In,
Great Britain, A.Boyd to J.M. and Co., 29*8.1843; Also 
B.P.P.. 1875# LXXVII. Consular Commercial Reports. Canton for 
1874. P.34*
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rice congee* These added considerable weight and 
were quite undetectable in gunpowder teas, but of 
course disappeared, like the sizing on foreign cloth, 
on the first application of hot water. The famous 
* Mai 00 Mixture*, made at Shanghai of used tea leaves 
gathered from the tea shops, and mixed with the leaves 
of various plants like willow, peach, plum and even 
cactus, still continued to find a market."^

The British merchants, on the other hand, knew the bad quality of 
the tea they bought. But so far as British demand for tea could not 
be satisfied by alternate sources, they had to rely on the Chinese 
supply. Gradually, competitors with Chinese tea developed. Prop
osals to set up tea plantations in India dated as far back as 1784, and
after some efforts by the East India Company, the first India tea came

2to the London market in 1839* The Planters Association was formed 
in Ceylon in the 1860s though it was not until almost a decade later 
that it switched to produce tea.^ Despite its original intention of 
satisfying local demand, its first shipment of tea was sent supposedly 
to London in 1873 and the first auction took place in Ceylon in 1880.^ 
These foreign-controlled plantations were, from the onset, intended 
for large scale and standardised production which, not surprisingly, 
challenged the supremacy of the petty Chinese farmers. By the mid
eighties, the Consul in Shanghai was able to report the increasing 
British consumption of non-China teas^ and extremely disappointed by 
the ill-packing and improper firing of Chinese, and to a lesser extent, 
of Japanese teas, he went on to say that India was the place for

1. Banister, op.cit.. p.123*
2. Mathias, loo.cit.. p.95.
3. Ibid.. p.95#
4. Ibid.. p.95.
5. Irish Universities Press, British Parliamentary Papers. Area Studies.

China. (Shannon, 1971), XI, hereafter I.U.P., B.P.P.. China.
Consular Reports. Shanghai for 1875-76. p.704.
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perfect tea culture where capital that people invested would yield 
high returns.̂

By 1890 the improving Indian and Ceylon tea industries seemed 
certain to take over the British market from China. The Consul at 
Hankow listed a series of advantages that Indian and Ceylonese tea 
estates had over the stagnant Chinese petty farmers. These included 
a greater command of capital, lower interest rates, lighter taxes, a 
better labour market, superior chemical and agricultural knowledge, a 
better acquaintance of the British tea market, a more efficient trans
port system, a shorter distance from Britain - thus a cheaper trans
portation cost, more official assistance in the form of irrigation 
projects, larger size of tea estates and a better adaptation of

2machineiry both in plantation and in the processing of tea leaves. In 
the London market, Chinese tea dealers became alarmed. In 186? Jardine, 
Matheson*s Agent, the Matheson Company in London, had already noticed 
the success of Indian teas in London. In its market report sent to 
Jardine, Matheson at Hong Kong, it stated:

"the largest auction of Indian Teas ever held took 
place this week, when 9,254 packages were offered 
and, contrary to expectation, realised an advance 
on former rates of 2d. to 5d. per lb., and even 
4d. and 6d. for anything specially fine. The 
trade while thus shewing spirit in the dealing in 
this description have no similar confidence in 
purchasing China Teas and /"we_y are quite alarmed 
at the unprecedented quantity advised as shipped 
(to us from China) ..."^

1. Ibid.. p.704.
2. I.U.P., B.P.P.. China. XVII, Consular Commercial Reports.

Hankow for 1890. pp.201-2.
5. J.M., Unbound Correspondence, London, Matheson and Co., to 

Jardine Matheson Co., I7.8.I867.
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In 1880 the Koenigsberg Commercial Association, one of the main German 
tea re-exporters in London, wrote to its agent. Jardine Matheson that, 
despite the improvement of Indian teas, they were still cheaper than 
China growth and interfered "very seriously with the sale of medium and 
fine black leaves and red leaves, the latter being almost entirely 
neglected."^ After not making much profit on Chinese tea in 1885, 
this London firm sent one of its prominent employees, who was respons
ible for tea business, to China to determine the price they should pay 
for tea on the spot because as the season advanced, it seemed "to be
more and more difficult to sell China tea over the previous price of 

2Is. per lb." Above all, the British consumers became accustomed to 
the stronger flavour of Indian and Ceylonese teas.^ Consequently, 
their market strength was building up whereas the Chinese kinds were 
losing ground. In 1866 China supplied 95*6 per cent, of the total 
quantity of tea required by the United Kingdom; by 1876, the proportion 
had declined to 82 per cent.; in 1886, to 58.1 per cent.; in 1896, to 
10.9 per cent, and in I906 to only 7 per cent.^

Another staple of British imports from China, raw silk and silk 
products, had a similar fate as tea, though not to the same extent.
The main trouble was the unstandardised quality caused by the trad
itional reeling method. In 1893 Heitz and Deveze*s silk circular 
remarked that the sale of China silk in London was not as favourable 
as before because it had "for sometime past been reeled with so little 
care" so that consumers were "getting disgusted with it**̂
1. J.M., Unbound Correspondence, London, Koenigsberg Commercial

Association to Jardine Matheson, 5*11*1880.
2. J.M., Unbound Correspondence, London, Matheson and Co. to Keswick,

19*3*1886.
3* I.U.P., B.P.P., China. XVII, Consular Commercial Reports. Shanghai

for 1890. p.19*
4* Mathias, loc.cit.. p.92, Fig.1.
5* J.M., Prices Currents and Market Report, Europe Silk Circular,

Heitz and Beveze's Circular, 10.1.1873*
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In addition to the traditional competition from France and Italy,
cheap Japanese silk came onto the London market during the 1870s. In
1879 Jardine Matheson had a "most disastrous loss" after selling cert
ain Chinese silk in London,^ and they were also anxious about the ad
vance in the silk from Japan and elsewhere that was shipped to

2London. Matheson and Company wrote to Jardine Matheson the following 
year that Japanese silk was "at least attracting some attention on 
account of its low price" and regretted that they had not been able to 
make progress with Jardine*s old stock of silk "except at a serious 
sacrifice", but the consumption of silk was "so much economised" that 
any recovery in the market seemed now more doubtful.^ So China*s pos
ition as the great supplier of silk from the East was shaken. Its 
exports to Britain went down after the 1880s and the average in the 
period I904-I4 was only 28.5 per cent, of the boom level of the decade
1854-63.

It has been shown above that neither Chinese producers nor the 
Chinese government were prepared to respond positively to the constant 
demand for Chinese tea and silk before the 1880s by modernising their 
traditional way of production and by standardising their quality by 
machinery to satisfy foreign consumers. The Ch*ing government stuck 
to its laissez-faire policy while the Chinese farmers and exporters 
did not realise that a more market orientated attitude was required for 
the further development of exports and any failure to do so led to the 
transfer of orders for these goods to other suppliers. Conversely, 
the Japanese put much more effort in maintaining and widening the 
market for their exports. The raw silk trade is the best example.
1. Ibid.. Europe Letter Book, Jardine Matheson to Matheson and Co.,

21.4.1879.
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid.. Unbound Correspondence, London, Matheson and Co. to

Jardine Matheson, 17*8.1880.
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To control the quality of raw silk in Japan before I914 was as
difficult as in China because the cocoons were produced and reeled by
scattered small farmers and reelers. The way that the Japanese
managed to increase their share of 'western* markets was by setting up
large-scale reeling concerns which provided the cocoon-raising peasants
with standard eggs, together with technical help and expert advice,^
Katakura, one of the most successful of these large silk exporting
firms, even set up a raw silk testing laboratory at Yokohama and a few

2research institutes in the silk-producing districts. The Japanese
government, too, gave its support to improve the quality of Japanese

a
silk. Official measures included the establishment of/Silk Condition
ing House in 1885 through which all silk exports had to pass and in 
1911, the licensing of cocoon egg production to ensure that farmers 
were supplied with first-class eggs.̂  In addition, the Japanese gov
ernment built research stations to advise different branches of the 
silk industry and finally, it encouraged the formation of the assoc
iation of sericultures in order to assist small farmers in purchases of 
eggs and fertilisers and the sales of cocoons.^ It was largely through 
the endeavour of the Japanese government and the Japanese business 
community that they made more progress in exporting silk, tea and 
other products than their Chinese counterparts who kept to traditional 
methods. Needless to say, the competition of Ceylon, India and Japan 
with the Chinese staples of tea and silk resulted in the continuous 
decline of the total value of British imports from China from 1876 to 
1914. (See Fig. 1) As far as the decennial average was concerned,

1. G.C.Allen and A.G.Donnithome, Western Eiterprise in Far Eastern
Economic Development. China and Japan (1954J, p .227.

2. Ibid.. p.227.
5. Ibid.. p.227.
4. Ibid., p.228.
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the average of £13.3m* from 1874 to 1883 was its heyday; then it 
declined to an average of £7*3m* between 1884 and 1903 and remained 
at that level in 1904-14*

Since 1872 sterling kept revaluating against Chinese taels due to 
a fall of the gold price of silver in world markets.^ To eliminate 
these currency exchange effects and price effects of British imports 
from China, the volume of the commodities was studied. However, volume 
data are not always given in the trade returns for some commodities, 
such as British imports of silk manufactures and British exports of 
machinery, where in both cases the quality of the goods could so much 
affect their values and thus make an analysis on their volumes not 
viable. As a result, the two Chinese staple exports to Britain - tea 
and silk - were examined and for the latter commodity, only data for 
the volume of raw silk and silk waste and knubs are available. But 
these two subdivisions within the group of silk products - as the 
following Table shows - accounted for a very high percentage in the 
total value of silk exports to Britain and can be taken as a proxy of 
total silk products.

Table 15
Percentage of Raw Silk and Silk Knubs and Waste in Total Value of 
British Imports of Silk Products from China. 1854-1914. (%)

Year Raw Silk Silk Knubs 
& Waste Total

1854 91 1 92
1864 91 1 92
1874 93 1 94
1884 80 15 95
1894 46 35 81
1904 38 39 87
1914 34 38 72

Source : Annual Statement of Trade '
1. See chapter six for detail.
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Table 16 indicates that the general trend of the volume of 
tea and raw silk shipped to the United Kingdom is in accordance with 
their respective total value series. The volume of Chinese tea shipped

Table 16 
Total

The/Volume of Tea, Raw Silk and Silk Knubs and Waste Imported into the 
United Kingdom from China, 1854-1914* (Annual averages at 000* s)

Period Tea lbs. Raw Silk lbs. Silk Knub & 
Waste 

cwts.

1854-1863 87,187 3,442 4
1864-1873 131*989 867 6
1874-1883 155,132 3,100 21
1884-1893 99,216 1,831 46
1894-1903 29,054 752 40
1904-1914 19,684 630 43

Source: Annual Statement of Trade.

to the United Kingdom reached a peak in the decade 1874-1883 and then 
declined sharply until the period 1904 to 1914* The peak in the volume 
of raw silk exports - like the total value of silk products - was reached 
in the decade 1854 to I863. The volume of silk exports,after a serious 
set-back in the decade I864 to 1873 as a result of the Taiping distur
bance in the 1860s, increased remarkably in the decade 1874 to I883 but 
then fell continuously thereafter to a very low level in the period I904 
to 1914* For the three commodities studied, only silk knubs and waste 
maintained their exports by volume after the mid-1880s.

Mention should also be made of British re-exports of Chinese imports. 
Available evidence suggests that about one-third of the total value of
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Table 17

Total Values of Selected British Re-exports of Chinese Imports and 
their Percentage in Total Values of British Re-exports of Chinese 
Imports, 1906-1914.
Year Tea Skin 

& Pur®
Bris
tles

Hair Silk Straw
Plait
ing

Com,
Seed

& Raw Wool 
Cotton

Hide Total ■ 
(inc.a 
others

£000*s

1908 405 320 200 49 55 129 33 36 61 26 1,519
09 477 346 233 75 68 117 41 12 52 17 1,612
10 402 374 242 139 120 85 108 72 15 37 1,855
11 464 306 213 113 251 83 97 126 43 52 1,978
12 494 210 232 187 94 87 77 18 43 20 1,851
15 506 294 257 111 33 56 65 41 23 47 1,849
14 586 168 237 101 35 54 112 48 39 54 1,857

Percentage of the Above Commodities in Total Values of British 
Re-exports of Chinese Imports, (̂o)

1908 26.7 21.1 13.2 3.2 3.6 8.5 2.2 2.4 4.0 1.7 100.0
09 29.6 21.5 14.5 4.7 4.2 7.3 2.5 0.7 3.2 1.1 100.0
10 21.7 20.2 13.0 7.5 6.5 4.6 5.8 3.9 0.8 2.0 100.0
11 23.5 15.5 15.8 5.7 12.7 4.2 4.9 6.4 2.2 2.6 100.0
12 26.7 11.3 12.5 10.1 5.1 4.7 4.2 1.0 2.3 1.1 100.0
13 27.4 15.9 13.9 6.0 1.8 3.0 3.5 2.2 1.2 2.5 100.0
14 31.6 9.0 12.8 5.4 1.9 2.9 6.0 2.6 2.1 2.9 100.0

I9O8-
1914 28.2 16.4 13.7 6.1 5.1 5.0 4.2 2.1 2.3 2.0 100.0
Aver
age
Note; ^ including feather and down.

^ inclusive of *nuts for expressing oil*
Source ; Annual Statement of Trade.

British imports were re-exported elsewhere - mainly to Europe and 
America, and the details are set out in Table 17.
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Among the commodities, tea - as expected - was the most important. 
Surprisingly, the other staple export of China, namely, raw silk and 
silk products, only ranked fifth on the list. The group of skin and 
fur was next in importance to tea. Bristles, averaging 13.7 per cent., 
was the third largest. These three items comprised well over half of 
the total value of British re-exports of Chinese goods. Other minor 
commodities included hair, straw plaiting, com and seed, raw cotton, 
wool, hide and metals.

II. British Exports to China.

The annual total value of British exports to China was set out in 
Table 13 and similar to total values of imports, a five-year moving 
average and a nine-year moving average was calculated to determine the 
underlying trend. (See Table 13 )• The trend of
both series show a three stage development by long swings of fjfteeen 
to twenty years. The first long swing of both series peaked in 1870 
and was followed by troughs in the mid-1870s. They then oscillated
mildly for a period of about twenty years, roughly coinciding with the 
span of the Great Depression, following which both series rose again and 
until the last year shown in the graph, there was no sign of a down- 
tum.

Then the residual components of the total value of British exports 
to China were computed by subtracting the trend values of the five and 
nine-year moving average from the original data. The behaviour of 
both of the residual series is similar and they display some regular 
fluctuations, the amplitude of which tended to increase after 1904*
(See Table 14 and Fig. 4)
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Fig. 3; The total Current Value of British Escports to China 1854-1914 and 

Its Moving Averages (£m.).

.....  Total Value of Exports.

-----  Five-Year M.A.

------ Nine-Year M.A,



?ig. 4: % e  Deviation from Trend of the Five and Nine-Year Moving? 

Average of the Total Value of British Exports to China 

18 36-1912 (£000’s at Current Prices).

Five-Year Moving Average. 
—  Nine-Year Moving Average.
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Down to 1914, British exports to China consisted mainly of woven
goods ; but the disparity in value between cottons and woollens, that
had existed before 1854» widened further. Woollen yam and piece
goods had an average share of I5.B per cent, of the total value of
British exports to China from 1854 to I864, and they rose further during
I864 to 1873* Thereafter, they began to lose ground and dropped
continuously to 6.6 per cent, of the total value in I904-I2. (Table 18)
Since general poverty prevailed in China, woollen goods were regarded
as a luxury. One observer claimed - not only of Taiwan but with
regard to the whole Chinese Bnpire - that the Chinese people wore cheap
native clothing and nothing else.^ In Tientsin English woollens were

2“too dear, ... and too heavy” for local people. At the other extreme, 
the small wealthy class did not favour woollens, they wore fur instead.^ 
Confined by these unfavourable market circumstances, the total value of 
woollens exported to China, did not make much progress; from the 1860s 
it fluctuated between £0.5m. to £1.4m.

Cotton piece goods and yams, in addition to the obstacles that 
British woollen goods encountered in China, had an even more serious 
challenge, namely, strong competition in the Chinese market both from 
local production and other imports. First, cotton piece goods.
Although there were occasional reports that Manchester goods were 
cheaper than Chinese native o n e s a  more reliable picture is that the
1. I.U.P., B.P.P., China, XV, Consular Commercial Reports, Taiwan for

1885. p l 4 ^
2. B.P.P., I865, Dili, Consular Commercial Reports. Tientsin for 1863,

P.133.
3. Ibid., I87O, LXIV, Consular Commercial Reports, Foochow for 1868-9.

pp.60-1; also ibid., Tientsin for 1869-70, p.144*
4. B.P.P., 1868-9, DX. Consular Commercial Reports, Chef00 for 1869# p.65.

But another Consul at the same port observed eight years later that 
native cottons were more durable and thus in large demand because 
they were cheaper in the end. I.U.P., B.P.P., China, XII, Consular 
Commercial Reports, Chefoo for 1877. p.259* For a discussion of 
the contradictory reports, see pp. 128-9,
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Table 18

Total Values of British Exports to China, by Principal Commodities, 
1854-1914.

Period Cotton
and
Other
Woven
Goods

Cotton Wooll- 
Yam ens -

• Metal 
and 
Hard
wares

Machin
ery & 
Mill- 
works

Chem
ical 
Manuf.

Tob
acco

Coal
and
Fuel

Arms
and
Ammun
ition

Total Values in £000*s at Current Prices (Annual Aver.)
1854-1863 1,807 254 522 262 — 7 — 44 39
1864-1873 5,012 450 1,373 468 124 5 - 71 85
1874-1883 5,007 674 1,907 586 102 33 - 48 93
1884-1893 5,133 469 973 593 157 56 1 27 105
1894-1903 5,278 260 592 745 387 277 43 85 37
1904-1914 9,237 164 967 1,179 598 613 700 131 55

Percentage of the Above Commodities in Total Values of British 
Exports to China.

lo lo io lo lo io io io io
1854-1863 57.4 8.4 15.8 8.9 - 0.2 - 1.4 1.4
1864-1873 62.0 5.5 18.7 6.1 1.3 0.1 - 1.0 1.1
1874-1883 62.6 8,4 13.8 7.4 1.4 0.5 - 0.6 1.1
1884-1893 64.4 5.7 12.1 7.4 2.0 0.7 - 0.3 1.3
1894-1903 64.0 3.3 7.3 9.0 4.6 3.2 0.5 1.0 0.5
1904-1914 62.1 1.1 6.6 8.0 4.1 4.2 4.6 0.9 0.4

Sources Annual Statement of Trade.
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local cotton industry stood firmly in the way of British expansion 
in the Chinese market, at least before 1895. Consul Sinclair, 
writing a report for Foochow for the year I865, noted the real advant
age of the native brands : ”as regards cotton goods”, the Chinese
consumers had ”a decided preference for Chinese cotton manufactures, 
cloth of their own making, which, although somewhat more expensive at 
cost price”, proved ”cheaper and better in the end, on account of their

isuperior warmth and greater durability.” After reporting the advance 
of Manchester goods at Hankow in March I869, the Consul went on to say 
that ”the greater cheapness and better quality of the native cloth 
prevented the country market from expanding.” As late as 1889, it 
was thought that the reason why British trade with China had not 
developed fast enough was that the British supplied few articles to 
China that it did not itself produce and that in many districts the 
native products were preferred.^

Beginning in the mid-1890s, both Chinese and foreign merchants 
began to build modern cotton mills. Just before Europeans could set 
up manufacturing concerns in Chinese treaty ports as a result of the 
Treaty of Shimonseki following the Sino-Japanese war of 1894-5, some 
British industrialists undertook to negotiate with Chinese government 
for the building of cotton factories, but 0*Conor, the British Minister 
at Peking, was worried of the consequences that foreign factories 
could bring.

1. B.P.P.. I867, LXVIII. Consular Commercial Reports. Foochow for
18^5. p.43; also of. ibid.

2. B.P.P.. I87O, LXIV. Consular Commercial Eeports. Hankow for
1869-70. P.I7I; also ibid.. 1875, LXXVII. Consular Commercial 
Reports, Shanghai for 1874. p.121.

3. I.U.P., B.P.P., China, XVII, Consular Commercial Reports, Shanghai
for 1889, p.16.
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"The heavy fall in silver, the ready and abnndatit 
supply of raw material, and the cheap labour would 
be equivalent to a very high protection duty, and 
I am not at all sure that if we once well established 
this right (of setting up factories in China), a 
number of foreigners, principally Americans, would not 
so promptly set up factories within the settlements, 
which would soon take such development as to be fraught 
with most injurious and almost disastrous effect upon 
British and still more upon Indian Import trade."^

In 1894, when he reported the Chinese Customs* refusal to allow the 
landing of certain British cotton ginning machines, he expressed his 
personal indifference - and perhaps a little pleasure - to the matter 
for "the classes of manufactures which at present" interfered most 
directly with the British were cotton spinning and weaving, and al
though the particular firms which supplied machinery and initiatejthe 
business might reap a small advantage, the British trade was "sure to 
suffer"; the time must come, no doubt, when China would manufacture
what was then called foreign goods for itself, but it was not the

2British advantage in "urging her to do so." T.H,Sanderson, the
Assistant Under-Secretary of State at the Foreign Office endorsed 
0*Conor’s view^ and when passing the matter on to Sir E,Grey, then the 
Under-Secretary, the latter also expressed his consent. "Factories in 
China, organised by European intelligence", would "first of all, super
sede British trade in China and then elsewhere." To encourage them 
would do "the double mischief of stimulating competition of Cliinese
labour" where it was "beyond our control."^ The Board of Trade, after

5having been consulted, agreed with what O’Conor thought. In 1897

1. P.R.O. F.0.17/1156, O’Conor to Rosebury, 19*6.1893*
2. Ibid.
3* Ibid.. Minute by Sanderson, 19.6.1893*
4. Ibid., Minute by Grey.
5. P.R.O. F.O./I7/II68, Bateman to Foreign Office, 21.8.1893; also

ibid.. Giffen to Foreign Office, 27.9*1893, and ibid., same to
same, 16.3*1894*
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Jardine Matheson founded the Ewo Cotton Spinning and Weaving Company 
at Shanghai, a few years after the operation of a similar Chinese con
cern.̂  In the same year that Jardine founded its cotton factory, the 
Laou Kungnow Cotton Manufacturing Company (American), and the Soychee 
Spinning Company (German) were also set up in the same port. By I900 
the total number of cotton spindles in China was 565,000 and it increased 
to 1,200,000 in 1913*̂  It should be noted, however, in spite of the 
worries of the British government and the building of local cotton mills, 
that it would seem that the Chinese manufactured cotton could not match 
the fine quality of Manchester products although they were successful in 
competing with lower grades.^

The strong resistance of Chinese local industry was only part of 
the story. Competition from other countries was also a matter of 
serious concern. It was discovered that the Chinese people preferred 
American sheetings to English,^ and in 1881 the Consul at Tientsin was 
relieved to discover that American goods did not pose as serious a threat 
as a few years earlier.  ̂ As a matter of fact, the Americans were lead
ing the British in cotton drills and sheetings, at least since the turn 
of the century.^ After the mid-90s, the Japanese, too, who benefited 
from their geographical proximity, were endeavouring to enlarge their 
cotton market in China, particularly in lower grades. These various 
sources of competition, especially in inferior but cheaper types, was 
extremely testing for British products, as Jardine Matheson wrote to 
Matheson and Company in 1873 that
1. Allen and Donnithome, op.cit., p. 175*
2. Ibid., p.175.
3. I.U.P., China, XVIII, p.460; XIX, p.151.
4* Ibid., XV. Consular Commercial Reports, Chinkiang for 1886, p.714«
5. Ibid., XIV. Consular Commercial Reports, Tientsin for 1881, p.154*
6. See below p.133, T&ble 26,
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"we do not hesitate to say that the tendency of 
markets in China will be more and more to cheap
ness at the expense of quality. We have not 
space here to defend this view in extreme, and 
indeed do not think that any more forceful argu
ment can be used than that the Chinese will take 
spotted, mildewed or any filled cloth, at a 
price, rather than pay the few cents more demanded 
for quality, which the experience of the last two 
years amply confirms."^

But Table 10 shows that British cotton piece goods did reason
ably well in the Chinese market despite all these difficulties. The 
sale of British ’cotton and other woven goods’ increased greatly between 
the 1850s and early 1870s. After stagnating for the next three decades, 
they rose remarkably in the period I904 to I9I4. Their high share in 
total British expozrts to China, too, was always maintained. Expressed 
in value terms, they were never less than 57 per cent, by ten-year average.

The increased shipment of British cotton piece goods to China was 
due to a number of reasons. First of all, it seems that the machine- 
produced goods from Manchester were gradually defeating the Chinese 
native industry, particularly after the mid-1890s when the strength of 
local industry was seldom stressed in the annual Consular reports. 
Furthermore, in spite of the American and Japanese rivalry and their 
remarkable achievement in cotton sheetings and drillings, the British
cotton goods had equal success by concentrating on the better grades of 

2cotton goods, which found ready customers. It was reported in 1880 
that although the working class preferred native cloths, the people in 
towns liked fashionable foreign designs^ and, according to one Consul,
1. J.M., Miscellaneous Letter Book, Hong Kong to London (piece goods),

29*8.1873* The Consul at Amoy remarked in 1877 that the lower the 
price of imports, the easier they found their market. I.TJ.P., B.P.P.. 
China. XII, Consular Commercial Reports. Amoy for 1877. p.223.

2. See pp.132-4; see also
A.J.Marrison has argued that so far as Latin America was concerned, 
Britain still emphasised on selling cheap cotton goods by I914. See 
he ’Great Britain and Her Rivals in Latin America cotton piece goods 
market, I88O-I914*, in B.M.Ratcliff (ed^. Great Britain and Her 
World I75O-I914 (Manchester, 1975)*

3* I.U.P., B.P.P.. China. XIII, Consular Commercial Reports. Chinkiang
for 1880. p.563*
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it was well known that the British manufactures were greatly apprec
iated by those who could afford to buy them.^

Secondly, the widening market in China also played its part. In 
writing the report for Chefoo in 1877, Consul Jamieson pointed out that
British goods had as yet penetrated but a short way among the masses of 

2China. But by the Chefoo Convention signed that year, Chinese mer
chants were allowed to send foreign goods to the interior under transit 
passes. To claim that the Chinese interior was within easy reach of 
foreign goods after the Chefoo Convention is an exaggeration. Let 
alone the low effective demand and the difficult transportation, extra 
taxation, known as likin and lo-ti-shui. imposed by the Chinese govern
ment, caused much trouble. But the almost insoluble obstacles of the 
foreigners* lack of familiarity with the Chinese language and the tedious 
journey in unpleasant weather were partly removed through passing the 
responsibilities of distributing goods to the Chinese merchants. 
Naturally, the transit trade fell into their hands thereafter.^ Thus, 
the inhabitants of the interior, hitherto totally insulated from the out
side world, became part of the consuming class of foreign manufactures. 
Nevertheless, the exact extent of the influence of the Chefoo Conven
tion in this respect is impossible to ascertain, but before the steep 
rise of British exports to China in 1905» the effect could not have 
been considerable.

1. Ibid., XIV. Consular Commercial Reports. Pakhoi for 1883, p.511*
2. Ibid.. XII. Consular Commercial Reports. Chefoo for 1877, p.258.
3. See, for example, ibid.. Consular Commercial Reports. Eiukiang

for 1877-8. p.662; also, ibid.. XVIII. Ningmo for 1892. p.173*
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British cotton yams, on the other hand, were less successful in 
defending their market in China whose cotton mills - in part due to 
their technological backwardness and in part due to the restriction 
imposed by the high-quality Manchester goods - were engaged mainly in 
manufacturing low grade products and therefore, imported cheaper, even 
though inferior, cotton yams. Besides, the Chinese produced their 
own yams which were said to be in good demand,^ As far as foreign 
imports into China were concerned, the progress that the Indian yams 
made was very impressive. Even in 1882 it was observed that the cheap
ness of foreign piece goods had pressed hard upon the profits of the 
native manufacturers, who, in order to reduce costs, imported the
cheaper Bombay instead of English yams, the proportion then being about

270 per cent. Bombay to 30 per cent. English. It became obvious by
1889 that Indian yams were driving the English-made out of the market,^
and four years later, English yams had almost disappeared from the
Amoy market which Indian and Chinese were contesting.^ Besides sheer

5cheapness, Indian yams were said also to fit better Chinese looms.
After the mid-nineties, the Japanese became a serious challenger.
Their yam exports to China increased rapidly and by 1914 had overtaken 
imports from Bombay.^ In 1913 Japan exported 181.5 million lbs. of 
yams to China; India 177*5 million lbs. and Britain only 0.7 million

1. Cf. n.3 on p.109.
2. I.U.P., B.P.P., China, XIV. Consular Commercial Reports, Swatow

for 1682. p.378; also ibid.. XIV. Shanghai for 1885, p.555*
3* Ibid.. XVII. Consular Commercial Reports. Shanghai for 1889. p.14; 

also ibid.. XX. Amoy for 1896. p.110.
4* Ibid.. XVIII. Consular Commercial Reports. Chungking for 1893. p.366.
5* Ibid.. XVII. Consular Commercial Reports. Hankow for 1891. p.426.
6. B.P.P.. 1901, LXXXI, Consular Commercial Reports. Hankow for 1900. 

pp.5-6.
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Ibs*^ Looking at the total value of British cotton yams exported, 
to China, they averaged £522,000 during the decade 1854-1863, then 
advanced to an average of £1,373>000 during the next decade but 
declined thereafter. In the last period 1904-1914» they averaged only 
£164,000. (See Table 18) But the proportion of cotton yams to
total values of British exports to China was never important. It 
peaked at 8.4 per cent, twice, once in the decade 1854-64 and again in 
the decade 1874-83* After the mid-80s, it fell and ended up at a very 
low level of 1.1 per cent, in the period I904 and 1914* (See Table 
18) Besides the dominance of woven goods, another feature of British 
exports to China was an increase in the share of modem industrial 
products, but till the end of the period, they were by no means promin
ent commodities. Worked and unworked metals, including iron, copper 
and lead, had appeared in the trade returns from the beginning. Des
pite having a share of 8.9 per cent, of total exports in 1854-63,they 
never exceeded ten per cent, before 1914* As for modem machinery and 
mill works, there was no separate account until the cable construction 
materials were exported to China in 1870* Subsequent Chinese industrial
modernisation with mining, railway building, cotton-spinning, ship-

2 3building, etc. sustained their growth, which, no matter how impressive,
remained a relatively unimportant proportion of just over 4 per cent, in
the period 1904-1914» since other British exports to China were making
progress simultaneously.

1. B.P.P.. 1914-16, LXXI. Report for the trade of China for the year
1913. p.31* The original unit is piculs which are converted into
lbs. at the rate 1 picul=133 l/3 lbs.

2. For detail, see C.M.Hou, Foreign Investment and Economic Development
in China 1840-1937 (Cambridge^ Mass., 19^5), ch.3*

3. Table 18 shows that the average total value of industrial products
exported to China in I904-I4 is almost six times as that of 1874-83*
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Chemical manufactures were another group that had a remarkable 
progress.^ The early trade was confined to paper; even this was 
stopped for a few years after 1868. From 1878 onwards, chemicals and 
soap emerged and after 1893, chemical manufactures broadened their scope, 
a phenomenon that the whole list of commodities such as chemicals and 
chemical preparations, soap, candles, rubber products and colour and 
paints, clearly illustrates. But like machinery, they were hardly in 
any significant position even by 1914 - their share in total values of 
British exports to China in the period 1904-1914 averaged 4*2 per cent.

In consideration of the short span of time within which the success 
was made, tobacco was unmatchable. Its export to China was £23,000 in 
1896. By 1914 it had jumped by 756 times owing to the formation of the 
British-American Tobacco Company which, after having taken over the 
American Tobacco Company in China, proceeded - in view of capitalising 
on the cheap labour there - to set up factories to manufacture cigar
ettes from imported tobacco. In I9II the output of the B.A.T. factory

2at Hankow was reported to have been 10 million cigarettes a day. 
Nevertheless, tobacco was only 4*6 per cent, of the total value of 
British exports to China in the period 1904-1914* Other commodities 
shipped to China from Britain included a host of minor products - coal 
and fuel, arms and ammunition, glass and china-wares, beers and drinks, 
provisions, etc.

According to the classification system adopted by the Annual State
ment of Trade, the commodities listed under the heading of * manufactured

1. Comparing with the average of 1874-83, the value of chemical
manufactures increases by 1858 times in 1904-14*

2. Chinese Customs Decennial Report. Hankow. 1902-11 (Shanghai, 1913),
P*358*
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goods* averaged 90.8 per cent, of the total value of British exports 
to China between I9O8 and 1914. If it is recalled that the same 
category of commodities only accounted for an average of 20.5 per cent, 
of the total value of British imports from China in the same period, the 
trading relation of these two countries is a classical case of one 
between an industrial and an agricultural country.

The total value of British exports to China, like the movement of 
cottons alone, increased more than twofold from an average of £3,148,000 
for the decade 1854-63 to £7,903,000 in 1864-73* After stagnating for 
three decades, it increased remarkably to average £15,056,000 between 
1904 and 1914.

In common with the analysis of British imports from China, the three 
principal commodities shipped to China from Britain, namely, cotton piece 
goods, cotton yams and woollen piece goods, were selected for a study 
of the movement in their volume over time. For the same reasons 
mentioned above, the volume of some subdivisions of these chosen 
commodities is not given in the trade returns ; ̂ but the high percentage 
of those available in their total values shipped to China - shown by the 
following Table - justifies that they could be taken as representing the 
total cottons and woollens.

Generally speaking, the behaviour of the volume of British 
cotton and woollen goods - as displayed in the Table 20 resembles 
that by their value. The export of cotton piece goods to China kept 
increasing for three decades from the 1850s, and after stagnating 
for two decades between I884 and 1903, it rose strongly in the 
period 1904 to 1914* The peak of the volume of cotton

1. The volume of woollen yams is available from 1893 onwards.
Partly due to their absence before, thus rendering a comparison 
with the post-1893 period impossible, and partly due to their 
unimportance, they were not taken into consideration here.
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Table IQ

The Percentage of * Cotton Piece Goods Entered by the Yard* in total value
of "Cotton and Other Woven Goods* and "Woôllen Piece Goods Entered by the
Yard* in total Value of "Woollens*. 1854-1914.

Year Cotton Piece Goods Woollen Piece Goods

1854 96 99
1864 96 97
1874 98 99
1884 97 94
1894 96 92
1904 96 63^
1904 96 96

a
Note: The low percentage of "woollen piece goods entered by the

yard* was caused by an exceptional increase in the woollen yarns.
Source : "Cotton piece goods entered by the yard* and "woollen piece

goods entered by the yard* are taken from the Annual Statement 
of Trade. "Cotton and other woven goods* and "woollens* are 
taken from Table 18.
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Table 20

The Volume of Cotton and Woollen Goods exported to China From the 
United Kingdom. 1854-1914. (Annual averages at 000*s)

Period Cotton Piece Goods
Entered by the Yard 

Yards

1854-1863 127,609
1864-1873 287,444
1874-1883 415,147
1884-1893 494,337
1894-1903 498,003
1904-1914 596,462

Cotton Yams 
lbs.

5,211
6,874
15,285
13,006
8,604
3,734

Woollen Piece Goods 
Entered by the Yard 

Yards

8,795*
20,215
18,629
20,824
12,987
12,507

Note; ^ 1859 to I863 average. Prom 1854 to 1858, there were two
volume entries for woollens, i.e. *by the yard* and *by piece*.
Although it is possible to add up their values, as done in
Table 19 to get their combined percentage in the total value
of woollens, it is impossible to convert "pieces* into "yards* 
so that they can be comparable to subsequent entries.

Source: Annual Statement of Trade.
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yams and woollen piece goods was in the decades 1874 to 1883 smd 1884 
to 1893 respectively. But the price movements of these goods in the 
nineteenth century did not allow a congruence between the volume and the 
value series. A comparison of the cotton and wollen piece goods 
series by value in Table 18 with their respective series by volume 
in Table 20 in the first and last two decades gives the best examples. 
Average quantities of cotton piece goods shipped to China in the decade 
1864-1873 increased 1.25 times over the decade 1854-1863, but their value 
increased 1.77 times. In the period 1904-1914 this average went up 20 
per cent, over the decade 1895-1904, but by value, it rose by 75 per 
cent. Likewise, while the average volume of woollens piece goods 
increased I30 per cent, in the period 1864-1873 over the previous decade, 
their value increased by 163 per cent. Their average volume in the 
period 1904-1914 decreased by 4 per cent, over that of the previous 
decade; but their value rose by 63 per cent. On the other hand, while 
the volume of woollen piece goods shipped to China in the decade 
1884-1893 increased over the decade 1874-1883, their value fell.

III. The Trade Balance.

The British trade balance with China, carrying on the pre-1854 trend, 
was in the red after 1854. But due to the falling value of British 
imports from China coupled with an increase in the value of British 
exports to China, the gap was narrowing. Table 13 demonstrates that 
the British trade deficit with China averaged £6.9m. in the decade 
1854 to I863, fell to an average of £4m. between I864 and 1873 and 
rose again - though still somewhat short of the average of the decade 
before - to average just under £5m. between 1874 and I883. In 1887
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Britain had its first trade surplus of £0.7m. with China since 
commercial relations between these two countries had commenced. After 
keeping the surplus for another year, Britain retreated to the debit 
side again, but only at a minimal level. From 1890 onwards, the 
British surplus increased greatly. It rose continuously to average £10.2m. 
in the period 1904-1914* As mentioned in chapter one, since British 
imports were compiled by c.i.f. method, the import values include the 
charges of business services such as insurance, freight as well as the 
profits made by British import merchants, but with Britain being the 
leading nation in insurance and shipping business before 1914, these 
earnings, of course, went to British hands. On the other hand, exports 
were valued by f.o.b. method at home ports and include the profits made 
by British exporters. On balance, these invisible items were credits 
to Britain and if Imlah* s estimations for Britain as a whole can be 
applied to the case of the Anglo-Chinese trade, they should add 7*5 per 
cent, between 1854 and 1879, 6.75 per cent, between 1880 and 1892 and 6 
per cent, between 1895 and 1913 to the total value of British imports 
from China to the credit side of the British balance of payments with 
China.^

India, on the other hand, had a surplus in its trade with China 
every year from 1854 to 1914; but the function of this surplus in off
setting the British trade deficit with China came to an end after 1890 
because from that year onwards, Britain itself became a trade creditor 
of China. The following Table clearly shows that India consistently

1. A.H.Imlah, Economic Elements in the Pax Britannica (Cambridge,
Mass., 1958), pp.47-8* From 1854 to 1870, he allowed a 5 per 
cent, profit on foreign trade and services for total values of 
re-exports as well.
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Table 21
China*S Trade with India 1854-1914. (Annual Averages. £000*s at 
Current Prices).

Period Tot .Chin.Imp. 
from India

Tot .Chin.Exp. 
to India

China*s 
deficit

1854-1865 9,240 978 8,262
1864-1875 12,064 1,355 10,693
1874-1885 13,101 1,556 11,544
1884-1895 9,877 1,678 8,199
1904-1914 8,728 1,348 7,380
1904-1914 12,125 1,456 10,667
Note; From 1884 to 1891, Indian rupees were converted into sterling

by the current exchange rate given in B.P.P., 1899, XXXI. Report 
from the Committee on Indian Currency, Index and Appendix to the
Evidence. App.58, p.80 and from 1892 to 1899, Indian rupees were
converted to sterling by its prevalent exchange rate which were 
given in the trade returns. From 1897 onwards, exclusive of 
Indian government store.

Source ; B.P.P.. 1859, Sess. 2, XIII. A Return for each year since 1813. 
of the value, computed or declared ... of the manufactures and 
•produce ... exported from India to China and Hong Kong.
B.P.P.. 1871, L. Return for each year since 1858. of the value. 
computed or declared of the manufactures, produce and bullion 
... exported from India to China and Hong Kong.
B.P.P.. 1888, LXXVII. Return for each year since 1870 of the 
value, computed or declared, of the manufactures, produce 
and bullion ... exported from India to China and Hong Kong ... • 
From 1888 onwards. B.P.P.. Annual Trade return of British India 
with British possessions and foreign countries.
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exported more than it imported from China* The peak was reached in
the decade 1874-83* The balance after 1872 would have been inflated
somewhat had Indian rupees not depreciated against sterling as a result

1of a fall in the gold price of silver in world market.
Saul is certainly correct in pointing out the development of the multi

lateral mechanism in financing world trade after the 1870s and its
2maturation after the turn of the century. China had a trade surplus 

with Britain every year down to 1890 while India, a debtor of Britain, 
had a trade surplus with China. Therefore, Britain, India and China 
formed a perfect and self-contained triangular pattern of trade settle
ment. With the emergence of a British trade surplus over China, every
thing altered; but by then, a new pattern developed - the previous local 
Far Eastern China-India link widened to a global perspective. 
Industrialisation in Europe and the United States induced a demand for 
Chinese silk and tea and it was mainly through its trade surplus with 
Continental Europe that China could finance its trade deficit with 
Britain and India. Table 22 ; a recalculation of Chinese exports by 
treating Hong Kong as a treaty port of China, shows that China* s trade 
surplus with Continental Europe between 1899 and 1905 totalled £43*9 
millions. For Britain, it was principally through its balance of pay
ment surplus with India that it could finance her large trade deficit 
with continental Europe and the U.S.A.^
1. See chapter six for detail.
2. S.B.Saul, Studies in British Overseas Trade 1870-1914 (Liverpool,

1967), chs. 3 and 4, esp. pp.44-5*
3. Ibid.. pp.87-8 and ch.8. M. de Cecco has also stressed that it was

mainly through its balance of payment surpluses with India that 
Britain could finance its deficits with other countries. For 
detail, see his Money and Bnpire (Oxford, 1974), oh.4*
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Table 22
China*3 Trade Surplus with Continental Europe. 1899-1905 (OOP's).

Period/ Trade Surplus 1 HK Tael = Trade Surplus
Year HK Tael Sterling in Sterling

I899-I903 58,898 2s 3 2/3d 5,972
Aver.
1904 54,980 2s 10 2/5d 7,880
1905 40,500 3s 0 1/I0d 6,092
Note; ^aikwan Tael.
Source ; Chinese Customs Returns. Annual Report on the Foreign Trade 

of China for 1906.

Indian exports to China, as illustrated by the following Table,
were skewed heavily towards opium,with cotton becoming more important
after the nineties. Opium had accounted for 84*8 per cent, of the
value of Indian exports to China in 1856. This level was no longer

had
maintained after 1886, and by 1913, it/dropped to 41*5 per cent. 
Similarly, as will be shown in chapter seven, the total value of Indian 
shipments of Opium to China declined after the 1880s.

Prior to 1914 China was hardly a prominent trade partner of the 
United Kingdom. Table 24 points out that, as far as the total value 
of British imports was concerned, China had started off with an average 
share of 5*2 per cent, per annum during the decade 1854-63* This share 
fell, not surprisingly as the Chinese staples lost their competitive grip 
on the British market, to less than one per cent, of the total value of 
British imports in the period I904-I4* At the same time, China was but 
a minor market for British exports. Between 1854 and. I863, China took 
2.6 per cent, of the total value of British exports. After advancing
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Table 23

Percentage of Opium in Total Values of Indian Exports to China. 1856-1915

Year Opium

1856 84.8
1866 85.1
1876 84.9
1886 73.4
1896 49.7
1906 34.5
1913 41.5

Source: As Table 21.

Table 24
The Percentage of China in Total British Trade. 1854-1914.
Period Tot.Brit.Imp. Tot.Brit. China's Tot.Brit.Exp. Tot.Brit. China's

from China Imports ^ to China_____ Exports ^
(Annual Averages) 

£000's £000's
(Annual Averages) 

£000's £000*s
1854-1863 9,955 190,274 5.2 3,148 120,938 2.6
1864-1873 11,949 306,710 3.9 7,903 199,987 4.0
1874-1883 13,302 389,353 3.4 7,993 218,529 3.7
1884-1893 7,467 397,297 1.9 8,106 231,963 3.5
1894-1903 3,519 534,055 0.7 8,255 255,979 3.2
1904-1914 4,651 600,436 0.8 14,808 410,465 3.6
Source : Annual Statement of Trade
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to 4 per cent, in the next decade, it fluctuated around 3*5 per cent, 
during the rest of the period. However, Britain was the principal 
exporter to China. The exact British share in total values of Chinese 
imports is not known due to the entrepot situation of Hong Kong. Morse 
had two estimates after taking Hong Kong as part of China. In 186? 
Britain's share was over 40 per cent, while in I905, it is still in the 
lead at 23*5 per cent.,^ and, as chapter seven shows, it was this export 
superiority that the British government found it necessary to defend.
At the same time, the nature of the commercial relation between Britain 
and China changed after the mid-1890s: from a basis of import and export
trade to a broadened scope as British capital flows to China increased.

IV. The Relative Competitiveness of British Exports in China Before 1914.

Much interest has been aroused in the study of the competitiveness
of British exports in various overseas markets towards the end of the

2nineteenth century after the publication of Hoffman's book, which, 
relying mainly on contemporary literature in the British press and to a 
lesser degree, British consular commercial reports, affirms the rivalry 
of German products but ironically with statistical data, as represented 
by the following Table, that proved the reverse of his argument. At 
least in the Empire markets German manufactures were far behind the

1. H.B.Morse, The International Relations of the Chinese Empire, II
(1918), p.349.

2. R.J.S.Hoffman, Great Britain and the German Trade Rivalry 1875-1914
(Philadelphia, 1933). The theme of the book caught the attention 
of quite a number of modern scholars. See, for instance, A.Redford, 
Manchester Merchants and Foreign Trade (Manchester, 1959), II, p.57;
S.B.Saul, op.cit.. esp. p.19. pp.^5-4; D.C.M.Platt, Latin America 
and British Trade (1972), pp.306-13 and very recently, A.J.Marrison, 
loc.cit. For a general discussion, see D.H.Aldcroft (ed.).
The Development of British Industry and Foreign Competition 
1875-1914 (1968).
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Table 25
British and German Imports into Selected Empire Markets. 1915.(£QOQ*s).

British German British German

British India 91,695 6,875 Sierra Leone 1,139 174
Straits Settlement 6,176 878 Gold Coast 3,466 389
Ceylon 3,880 402 Canada 28,521 2,922
S.Africa 25,060 3,547 Australia 47,616 4,957
N.Africa 4,938 811 New Zealand 13,312 688

Source ; R.J.S.Hoffman, Great Britain and the German Trade Rivalry
1875-1914 (Philadelphia, 1933), p.201.

British, although the Germans were particularly strong in industrialised
countries.^ The scope of the controversy has widened as it is related
to the subsequent debate over the growth rate of the British economy as
well as the performance of the British entrepreneurs in the late 

2Victorian Age.
The scope of a detailed examination of the competitiveness of 

British exports before the Great War, however, is very much limited by 
the following facts. First of all, statistical information that has 
the credit of excluding subjective judgment, is by no means adequate.
A second question, which is strongly affected by the presentation of
1. Aldcroft, op.cit.. p.19*
2. For an overall view, see D.H.Aldcroft and H.W. Richards on.

The British Economy 1870-1939 (l9&9); also D.N.McCloskey,
Essays on a Mature Economy. Britain after 1840 (1971)« For an 
excellent discussion on the entrepreneurial side of the picture, 
see P.L.Payne. British Entrepreneurship in the Nineteenth 
Century (1974;.
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statistical data, is the involvement of up to hundreds of commodities
in the comparison. For instance, even a general heading, say, cotton
piece goods, which was taken up conveniently for trade accounting
purpose, might have consisted of numerous kinds of goods. Some of
them in this broad heading might do well while the others might not.
There are no detailed subdivisions in the trade statistics that enable
a scrutinisation, but just before the First World War, the British Board
of Trade conducted a survey ojn the German and Austrian competition which

1British exports encountered in neutral markets, and that study 
included no less than one hundred and one more important commodities, and 
some, like heavy chemicals, with subdivisions, clearly sho\^ the breadth of 
exported goods involved and the complexity of the problem.

As far as British exports to China were concerned, cotton goods - 
due to their importance - caught the attention of British consuls and 
other contemporaries and with the statistical and descriptive evidence 
they provided, a clearer picture emerges. But if descriptive evidence 
is to be used, one should be careful in its interpretation. For example, 
it is interesting to find that the British consuls often reported the 
coming of other countries' challenges in Chinese markets; but at the 
same time, the British goods were holding a supreme position and there
fore, viewed from this angle, they were actually competing with the 
commodities of the other countries. That few consuls looked at the 
matter from this angle mean they-at least implicitly or unconsciously - 
paid more attention and consequently, exaggerated the strength of 
newcomers. Some consuls might even make mis judgments because the 
determination of the competitiveness of various goods was hardly an easy
1. U.K. (Board of Trade), Competition with Germany and Austria-Hungary 

in Neutral Markets (1914). hereafter Competition with Germany and 
Austria-Hungary.
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task, even for contemporaries. Furthermore, as China is an immense 
country, the performance of a commodity might vary in different parts 
of the country, in particular when transportation was extremely in
efficient before I9I4. The regional and observers* irregularities 
probably accounted for some contradictory reports.^ Nevertheless, the 
following, though admittedly relying on the incomplete surviving 
evidence, still shows that British exports, on the whole, showed no 
sign of defeat in the Chinese market till 1914, at least in established
branches as cottons, despite that British goods in the markets of

2industrialised countries were superseded by the Germans,
That British goods had virtually no serious rivals before the 1890s 

is indisputable, British merchants were very active in trading with 
China from the dawn of the nineteenth century and after the Treaty of 
Nanking, the British possession of Hong Kong provided them with additional 
advantages. Even though the share of the United Kingdom in Chinese 
imports was declining from just over 40 per cent, in 1867 to 23.5 per 
cent, in I905, Britain was still the largest supplier of imports to China. 
In 1905 India's share was 23.3 per cent., America 18.2 per cent., and 
Japan 16.1 per cent.; Germany, at that time, accounted for no more than 
5.1 per cent, of the total.^ Since China was such a large market, other 
countries also became interested. In 1872, the consul at Hankow had 
noticed, with the coming of the Anericans, Russians and Germans, that the 
British no longer had a monopoly of China trade.^ But down to the early 
nineties, British railway materials, in addition to the traditionally 
strong exports of cotton piece goods, were unrivalled. In a private

1. For instance, cf. .n.4 on p.107.
2. Aldcroft, on.cit.. pp.18-9#
3. Morse II, on.cit.. p.399.
4. B.P.P.. I872, LIX. Consular Commercial Renorts. Hankow for 1871. p.43»
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letter to Sir Philip Currie, then the Assistant Under-Secretary of 
State at the Foreign Office, in 1887, Donald Spence in China praised 
highly Jardine Matheson and Company since, in the past two years, no 
Chinese contract of any significance had been secured by a German firm, 
and only two contracts of any magnitude had gone past the hands of

iBritish merchants. In 1886 0*Conor, the Secretary to the Peking

Legation, reported that Sir Robert Hart, the Inspector-General of the
Chinese Customs, had passed a confidential memorandum to him that all

future contracts for railway construction in China would be decided by
public tender and 0* Conor commented that it was "a course which under
present circumstances would be almost sure to prove very favourable to

2British industrial interest." In 1894 the leading 'rail makers in 
Britain', in a memorandum against the Continental countries' diplomatic 
support of their national industrialists sent to Sir Blward Grey, then 
the Under-Secretary of State at the Foreign Office, claimed that in the 
past seven years ending 1893, the quantity of steel rails exported to 
China had been 24,450 tons, of which England had supplied 23,650 tons 
and only 800 tons had been delivered by foreign makers.^

Undeniably, the French and German won some Chinese contracts for 
industrial projects. For instance, there was a project, originally 
assigned to England but finally going to France due to the latter's 
heavy diplomatic pressure on the Chinese government in 1892; 0*Conor
noticed a "strong German element" in the railway scheme at Hankow in 
1893* But it seems that diplomatic assistance was more vital than
1. P.R.O. F.O. 17/1056, Spence to Currie, 28.9*1887.
2. P.R.O. F.O. 17/1015, O'Conor to Rosebury, 24.7*1886.
3. P.R.O. F.O. 17/1213, Mcharen to Grey, 6.8.1894*
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the quality of their products.̂  The Chinese officials were reported
to favour English products. Viceroy Li Hung-chang, who was largely
responsible for the industrial modernisation and foreign affairs of
China, once remarked in the local press that German goods were inferior
and upon the German Minister's protest, he told the German that British

2firms were "fully able to do all China wanted at present." According
to Sir J.Walsham, the British Minister in China, the real cause of the
British alarm at the progress of the Continental countries was that the
British had been "so far ahead of other countries" in their share of the
trade with China that the people back in Britain started grumbling if

3they saw "any nation going a little ahead."
But after the mid-1890s, the Indians, the Americans, the Germans 

and French and later the Japanese were competing in the Chinese market 
in one way or another, but especially in cotton goods. Judging from 
the frequency of the mention of the rivalry in annual consular reports, 
there is no reason to disbelieve the seriousness of the challenge that 
British piece goods were facing. The Japanese and Americans, both 
mainly competing in lower grades, seemed to be particularly keen on the 
northern part of China. But Japanese goods, which were the most 
formidable of all, were believed to be, "in spite of the market 
improvement in quality, far behind British manufactures", and were 
"likely to remain so."̂  A consul at Tientsin, however, reported on the 
eve of the First World War that Japanese had begun to compete in better

1. P.R.O. F.O. 17/1143» Messrs.J.Whittal and Co. to Salisbury, 12.1.1892;
P.R.O. F.O, 17/1155» O'Conor to Rosebury, 18.2.1893* For a general
discussion, see D.McLean, 'Commerce, Finance and British Diplomatic 
Support in China, 1885-86', Economic History Review, 2nd series,
XXVI (1973).

2. P.R.O. F.O. 17/1016, O'Conor to Rosebury, 3*5*1886.
3. P.R.O. F.O. 17/1042, Walsham to Currie, 4*5*1887.
4. B.P.P.. 1911» XCI. Consular Commercial Reports. China for 1910. p.11.
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1quality goods as well* Their success in certain grades was so
remarkable that a British Board of Trade Report claimed that they had

2struck into one of the two main branches of the China trade.
Impressive though the Japanese success was, the Austrian Vice-Consul at 
Tientsin wrote shortly before the outbreak of the First World War that 

the greater part of the imports of cotton prints was from Manchester and 
nearly all the cheapest qualities were from Lancashire*^ A report from 
the Belgian Consul-general at Shanghai also pointed out that Manchester 
supplied the bulk of the cotton goods there.^ In the meantime, the
available statistical information fully confirms the marketability of 
the British cotton goods.

The decade or so prior to 1913 is an ideal period to study the 
competitiveness of British goods for competition in the Chinese market 
was never so keen. It is shown in Table 26 that first of all 
Britain did not have an equal importance in each branch of cotton 
piece goods. Britain was strong in higher quality goods such as shirt
ings, jeans and T-cloths while very weak in lower grades like sheetings 
and drills. A second conclusion is that not only did Britain not lose 
its position in its chosen line of development, but, despite the un
precedented rivalry, it made progress towards the end of our period.

In the period 1903-7, it supplied an average of 93*6 per cent, of the 
grey plain shirtings that China imported. Between I9O8 and 1913, its 
average went from an already high level to 95*4 per cent, of the total. 
The average share of jeans also went up rapidly from 66.6 per cent, in

1. B.P.P.. 1914-16, LXXXI. Consular Commercial Reports. China for
iill, P*14*

2. U.K., Report upon the Condition and Prospects of British Trade in
China, hereafter Conditions and Prospects ... in China (1916). p.9.

3* Competition with Germany and Austria-Hungary, op.cit.. Cotton 
Prints, p.12.

4* Ibid., p.12.
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Table 26 The
/Percentage of Britain. America. Japan and India in Total Quantity of
the Import of Selected Cotton Goods of China, 1903-1913

Commodities Average
1103-7 1908-13 

9Ü
Shirtings, grey, plain
Britain 93.6 95.4
America 5.4 2.0
Japan 0.5 2.4
India 0.4 0.0
Sheetings, grey, plain
Britain 8.1 4.7
America 84.6 48.3
Japan 6.2 45.1
India 1.0 0.2
Drills
Britain 7.2 6.1
America 80.8 35.2
Japan 8.6 54.3
India 1.6 0.2
Jeans
Britain 66.6 90.1
America 28.7 5.3
Japan 0.0 1.3
India 0.0 0.0
T-Cloths. 32 and 36 inches
Britain 75,8 80.0
America 0.2 0.0
Japan 16.4 15.5
India 7.2 6.5
Source: Calculated from:

B.P.P.. 1909, XCIII. Report on the Foreign Trade of China for the year 
I9O8. pp.23-5» B.P.P.. 1911, XCI. Report for the year 1910 on the trade

■ U ( X X .of China, pp.34-5î B.P.P.. 1914-1̂ . Report on the Foreign Trade of China
for the year 1913. pp.28-34.
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the period 1903-7 to 90.1 per cent, between I9O8 and 1913* Similarly, 
Britain's proportion in T-cloths went up more than four points from the 

level of 1903-7 to 80 per cent, in 1908-13* On the other hand, the 
weaker areas of British cotton goods were retreating, but the drills only 
at a marginal rate. It has already been shown that the performance of 
British cotton yams was disappointing. Considering the small involve
ment of Britain in these grades, the British situation was well-maintained. 
In value terms, Britain still supplied over 70 per cent, of the total 
cotton piece goods imported into China in 1913*"* The British success, 
generally speaking, can be attributed to the high prestige of British
firms and the inability of the Americans and Japanese to produce similar 

2goods. To say that Britain continued to advance after I903 does not 
contradict the contemporary praise of Japanese products. The above 
Table shows also that the Japanese were making significant progress in 
sheetings and drills as well, but at the expense of the Americans rather 
than the British,

Less information has survived on the other branches of British 
exports to China, presumably due to their relative insignificance. The 
Germans were believed to be very strong in chemical products. A 
British government investigation clsdmed that they had a virtual
monopoly in ammunition and aniline dyes and synthetic indigo.^ But 
within the broad heading of chemical products, soda ash and other sodium

1. B.P.P., I9I8, XIII. Report on the Department Committee Appointed
by the Board of Trade to Consider the Position of the Textile
Trades after the War, p.54*

2. B.P.P.. 1920, XLIII. Report for the year 1919 on the Conditions
and Prospects of British Trade with China, p.22.

3. Prospects and Conditions ... in China, op.cit., p.14* For detail,
see, for instance, L.F.Haber, The Chemical Industry during the 
Nineteenth Century (Oxford, 1958)* '
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products that China imported came almost entirely from Britain,^
who also headed the list of soap importers in China in I9IO while the

2products of its printing industry were in considerable demand. In the 
mean time, the Germans and other Continental countries were competing 
for Chinese machinery orders. The Report upon the Condition and 
Prospects of British Trade in China, submitted to the Board of Trade in 
1916, concluded that British manufacturers were less successful by *open 
market* methods in obtaining Chinese orders for industrial, especially 
electrical;materials than their rivals, although a substantial amount 
of British railway materials and supplies had been shipped to China as 
a result of the many projects financed by British financiers, who, other 
conditions being equal, had given preference to British products.^ But 
it added that the trouble originated from the inadequacy of represent
ation of manufacturing interests in China more than anything else.^
This was in contrast with the key to the German advancement, namely, the 
marketing technique which included the *up country* method, i.e. setting 
up local representative firms even in the Chinese interior.^ Since it 
was the marketing method that made the difference, there was no reason 
why the British could not secure the business if the manufactures would 
only cooperate with the merchants in China in supplying the types of 
articles needed.^ In the trade report for China for I9IO, the British 
Commercial Attache stated that the general impression of the costliness

1. Competition with Germany and Austria-Hungary, op.cit., Heavy
Chemicals, p.25*

2. Ibid., Soaps, p.12 and Products of Printing Industry, p.7*
3. Prospects and Conditions ... in China, op.cit., p.26.
4* Ibid., p.26.
5. Ibid., pp.13-5; also B.P.P., 1913 LXIX. Consular Commercial Reports,

Hankow for 1912, p. 15*
6. Prospects and Conditions ... in China, op.cit., p.111.
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of British machinery had been exaggerated.  ̂ A British Foreign Office
Survey found out that British merchants would have a ready market for

2mining machinery such as pumps. Besides, British distillers, brew
eries and aerated water factories in China and Hong Kong preferred 
British machinery.^ At the other extreme, the German dynamos were more 
popular due to their lower prices but the British merchants still secured 
many orders for boilers and engines placed by the Chinese.^ From the 

incomplete picture presented above, it would seem that Continental 
countries, especially Germany, were challenging traditional British 
success in engineering and chemical products, and they might have 
defeated the British in certain branches, such as chemical dyes and 
ammunition. The general impression, however, is that the British were 
able to stand against their challenge, but regrettably, the unsatis
factory nature of the surviving information does not allow to draw any 
firm conclusions, in the engineering and chemical products.

Besides the visible exports discussed above, Britain was 
particularly strong in invisible exports. It has been mentioned in 
chapter one that the Oriental Banking Corporation was the first modem 
bank that operated in China. With the subsequent opening of the 
Chartered Bank of India and China, the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank and 
less well-known, though by no means unimportant, concerns like the 
Mercantile Bank of China, the Bank of Hindustan China and Japan, the 
British assumed a very important role in the finance sector of the China 

trade. The first three banks in the above list issued notes in China 
too —  the first one from 1850, the second from I860 and the third from

1. B.P.P., 1911 XC. Consular Commercial Reports. China for 1910. p.15*

2. U.K., (Foreign Office), List of the Principal Foreign and Chinese
Industrial Enterprises in China and Hong Kong (Shanghai, 1918),p.55*

5* Ibid., p.12.
4* Ibid.. p.15*
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1890.̂  Since China was a silver using country and "as London was the
centre of the world's silver market as well as, before I914, the pivot
of international finance as a whole, the British banks were well placed

2for dominating the foreign exchange in China." Furthermore, as will 
be shown in chapter five, the Chartered Bank and the Hongkong and 
Shanghai Bank were actively financing Chinese government loans,
especially in the post 1895 period.

Insurance business is another aspect in which the British had a 
considerable experience. The early history of the British insurance 
business mainly managed by Jardine Matheson Company and Dents, 
was told in chapter one. In 1866 Jardine Matheson started another con
cern, the Hongkong Fire Insurance. Other major firms included the 
Yang-tsze Insurance Association established in 1862, the North China 
Insurance Company established in 1863,^ the British Traders Insurance 
Company established in I865 and the Fire Insurance Company established 
in 1870. Besides having been mainly engaged in marine insurance, they
also dealt with fire insurance in the treaty ports. It was through them
that the China trade became more stable.

The British shipping interest advanced simultaneously with the 
prosperity of the British trade with China. British shipping in the 
China trade was exceedingly strong in the seventies and eighties, as the

following Table shows. In 1877 and 1887, the British share was well
over 80 per cent, of the total. But other countries were not slow to 
come into the business. After the mid-90s, the Japanese endeavour 
began to reap its fruit and accordingly, the relative share of Britain

1. Hou, op.cit., p.56.
2. Allen and Donnithome, op.cit., p.111.
3. It was reorganised and incorporated in England in I883.
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Table ?6a.
Foreign Shipping in China, 1868-1915.

Percentage Distribution
Year Total

Tonnage
(millions)

Britain Japan U.S. Germany Others

io io io io io

1868 6.4 52.2 0.1 35.0 7.3 5.4
1877 8.0 81.1 1.4 6.9 6.2 4.3
1887 16.5 85.7 1.9 0.4 9.0 3.0
1897 25.9 84.4 2.5 1.0 6.4 5.6
1907 65.4 52.5 24.6 1.6 10.5 10.8
1913 73.4 51.9 31.9 1.2 8.6 6.4

Source: Chinese Maritime Customs Returns.

fell. But by I913, it was still more than half of the total, a very 
commanding position but of course not as unchallenged as a couple of 
decades before. There is no reason, nevertheless, to expect that 
Britain would hold its monopoly after other countries became indust
rialised. The facilities offered by these invisible exports gave 
British merchants a more prominent position in the Chinese scene.

In short, although Britain's share in total values of Chinese 
imports was falling, it had a very strong trading position in China till 
1914. But one should not expect Britain to keep its dominant share 
in Chinese imports after global industrialisation. Available 
evidence shows that British cotton piece goods, i.e. the established 
line of exports, still controlled the Chinese market by the outbreak of 
the First World War, while other branches were less successful but far 
from being knocked out. To argue that British goods were very compet

itive until 1914 does not imply that British merchants felt that their
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position was secure enough in China, for, as described in Section I 
earlier, the total current value of British imports from China dropped 
continuously after the mid-1870s, and so did the total quantity of 
tea and silk. Gradually, the ever improving Indian and Ceylonese teas 
were driving the Chinese growths out of the British market whilst the 

cheap Japanese silk was increasing its sale at the expense of the 
Chinese. In view of the fact that tea and silk were almost the only 
Chinese produce that were worth shipping to Britain on a large scale 
and more importantly, their production and quality were completely 
beyond the control of and in no way could be improved by British mer
chants, the future of the British import trade from China must have 
appeared black. On the other hand, total values of all British 
commodities and the total quantity of cotton and woollen goods exported 
to China stagnated for two decades from the 1870s. Furthermore, 
the rise of price levels in China after the mid-1890s, as chapter six 
reveals, caused further trouble for tea and silk exports as well as the 
sale of British goods in China and consequently, British trade with 
China must have run into further difficulties and the survival of 
British China merchants was threatened. Forced by these troubles 
in trade on the one hand, coupled with the requirement of capital by 
the Chinese government as well as private enterprises on the other, the 
big British trading firms, i.e. those which had the ability, began to 
depart from their traditional role of relying on import and export 
business and switched to become financiers and industrialists. Since 
capital was extremely scarce in the East, these merchants came to 
London - then the financial centre of the world - for necessary finance 
and with London supplying China's demand for capital, the investment 
aspect of the commercial intercourse between Britain and China became 

more important. As for the China merchants, financial engagements and
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industrial projects were the only areas that could offer them real hope. 
When they encountered competition from other countries in these areas, 
they saw a very serious blow to their survival and therefore, were 
eager to ask for active political support from Britain. On the other 
hand, the merchants' efforts established Britain's trading superiority, 
which the British government had to defend when other World Powers were 
competing severely in China, and in the end, the cooperation between 
the commercial community and the British Foreign Office began.
British investments in China will be discussed in the next two chapters 
and the relationship between the China merchants and the British Foreign 
Office in chapter seven.
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Chapter Four: BRITISH INVESTMENT IN CHINA, : THE STUDY OF
THE CAPITAL MARKET AND THE ESTIMATION OF THE VOLUME.

I. The London Capital Market ; Primary and Secondary
As the Londlon Stock Exchange handled the bulk of overseas

lending in the United Kingdom before the First VJbrld Whr, no study
of British overseas investment can afford to exclude it. The history
of the London Stock Exchange^ as well as its links with the borrowers
and lenders, has received the attention of a number of scholars
including Morgan and Thomas, Jefferys, Hall, Caimcross, Phish,
Fels, Lavington, Bailey, Ayres, Jenks, Simon, Edelstein and more
recently, Cottrell.^ The first section of this chapter is,
therefore, no more than a summary of the existing investigations, but
paying special attention to the Anglo-Chinese experience. The next
section goes on to deal with the estimation of the volume of total
1. E.7. Morgan and ¥.A. Thomas, The Stock Exchange^ Its History and

Functions (1962); J.B. Jefferys, 'Trends in Business Organisation 
in Great Britain Since 1856', (unpublished Ph.D. thesis. University 
of London, 1938), hereafter referred to as Jefferys thesis ; A.R,
Hall, The London Capital Ma^et and Australia 1870-191 it5 (Canberra, 
1963)1 hereafter Lon^n Gapit^ Market; A.K. Caimcrossj Home and 
Foreign Investment 1870-1913 (Cambridge 1 1953)î F.W. Paish, 'The 
London New Issue Market', Economical N.S., XVIII (19^1)j F. Lavington, 
The English Capital Market (19̂ 1 )î H. Feis, Europe^ The Grid's 
Banker 187O-191 Ij C19o1); O.K. Hobson, The E^ort of Capital (T?l U)3 
J.D. Bailey, 'Australian Company Borrowing, 1870-1913*, (unpublished 
Ph.D. thesis^ University of Oxford, 195% hereafter Bailey thesis ; 
G.L. Ayres, 'Fluctuations in New Capital Issues in the London 
Capital Market, 1899 to 1913*, (unpublished M.Sc. thesis. University 
of London, 193k)i L.H. Jenks, The Migration of British Capital to 
1875 (1971 )| M. Edelstein, 'Rigidity and Bias in the British Capital 
Market, 1870-1913*, in D.N. McClosky (ed. ), Essays on a Mature 
Economy 1 Britain after 181|0 (1971 ), also his 'The Rate of Hetuzn 
on U.K. Home and Foreign Investment, 1870-1913*, (unpublished Ph.D. 
thesis. University of Pennsylvania, 1970); M. Simon, 'The Pattern 
of New Portfolio Foreign Investment, 1865-191U*, in J.H. Adler (ed. ), 
Capital Movements and Economic Development (19o7), also in A.R. UaTl 
(ed. )i The Export of Capital from Britain 1870-191L (19o8).
(References are made according to the latter)and P.L. Cottrell,
British Overseas Investment in the Nineteenth Century (1975).
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new British portfolio investment in China, the macro-econoinic 
determinants of the British capital outflow to China, and the effect 
of this outflow upon the British and Chinese economies. A study of 
investment cycles^by what type of Chinese joint stock companies were 
fonned to respond to the changing trading situations,is put in the 
next chapter.

Benefiting from the experience of dealing in overseas lending 
after the I8l0s, London had developed an established foreign capital

Table 27

The Proportion of Overseas New Issues Introduced by the Main TypeTne proportion or uverseas Mew iss 
of Issuing Houses 1876-191L. W)

Official & Private Joint Overseas Companies Other Total
Send-off- Banks® Stock Banks & via their Media Amount
icial J\gen- Banks Agencies Bankers Issued
des £m

1870-1871» 1.8 53.0 l».l» 9.6 18.2 13.0 390.6
1875-1879 1U.5 36.5 0.8 21».7 13.0 10.5 tli9.2
1880-1881» 6.7 38.5 3.3 11».1 26.7 10.7 355.3
1885-1889 9.9 1»3.7 5.3 7.5 26.1 7.5 U79.2
1890-1891» lO.k 1»6.1» 9.0 8.8 19.6 5.8 3L9.6
1895-1899 8.7 25.1 11.2 20.3 25.2 9.5 359.6
1900-190!» 27.h 19.2 17.8 11».l» 16.7 1».5 258.2
1905-1909 10.3 32.7 12.2 22.1» 18.7 3.7 509.9
1910-1911» 8.3 35.2 17.1» 18.8 17.5 2.8 783.8
1870-1911» 9.8 37.2 10,3 15.U 20.5 6.8
Total Amount
Issued (6m) 3^5 1,351» 371 562 7l»6 21»8 3,636

Note ;
a. i.e. merchant bankers.
b. comprising: (1) investment trusts. £23n., (2) finance. land

and property companies, 618m., (3) i^ecial syndicates £Ulm.,
(Ij.) issue house with stock exchange connections, 612m., (5) 
conpanies as their issuers, 613m. and (6) miscellaneous issuers, 
6131m.

Source t A.R. Hall, London Capital Market and Australia 1870-191 h 
(Canberra, 19bj), p.72.
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1market by I87O. The primary market, lAioh handled new securities,
consisted of a host of loosely-organised issuing houses ranging
from reputable firms - many of which were European bankers that
emigrated to England during and after the Napoleonic ^^s, such
as Rothschild, Shroeder and Seligmann - to ephemeral groups that
were formed for a particular issue. Their relative inqportance in
handling overseas issues is set out in Table 27 on the previous
page. Having a combined share of over four-fifths of the total
during I87O and 1911;, banks of all types were the most prominent
issuers. That the importance of merchant bankers, as shown by the

2Table and believed by certain writers, declined gradually is more 
apparent than real for, according to Cottrell, some of the new non
bank promoters evolved from merchant bankers,^ Official and semi
official agents were also in^ortant, but they managed colonial 
issues. The group titled 'other media' consisted mainly of syndicates 
and investment trusts, Syndicates seemed to have originated with the 
issue of British government loans in the eighteenth century,^ but after 
the 1870s the practice of forming a syndicate to handle issues by 
tender, as well as at fixed price, was firmly established,^ Investment 
trusts existed before I87O as unincorporated companies and doubts of 
their legality in 1879 turned the bulk of them into limited companies,^
By I9II4. they were playing a very active part in the issue of overseas 
loans. Promotion activity, other than for government loans and railway
1, Hall, London Capital Market, cit,, p,6l; also J.H, Clapham, An 

Economic El story of Britain, II, (Cambridge, 19l|l;), p,323.
2, Hall, London Capital Market^ cit.5 p,71 and Caimcross, op,cit., p.91
3, Cottrell, op,cit., p.3<i.
ii. Hall, London Capital Market, cit., p.77.
5. Ibid., p.77.
6. Ibid., pp.81-2.
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Table 28

Issuing Agents of the Chinese Government and Chinese Government 
Guaranteed Railway Loans Before 1911;

Loan Contract Amount Actual paid-up Issuing Agent
1872 6 627,675 6 615,122 Agent of Hongkong and 

Shanghai Bank
1877 1,604,276 786,045 -ditto-
1885 1,205,000 1,474,900 Hongkong and Shanghai Bank
1885 1,500,000 1,470,000 Baring Brothers
1885 750,000 732,000 Hongkong and Shanghai Bank
1894 Tlsl0,900,000 801,150 -ditto-
1895 63,000,000 2,895,000 -ditto-
1895 1,000,000 1,006,000 Chart ered Bank of Lidia, 

Australia, China
1896 16,000,000 7,900,000 Hongkong and Shanghai Bank
1898 16,000,000 7,200,000 -ditto-
1899* 2,300,000 2,231,000 -ditto-
1904* 2,900,000 2,843,720 -ditto-
1905 1,000,000 482,000 -ditto-
1907* 1,500,000 1,500,000 -ditto-
1908* 5,000,000 1,836,125 -ditto-
1908* 1,500,000 1,485,000 -ditto-
1908* 5,000,000 2,420,000 -ditto-
19101 #10,000,000 692,922 London City and Midland Bank, 

Messrs Dunn Fisher and Co.
1910* 63,000,000 1,112,220 Hongkong and Shanghai Bank
1911* 6,000,000 1,207,200 -ditto-
1912 5,000,000 4,720,000 Lloyds Bank, London and South 

West Bank, Capital and 
Counties Bank, and Chartered 
Bank of India, Australia and 
China under the authorisation 
of the International 
Investment Trust Ltd.

1913 25,000,000 6,672,012 Hongkong and Shanghai Bank, 
Baring Brothers, London 
County and Westminster Bank. 
Parr Bank and J. Henry
Shroder & Co.

1914^ 8,000,000 7,000,000 Lloyds Bank Ltd.
53,158,106

Total Hongkong and Shanghai Bank (including Agents and Associates)
= 6^1,536,151; = 83.8#

Total Hongkong and Shanghai Bank (excluding Agents and Associates)
= 636,459,975 = 68.6^

^ Railway loans
1 6210,000 was placed in 1914
2 Privately placed for the Peking Syndicate
Source : Stock Exchange Year Books
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conçanles floatations, however, is less clear; being too small to
attract professional promoters, other issues were managed generally
by the companies' respective bankers.

With regard to British investment in China, there is a clear
picture of the part played by issuing houses lAich handled government
loans and Chinese government railway bonds and Table 28 gives the
details. Firstly, banks had an absolute dominance as issuing agents;
of the total twenty-three loans contracted, only one, in 1912, was
issued by an investment trust and it had the assistance of four
merchant banks. More significantly, the Table shows that the Hongkong
and Shanghai Bank, d̂xLch had close business links with Parr's Bank in
London,^ had the lion's share of the issuing business. Apart from
the first two loans idiich were brought to the market through its
agents - probably because the bank's reputation in London had yet
to be established^as Sir Robert Hart wrote in 1881 that "if the
(Chinese) government puts a loan in my hands, I should most likely give
it to the O.B.C. (Oriental Banking Corporation) if laige and for sterling,

2and to the Hongkong Bank if small and for silver - it issued sub- 
sequently sixteen out of the twenty-one laons raàœd between 1885 and 
1914. In monetary terns, its share, including that of its agents and 
acting as a joint issuer of the 1913 loan, was nearly 84 per cent of the 
aggregate; but it does seem that other banks were competing for China 
business after 1910,

In contrast to the ccmplete picture that can be established for 
Chinese government and railway loans, the issuing houses for private 
Chinese enterprises are largely unknown. The two pieces of available
1, C.A.E, Goodhart, The Business of Banking (1972), p.136.
2, J.K, Fairbank, C.F, Bruner and E.M, Matheson (eds, ), The I.G.in 

Peking (1972), Hart to Campbell, 16,4*1881, p.366.
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evidence suggest that the Hongkong and Shanghai Bank again played
a prominent role. Firstly, it issued £345,000 first mortgage
debentures for the Ihdo-Chlna Steam Navigation Conçany, a subsidiary
of Jardine Matheson and Company.^ Secondly, the Hongkong Bank,
together with Farr's Bank and the Yokohoma Specie Bank, issued £4m,
5 per cent bonds and £6m, per cent bonds in 1907 and 1911 re^ectively.
for the South Manchurian Railway Company, a congpany incorporated in 

2Japan, In the case of Indo-Cbina Steam Navigation Conpany, in 
addition to the Hongkong Baikfs reputation in London, it should be 
noted that the Bank had a long history of intimate friendship with 
Jardine Matheson, In 1877 William Keswick, a principal partner 
of Jardine's, was elected one of the directors of the Bank and three 
years later he became the chairman of the Court of Directors. The 
relationship between these two fims was drawn even closer after co
sponsoring the formation of the British and Chinese Corporation in 
1898, established to look for financial azii industrial projects in 
China. Besides these two instances, the way that other private 
companies had their shares issued is not readily available.

There were some common techniques of issuing a loan though 
they varied a great deal in detail between promoters, G.A, Vhite
gave a brief description of Barings' procedure of handling a loan
before the Select Committee on Loans to Foreign States of 1875.
"More generally, loans are issued by the firms in London as agents for the 
government ; " the agents would prepare and issue the prospectus and 
advertise in the leading newspapers, but "nothing more than that,
1. Stock Exchange Year Book 1915, p.948.
2. Ibid., p,4l8,
3. Quoted in Morgan and Thomas, op.cit., p.89.
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But this last statement is probably not true for he was the only
witness before that committee who denied that promoters had manipulated
securities by methods such as 'making a market' and what was commonly
called 'Premium Dodge', i.e. to create a public ingression of genuine
demand for the securities before their actual allotment.^ After the
1890s, there were various warnings against the fraudulent activities

2of Chinese loan promoters. The system of issue depended upon the 
policy of individual promoters and the prestige of borrowers. Usually, 
promoters sing>ly acted as commission agents and received subscriptions 
for borrowers with a first-class reputation lAile the ' contracting ' 
system - buying a loan outiight - which was only employed by the 
small promoters - was the common way of issue for borrowers idiose 
credit was by no means unquestionable. Underwriting was a third 
system that became more popular after the 1870s. The underwriters, 
idiich might include wealthy individuals, insurance companies, banks, 
trusts and finance companies, bj^cers and - for industrial issues - 
industrialists, were prepared to save a loan if it 'missed fire'. 
Promoters' charges varied considerably: ranging from 2-3 per cent
for high-class issues to over 20 per cent for borrowers with a poor

C(
h

credit rating.^ They were about 3 per cent for Chinese government
and government-guaranteed railway loans.

While the primary market dealt with issuing new loans, the 
secondary market, as represented by the Stock Exchange, specialised 
in trading securities that either had been or were in the process of 
being issued. Although its origins can be traced back to the days
1. Caimcross, op.cit., pp.93-4.
2. See, for exau^le. The Economist, 29.6.1895, p.850, 15.10.1898,

p.1488, 21.9.1912, pp.518-9 and 28.9.1912, p.563; also Lavington, 
op.cit., p.217.

3. Caimcross, op.cit., p.91; also Lavington, op.cit., pp.218-9.
4. See chapter seven, p.289.
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of the Restoration, it was mainly the increased borrowings of the 
British government to finance, and the growth of large scale lending 
to Continental countries after^the Napoleonic Wars/that institutional
ised the London Stock Exchange.

By 1854 British portfolio foreign lending lay in the range £195m. 
to 230m. which was distributed in the following pattern. As can be 
seen, all British portfolio lending was directed to the Americas and

Foreign Securities Holdings of Britain in 1854 (fjkiliions).
United States 50 - 60
French, Belgian, Dutch and
Russian Government Securities 4 2 - 2 2
Spain and Portugal 3 2 - 4 2
Latin America 32 - 40
French Railways 25 - 30
Belgian Railways 5

TOTAL 195 - 230

Source: L.H. Jenks, The Migration of British Capital to 18?5
(1971 ), P.423.

and the Continent. That China does not appear in the Table is not 
surprising for, as shown in chapter one, early British investment in 
China took the form of direct investment as 'agency houses' Wiich were 
partnership organisations. After the opening of China, modem 
industrial concerns, like shipyards, came into existence, but it would 
seem that many were subsidiaries of, and were financed probably out of 
the profits, of large agency houses. Therefore, they did not need 
to seek extra capital from London.

After 1855 overseas lending increased rapidly; Dnlah estimates 
from a reconstruction of the British balance of payments in the
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nineteenth century, that total British overseas Investment increased
every year from 1855 and reached a peak of £3,990m. in 1913, an
increase of nearly seventeen times.^ His study, though valuable,
is subject to a margin of error; insufficient surviving infomation,
for instance, forced him to make some bold assumptions and assertions.
Secondly, the growth rate of overseas assets of individual firms

2indicates that Imlah's results may be under-estimates.
Another authoritative study was carried out by SSLmon.̂  Largely 

based on the information given in the Investor's Monthly Manual, he 
computed an annual series of new British portfolio foreign investment 
from 1865 to 1914. His estimates, with breakdowns with respect to 
continent and country, political status, dimatic-etbnic region, type 
of user, industry of issuer and the kind of securities issued, are 
by far the most con^rehensive, but his approach too has a number of 
limitations.^

Simon reckoned that new British p>ortfolio investment during the 
period 1865 to 1914 totalled £4,082lm. approximately.^ Of this 
amount, £2,100m., or over 5l per cent went to the New %rld, of which 
North America alone gained £1,400m. The part that flowed to the 
other continents varied, but none of them received less than 10 per 
cent of the aggregate. FJhen dividing the countries by their political
1. A.H. Imlah, Economic Elements in the Bax Britannica (Cambridge,

Mass., 1958)1 Table 4. pp.70-5.
2. Cottrell, op.cit., p.13.
3. Simon, loc.cit., pp.15-44.
4. For a comment on the limitation of the Simon approach, see below 

ppJL 56-68.
5. If the 1914 figure is subtracted from the total, the aggregate

new British portfolio investment from l8o5 to 1913 was £3,789
millions idiich is comparable to Feis's adjustment of G. Paish's 
stock estimate of £4,014 millions. See Feis, op.cit., p.27.
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status, independent countries had a share of 60 per cent. Re
arranging the data, he discovered that the bulk of the British 
investment, namely, £2,400m, or approximately 68 per cent, went 
to the regions of 'recent settlement'. Private fims, idiich took 
55 per cent of the total, were more important than government and 
colonial borrowers. A study of how the funds were used indicates 
that social overhead projects were dominant - accounting for almost 
70 per cent. Transportation, obtaining a 70 per cent share within 
the group, was the single largest industry. In contrast, less than 
4 per cent of the total lending was devoted to manufacturing. Quite 
contrary to the belief of some writers,^ there was no persistent trend 
of the British capital flowing to the 'new'Enç>ire after the 1870s.
After reaching a peak in 1885 at 67 per cent of the total - lAich 
was the result of increasing activities in Australasia - the Inpezial 
share came down to 25 per cent in 1890. It rose again during the 
mining boom in Australia in the nineties and advanced to another 
climax, at a 59 per cent share, in 1903 after further Canadian borrow
ing. Thereafter, it declined to below 40 per cent in the years before 

2%rld War I. Long swings were a common feature of the flunctuations 
of the different series. Total British investment, for instance, had 
two and a half long swings; the first starting in the early I860s, 
peaked in 1872 with lending then declining to 1877. The second long 
swing reached a peak in 1889 before falling to a trough in 1901.
1. See, for exan^le, S.B. Saul, Studies in B^tish Overseas Trade 

(Liverpool, I960). '... but from the mid-1870s onwards investment
in Erpire became more and more important.' (p.67); 'The long
term trend after 1873 was away from Europe to the primary producing 
countries and especially towards those within the Dapire', Hall, 
London Capital Market, cit., p.12; also J.A. Hobson 160 
argued that overproduction in namfacturing and a surplus of 
capital forced Great Britain, Germany, Holland and France to look 
for market overseas. See his Imperialism, A Study (1954), p.80. 
For a recent discussion, see D.K. FLeldhouse, 'Ltperialism : an 
Historiographical Revision', E.H.R., 2nd ser. XIV (1961). The 
author expands this article in his The Economics and Empire (1974).

2. Simon, loc.cit., p.29,
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The next long swing rose vigorously to a peak in 1913, a year 
before the outbreak of the great war. Similar long swings existed 
in the series of Independent Countries, Regions of Recent Settlement, 
North America, South America, Europe, the United. States, Private 
Enterprises, Manufacturing, Railroads and Social Overhead C^)ital. 
Conversely, the series of the British &Q)ire, l'îixed Enterprise and 
Government, do not, with the exception of the third swing, display 
such pronounced fluctuations as the total British series. As for 
the Australian, African and Asian experience, no similar long swing 
is ^parent at all.^ British investment in China, however, was 
not treated separately in his study.

II. The Method of Estimation of British Investment in China
Naturally, the first question of students of international 

investment is 'how much? ' The measurement of the volume of British
overseas lending in the nineteenth century is estimated by two methods.
The direct approach is an estimation of either the stock of British 
overseas holdings at a point of time or of the subscriptions to 
overseas loans over a period of time. The indirect approach, on 
the other hand, measures the total value of the net outflow of capital 
from the residual conponents of balance of payment accounts.^ Both 
of these methods have their limitations and more important, what they
1. A.I. Bloomfield found that the Australian capital inports had long 

swings but they were quite different from the pattern of the U. S. 
and Canada. See his Patterns of Fluctuation in International 
Investment before 1914 (Princeton, 1968), pp.27-9.

2. Leading studies are: G. Paish, 'Great Britain's Investment in Other 
Lands', Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, hereafter J.R.S.S., 
LXH (1909), pp.456-80 and 'The Export of Capital and the Cost of 
Living', The Statist, supplement to the issue on 14.2.1914; Hall, 
London Capital Market, cit. Recently, Simon has made a direct 
estimation from the overseas calls given in the Investor's Monthly 
Manual; see M. Simon, loc.cit.

3. See, for example, C.K. Hobson, op.cit., Caimcross, op.cit., and 
Imlah, op.cit.
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measure is not exactly the same. The direct estimation produces 
ex ante investment i&ile the indirect approach gives ex post investment. 
The main difference is that the direct estimation does not take account 
of British direct overseas investment, short term international capital 
movements and foreign holdings of British overseas securities. However, 
its estimates can be subdivided easily in terms of borrowing countries 
or the way that funds were used. The indirect method provides only 
an aggregate for Britain as a whole and in addition is subject to a 
wider margin of errcr, caused by the poor state of the surviving data 
on some corrponents of the balance of payments, like invisible earnings, 
for vdch estimates have to be made. Despite all the scholarly 
enquiries into British investment abroad, the volume of British funds 
flowing to China has - probably due to the relatively unimportance 
of China in total British foreign lending - received very little 
attention.^ Revising Paish's estimate, Feis suggested that 
British portfolio investment in China was 43.9m. Assuming that
Chinese securities issued prior to 1895 were fully redeemed,

new British portfolio investment in China, estimated from 
Calls, totalled £68.o million and was considerably higher than Feis' 
calculations. The following is an attempt to estimate the annual 
outflow of new British portfolio investment in China from I8t>5 to
1914.

The method adopted in the present study is direct estimation. 
Necessary information on the invisible items in the balance of payments, 
namely, earnings from foreign trade and services, insurance brokerage
1. Gr. Paish gave an estimation of British subscription to Chinese 

calls from 190? to 1913. See his 'The Export of Capital and 
the Cost of Living*, cit., p.v.

2. See Feis, op.cit., p.23.
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commissions, net credits from shipping as well as remittances abroad
is not available to carry out an accurate estimation of the British
balance of payments with China. In fact, the following estimation
of British investment in China is based on the method first used by
Simon - by aggregating calls made on Chinese issues published in
the Investor's Monthly Manual (l.M.M.) from January, 1865.^ This
information was checked against that in the Stock Exchange Year
Books, Burdett's Stock Exchange Official Intelligence and the company

2records filed with the Board of Trade. Simon's estimates on new 
British portfolio investment in China between 1865 and 1914 on 
decennial basis have been made available to me by Professor Irving Stone 
of Baruch College, the City University of New York, to idiom I am very 
grateful. But there is a difference between Simon's and my estimates; 
this will be explained below.

British portfolio investment was defined as the public subscrip
tions to securities, offered either by the Chinese government or 
Chinese companies, in London. Unlike Chinese government and railway 
loans, the determination of the area of business of Chinese companies 
is by no means an easy task. In the present study, the area of 
activity of a company was used as the criterion: a British concern
was not regarded as a Chinese company unless it operated in China.
Many trading houses in China, such as Jardine Matheson and Butterfield 
and Swire, had their agents in Britain,^ and undisputedly, these 
agency companies contributed a great deal to promoting Anglo-Chinese 
trade and finance, but at the same time, they were basically British
1. The l.M.M. was first published in October, 1864.
2. Checks against the Stock Exchange Year Book are not possible 

before its publication from l8?5.
3. Matheson and Conpany and John Sid re and Son Conpany respectively.
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cocpanles and as such, they were not taken into consideration.
Likewise, a Chinese tea-inport and a cotton-exporting firm based 
in Britain was also disregarded. China, as mentioned in the 
second chapter, means China and Hong Kong since it is impossible 

j to ^*^arate the intricate private British trading and financial 
interests in these two places. For instance, the Hongkong and 
Shanghai Bank, the largest bank engaged in Anglo-Chinese commerce, 
had its head-office in Hong Kong, Similarly, the Chartered Bank 
of India, Australia and China, the Chartered Bank of London and 
China, the Bank of Hindustan China and Japan, the Indo-China Steam 
Navigation Company, etc., all of idiom were concerned with Chinese 
business, had strong footholds at that port. Formosa was also 
treated as an integral part of the Chinese economy in spite of its 
cession to Japan in 1895. However, the three Hong Kong government 
loans, namely, of 188?, 1893 and 190o, were issued for internal 
development purposes, and which can easily be separated from the 
British funds idiich were put into British trading and financial 
undertakings in China, were not counted.

The above criterion, too, applies to British shipping companies 
idiich were well-established in the China trade. The Peninsular
and Oriental, Blue Funnel, Ben Line, the China Mutual Steam Navingation,^
Castle Line, (Hen Line and White Star line plied between the ports of

2Britain and China to a greater or smaller extent. Although they 
were an indispensable part of the Anglo-Chinese trading and financial 
network, they were British comp>anles as far as the daily administration
1. It was first formed in 1882 under the title of China Shippers ' Mutual 

Steam Navigation Company. Then it was reconstructed in 1891
as the China Mutual Steam Navigation Conpany and again reconstructed 
in 1900 under the same title. See P.R.O. BT31/2991/16831, BT3V
5211/35316 and conpany number 68539 at the Company Registration
Office of the Department of Trade and Industry.

2. For detail, see F.E. Hyde, The Far Eastern Trade (1973).
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of the companies was concerned, and therefore, the present study 
did not take account of them. However, idien a shipping concern was 
engaged significantly in Chinese coastal and inland river transport, 
then they were considered, as for exanple, the Lido-China Steam 
Navigation Conpany and the China Navigation Company.

Another problem arises from the precise area of activity of 
some Chinese firms. Because of the historical and economic character
istics of the British expansion in the East - from the East Indies to 
China and Japan - British investments had a strong Asiatic rather 
than a sole Chinese character. The development of a triangular 
settlement of the trade balance between Britain, China and India 
was the basis of the system. Their Asiatic nature is especially 
striking with investment in banking and shipping before the 1870s.
It is well-known that British ships called at Indian and Chinese 
ports on the same eastern voyage. That the business of the banks 
had to follow the triangular pattern of trade needs no comment and 
titles like the Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, the 
Oriental Banking Corporation and the Indo-China Steam Navigation 
Conpany, etc. explain the area of business of the respective companies, 
In dealing with these conpanies, either an 'all-in' or 'all-out' 
approach has drawbacks. The criterion adopted here was that when 
a British company operated in the East, of which China was a part, 
it was taken as a Chinese company provided that it had a significant 
role in the Chinese Empire. Therefore, the Bank of Hindustan 
China and Japan which held an important position in China before 
1895 was included in the list despite its substantial business
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elseidiere in Asia.^ On the other hand, the Agra Bank and the 
National Bank of India, even though they once had branches in 
China, were excluded.

In addition to the task of defining Chinese companies, a 
question arose in accounting for the 'joint issues' given in the
l.M.M. Some of the borrowings, especially political loans of 
considerable size, were placed in other non-U.K. financial centres, 
as well as London. The exact amount issued in London was traced 
as far as infomation allowed; otherwise, Hobson's practice of 
halving the sum for London was adopted.

The yardsticks mentioned above are open to criticisms and 
errors, especially in determining lAether a conpany played a major 
role in the China trade,but throughout the process of selection, 
the utmost care has been taken and the problems discussed above 
bome in mind. It is hoped that any over-counting will partly, 
if not lAiolly, off-set any serious omissions.

III. The Nature of the Estimates
The foremost question is the reliability of the l.M.M. A

detailed comparison with the records given in the Stock Exchange
Year Book and the Stock Exchange Official Intelligence shows that
calls arising out of Chinese borrowing published in the l.M.M. are 

2broadly correct. But issues of substantial size were called up
T, Ching-ÿu Wang, 1 QîC ̂  »Shih-chiu-shih-chih wai-kuo

chai-hua yin-hang shih-lih ti kang-chang chih chih tui chung-kuo 
tung-shang hou-%ang chln-yung. shih-^ang ti kung-chih, t

Financial Markets in the Treaty ports' ), Li-Shih Yen-chiu^ S K . ^  
(The Study of Ristoiy) (1963), p.53.

2. See below, pp.157-68.
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in parts over a period of time rather than on a »once-for-all* 
basis. It is here that a problem occurs because very often, the 
l.M.M. did not record the complete series of calls. But the nissing 
ones can be found by comparing the data from the l.M.M. with that in 
the Stock Exchange Year Book and the Stock Exchange Official 
Intelligence, For instance, the calls of the Chinese Government 
Railway Loan of 1899, issued at 97 per cent were given in the
I.M.M. as follows:

Time of Call Capital Created 
(if any)

Already
Paid

Capital 
called up

call per 
S»are

Feb. 1899 £2,231,000 £115,000* —
Mar. 1899 - £25 £575,000 £15
Apr. 1899 - £50 £575,000 £15
May 1899 - £75 £506,000 £22

First payment

The first payment was £115,000, i.e. £5 per share. But the second 
call stated that £25 per share had been paid. Both the Stock Exchange 
Year Book and the Stock Exchange Official Intelligence indicate that 
the loan was issued at 97 per cent. It is obvious that the £20 
called between February and March of 1890 had not been recorded. 
Therefore, corrections were made by treating the missing £20 as 
having been paid at the time of the first call. Similar examples 
in the I.M.M^are not uncommon and they were corrected in this study 
accordingly.

As mentioned before, the estimates arrived at are the subscriptions 
to Chinese borrowings in London; so they are by no means the total 
funds which were transmitted to China. First of all, there were 
some British companies which operated in China, but did not raise their
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capital in London. For ezanple, there were numerous other British
conpanies which were incorporated in Hong Kong before 1914. They
ranged from import and export films, insurance companies, shipping
concerns, and banks to factories. The full picture of the history
of these firms is unclear; but it seems that most of the enterprises
of some importance were subsidiary organisations of some of the
prominent 'agency houses. ' Jardine Matheson and Company was engaged
in every aspect of the Chinese business. Needless to say, the fiim
itself was the most important import and export merchant house. It

2also owned a few large insurance companies and the Ewo Bank at 
Shanghai.^ In shipping and shipyard business, it established the 
Indo-China Steam Navigation Conpany, the Hong Kong and Mianpoo 
Dockyard, the Star Ferry and with Butterfield and Swire, the Hong 
Kong, Canton and Macau Steam Boat Company.^ In manufacturing.
Jardine founded the Silk Reeling Establishment and the Ewo Silk 
Filature, one sugar refinery in Hong Kong in 18?6 and one in Swatow 
in 1878 as well as the Ewo Spinning and Vfeaving Conpany.^ Butterfield
and Swire, another major 'prince ' firm, was more interested in shipping
1. The British Foreign Office carried out a survey of foreign industrial 

entezprlses in China in 1917, giving the names of the concerns and 
the nationality of their owners. For the caiplete list, see Great 
Britain, list of the Principal Foreign and Chinese Industrial 
Enterprises in China and Hong Kong (Shanghai, 1918). For the 
non-industrial enterprises which were still in existence in 1936, 
see Toa Kenkyujo, i  %j Ky (East Asian Research Institute) 
Shogaikofai no tai-shi toshi %% 6j- |wjj 9 (Foreign Investment
in China) 3 vols. (Tokyo, 1942-3); also C.M. Hou, Foreign Investment 
and Economic Dey^opment in China 1840-1937 (Cambridge, Mass., 1965) 
ch. 3 and G. C. iHen and A.G. Donnithome, Western Enterprises in Far 
Eastern Economic Development, China and Japan (1954)* chs.3-10.

2. See ch.3, p. 137.
3. E. LeFevour, Western Enterprise in Late Ch'ing China (Cambridge,

Mass., 1968), P.I38.
4. Toa Kenkyujo, op.cit., pp.424-5 and 428.
5. C.M. Hou, Foreign Investment and Economic Development in China,

1840-1937 (Cambridge, Mass., 1965), pp.83-6.
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and sugar refining business. It owned the China Navigation 
Conpany, the Taikoo Dockyard and Engineering Conpany of Hong Kong, 
the Tientsin Lighter and Conpany, the Taikoo Sugar Refinery and 
with Jardine, the Hong Kong, Canton and Macau Steam Boat Conpany.^
It should be noted, however, that some of the concerns listed above, 
namely, the Indo-China Steam Navigation Conpany, the Taikoo Dockyard 
and Engineering Conpany of Hong Kong, the China Navigation Conpany, 
the Taikoo Sugar Refinery and the Tientsin lighter Conpany, were 
incorporated in England, and that the first three were public companies. 
Since limited liability was adopted by Hong Kong in 1865, it would 
seem that the main attraction of foiming these companies in the 
United Kingdom was to secure the necessary capital Wich was extremely 
scarce in China. If this is the case, then those which did not 
raise capital in Britain were smaller concerns, as far as their 
initial capital was concerned.

Remer has made a frequently-quoted estimate of total British 
investment in China in 1914 which, he reckoned, totalled U.S. # 607,5 
millions, i.e. £125 millions. Total Chinese calls in London estimated 
from the l.M.M. from I8b5 to 1914 amount to £79 millions, or 37 per 
cent short of Remer*s calculations. But Remer's estimation was based 
on market values of the assets of British companies and is, therefore, 
not directly comparable to the results from the l.M.M. issues.
According to Paish, direct foreign investment was never more than 
the annual amortisation quotas and repayment of existing loans; so 
British overseas investment can be taken as British holdings of
1. Toa Kenkyujo, op.cit., pp.426-8.
2. C.F. Remer, Foreign Investmentjin China (New York, 1968), p.361.

The first edition appeared in 1933. His estimate is often quoted 
both by Chinese and Western authors. Hou, op.cit., published 
thirty-two years after the first edition of Remer's book, could 
not improve on his estimates.
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foreign stocks being traded in the London Stock Exchange.^ Since
many British companies, i6ich were engaged in the Chinese trade,
existed in China and Hong Kong and they did not appeal to British
investors for their capital, further research is needed before any
firm conclusion can be drawn.

Secondly, part of the overseas issues in London might have
been subscribed by non-British citizens. To treat all overseas
issues as British lending is therefore an overstatement. The
inflow of Continental capital has a long history and became more
pronounced after the 1870s, The Economist commented in 187$ that

"for many months it has been noticed in our money 
article that while good stocks were steady and 
advancing the speculative stocks (Egyptian, Turkish 
and Peruvian) were out of favour, and were on balance 
rather being sold by the English public, and were 
bought chiefly by foreign speculators. The transfer 
of stock from London to Paris during this period has 
been notorious..,," 2

A close examination of the joint stock company records shows that
3foreign capital in ’public companies* amounted to almost one-third; 

but the shares of some of these companies were traded^and might have 
been issued^in non-United Kingdom financial centres, such as Shanghai, 
The cases of Chinese government, railway loans and company debentures, 
however, are not known. Since the I.M.M, gave calls to be subscribed 
in London, it is unlikely that such a high proportion of foreign 
elements patronised the calls.

Another problem is the private placement of shares. There were, 
from time to time, securities Wiich had either been issued privately
or outside the United Kingdom but were later placed on the London
1, F,W, Paish, loc.cit,, p,2,
2, The Economist, 8,8,1872, p.908,
3, See chapter five, p,21I,
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Stock Exchange List. Their subscription, unfortunately, was in
no way recorded in the In 1911; as far as British lending
to China was concerned, private placements included three Chinese
government loans offered by the Austrian Oesterreichische Laender-
bank totalling £1.7 millions, one of £12.8 millions offered by the
French Comptoir National d*Escompte and the Crédit Lyonnais, one of
£0.2 million offered by the Anglo-Austrian Bank and one of 10 million
yen offered by the J^anese Yokohama Specie Banfc.̂  Jardine, Matheson
and Company also put £120,000 Chinese Tientsin Railway bonds on the 

2market. In addition, the Chinese Central Railway Ltd., although 
incorporated as a private conqpany, traded its shares on the London 
Stock Exchange in 191 Similarly, the securities of a number of 
companies Wiich were registered at Hong Kong or elsewhere outside 
the Ifoited Kingdom, wore quoted on the London stock market.^ The 
amount of British holdings in these securities is unknown and there 
is no way of estimating it at the moment. Since they were private 
placements, the amount should not have been great.

Fourthly, not every penny of the loans raised in London was 
necessarily spent in the borrowing countries. Hall suggested that 
the raised loan was not always i^olly spent overseas. Some 
of the mining company borrowings abroad were no less than a transfer 
of capital within Britain. For instance, in many gold mining
1. Stock Exchange Year Book 1912, p.1̂ 2, p.ltO and p.li3.
2. Ibid.. 1892, P.182.
3. P.R.O. BT31/36226/79679/1.
U. The list includes the Yangtze Insurance Association of Shanghai,

the Hong Kong Fire Insurance Co., the Union Insurance of Canton Co., 
the Canton Insurance Co., Banque Industrielle de Chine and the 
Bank Russo-Asiatique.
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promotions, bases were purchased abroad for say £10,000 (actual 
overseas investment) but offered in London for perhaps £100,000 
(new capital issue).^ La this case, only one-tenth of the British 
subscription actually went overseas if no more capital was put into 
working the mines. So far as Chinese issues are concerned, similar 
evidence is rare; but it is true that the Anglo-Chinese firms, with 
offices in Britain, would have spent part of their capital in 
maintaining their daily operation in Britain.

There are one or two minor problems. It has been found that 
the vendors* shares, which were excluded in the I.M.M. calls, were 
rather high in British home companies, due to their practice of 
rewarding their vendors during reconstructions. But this practice 
was infrequent for Chinese companies. Furthermore, some conpanies, 
for various reasons, repaid part of their capital they had raised, 
but the practice was scarcely popular for Chinese companies either; 
not a single Chinese conpany, the calls of idiich were given by the
I.M.M., refunded any of its borrowed capital before 191b.

IV. New British Portfolio Investment in China l8o5-l91b.
Total new British portfolio investment in China in the fifty 

year period from l8o5 to 191b was £78,82o,07& which was raised over 
time in the following way:

1. Â.H. Hall, *A Note on the English Capital Market as a Source of 
funds for Home Investment before 1913', Economica, N.S., XXIV 
(1927), p.63.

2. The capital paid to vendors in the five years 1889 to 1903 averaged 
as high as 70 per cent. The average was b2 per cent between 
190b and 1913. These figures are calculated from the table 
given in Ayres, op.cit., pp.bO-1.
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Period My Estimation 
(fiOOO's)

Simon's Estimation 
(fiOOO's)

1865-1871* 1,31*5 91*0
1875-1881* 2,992 2,739
1885-1891* 6,053 5,169
1895-1901* 29,709 21*,818
1902-191b 38,91*1 1*0,081
Total £79,01*0 £73,71*7

As can be seen, British investment in China was increasing steadily 
by decade throughout the period. Although based on a similar source 
as Simon, there is a 6.7 per cent difference between the aggregate 
of our estimates. %'ZLth the exception of the last decade, my estimates 
are constantly higher. But the late Professor Simon did not explain 
in detail how he came to his final estimates so that the causes of 
this difference are not known exactly. The following factors are 
thought to be responsible. Firstly, both of us believe that the 
I.M.M. does not provide a record of the complete series of calls of 
loans and that the Stock Exchange Year Books and the Stock Exchange 
Official Intelligence were used to trace the omissions. But sometimes 
the information given in them is rather ambiguous and judgement has 
to be based on other sources, e.g. company histories and conpany 
records. This is particularly necessary before the publication 
of the Stock Exchange Year Book in 1872. Secondly, the different 
definition of Chinese companies is emother major factor. In my 
estimation, Chinese companies also included those liiich operated 
in Hong Kong and Asia if they had a significant role in the Celestial 
Empire. Hence, the Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, 
the Bank of Hindustan China and Japan, the Bank of China and Japan, 
the Hongkong and Shanghai Bank, the India, Australia and China 
Submarine Telegraph, the Eastern Extension of India, Australia
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and China Telegraph Company were all included. But it is not 
certain how Simon treated these companies. Thirdly, our treatment 
of steamship companies might be another point of divergence. The 
Indo-China Steam Navigation Conpany, lAich regularly served the 
Chinese coastal ports and inland rivers, was considered as part 
of the British investment in China. Simon might have put it into 
another category. The difference in our estimates is better 
explained by an illustration. The calls of the first period, i.e. 
from l8o2 to l8?b have been taken as an exasple; the I.M.M. gave 
the following details of Chinese issues:

Time of Conpany Name Number Capital Capital Present Present
Call of Created Already Call Call per

Shares if any Paid Share
£ £ £ £

Jul.l8o2 Bank of Hindustan 
China and Japan

- - 10 100,000 2
Oct.l8t>2 -ditto- — - 20 100,000 2
Nov.l8b6 -ditto- bo,ooo - 25 120,000 3
Jul.1869 Hongkong and 20,000 - 5 5/8 112,500 2.12.6.

Shanghai Bank
17,500 87,500Aug.1869 India, Australia - - 2

à China Telegraph
525,000 105,000Dec.1869 China Submarine 

Telegraph
52,500 2

Feb.1870 -ditto- 30,000 300,000 — 60,000 2
Ju1.1870 -ditto- 52,500 - 2 104,000 2
Oct.1870 —ditto— 1*2,500 - h 1*2,500 1
N0V.I87O -ditto- 1*2,500 - 2 1*2,500 1
Dec.1870 -ditto- 1*2,500 - 6 1*2,500 1
Jan.1871 -ditto- 52.000 - 7 52,500 1
Feb,1871 -ditto- 52,000 — 8 52,500 1
Mar.1871 -ditto- — — - 52,500 1
Jul.1872 Hongkong and 

Shanghai Bank
20,000 — 22i 112,500 2.12.6.

Total 1,288,500

The Chinese issues totalled £1,288,200, but it is thought that 
some issues of the Hongkong Bank are missing. From the first call 
recorded in July, 1869, the I.M.M. stated that the bank already had
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a paid-up capital of £2.12,6d. per share. However, the bank did 
not come into existence until 1866. It must have raised the first 
part of its capital between 1866 and 1869 and the initial portion 
was probably issued in London because subsequent parts were.
Therefore, it was taken that the first call of £2.12.6d. per share 
was not recorded. Similarly, the second recorded call of the 
Bank in July, 18?2 indicates that the * already paid up* capital 
per share was £22.10.Od. The nominal amount of the Bank*s share 
was £28.2.6d. at that time. Apparently, the Bank had broken up 
its call of the fall nominal value into five equal separate calls 
of idiich that of 18?2 was the last of the series. Discarding the 
possibility that it could have issued the calls in between elseidiere, 
it was considered that the second and third call of the issue did 
not catch the attention of the I.M.M. and therefore, these missing 
transactions, totalling £337,200, were added to the recorded total.
But the Hongkong and Shanghai Bank issued this loan on the Continent 
simultaneously and since the exact British portion is untraceable, it 
was taken that half of the total was placed on London. On the other 
hand, the India, Australia and China Telegraph Company did not actually 
collect its recorded calls for £87,200 before being wound up since 
its only * summary of capital and shares* filed with the Board of 
Trade and which was made up to February, 1870, i.e. eight months after
its call appeared in the I.M.M.. shows that only seven shares, totalling
£1bO were subscribed.^ Therefore, its call was taken out from the
list. Adding all the calls together, the aggregate of China's issues
1. P.R.O. BT31 /I b80/b228/cnl. b222A. The company was declared to

be dissolved in l88b by the Registrar of the Joint Stock Companies 
who had failed for several times to contact the company.
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between 186$ end 187b was £l,3bb,720. But the corresponding total
of Soinon was only £9b0,000.

Before going further, it is perhaps helpful to test the accuracy of
the estimates based on the , the reliability of Wiich Hall, among
others has doubted.^ It is true that the I.M.M. only gives the calls
of those securities that were publicly traded# But in Stock Exchange
Year Books, there were a number of cos^anies for iddch the D1.M# did not

2record any calls# They were either formed as private companies but 
their shares, after being widely circulated, gained a place in the London 
Stock Exchange and hence assumed the character of public conpanies in 
reality, or, siinply, the I#M#M# might have overlooked that they had 
ever appealed to the public for funds# To supplement the I.M.M# 
calls, a study of the new calls on China was carried out by comparing 
the annual issue of the Stock Exchange Year Book after its appearance 
in 1872 end the result is set out in the following table# (For detail, 
see .Appendix III )#

In compiling Table 29 Chinese companies with their capital in 
currencies other than sterling such as French francs, Hong Kong dollars, 
roubles, etc. were not taken into consideration, for, presumably, they 
were not British conqpanies. Even though their securities were traded 
on the London market, their total British subscription j^ould have been 
small. The increase of capital of reconstructed conqpanles, on the 
other hand, was included. That reconstructed conq)anies often compensated 
their previous shareholders by the allotment of new shares is well-known
1. A.R# Hall, 'The English Capital Market before 191b - A Reply', 

Economical N.S., XXV (19^), p*3b3.
2, Private companies only received statutory recognition in 1907 although 

they had existed after the 1822-62 Conq)any Acts# They are companies 
not appealing for public funds. H.A. Shannon, 'The Limited Companies 
of 1866-1883', Economic History Review, 1st ser# IV (1932-3b), p.290.
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Teble 29

Total New British Portfolio Investment In China the I.M.M# did not record,
1875-1911«

Period (1)
Missing Calls

(2)
Estimates 
I.M.M.

from (1)(2)
Year £000s £0008 %

1875-1881* 1*39 2,992 11*.7
1885-1891* 511 6,053 8.1*
1895-1901* 2,003 29,709 6.7
1905-1911* 1,608 38,91*1 1*.1
Ifeighted average

Source : Stock Exchange Year Books

2.8

and therefore, their increase of capital might well be a double counting. 
But it is hoped that the overstatement in this respect would make up for 
the ignorance of foreign coup any securities ii^ch were traded in London. 
Weighed by the total volume of calls given in the I.M.M. by decade, the 
above table shows that the total new British investment taken from Stock 
Exchange Year Books from 1872 to 191b averaged 2.8 per cent more than 
the total from the I.M.M. It is possible, however, that some companies 
and securities left out from the I.M.M. might have not been issued in 
London; so the 2.8 per cent should be the upper limit of missing calls. 
But there is no way to ascertain the exact amount.

One more type of company needs mentioning. It,is the private 
company idxLch has often been ne^ected, partly because it was minor 
in importance and partly because its records were not easily accesible.
An exercise of summing up the initial paid-% capital of all private

1

Chinese companies was done. The total accounted for 0.6
1. During the period I87O to 191b, the following is a list of notable 

reconstruction activities. The North China Insurance had two 
reconstructions; the Bank of China and J^an had two and the Chinese 
Engineering and Mining had one.

2. For detail, see Appendix IY



per cent of the total calls recorded in the during the period
186$ to 191b* Here no attempt was made to calculate their paid-up 
capital further than the initial one. But at any rate, the scale of 
those companies in terms of paid-up capital was small. Had they 
needed great financial resources, they would hove invited the public 
to subscribe to their shares. As the missing calls and the private 
companies only make up an upper Hmit of less than 7 per cent of the 
total I.M.M. calls, the estimates from the I.M.M. are broadly correct.

Unlike many of the series that Simon estimated, the total new 
British portfolio investment in China between 1862 and 191b, does not, 
in original estimates, show any regular recurring long swings. (See
Table 30 and Pig. 5 ), There are, however, a few peaks - in 1882,
1898, 1907, 1911 and 1913. Except for the 1907 peak, all of them have 
a common characteristic: the issue of Chinese government loans. The 
1907 peak, on the other hand, was due to the two Chinese railway loans.
The outcome is not at a U  surprising as Table 32 on page 175 demonstrates 
that the Chinese government loans accounted for 2l*l per cent of the 
total British investment lAile railways had a share of 33.6 per cent.
But apart from the South Manchuran Railway, the borrower of all railway 
loans was also the Chinese government. Putting political and railway 
loans together, they constitute 8b.7 per cent of the total.

But Wien the series is smoothed by the technique of a moving
average, the two and a half long swings - a feature of many of the Simon
series - emerge although the timing of the swings in the outflow of
British funds to China does not correspond exactly to the pattern of
the total new British portfolio overseas investment which, according

first
to Simon, had its/long swing from 1862 to 1877; its second swing from
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Table 30

New British Bartfollo Investment In China 1865-191L (fOOO's)

186$ 200 1890 626
1866 120 1891 622
1867 — 1892 80
1868 - 1893 -
1869 bl8 189b 1,015
1870 392 1892 4,391
1871 126 1896 10,878
1872 26 1897 250
1873 - 1898 7,850
187b - 1899 2,481
1872 - 1900 900
1876 272 1901 200
1877 160 1902 233
1878 626 1903 208
1879 b20 190b 2,319
1880 100 1902 485
1881 - 1906 -
1882 b96 1907 7,271
1883 882 1908 5,961
188b - 1909 2,640
1882 3,680 1910 1,608
1886 - 1911 7,436
1887 - 1912 5,200
1888 - 1913 7,425
1889 - 191b 910

1865-1874 1,345
1875-1884 2,992
1885-1894 6,053
1895-1904 29,709
1905-1914 38,941
1865-1894 10,390
1895-1914 68,436
1865-1914 79,040

Source : see text
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Table 31

the Total New British Portfolio Investment in China 1865-1914 (2000's),

Year 5-Yr. M,A. Detrended 9-Ir M.A. Detrended

1867 147.6 - 147.6
1868 186.6 — 186.6
1869 193.8 + 224.2 149.4 + 286.6
1870 205.0 + 190.0 127.2 + 267.8
1871 205.0 - 49.0 113.9 + 42.1
1872 121.4 — 65.4 144.4 — 88.4
1873 42.4 - 42.4 162.2 - 162.2
1874 66.2 — 66.2 185.3 - 185.3
1875 87.0 - 87.0 191.4 - 191.4
1876 212.2 + 62.8 185.2 + 89.8
1877 302.2 - 142.2 179.0 - 19.0
1878 322.2 + 303.8 234.1 + 391.9
1879 267.2 + 182.8 332.4 + 117.6
1880 334.4 - 234.4 332.4 — 114.8
1881 386.2 — 386.2 710.8 - 710.8
1882 296.2 + 199.8 693.0 - 197.0
1883 1,012.2 - 127.2 623.4 + 261.6
1884 1,012.2 a1,012.2 573.4 - 573*4
1885 913.0 +2,767.0 562.3 +3,117.71886 736.0 - 736.0 635.2 - 635.2
1887 736.0 - 736.0 649.2 — 649.2
1888 131.2 - 131.2 559.8 - 559.8
1889 255.6 - 255.6 559.8 - 559.8
1890 271.6 + 384.4 263.7 + 392.3
-1891 271.6 + 360.4 751.6 — 129.6
1892 474.6 - 394.6 1,960.2 -1,880.2
1893 1,221.6 -1,221.6 1,988.0 -1,988.0
1894 3,272.8 +2,257.8 2,860.2 —1,845 .2
1895 3,306.8 +1,084.2 3,063.0 +1,328.0
1896 4,876.8 +6,001.2 3,093.8 +7,686.2
1897 5,1 7 0 .0 -4,920.0 3,107.2 -2,857.2
1898 4,4 71 .8 +3,378 .2 3,133.1 +4,716.9
1899 2,336.2 + 144.8 3,0 4 3 .4 — 562.41900 2,334.8 -1,434.8 2,813.2 -1,913.21901 804.4 “ 604.4 1,658.4 -1,458.41902 772 .0 - 539.0 1,630.7 -1,397.7
1903 689.0 - 481.0 1,566.3 -1,358.31904 649.0 +1,670.0 1,953.0 + 366.0
1905 2,056.0 -1,571.6 2,146.3 -1,661.31906 3,207.2 -3,207.2 2,302.8 -2,302.8
1907 3,2 7 1 .4 +3,999.6 3,103.1 +4,167.91908 3,496.0 +2,465.0 3,657.8 +2,303.2
1909 4,983.2 -2,363.2 4,225.1 -1,585.11910 4,569.0 -2,961.0 4,272.3 —2,664.31911 4,861.8 +2,574.2
1912 4,5 1 5 .8 + 684.2

Source: Table 30.
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Pi2. 3: Total Hew British Portfolio investment in China auid Total

Value of British Sxports to China 1865-1914 ( . ) •

»•••••» Investment.

  Exports.
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\o

Fig, 6: Five and Nine-Year Moving Average of Total New British Portfolio 

Investment in China 1867-1912 (£ra.)

Five-Year M.A, 
Nine-Year M.A,



Fig. 7: Ihe Deviation from Trend of the Five and Nine-Tear Movin̂ r 
Average of Total New British Portfolio Investment in 
China 1863-191 r> (£m.)
  Five Year Moving Average

Nine Year Moving Average.
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1877 to 1901 and the last awing - and uncompleted by 191 it - from 
1902 to 191 it, with peaks in I872, 1889 and 1913 respectively,^
The nine-year moving average indicates that "ttie first long swing of 
the China series started in I87O, reached a peak in 1881 and troughed 
in 1890, Then the second long swing began^ went upwarch strongly, 
and after reaching a peak in 1898, it fell to a trough in 190lt* Then 
the outflow of funds to China revived once again and kept increasing 
till 1910, the last year shown by the graph. The first long swing 
of the five-year moving average commenced in 1873 and reversed sharply 
after 188b, with its contraction phase extending to I887. Its second 
long swing - and also the most vigorous one - picked up from this year, 
climaxed in 1897 and declined thereafter till 190b. Then the expansion 
phase of the third long swing began and continued^o a peak in 1909.
(see Table 51 and Eig, 6 ),

After identifying the secular trend of the total new British 
portfolio investment in China, an exercise of computing a detrended 
series, commonly regarded as composed of a cyclical element - a force 
generated by the existing economic and political system - and a 
random residual element, was done by subtracting the secular trends 
from the actual data, (Table 51 and Pig, 7 ), Both of the
detrended series show violent fluctuations and their movements resemble 
that of the untreated aggregate series, with peaks in 1885, 1896, I898, 
1907 and 1911. The 1913 peak in the unsmoothed series, however, is 
not shown in either of the detrended series and the 1911 peak cannot 
be identified in the detrended nine-year moving average series because 
of the technical loss of counting years through the smoothing process,
1, Simon, loc.cit,. pp.32-3,
2, If a time series is smoothed by a n-year moving average, then a

total of (n - 1 ) years - equally distributed at the beginning and
2

at the end of the series - will be lost.
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There are a few points of note after examining the following 
table of how the British funds were being used. Dividing the period 
1865 to 191b into two at 1895, it is found that Chinese government 
loans accounted for about half of the total investment in both sub
periods, Railway loans made the most mmarkable progress. Apart 
from these two issues, there were not many idiich sought the facility

Table 52

New British Portfolio Investment in China, 1865-191b, By Type of Issuer

Period
Govt.
loan Railway

StesJOf- 
ship k 
Telegraph

Banks
Publie
Utility

Manu- Concess- 
factur- ion 
ing k Mongers 
Mining

Total

1865-1871* *•' 7bb 601 « « 1,31
( 0) ( 0) (55.3) (1*1*.7) ( 0) ( 0) ( 0) (100.C

1875-1881* 1,061 1,1*96 310 2,99
(35.5) ( 0) (50.0) (10.1*) (1*.1) ( 0) ( 0) (100.C

1885-1891* l»,ol*5 320 1,661* 2b 6,05
(66.8) ( 0) (5.3) (27.5) (0.1*) ( 0) ( 0) (100.0

1895-1901* 22,1*69 1*,1*25 650 1*00 250 1,516 29,71
(75.0) (11*.9) ( 2.2) ( 1,3) ( 0) ( 0.8) (5.2) (100.C

1905-1911* 12,820 22,11*2 31*5 2,211* 172 1,21*7 38,91*
(32.9) (50.9) ( 0.9) ( 5.7) (0.1*) ( 3.2) ( 0) (100.0

1665-1891* 5,106 2,560 2,575 1b9 10,39
(1*9.1) ( 0) (2l*.6) (2b.8) (1.5) ( 0) ( 0) (100.0

1895-1911* 35,289 26,567 995 2,611* 172 1,1*97 1,516 68,65
(51.1*) (38.6) ( 1.1*) ( 3.8) (0.3) ( 2.2) (2.3) (100.0

18o5-1911* 1*0,395 20,567 3,555 5,189 321 1,1*97 1,516 79,01*
(51.1) (33.0) ( l*.5) ( 6.0) (0.1*) ( 1.9) (1.9) (100.0

Source: See text.

of the London capital market frequently. Only eighteen Chinese fiims, 
according to the I.M.M., Issued securities in Britain although they were 
more important than government borrowing in the period 1865 to 1895. -
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^0.9 per cent of the total investment ; but as opposed to the
remarkable increase in the political and railway borrowings^ they
cams down steeply in their relative importance - only 10 per cent
of the total during the period 1895 and 191b. Pdthin the category
of private enterprises^ banking was the most important. The Bank
of Hindustan China and Japan made its call as early as 1865. The
Hongkong and Shanghai Bank^ the most powerful bank in the East until
the present, followed four years later and became a frequent borrower
subsequently,^ but the Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China,
another powerful bank in the East, only borrowed once during the ihole 

2period in 1907. Other bank issuers were the Bank of China, Jgpan 
and the Straits,^ the National Bank of China and the Russo-Chinese Bank.^ 

Following the banks, the private companies next in importance 
were concession hunters. The defeat of China in the âino-Japanese 
War of 189b-5 had two main effects.^ The first was a scramble for 
concessions by European Powers. The second was a clause in the 
peace treaty, the Treaty of ShiraonosefcL, which entitled foreigners 
to set up factories in the Chinese treaty ports. The concession 
hunters, therefore, intensified their activities on the one hand and 
broadened their field of operation on the other. The British and 
Chinese Corporation and the Peking indicate, the two most well-known 
names in the group, had financial backing from London.
1. For detail, see M. Collis, Wayfong (1965).
2. For detail, see C. Mackenzie, Realms of Silver (195b).
3. It was first incorporated in 1889 as the Trust and Loan Company of

China, J^an and the Straits. Then it changed its name to the 
Bank of China, Japan and the Straits in 1891. Finally, it was
reconstructed as the Bank of China and Japan in I89b. See P.R.O. 
BT31 A622/303b9/cn]jE9bb81 /t and 303b9/2 and P.R.O. BT3l/6059/b2877.

b. It was established in 1896 and later in 1910 was amalgamated with 
the Banque du Nord under the title of the Banque-Russo-Asiatique. 
Though not registered in the United Kingdom, it issued securities 
in London in 1907 amounting to £b25,835.

5. For detail, see, for exanqple, W. Langer, The Diplomacy of Imperialism 
(New York, 1950).
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As a result of the Chinese government's granting of rights of 
setting up factories by foreigners, manufacturing and mining companies 
emerged in China. The North China Ck)ld Territory Development 
CoD^eny was the first in this categoiy to make a call in 1897.
The Chinese Engineering and M n ln g  Con^any was the second and the last.
On the other hand, the Peking and North China Electiical Corporation, 
idiose call of £b9,500 was recorded in the I.M.M. in 1902 did not 
actually collect the capital; its only annual return of shareholders filed 
with the Board of Trade shows that, one and a half years after the I.M.M. 
published its call, it had only £7 of its total capital taken up.^ The 
total calls of manufacturing and mining were £1.5 millions, or just under 
2 per cent of the total.

Steamship and telegrcph companies borrowed a total of £995>000.
The Eastern Extension of Australia, China Telegraph Company was of 
the greatest importance. The Indo-China Steam Navigation Company was 
the only steamship borrower. There were also a few conpanies iAich 
were concerned with the provision of public utilities in the Chinese 
treaty ports, such as the Hankow Light and Power Company and the Shanghai 
Waterworks Company. Like the steamship and telegraph companies, they 
were small borrowers. No portfolio investment, however, was directed 
to plantations and the processing of tea and silk, the t w  staple 
Chinese exports. This was because before 191b, foreigners were 
not allowed to set up business outside the treaty ports where tea and 
silk were largely produced. As opposed to the vigorous pressure 
they put on the Chinese government in order to obtain industrial and 
railway concessions, they did not seek similar undertakings for 
plantations of tea and the cultivation of silk after 1895 because 
1. P.R.O. BT31/9915/Î3913/11.
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the former had already lost ground to Indian and Ceylonese produce 
and the latter was facing severe competition from Japan, and 
consequently, they were not profitable enough to attract capital 
from London.

Chinese government loois, on the other hand, ranked top in 
value. Taking the idiole period of fifty years, they were 51.1 per 
cent of total Chinese borrowings. The amount under this heading 
before 1895 was already substantial. In the next two decades, there 
was a rapid development both in frequency and value, but due to a 
considerable increase of railway loans, the share of Chinese government loaz 
in 1895 to 191b did not advance much. In the period 1865 to 191b, a total 
of twelve loans were issued in London and they were for political and 
military rather than industrial or commercial purposes, with the 
exception that 2(j^r cent of the 1908 loan was supposed to be used 
to iirprove communication projects within China. In accordance with 
the purposes for which Chinese government loans were raised, there was 
a clear division before and after 1895* In the pre-1895 period, all 
Chinese government loans were devoted to military affairs. For exançd.e, 
the 1877 loan was used to cover the expenses of a war with China's 
tribes on the western border. In I88b French aggression in Annam, 
then a Chinese tributary in Indo-China, resulted in the Franco-Chinese 
War. To finance the two-year war, China raised three loans in London: 
two through the Hongkong and 3ianghai Bank and one through Baring 
Brothers. Ten years later, the heavy expenditure that was incurred 
as a result of the SLno-Japanese khr forced the Chinese government to 
borrow Taels 10.9 millions, i.e. £1.6 millions, in November I89b end 
another loan of £3 millions in February, 1895, both through the Hongkong
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and gianghai Bank. In April 1095, a ihrther loan of £l million,
generally known as the 'Cassel Loan', was ccntracted through the
Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China.

The period after 1895 was marked by Chinese indemnity loans.
The heavy indemnity that China was made to pay Japan drove the Chinese
government to seek aid from the foreign capital market again. But
the first part of the indemnity loan went jn to the hands of the
Russians; the British and Germans jointly won the second part. Two
loans were issued in London: in April, 1896 and March, 1898 respectively,
and both were for £16 millions which were equally divided and placed in
Ehgland and Germany. After the Boxer uprising in 1900, China had to
pay an indemnity of £67.5 millions; but no loan was raised immediately
in London to cater for the fund. To prevent the losses of the
recipients caused by the depreciation of the Chinese currency due
to the dei&uing gold price of silver, the indemnity, according
to the agreement, was to be paid in gold. The Chinese currency,
however, continued to depreciate after 1901, posing a heavier burden
for China. Therefore, the 1905 loan of £1 million, known as the
Exchange Adjustment Loan, found its way to the London market.

After the Chinese Revolution of 1911, the nationalist government
succeeded the Ch'ing dynasty, and short of funds for reconstructing
the country, the new government contracted two more loans from London.
In 1912 there was the first and last part of the Crisp Loan of half
a million pounds^^ which was intended for the repayment of some of the
existing loans and for the organisation of the Chinese government as
well as productive works. A year later, the Reorganisation Loan,
1. The original amount of the loan was £1 million. Under the pressure 

of the British Foreign Office and a Consortium composed of British, 
ïTench, German, Japanese, Russian, and American financiers, G. Birch 
Crisp and Co. finally withdrew from its former agreement with the 
Chinese government.
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was Issued for general reorganisation and administrative purposes 
of the Chinese government. The total sum of this loan was £25 
millions, of lAiioh £7.b millions was placed in London. The total 
value of Chinese government loans in the ^ole period amounted to 
£b0.3 millions or 51*1 per cent of all Chinese borrowings from the 
United Kingdom.

The second largest item in Chinese borrowing was railway loans.
In 1862 the British built the first railway for China; but due to 
the strong opposition of the local people of Shanghai, the tracks 
were taken up eventually.^ Thereafter, the Chinese government was 
reluctant to grant railway construction rights to foreigners; but 
a change in government thinking was setting in towards the end cf 
the last century, and in 1898, it granted the first contract - the 
North China Railway project - to the British, %ho remained the most

‘jsuccessful in Chinese railway business among Europeans till 191b*
The British gained a number of major projects - the Imperial Northern 
Railway, the Shanghai-Nanking Railway, the Canton-Kowloon Railway, 
the Tientsin-Pukow Railway, the Shanghai-HangchowNingpo Railway,

3the Hukwang Railway, and the Hunan Railway. The pattern of realising 
railway projects was that the interested parties - often with political 
support - negotiated with the Chinese government. After an agreement 
was reached, a Chinese government guaranteed loan would be issued 
to obtain the necessary capital. Accordingly, seven loans for the 
above named railways were issued in London.^ In addition, there
1. P. Kent, Railway Enterprise in China (1907), p.2.
2. See E.-tu Z. Sun, Chinese R^lways and British Interests 1898-1911 

(New York, 195b ), for detail.
3* The Hukwang Railway Sinking Fund of 1911 was a new loan issued in

London to redeem some American railway bonds in China and the balance 
to construct a railway between the provinces of Hunan and Hupei.

b. Messrs. Matheson Company did place £150,000 of the Chinese Tientsin 
Railway bonds in 1888 privately. Stock Exchange Year Book 1895# p.182.
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was the Peking-Hahkow Railway Redemption Loan which was floated to 
redeem the original Belgian capital. The loan was brought into London 
in three partsfirstly, a total of £2.5 m was issued by the Hongkong 
Bank in 1908; secondly, a total amount of £0.U5 m was offered for sale 
in 1910 while a further sum of £0.19 m was placed in 191b. Their total 
value was £26.1 m - some 33.6 per cent of the total aggregate new British 
portfolio investment in China.

As far as the total amount that was raised in London was concerned, 
the mid-l890s was again a clear dividing line. Chinese government loans 
- the major item - went up seven times from a total of £5.1 millions from 
1865 to 189b to £35.3 millions from 1895 to 191b. Railway loans were 
virtually non-existent before 1895; they became the dominant sector of 
British portfolio investment in China in the decade 190b to 191b and 
their issues totalled £26.6 millions by 191b. Besides the Chinese 
government-guaranteed loans described above, the South lianchurian Railway 
Company, which was based in Japan, also had three separate railway bonds 
issued. In common with the railway loans, large scale manufacturing and 
mining companies and concession hunters were formed after the Treaty of 
Shimonoseki. However, the volume of calls of steamship and telegraph 
companies, banks and insurance enterprises fell after 1895* In aggregate, 
the total new British portfolio investment in China raised in the twenty 
years between 1895 and 191b was six and a half times larger than that 
raised in the thirty years from 1865 to 189b*

After the above analysis, it is worthwhile to ask the question 
Trrtiat has determined British investment in China. At present, there 
is no concensus of opinion of the determinants of British investment 
abroad. Rostow has put forward the view that the terms of trade were

1. Ping-lin Liin.̂ 'l Chin-tai chung-
JfL f  ^ ( D r a f t  History

-kuo wai-chai shih-kao
 ̂ of the Loans of L'bdern

China) (Peking,' 1965), p.6b; also Stock Exchange Year Book 1915$ 
p.b2.
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4crucial. Similarly, Cai^ncross suggested that British investment
-would, after a long period of adverse terms of trade, flow into the

2foreign country lAich supplied Britain with inqports. He, though 
first discovering the limitati-on of the terms of trade thesis in 
explaining the movement of British foreign lending in the eighties, 
maintained that they were satisfactory explanatory factors duiing 
the period 18?0 to His view has been vigorously attacked
by Thomas idio argued that the terms of trade were an effect rather 
than a cause of overseas lending.^ He believed that migration was 
the pre-eminent factor in bringing British investment across the 
Atlantic.^ IdJUiamson, on the other hand, emphasised the role of 
the American demand for imports, which, especially after 1850, 
strongly affected the flow of British capital to the Ikiited States.^
As for the case of China, ^ere government loans accounted for such 
a high proportion in total British investment, one should readily 
doubt the validity of the above thesis. It has been mentioned that, 
except for 1907, each peak of the British investment in China between 
1865 and 191b was caused by government loans. Furthermore, it will 
be shown in chapter seven that railway loans as well as the formation 
and the operation of concession hunters, such as the British and
1. W.¥. Eostow, British Economy of the Nineteenth Century (Oxford, 

1968), ch.1.
2. Caimcross, op.cit., p.189.
3. Ibid., pp.189-95.
b. B. Thomas, 'The Historical Record of International Capital Movements 

to 1913', in Adler, op.cit., pp.27-30.
5. B. Thomas, Mgration and Economic Growth (Cambridge, 1973).
6. J.G. ’ÇflJLliamson, American Growth and the Balance of Payments 1820- 

1913 (Chapel Hill, N.C., 196b), esp. ch.b.
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Chinese Corporation and the Peking Syndicate were substantially 
affected by political pressure that the British government put on 
the Chinese government. Therefore, needless to say, political 
development in China, more than anything else, dictated the timing 
and volume of its loans from Britain.

Some writers believed that British overseas investment stimulated 
British exports.^ Pig. 5 indicates that the movement of total 
new British portfolio investment and total values of British exports 
to China did not show any great harmony. This result can be expected 
since British portfolio investment in China - being mainly military 
and indemnity government loans - did not directly augment the demand 
for the principal commodities that Britain sent to China, namely, cotton 
goods which, as described in chapter three, never accounted for less 
than 62 per cent by decade of the total value of British exports to 
China since 166b, although railways constructions - to a certain extent - 
widened the market, and therefore might have raised the consumption of 
British imports. But it has also been noted that there was a 
remarkable increase in the British export of modem industrial and 
chemical products to China, though these two types of goods did 
not have a major share in the total value of exports even by 191b*
Their increase can - at least partly - be ej^ained by the formation 
of British public utility, mining and concession hunting companies 
and the construction of some Chinese railway lines by British capital. 
There was no 'tied clause' in the railway agreement reached between 
the Chinese government and British financiers to favour British manufact
ures except for the Canton-Eowloon Railway Wiere "at equal rates and 
qualities, goods of British manufacture shall be given preference over
1. See, for example, Caimcross, op.cit., p.233.
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1other goods of foreign origin." The financiers were simply 
appointed agents for purchasing materials idio would, by agreement, 
buy necessary materials from the cheapest source by the 'open 
market' method. Very often, it was also stated that Chinese 
goods, if available, would be favoured. But with the Chief 
Engineers of these British-financed railways being British, it 
is not surprising that they would prefer Eidtish products. At 
the same time, the industrialisation of China - no matter how limited 
it was - had a secondary effect on British exports to the rest of the 
world since the fifty year period before the First IJbrld War was 
close to the classical vision of an unrestricted international 
economy. Even if China placed its railway material orders in 
other countries, they would in turn increase their inqports from 
Britain, then the world's biggest exporter, after a rise of their 
national income.

In monetary terns, China was by no me ans inport ant in total 
British overseas lending. Table 35 shows that China's share 
in the first three periods was extremely small although it rose 
somewhat between 1895 and 191b. Taking the period 1865 to 191b as a 
idiole, China's share in total British portfolio foreign investment 
was 1.6 per cent.

On the other hand, Britain was the most important foreign 
investor in China. Eemer estimated from the market values of 
foreign assets in China that Britain accounted for about a third 
of the total in 1902 and 191b (Table 34 ). In the latter year,
Britain had a clear lead over the other countries for its share was 
more than two times that of the country of second importance, namely,
1. J.V.A. Î4actîarray, Treaties and Agreements with and Concerning

China. 1695 - 1919 (Hey ïbrk. 195h), I. p.233.
2. Ibid. « pp.175» 391» 619» 690, 707» 871*» also ch.3 p.135 above.
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Table 53

China*8 Percentage In Total British Overseas Lending^ 186^-1

Total British Total China Qiina*s percentage
Period £000*s £000' b %
1865-1871» 1»89,700 1,31*5 0.3
1875-1881» 1»65,700 2,992 0.6
1885-1891» 7l»5,900 6,053 0.8
1895-1901» 738,700 29,709 l».o
1905-1911» 1,61*1,800 38,91a 2.1»

Source ; Total British.: calculated from M. Simon, *The Pattern of 
New British Portfolio Foreign Investment, 1865-171 ItS 
Table II, in A.R. Hall (ed. ), The Export of Capital from 
Britain 1870-1911 (1968), pp.30-9.
Total China: see text*

Table 34

Foreign Investment in China, by Share of Countries, 1902-191L {%)

Country 1902 191 il
Great Britain 33.0 37.7
Jgpan 0.1 13.6
Russia 31.3 16.7
United States 2.5 3.1France 11.6 10.7
Germany 20.9 16.1»
Belgium 0.6 1.1»
Others 0.6 0.1»
Total 100.0 100.0

Source : G.F. Eemer, Foreign Investments in China (New York, 1933),
p.76.
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Russia, and as chapter seven shows, 'otien this lead was threatened,
the British government came in to support British financiers in
China to secure more financial contracts.

The benefit to the economy of Britain as a creditor as well
as the economy of the debtor in international monetary flow has
been a centre of debate* Economists, économie historians and
political scientists alike throw themselves into one camp or
another. The insignificant Chinese share in total British overseas
investment is unlikely to have had any influential effect on the
British economy.^ For the Chinese side, liarxists, among others,
maintained that the coming of foreign capital has caused the poverty 

2of modem China. Believers in classical economic theories, on
liberal

the contrary, have tried to demonstrate that economic model 
did and will work.^ The debate is an extremely complicated problem 
especially treated in an historical context -ehen surviving records, 
whether statistical or descriptive, are hardly adequate. The 
central theme of the controversy involves a cost-benefit relationship.
But both of the concepts, which include monetary and non-monetary 
returns, are by no means easy, if at all possible, to quantify.
As far as British investment in China was concerned, railway construct
ion certainly improved its transport system making Chinese exports more 
commercialised and if net profits from the operation of railways were 
sufficient to cover the costs of railway loans, it raised the employment
1 • For a recent discussion on the effect of British foreign investment 

on the growth of the British economy, see W.P. Kennedy, 'Foreign 
Investment, Trade end Growth in the IMited Kingdom 1873-1913*, 
Explorations in Economic History, XI (197b).

2. For example, I4ao Tse-tung argued that foreign investment in China 
directly exerted 'economic pressures on China's own industries end 
hampered the development of her productive forces. ' Select I'ibrks 
of Mao Tse-tung (Bombay, 19^b), III, p.79. For a slightly modified 
view, see lu-Kwei Cheng, Foreign Trade and Industrial Development of 
China (Seattle, 1956).

3. The leading figure now is C.M. Hou. See Hou, op.cit.
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level and as a result, the national income of China. But judging from 
the fact that the group of manufacturing and mining concerns only had 
a share of 1.9 per cent in the total British investment in China, it 
is doubtful that British funds played a significant role in modernising 
the industrial structure of China.

To sum up, the London Stock Exchange had ample experience in 
dealing with shares long before the nineteenth century and as the 
volume of British overseas investment increased greatly after the 
I850s, it further quickened the pace of the development of the 
London capital market so that by 18.70, both the primary as well as 
the secondary markets were well established. ld.th the Hongkong and 
Shanghai Bank handling the bulk of the issue of the Chinese political, 
government-guaranteed railway loans and - as far as available evidence 
suggests - the borrowings of the two private companies, it confirms 
the dominance of banks in issuing overseas loans on the one hand, and 
demonstrates clearly the dominant position of the Hongkong and 
Shanghai Bank in the Chinese trade and finance on the other. British 
portfolio investment in China before the first half of the nineteenth 
century was negligible and although it increased gradually after the 
I860s, China was not^by any standards, a major debtor of Britain.
The volume of new British portfolio investment in China, smoothed by 
five and nine-year moving average^ has two and a half long swings, 

with peaks caused by Chinese government loans and/or railway loans.
As a result of the increasing borrowing by the Chinese government, 
railways, concession hunters and mining companies, total British 
lending to China went up wmarkably after 1895. A study of how the 
issued capital was used shows that Chinese government and railway 
loans were prominent - 51*1 per cent and 33.6 per cent respectively
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of the total from 1665 to 191b - and since British diplomatic pressures 
heavily affected the negotiations and conclusion of Chinese railway 
loans, political developments, more than anything else, determined 
the volume and timing of the outflow of British funds to China.
Although indemnity and administrative loans of China did not directly 
stimulate British exports to China, the railway loans, the fomation 
of public utility, manufacturing, mining and concession hunting 
companies certainly induced Chinese demand for British industrial 
and chemical products. Since manufacturing and mining companies 
accounted for less than 2 per cent of the total new British investment 
in China, their role in transforming positively the industrial 
structure of China is doubtful. #ile China was a marginal British 
borrower, Britain was the single largest foreign investor until 
191b. After an analysis of the volume of the total new British 
portfolio investment in China, the next chapter is devoted to a 
study of the Chinese companies lAich were incorporated in the United 
Kingdom.
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Chapter Five : British Investment in China, l85b-191b : The Study 
of Chinese Joint Stock Companies

Although joint stock enterprises in Britain existed at least
since 1533, they were not largely recognised and regulated until
the passing of the Company Registration Act of iQkh, "an Act for
/theiÿ^ registration, incorporation and regulation” and which was
the first great modification of the law of partnership.^ A joint
stock company was then defined as a commercial partnership with more
than 25 members or with a capital divided into freely transferable
shares. The Act applied to all companies, including insurance and
friendly societies, but not banks and it did not apply to Scotland.
Under the l8bb Act, the registration of a company involved two steps.
Firstly, after a prospective company, through its promoters, had
registered with the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies its name and
objectives as well as their names, addresses and descriptions, it
received 'provisional registration'. Secondly, other documents,
the most important of which was the deed of settlement, had to be
submitted to the Registrar to obtain complete registration. In
1855 the general Limited Liability Act came into force and companies
could then conduct their business on limited liability, but as far
as company registration was concerned, it was merely an addendum to
the iQhh Act. Companies still had to go through the dual stages 

had to
and they / have the minimum requirement of 25 shareholders and 
three-fourths of their capital subscribed on which 20 per cent had 
to be paid-up. One year later, this Act was repealed by the Limited

1. H.A.Shannon, 'The Coming of General Limited Liability', Economic 
History. II (1930-33), pp.267, 279-80; also C.A.Cooke, Corporation 
Trust and Company (Manchester, 1950), pp.139-6.
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Liability Act of 1856 - a further liberalisation of company 
registration - which stipulated that any seven or more persons 
could - by a single step of registering a 'memorandum of association' 
in which they had to declare the objects of their company and its 
intention of being limited by its shares - become a body corporate 
with limited liability. However, the registration of limited 
liability for banks, and only those which did not issue notes in 
the United Kingdom, had to wait for the Joint Stock Banking Act of 
1858 whilst the insurance companies did not obtain this privilege 
until the Company Act of 1862. Although there were some modifications 
in British company acts subsequently, the fundamental principle of 
the modern company system did not change and therefore after 1862 
almost every type of commercial organisation was eligible for limited 
liability hy an expedient registration procedure. The intention of 
this chapter is to examine two interesting characteristics of Chinese 
companies registered under these modern compaiy acts - firstly, a 
study of investment cycles according to the time of the formation 
of the companies,and secondly the social and geographical composition 
of their shareholders.

I. The Investment Cycle l85b-191b
In terms of the area of the business of the Chinese companies, 

the sixty year period from 1855 to 191b had clear investment cycles 
by the time of their formation. The trends suggests strongly how 
well the British commercial community adjusted itself to the changing 
trading situation of China. The companies formed between 1853 and 

191b are set out in Table 35 according to the area of business they
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were, or intended to be, engaged.
The way of making up the Table needs some explanation. The 

definition of Chinese companies is the same as that in chapter four; 
but this chapter is confined to the study of companies which were 
incorporated in the United Kingdom, including those formed by Royal 
Charter. Some prominent China firms, which originated from 
partnership-based 'agency houses', such as Jardine Matheson and 
Butterfield and Swire, were formed at Hong Kong where limited 
liability was introduced in 18655 its immediate effect on the 
formation of commercial organisations, however, is not certain. For 
instance, Butterfield and Swire was founded in I867 - after the 
avail ability of limited liability - as a private partnership, although 
by the late 1930s, the bulk of the important British China firms had 
adopted the modern company system.^ Unfortunately, due to the 
inaccessibility of the records of these Hong Kong companies, they 
had to be excluded. But many of their subsidiaries, like the Indo- 
China Steam Navigation Company of Jardine Matheson and the China 
Navigation Company of Butterfield and Swire, were taken into 
consideration for they were registered in the United Kingdom.

In contrast t o the Chinese companies considered in the last 
chapter which were relatively big and whose place of operation was 
known, it is more difficult to identify small and abortive ones which 
can only be judged by the titles that they bore. Fortunately, there 
is auple evidence that Chinese companies did have names related to 
China, e.g. Chinese, Peking, Shanghai, Anglo-Chinese, etc.

1. Toa Kehkyujo ^  (East Asian ̂ search Institute),
Shogaikoku no tai-shi toshi ct i l - (Foreign Investment in 
GhiËaX ( T %  l9ll'2:3).---- ^  ^  ^
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Some of the companies also assumed an Asiatic nature; their 
exact countiy of operation was checked from the objects of their 
business in the files that they submitted to the Board of Trade 
which will be discussed at a later stage.

Bearing the definition in mind, a list of Chinese companies 
was compiled from the annual return of joint stock companies 
published by Parliament, bub unfortunately, it ceased publication 
in 1907. Then the Index to the limited liability companies kept 
at the Public Record Office in London, which includes all companies 
registered under various limited liability acts, was consulted to 
counter-check the list obtained from the annual joint stock company 
parliamentary returns and furthermore, to extend the list of Chinese 
companies formed in the United Kingdom till 191b* These companies 
were required to file certain documents, namely, their 'articles and 
memorandum of association', an 'annual summary of capital and shares', 
etc. with the Registrar of Joint Stock Conpanies and these are now 
open for public inspection. Files of companies which were dissolved 
before I960 are kept at the Public Record Office whereas the rest, 
including live companies, are at the Company Registration Office of 
the Department of Trade and Industry. At the same time, the Stock 
Exchange Tear Book and the Stock Exchange Official Intelligence were 
used to make up a list of Chinese firms so as to include chartered 
companies which were outside the control of the Board of Trade.^ 
During the sixty years from 1853 to 191b, all of the Chinese firms 
were registered in England with the exceptions of one incorporated

1. I am grateful to the Secretary to the Chartered and Standard Bank 
Group for providing me with a list of the first shareholders of the 
Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China.
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1 2 in Ireland, and one in Scotland. No effort was made to read
their records which are kept in Northern Ireland and Edinburgh
respectively. But the company files consulted can be taken as
representing the United Kingdom as a whole.

It should be noted, however, that a company formed does not 
necessarily mean that it went into business. Some companies did 
not go beyond the stage of filing their 'memorandum of association' 
for registration purposes and they were described by the Registrar 
of Joint Stock Companies as 'abortive'. Twenty-two of the Chinese 
companies fall into this category.^ But this section aims at tracing 
the course of mercantile activities and therefore, abortive companies 
deserve equal attention.

The area of the business and the place of operation of a company 
was based on its objectives given in the 'memorandum of association'.
As regards the former, apparently,the wider the activities a company 
listed, the safer it would be in justifying that it did not conduct 
business outside its intended area. Thirty different items of 
possible business were not uncommon for a company. The Tientsin 
Lighter Company, for example, idiich was mainly concerned with trans
mitting cargoes to shore by small lighters, stated that its objectives 
were owners of steamships, tugs, other vessels, wharfingers, forwarding 
agents, ship-brokers, dealers in manufacturers of all kinds of

1. The Belfast Hong Kong Marine Jhgineering Company.
2. The Hong Kong Navigation Company.
3. H.A.Shannon discovered that about 36 per cent of the total company 

registrations between 1856 and 1865 were 'abortive' and 'small' 
companies. , See his 'The First Five Thousand Limited Companies 
and Their Duration', Economic H^tory, II (1930-33), pp.bOl-2. Of 
the total registrations during lèôë and 187b, the abortives accounted 
for 31 per cent while the figure for 1875-83 was 35 per cent. Idem. 
'The Limited Company of I866-I883', Economic History Review, 1st ser.
17 (1932-b), p.292.
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coBnnodities, bankers, engineers, property developers, dealers in 
exchanging companies property, in construction, erection, 
maintainance of railway, tramways, roads, waterways, etc.^ Never
theless, their main activities were usually put down in the first 
and second items of their whole list of wide ranging objectives. 
Sometimes, the exact nature of a company is not clear. Take the 
concession hunters and mining companies for an example; the Chinese 
government was very reluctant to give mining rights to foreigners 
and therefore, no concession could be obtained readily. In order 
to operate a mine in China, a company needed to combine the process
of hunting for a concession with its subsequent working, but the
division between the two processes was not clear-cut. The former 
companies were concession hunters whereas the latter were mining 
concerns. In all cases, the activity of a company was judged by 
the objects f>r which it was formed. If a company bore a title of 
mining, but at the same time put down concession hunting as its
business in the first few items in its objects in the 'memorandum

a
of association*, it was classified ag/concession hunter . Otherwise, 
they were grouped into the mining concerns. But their division must 
be treated with some caution. The principle of determining whether 
an Asiatic company was Chinese or not is similar to that in chapter
four. If a compapy had an Asiatic nature, but at the same time
stated in the 'memorandum of association' that China was part of its 
area of activity, it was taken onto the list of Chinese companies. 
Otherwise it was dropped.

1. P.R.O. BT31/35998/80272/L.
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Accordingly, Table 35 was made up and it shows clear waves 
of economic activity by Chinese companies. It can be seen that in 
the first two decades, efforts were mainly put into the improvement 
of trading services, namely, banking and communication. Then 
manufacturing industry began to emerge, but it was based at Hong Kong 
rather than in China proper. After a renewed promotion of banks 
in the period 1885 to 189b, the trading services were reasonably well 
established and in the next two decades, the formation of concession 
hunters and manufacturing enterprizes was the main element, of the 
business of Chinese companies.

Facilities for transmitting the proceeds from the sale of goods 
in China or India were extremely limited before the l850s and in fact, 
the accumulation of these funds but without proper outlets, was one 
of the principal causes why 'country merchants' wanted to get rid 
of the East India Company's monopoly in China so that they could 
buy Chinese tea and silk with their idle money. In I8b5 the Oriental 
Banking Corporation opened the first modern exchange bank in China.
The blossoming of China trade after the opening of China demanded 

more exchange banks to handle the bills of exchange business and 
at the same time, provide . credit facilities to both the Chinese and 
British merchants. There was such a constant demand for exchange 
facilities that some bigger firms even had to provide them themselves.^

1. For instance. Jardine, }Jatheson and Company often paid their
creditors by bills drawn on the Matheson and Company, their agent in 
London. See, for example. Jardine Matheson Archive, Unbound Corres
pondence, Great Britain, hereafter J.M., UC, GB, Thomas G.Hill and 
Company to Jardine Matheson and Company, 19.11.1868, The Rathbones 
in Liverpool also sent credit to its China agents. F.E.Ryde, The 
Blue Funnel (Liverpool, 1956), p.30; also S.Marriner, The Rathbone 
of Liverpool l8b5-73 (Liverpool, 1961 ), p.178. Butterfield and Swire 
a prominent China firm based at Hong Kong, was allowed to draw on 
their tea partners in Eigland. F.E.Hyde and S.Marriner, The Senior 
John Samuel Swire 1825-98 (Liverpool, 1967), p.b9.
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In the ten years from 1855 to 1866, five banks, constituting 56.6
per cent of the total number of companies fonned, came into
existence. The second China bank incorporated in Britain was
the Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, which established
a branch in Shanghai in 1858.^ The Chartered Mercantile Bank of
India, London and China, founded by a Royal Charter in 1857>

2immediately set up branches in Hong Kong that year. The Bank of 
Hindustan China and Japan, a concern of considerable influence in 
China in the l860s, was also born in this decade.

The next ten years saw a boom in submarine telegraph construction 
in China, where accurate and speedy transmission of information smd 
business orders to and from Britain was necessary for smooth trading.
In consequence, the European-Ihdia international cable was extended 
eastward^ with an eagerness shown by the formation of six submarine 
telegraph companies within a period of four years from 1869 to 1873 
for the purpose of connecting China with London by telegraph. As a 
result, the China Submarine Company linked Shanghai and Hong Kong with 
Europe by submarine cable in I87I. Two years later, the company was 
amalgamated into the Eastern Extension, Australia and China Telegraph 
Company, which carried on laying cables overland to the Chinese treaty 
ports. During 1865 and 187b, 60 per cent of companies foimed were 
telegraph concerns.

1. Ching-yu Wang, , *Shih-chiu-shih-chih wai-fcuo chai-hua
yin-hang shih lih ti kang-chang chih chih tui chung-kuo tu%-shang 
hou-ngang chin-yung shih-chang ti kung-chih ' A. ,

('The Expansion of Foreign Banks in China and Their Control of  ̂^ 
Financial Market in the Treaty Ports'), Li-shih Ten-chiu 
(The Study of Histoiy) (I963), p.53.

2. Ibid.. p.52.
3. Indo-European telegraph was completed in 1865. See D.A.Fairnie,

East and West of Suez (Oxford, 1969), p.72.
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After easier credit and better ccmmunications, the next decade 
had scmething different: manufacturing industry began to grow in
China. But no foreigners were allowed to set up factories in 
China before 1895* In the decade from 18?5 to 188b, three factories, 
all of which were sugar refineries, were established in Hong Kong.
The most important one was the Taikoo Sugar Refinery Company, a 
subsidiary of Butterfield and Swire. In the early eighties, the 
risk involved in the China trade was further eliminated by the 
coming of insurance companies, which, though in existence once the 
trade between China and Britain was opened to the general British 
public, were ventures controlled by the most prominent China merchants 
and no Britain-registered insurance company existed until 1883 when 
two influential fiims in the field, namely, the North China Insurance 
Company and the Yangtze Insurance Association, were founded. As a 
result of the prosperity of the treaty ports, public utility invest
ment also emerged. The first one, the Hong Kong aid China Gas 
Company, still a live concern at present, had been formed in 1862.
The successful Shanghai Waterworks Company was the second one. In 
1883, the plan to form the China and Japan Telephone Compaiy was 
realized. An important shipping company, the Indo-China Steam 
Navigation Company was founded in 1881 and under the management of 
Jardine, Matheson and Company, it soon became one of the most prominent 
shipping companies in the East.

The continued prosperity of the China trade in the next decade 
led to a revival in the formation of banks,^ among which were two

1. The average of the total trade of China from 1865 to 18?5 is
Haikwan Taels 139,699; the average in the next decade is Haifcwan 
Taels 133,355. From 1885 to 189b, it rises to an average of 
Haikwan Taels 217,611.
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prominent names - the Bank of China and Japan and the National Bank 
of China, However, a total of five new banks, making a 50.1 per 
cent of the total company registration in this decade is more apparent 
than real. The Bank of China and Japan had two reconstructions, thus 
enabling it to be counted three times in the table.^ Further double 
counting is due to the re-incorporation with limited liability of the 
Chartered Mercantile Bank of India, London and China which had originally 
been founded by a Royal Charter in 1856. The only insurance company 
formed,as shown in the table^is also an overstatement for it was the 
first reconstruction of the North China Insurance Company. The first 
druggist, the Dakin Brothers of China, Ltd. established itself in 
China in 1888.

In many respects, the year 1895 was a watershed in China. Firstly,
the European powers started to accelerate their pace of concession
hunting. Secondly, manufacturing rights in the Chinese treaty ports
were granted to foreigners. The British merchants were not slow in
seizing these enlarging opportunities. From 1895 to 190b, 28
consssion hunters, four manufacturers and three mining companies 

' made up
appeared, which together / 70 per cent of the total. Of the
concession hunters, the British and Chinese Corporation, the Peking
Syndicate and the Yangtze Valley Company were the most powerful; of
the mining group, the Anglo-French Quicksilver and Mining Concession
(Kwei-Chau Pï^vince) of China and the Chinese Engineering and Mining
Company assumed a considerable standing. The insurance company formed
in this decade as shown in the table was not a new concern for it

1. Cf. Chapter fouî  p. 176.
2. P.R.O. BT3V5L75/37893/cW356/2,
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was the second reconstruction of the North China Insurance Company.
Two more public utility companies were formed of vhich the Hong 
Kong Tramway Electric Company, incorporated in 1902, was the more 
important. There were a few other companies ranging from shipping 
to general merchants, the latter of which were put into the 
miscellaneous group.

The principal area of business for which companies were formed 
from 1895 to 190b continued until 191b. The combined share of 
concession hunters, manufacturing and mining was 65 per cent - a 
minor fall from the last decade but still dominant. The share of 
concession mongers fell sharply while that of manufacturing and 
mining industries went up. But as has been explained earlier, the 
dividing line between the three is not clear-cut. Major mining 
companies include the reconstructed Anglo-Chinese Quicksilver and 
Mining Concession (Kwai-Chau Province) Company and the Chinese 
Engineering and Mining Company. For the manufacturing group, the 
Asiatic Petroleum (North China) Company and the Asiatic Petroleum 
(South China) Company, which changed their names to Shell Company 
of China and Shell Company of Hong Kong respectively, and the 
Taikoo Dockyard and Engineering Company of Hong Kong were the most 
significant additions. The increase of the miscellaneous group 
was due to the formation of a few small general merchants.

It is apparent that the timing of t he incorporation of the 
companies during the whole period of 1855 to 191b shows how well 
British merchants, industrialists and entrepreneurs adjusted themselves 
in the ever changing circumstances of China trade. Before 1865, banks 
were the leading feature of investment. From 1865 to 187b, the
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necessity of quick transmission of information led to the formation
of telegraph companies. In the next decade, more banks came into
existence to cope with the growth of the Cîhina trade. ]h the post-

1895 period, concession hunters, manufacturing and mining companies
grew vigorously in response to enlarging oppo^unities in China. But

it should be noted that the above analysis does not take into account

the companies formed in Hong Kong. Unfortunately, there is at
present no study of this aspect. The above inquiry also excluded
partnership organisations. But the highly-risky China trade could
have discouraged this form of business organisation and as limited
liability became more common, it can be assumed safely that partner- 

ware not
ship businesses /a matter of importance. Finally, there is the 
problem of double counting of reconstructed companies, which sometimes 
cannot be traced and pointed out.

H. Sources of Equity Capital in British Investment in Chinese 

Companies. I85b-191b : By Region
Unlike the borrowers whose securities were quoted on the London 

Stock Exchange and so leave a public record of their activities, 
information on the part of lenders is more obscure. As a result, the 
exact composition of investors is by no means clear although there are 
a few scholarly inquiries into the attitude of different groups of 

shareholders.^ Railway investors, largely because of the importance

1. See, for example, J.B.Jefferys, 'Trends in Business Organisation 
in Great Britain Since 1856*,(unpublished Ph.D. thesis. University 
of London, 1938) herafber Jefferys thesis, ch.10; HaH, London 
Capital Market, cit., ch.2 and Cairncross, op.cit., pp.8b-9.
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of the railways in developing the British capital market, have been
studied and a clearer picture, if still fragmentary, has begun to
emerge.^ As for other joint stock companies, our knowledge about
their investors was very limited before Bail^'s attempt to
establish - though not very comprehensively - some idea of the
composition of the shareholders in certain Australian pastoral 

2companies. Very recently, Cottrell and Anderson have also contri- 
bruted to the understanding of the banking investors on Merseyside.^ 
Apart from these two pieces of work, the nature of the nineteenth 
century investors in joint stock companies is still largely unknown. 
The following is - taking Chinese joint stock companies as a sample 
- an investigation of the regional and social composition of the 
shareholders of the British joint stock companies in the nineteenth 
century.

1. The most important contributions are H.Pollins, 'The Finances of 
Liverpool and Manchester Railway', hereafter 'Liverpool and 
Manchester Railway', Economic History Review, hereafter E.H.R.,
2nd ser., V, (1952-3), and also 'The Marketing of Railway Shares 
in the First Half of the Nineteenth Century', Ibid., VII (l95b-5); 
S.A.Broadbridge, 'The Early Capital Market : the Lancashire and 
Yorkshire Railway ', Ibid.. V I H  (1955-6) and its enlarged version 
entitled 'The Sources of Railway Share Capital ', which appears in 
M.C.Reed (ed). Railways in the Victorian Economy (Newton Abbot, 
1969). References are made to the enlarged version of the 
article. M.C.Reed, Investment in Railways in Britain, 1620-18UU. 
hereafter. Investment in Railways (1975).

2. J.D.Bailey, 'Australian Company Borrowing, 1870-1913*, (unpublished 
Ph.D. thesis. University of Oxford, 1958), hereafter Ban ley thesis, 
pp.55-71 and App. II. But only three Australian pastoral 
companies were studied.

3. B.L. Anders on and P. L. Cottrell, 'Another Victorian Capital Msœket,
A Stu<^ of Banking and Bank Investors on Merseyside', E.H.R.,
2nd. ser., ZXVIH (1975).
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The present investigation is based on the 'annual suinniaiy of 
capital and shares', a complete list of shareholders with 
specification of their address, occupation, number of shares held 
and number of shares sold during a year, which had to be sent to 
the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies every year by every joint 
stock company. However, the Public Record Office has only kept 
one return out of five for those companies that were wound up before 
i960. Those that survived after I960, on the contrary, have a 
complete set of documents. Due to the bulky nature of annual 
shareholders returns, only the first one of each company was studied; 
but in a few cases, the first annual return only listed the original 
signatories for company registration while the second one consisted 
of the 'public* shareholders. In this case the second annual return 
was used instead of the first. Save for two differences, the 
companies under study in the following two sections are in every way 
the same as the last section. Firstly, reconstructed companies 
were not treated as new concerns on the assumption that their social 
and regional composition of shareholders was not very different from 
the original companies.^ Secondly, abortive companies, i.e. those 
which did not file a single 'annual summary of capital and shares* 
with the Board of Trade, were ruled out for consideration because, 
presumably, no capital was ever paid up and therefore, there were 
no real shareholders in these companies. All the abortive ventures^

1. Amalgamated companies, on the other hand, were regarded as new 
enterprises. The China Submarine Company, for instance, was 
amalgamated with the British Indian Extension Telegraph Company 
and the British Australian Telegraph Company to become the 
Eastern Extension, Australia and China Telegraph Company in 
1873. The China Submarine Company and the Eastern Extension 
were taken as two separate companies in the study.
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however, have a list of, usually seven, original signatories as 
required by law to apply for their incorporation. These 
signatories might be people who were just asked to lend their 
names to their friends who were interested in forming the company. 
Since original signatories might not be genuine investors, they 
had to be excluded. Accordingly, the annual returns of shareholders 
of a total of 93 companies were analysed. Twenty thousand data 
cards, each representing a shareholder, were punched and in turn 
processed by the computer. Regret ably, the company files do not 
include debentures and therefore, they cannot be studied.

felt ion should be made of how shares have been treated. The 
'annual summary of capital and shares' only lists the shares actually 
subscribed. Occasionally, there were shares 'agreed to be 
considered as paid-up'. This was partly due to the time lag 
between the subscription of shares and the actual payment and partly 
due to the usual practice of rewarding vendors and people who had 
made a contribution to the company with the free allotment of shares. 
Therefore, these shares were not different from the paid-up ones and 
as such, they had a same status in the study. There were some 
companies which had different types of shares - ordinary, preference 
and deferred (founders) shares. The denomination of the last two 
were not always the same as the company's ordinary shares. Deferred 
shares were - especially after the mid-l880s - used to accommodate 
certain groups of shareholders. As opposed to their low nominal 
price per share, they were entitled to a substantial benefit from 
the company. So their paid-up value was not functional to their 
share of the company's dividends. The method adopted here was 
that, regardless of the denomination of different types of shares, 
they were taken as equivalent.
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3jn analysing the geographical spread of British investors, a 
plan of eight main areas, in addition to the heading of unidenti
fiable addresses, was drawn up. (See Table 36 ) Except for two
main differences, the classification system is similar to Reed's.^ 
Firstly, his heading of foreign addresses was broken down into four 
- China and Hong Kong, Other Asian and Australasia, France and 
European,and Others. Secondly, his 'more than one address' was 
cancelled for even if shareholders had two or more addresses - 
which few people did - their first was taken. London was meant 
to include the whole of Middlesex. Furthermore, there are different 
places in the United Kingdom with the same name; the residence of 
these shareholders here was assigned to the most populated place 
unless it was a borough within the London area, where in the latter 
case, the shareholder was without exception regarded a Londoner.
Each subdivision under the eight areas was given a code which was 
punched on a computer data card.

The classification of the occupation of shareholders was based 
on a method similar to Broadbridge. (See Table 37 ) The
principal difference was the creation of the item 'Institutional' 
investors. Professional people were also listed under separate 
headings in contrast to his items of 'Law' and 'Miscellaneous '. 
Finally, 'Esquires ' were taken out of his 'Land' group and placed 
in the 'Non-Occupational'. As with the geographical classification, 
each item under the occupational group was coded before being put 
into the computer.

1. Reed, Investment in Railway^ cit., pp. 106-8.
2. Broadbridge, loc.cit., pp.l9b-210.
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Table 36 : The Coding of the Regional Source of British
Investment in Chinese Companies l85b-19lb

North South East
10. Northumberland 60. London
11. Durham 61. Essex
12. Cumberland 62. Hertfordshire

63. Kent
Yorkshire 6b. Surrey
20. North Riding 65. Sussex
21. East Riding 66. Hampshire
2.2 West Riding 67. Berkshire

68. Oxfordshire
Westmorland, Lancashire 69. Buckinghamshire
and Cheshire
30. Westmorland
31. Lancashire except Liverpool 

& Manchester
32. Liverpool 
33 • Manchester 
3b. Cheshire

Midlands
bo. Derbyshire
bl. Nottinghamshire
b2. Leicestershire & Rutland
b3. Northamptonshire
bb. Shropshire
b5. Herefordshire
b6. Worcestershire
b7. Staffordshire
b8. Warwickshire

East
50. Lincolnshire
51. Huntingdonshire
52. Cambridgeshire k Ely
53. Norfolk 
5b. Suffolk
55. Bedfordshire

South Wales and West
70. Bristol
71. Glouc est ershire
72. Somerset
73. Wiltshire
7b. Dorset
75. Devon
76. Cornwall
77. Monmouthshire
78. Glamorgan

Miscellaneous
80. Scotland
31. Ireland
82. Wales except Glamorgan 

& Monmouthshire
33. Isle of Man
8b. China and Hong Kong
85. Other Asian & Australasia
86. France
87. European and others
88. Channel Islands

90. Unidentifiable Address
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Table 37 : The Coding of the Occupational Source of British

10. TRADE 50. LAND
11. Merchants 51. Land proprietors
12. MiddlQuen/agents 52. Farmers
13. Shipowners 
lb. Retailers

53. Others

15. Others 60. INSTITUTIONAL

20. INDUSTRY 70. MISCELLANEOUS
21. Manufacturing

including Mining 71. 'White-collar' group

22. Service industry
72. Ministers and Officials

23. Handicraft 73. Superint endent s

2b. Others 7b. Directors and managers
75. Skilled and unskilled workers
76. Domestic servants & service

30. BANKING workers

bo. PROFESSIONALS
77. Others

bl. Law 80. NON-OCCUPATIONAL
b2. Medicine 81. Gentlemen
b3. Clergy 82. Esquires
bb. Officers in service 83. Women
b5. Mast er marriners 
b6. Digineers, Architects,

8b. Nobilities & other Honourable 
titles

Surveyors 
b?. Accountants

85. Others

b8. Teaching 90. UNSPECIFIED
b9. M.P.s and others
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The full results of the geographical distribution of British
are

shareholders in China companies / set out in Appendix V.
First consider the pattern by putting all the companies together.

Table 38 : Sources of Equity Capital in British Investment in
Chinese Companies l85b-191b : By Region {%)

North 2.2 South Wales and West 1.2
Yorkshire 0.7 Miscellaneous : China and 7 7

Westmorland, Lancashire 3.1 Hong Kong ( • {
and Cheshire All Others lb.2

Midlands 0.6 Unidentifiable Address 0.2
East 0.3 Total 100.0
South East : London 62.9 No of Companies 93

All Others 6.9

Table 38 shows that the most striking feature is the role that London 
played; it supplied a little less than two-thirds of the total capital. 
Compared with other regions, the rest of the south-east counties of
England were also an important source of finance. The south-east
England as a whole accounted j&r just under 70 per cent of the
aggregate. The dominance of London is not totally unexpected in view
of its financial strength and having more than 10 per cent of the total
population of the United Kingdom from l86l to 1911.^ ïbreover, only

1. Calculated from B.R.Mitchell and P.Deane (comp. ) Abstract of British 
Historical Statistics (Cambridge, 1962), Tables b and 7 on pp.l2-b, 
20- 2.
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five of the total 93 companies studied had their registered office 
in places outside the metropolis. It is not certain, however, 
which of these two factors was more dominant. It is likely that 
both of them - local financial support and the developed London 
capital market - played a part.

The experience of the five concerns which had their registered 
office outside London suggests that local finance was significant.
The Hong Kong Steam Ship Company, a Cardiff concern, had 80.2 per 
cent of its capital from Glamorgan, i.e. its local county, while 
99.6 per cent of the capital of the Newcastle upon Tyne based Chinese 
Antimony Company came from Northumberland. The Manchurian Steam 
Ship Company was similar; 76.5 per cent of its capital was supplied by 
its native county - Durham. In the case of Lever Brothers (China) 
Company, all of its capital came from shareholders in neighbouring 
Cheshire, though not directly from Liverpool itself, where the firm 
was situated. The Formosa Sugar and Development Company, on the 
other hand, was somewhat different; 99.7 per cent of its capital, 
which was held by three shareholders, was from Formosa, China.
Judging by the names of these three shareholders, they were British 
and probably thqy were the firm's representatives in Formosa; but 
their home addresses are not known. That people in jxlaces outside 
London support local companies heavily was not uncommon. According 
to Jefferys, it was almost a norm for the industrialists in Lancashire, 
Northumberland and other north counties to provide for their own
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capital.^
In contrast to the importance of shareholders living in London,

the North, Yorkshire, Westmorland, Lancashire and Cheshire, the East
and South Wales and West together constituted less than one-tenth of
the capital of all Chinese companies. Referring to App. V»l,
Scotland had a share of 3 per cent while Ireland's portion was less
than 1 per cent. The part from overseas, however, was quite
substantial, totalling almost 18 per cent, of which China, with 7.7 per
cent, was the most important. The share of Other Asian Countries
and Australia, France and 'Other European Countries and Others' ranged
from 1.6 per cent to 5*5 per cent. In total, regions besides the South
East accounted for almost one-third of the total capital in Chinese
companies which shows - no matter how important London as a source of
finance was - the importance of non-South-East Eagland capital. But the
less than 2 per cent share of Lancashire, as given in App. V:1 does not
confirm the study of early railway capital markets made by Broadbridge
and Reed which revealed the strengths of Lancashire in financing railway 

2construction.

1. Jeffeiys thesis, cit., p.^. Bailey has also found that the Scots 
subscribed heavily to the shares of some Australian companies 
because their shares were marketed in Scotland. See J.D.Bailey, 
'Australian Borrowing in Scotland in the Nineteenth Century', 
E.H.R., 2nd ser., V U  (l95ii-55). Similarly, Anderson and 
Cottrell, have discovered the local interests of banking finance 
at Merseyside. Anderson and Cottrell, loc.cit., p.élU and 608- 
12. But Pollins argued that the Liverpool and blanch ester Railway 
did not rely initially on local men, although Liverpool supplied
a substantial part of the capital. See his 'Liverpool and 
Manchester Railway', cit., p.93. On the other hand, Broadbridge 
suggested that Lancashire, rather than London or local interests, 
was responsible for early railway finance. See Broadbridge, 
loc.cit., pp.207-10.

2. Broadbridge, loc.cit., p.211; Reed, Investment in Railway, cit., 
pp.12:6, 167, IÔ7. Ib should be noted that Reed also stressed 
the widespread source of finance. See ibid., pp.193-8.
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The companies were then divided into public and private
companies. Public companies were defined as those which had
issued their shares publicly while private companies were those
which did not. Although private companies did not have a legal
status until 1907, they were in existence long before. One
criterion to separate public from private companies is whether their
shares were traded on the London Stock Exchange. Some companies
were formed as private companies, but later their shares, after being
widely circulated, were quoted on the stock exchange and thus assumed
the character of public coapanies. Here, the difference was ignored.
Any company which was either quoted on the London Stock Exchange or
issued shares to the public was regarded as a public company.
The geographical sources of capital of these two types of companies
is laid out in Table 39 . It is evident that south-east England
was the largest supplier of finance to private as well as public
companies. By comparison, the public companies had less skewed
distribution of sharholding, suggesting a more perfect capital market

suppliedfor their shares. South-east England only / 60.8 per cent
of the capital in public companies whereas its share was nearly 73 
per cent, in private concerns. A higher share of foreign capital 
in public companies is also apparent from the table; as much as almost 
one-third of the total capital came from abroad. Among the foreign 
countries, China was the most important in public companies while 
'European and Others' contributed the most in private concerns.

It should be noted, however, that some public Chinese firms 
traded their shares on the stock markets in China as well. In 1913 
for instance, ten British China companies, all of which were 
substantial enterprises, were listed on the Shanghai Stock Exchange.
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Table 39 : Regional Sources of Equity Capital in British
Investment in Chinese Companies l85U-19l2|- : 
Public vs Private Companies. {%)

Regions Public Private
North 0.2: 2.9
Yorkshire 0.8 . 0.7
Westmorland, Lancashire and Cheshire 2.0 3.1+
Midlands 1.3 0.2:
East 0.7 0.2
South East : London 56.2: 65.0

All Others h.k 7.7
South Wales and West 1.0 1.3
Miscellaneous ; China & Hong Kong 15.0 5.5

All Others 17.9 12.7
Unidentifiable Address 0.1 0.2
Total 100.0 100.0
No. of Companies 26 67

They were the Chartered Bank c£ India, Australia and China, the 
Shanghai Waterworks Company, the North China Insurance Company, the
Yangtze Insurance Association, The British and Chinese Corporation,
The Chinese Engineering and Mining Company, the Peking Syndicate,
the Ihdo-China Steam Navigation Company, the Electric Traction Company

1 2 of Hong Kong, and the Shanghai Electric Construction Company. In

1. Formerly Hong Kong Tramway Electric Company.
2. H.E.Morris and C.R.Maguire (comp.), China Stock and Share Handbook 

(Shanghai, 1912:).
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1883 as much as 98 per cent of the capital of the Yangtze Insurance
Association came from China. But not all the shareholders in China
were Chinese; some were European citizens. Furthermore, the
European, in particular the French, connection with the London market
was close. Some companies, like the Syndicat du Yunnan,^ and the
Anglo-French Quicksilver and Mining Concession (Kwei-chau Province)
of China were joint ventures of Britain and France. The latter
company, which carried a French share of 72.6 per cent in 190U is
the best illustration of this. The Chinese Engineering and Mining
Company also had almost one-tenth of its capital from France in 1906.
The group 'Other Asia and Australasia' consists of India, Japan, the
Straits Settlement and Australasia. lbs portion of per cent is
somewhat inflated because Indian shareholders held 87.6 per cent of the
capital of the Chartered Mercantile Bank of India and China. When the
Bank relied more upon the London market subsequently, the Indian share

2was lowered significantly.
The data was examined to see if there were any changes over time, 

with l85k to I91L being divided into six sub-periods.̂  (See 
Table 40) Not unexpectedly, the bulk of the shareholders
were Londoners. With the single exception of the period 1875- 
8U, the metropolis supplied no less than 58 per cent of all the 
capital required in each sub-period, with its greatest share 
in the decade 1895 - 1901;. The

1. Firstly incorporated under the title of the Anglo-French Syndicate 
in 1899. P.R.O. BT3V 16278/63876.

2. The Bank was founded by a charter in 18^7. Its Indian capital 
decreased gradually. See its annual summary of capital and shares 
made up to 1892. P.R.O. BT31/51+714/37893.

3. The last period is from 1901; to 1915 for the first annual share
holder returns of companies that were formed in 1911; would have 
been made in 1915 usually.
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Table 40 : Regional Source of Equity Capital of British
Investment in Chinese Companies, l8̂ i;-19llj. : By Time {%)

1855-
1861;

1865-
187k

1875-
188k

1885-
189k

1895-
190k

1905-
1915

North 0.2 l.k 0 0.1 0.3 k.9
Yorkshire 1.1; 1.5 0 0.7 1.2 0.3
Westmorland, Lancashire 

and Cheshire 2.1; lO.k 0.6 3.8 2.6 O.k
Midlands 1.8 1.1+ 0.3 0.6 1.0 0.1
East 0.6 0.2 0 0.2 0.3 0.5
South East : London 68.3 67.3 37.0 58.k 72.3 62.k

All Others 5.9 11.1 2.2 2.8 6.0 7.9
South Wales and West 1.7 2.1; o.k 11.1 0 0
Miscellaneous :

China & Hong Kong 0.2 0 k2.3 0.1 2.0 6.1
All Others 16.5 3.9 17.2 16.5 13.7 17.1

Unidentifiable Address 0 o.k 0 5.7 0.6 0.3
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
No of Companies 7 5 5 8 29 39

unusually poor performance of London in 1875-8U was caused by the
exceptionally high stake from China and Scotland. That the Scots

late
in the/nineteenth centuiy were interested in subscribing to company 
securities is not new to the literature of regional sources of finance. 
According to Bailey, they played a significant role in financing 
Australian pastoral industry,^ and similarly, Jackson has revealed

1. See Bailey, loc.cit.
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their investment in the American West after the 1870s.^ With regard 
to the Chinese share, it was negligible before 1875» After reaching 
a peak of k2.3 per cent during the decade 1875-%, it declined to 2 
per cent in 1895-1911+ before slightly improving in the last sub-period. 
The maintainance of the high share of London implies that there was 
no clear trend of market perfection during the period 1855 to 1911+̂  or 
alternatively, it can be argued that a pattern of company finance was 
established in the iS^Os and it did not change fundamentally before 1911+•

The following is a classification according to the nature of the 
business of a company - the same as that in Table 35 An examination 
of Table 41 shows that similar to the cases discussed above, the 
dominance of London also occurred. Insurance apart, the share of 
London subscribers was never less than hi per cent of the total. Unlike 
the others, insurance companies obtained 75*5 per cent of their capital 
from China and over 85 per cent from Asia and Australasia as a whole.
It seems that insurance business had very strong Chinese financial 
support. In complete contrast, telegraph companies did not have any 
Chinese shareholders. European capital was important in mining 
enterprise - 10.2 per cent from France and 6.3 per cent from other 
'European Countries and Others'. It also appears from the Table and 
App. V:4 that the Northern counties contributed the most in mining
concerns, the South-Eastern and Scottish investors preferred railway 
and road transport companies.

Finally, companies which issued more than one type of shares were 
examined. Different types of shares, i.e. ordinary, preference and

1. For detail, see W.T.Jackson, The Enterprising Scot (Edinburgh, 1968).
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founders (deferred) were grouped together respectively. (See 
Table 42. ) There was not much variation between different
types of shares. The share, of south-east England ranged from
58 per cent in ordinary capital to 69 per cent in founders. China 
was less important in founders shares in which French investors were 
the most significant when compared with their share in ordinary and 
preference capital.

Table 42 ; Regional Source of Equity Capital in British
Investment in Chinese Companies, l85k-19lk :
By Type of Securities {%)

Ordinary Preference Founders

North 0.7 0.2 0.2
Yorkshire 1.5 0.5 1.6
Westmorland, Lancashire and 1.1 6.k 0.8Cheshire
Midlands 1.3 0.1 O.k
East 0.6 0.6 0:3
South £hst : London 51.5 58.0 55.9

All Others 6.5 2.2 12.9
South Wales and West 0.2 0.2 0.1
Miscellaneous :

China and Hong Kong 20.0 21.3 5.3
All Others 16.3 10.k 22.5

Unidentifiable Address 0.3 0.1 0
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0
No of Companies 23 10 15
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III* Sources of Sbuity Capital in British Investment in Chinese 
Companies : By Ôccupation
So much for the geographical spread of investors in China 

companies registered in London. The occupation of shareholders, 
namely that given in the annual returns of companies, was analysed 
similarly and the results under the nine main headings are set out 
in Table 45 and under their detailed subdivisions in Appendix 71. 
Table43 shows that the shareholders, who classified themselves 
in the group of Trade, taking the 93 companies as a whole, were the 
greatest source of capital. They accounted for 26.2 per cent of the 
aggregate subscription^and within this group, merchants were the most 
important. Middlemen and agents, many of whom were brokers and 
jobbers, had a share of 5*3 per cent; followed by shipowners with 
1.8 per cent. The share of retailers at 0.1 per cent was minimal.^

Table 45 Occupational Source of Equity Capital in British 
Investment in Chinese Companies, l85k-19lk (%)

Trade 26.2 Miscellaneous 12.0
Industry 3.2 Non-Oc cupat ional 17.1
Banking 2.9 Unspecified 9.9
Professionals 12.0 Total 100.0
Land 1.0 No of Companies 93
Institutional 15.7

The second largest pool of financial support came from shareholders 
who described themselves as not being gainfully occupied. In view of

1. App. 71:1.
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the regional preeminence of London and other South-East counties, it 
is not surprising that the Trade and Non-Occupational group of 
investors were the most important. The order of significance in the 
Non-Occupat ional group was Gentlemen, one-tenth; Women, 2.5 per cent; 
Esquires, 2.2 per cent; Nobilities and Other Honourable Titles, 1.9 
per cent, and Others, i.e. those who indicated their occupation as 
'none*, 0.5 per cent. The source of the finance of the If omen ' group, 
which is composed of spinsters and widows can readily be explained; the 
bulk of it must have been the accumulated savings either of themselves 
or their family. It is equally conceivable that income from land, as 
well as from other channels such as commerce and industry, enabled the 
nobility to invest. On the contrary, who exactly the gentlemen and 
esquires were is less certain. The majority might have been wealthy 
land owners. But Bailey has suggested that merchants, bankers, 
members of Parliament, manufacturers, civil service personnel or even

Tengineers and architects called themselves 'gentlemen'.
With a share of 15*7 per cent. Institutional investors were the 

next in importance. Investment trusts, syndicates and banks were 
leading corporate bodies in this group. Some concerns, such as the 
Asiatic Petroleum Company (North China), the Asiatic Petroleum Company 
(South China), the China and Japan Telephone Company, the Chinese 
Central Railway Ltd., the Prices (China) Company and the Tientsin

2Lighter Company, were simply subsidiaries of existing institutions.

1. Bailey thesis, cit., p.58.
2. The Anglo-Saxon Petroleum Company founded the two Asiatic Petroleum 

companies; the Oriental Telephone Company founded the China and 
Japan Telephone Compaiiy; the British and Chinese Corporation and 
the Peking Syndicate co-founded the Chinese Central Railway Ltd.,; 
Prices (China) Ltd. was a subsidiary of the Prices Patent Candle 
Company and the Tientsin Lighter Company was mainly owned by the 
China Navigation Company which was founded by Butterfield and Swire.
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l̂any of the Institutional investors, it should be noted, were French 
concerns - an indication of the links between British and French 
companies in the CShina business.^

The share of the Miscellaneous group was 12 per coat. Quite 
unexpectedly, the 'viiite-collar' shareholders contributed 10.5 per 
cent - higher than any other sub-division within Miscellaneous 
investors. I4any in the 'white-collar* heading classified themselves 
as 'clerks'; it is possible that some were 'clerks in Holy Orders' 
who should have been put in the Professional group, which also took up 
12 per cent of the total capital. 'Engineers, architects and surveyors' 
were the principal professional investors. Anyhow, the Professional
and the Miscellaneous groups, which together made up one quarter
of the total, indicate the strength of middle class investors.

Industry, Land, Banking and the working class were not significant 
sources of equity finance. Working class investors were almost totally
absent. The Land group had a trivial one per cent, but it is
probable that aome self-described 'gentlemen' were actually landed 
proprietors. Industrial capitalists did not subscribe for many more 
shares than the working class and the Land groups. Sixty years 
after the passing of the first general limited liability act, their 
influence in company finance remained slight. Surprisingly, the 
Banking group, which consists of wealtly bank managers and bank directors, 
played a much less important role than the 'white-collar' group.

The companies were divided into public and private companies.
(See Table 44) The most significant feature is that the share 
of Miscellaneous investors in private companies was four

1. Cf. p.215.
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Table 44 Occupational Source of Equity Capital in British 
Investment in Chinese Companies, 185U-191k : Public 
vs Private Companies (%)

Occupation Public Private

Trade 31.1 25.2
Ihdustiy 1.5 3.8
Banking 2.7 2.9
Professionals 7.7 13.1
Land O.k 1.2
Institutional 15.1 16.0
Miscellaneous 3.7 Ik.8
Non-Occupat ional 20.k 15.7
Unspecified 17.k 7.2
Total 100.0 100.0
No of Companies 26 67

times larger than their holding in public companies, idiile the share of 
Professionals was almost twice as large. On the contrary, the public 
companies had a much more substantial proportion of shareholders in the 
'Unspecified' group. Institutional investors, on the other hand, had 
the same interest in both public and private companies. Unlike the 
regional composition of capital, public companies had a more notable 
occupational imperfection as shown by the greater contribution from 
their Trade and Non-Occupat ional shareholders.

In common with the geographical spread analysed above, the occupation 
data were in turn set out on the basis of the date on which the annual 
return to the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies was made. The most 
notable trend over time is the secular increase of the participation 
of institutions; they started from almost nothing in the first sub
period and reached almost one-fifth in 1875-18%. After falling
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Table 45 : Occupational Source of Equity Capital In British
Investment in Chinese Companies l85k-191k : By Time (%)

Occupation 1855-
l86k

1865-
187k

1875-
188k

1885-
189k

1895-
190k

1905-
1915

Trade 36.5 29.1 k5.2 51.3 22.9 20.6
Industry 3.3 0.2 3.k 0.3 k.O 3.6
Banking 1.7 1.0 2.k k.7 2.2 3.5
Professionals 7.9 19.9 9.1 6.1 11.9 13.0
Land 0.1 0 O.k 0.5 0.7 1.6
Institutional 0.2 2.1 19.1 1.0 15.6 22.9
Miscellaneous 2.5 3.0 8.6 lk.5 10.8 16.0
Non-Occupat ional 30.8 k2.9 11.2 16.6 18.k 9.5
Unspecified 17.0 1.8 0.6 5.0 13.5 9.3
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
No of Companies 7 5 5 8 29 39

sharply to 1 per cent in 1885-I89k, their share started rising again to 
reach over one-fifth in the last sub-period.

Apart from the increasing role of corporate bodies, there was a 
movement towards the démocratisation of investment. The total share of 
the Industry, Banking, Professionals, Land and Miscellaneous groups had 
a clear increasing trend throughout the period l85k to 191k; 15»5 per
cent in l855-&k, 2k.1 per cent in l865-7k, 23.9 per cent in l875-8k, 
26.1 per cent in l885-9k, 29.6 per cent in 1895-190k and 37.7 per cent 
in 1905-15. Nonetheless, Hall calculated from the property assessed
for death duty in 1913-lk that people with property over £50,000 had 
more than half of their property in shares, stocks and funds and people
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with property over £20,000 had more than 70 per cent.^ He went on 
to claim that the term 'démocratisation' was almost meaningless since 
estates of less than £1,000 owned only two per cent of total 
securities and those under £5,000 only ten per cent. But it does 
appear from the company records that more people, other than the 
commercial and wealthy 'rentier' classes, who had hitherto remained 
distant from the stock market, became more ready to invest during the 
second half of the ninebeenth century. As a result of the advancement 
of institutional and middle-class investors, the share of the Trade 
and Non-Occupational groups declined after the 1890s and early 
twentieth century respectively.

In turn the data was arranged according to how the capital was used. 
(Table 46) The respective percentage of the total subscription
of different types of investors varied so much that it seems investors 
with different occupations had preferences towards certain types of 
enterprises. This preference substantiates the findings of Edelstein, 
who, by using statistical techniques, discovered that the United 
Kingdom's investment in the United States was heavily affected by the 
activities of the investors who favoured higher yielding, though more 
risky, securities.^ The Trade group prferred insurance, shipping, 
miscellaneous, manufacturing and banking companies while it was not 
much interested in mining and public utilities. The Non-Occupational

1. Hall, The London Capital Market and Australia, 1870-191k (Canberra, 
1963), p.k2. Table o; also Cairncross, op.cit., pp.Ôk^.

2. Hall, op.cit., p.39.
3. M.Edelstein, 'The Determinants of U.K. Investment Abroad, I87O- 

1913 : The U.S. Case', Journal of Economic History, IXXIT (l97k), 
pp.980-99, esp. p.995.
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group, on the other hand, had a special taste for telegraph, railway 
and road transport, shipping and public utility businesses, whereas 
it was prejudiced against manufacturing and mining. The Institutional 
investors, too, concentrated on a few areasmining, railway and road 
transport, public utilities, manufacturing and shipping. They played 
practically no part in insurance, only 1.2 per cent in banks and a mere 
2.6 per cent in telegraph companies. Likewise, investors in Industry 
group had the greatest importance in manufacturing, which means that 
industrialists were more reac^ to finance manufacturing companies than 
any other type of business. Their influence in other areas, save for 
shipping companies, was very slight. The Professional and I-üscellaneous 
group were by no means different from the other groups, so far as 
favouring particular types of business is concerned. The former 
opted for concession hunters and telegraph companies while disliking 
manufacturing, mining, shipping and railway and road transport companies. 
The latter had over one-fifth of all the shares in concession hunters 
but absolutely nothing in miscellaneous companies. The portion of 
the Land and Banking groups were, however, too small to show any 
significant influence although there was a similar trend of variations 
in their behaviour among different enterprises too.

Lastly, companies with more than one type of securities were 
selected for a special examination. (See Table 47) Putting the 
Unspecified group aside, the heading under Trade was the largest source 
of finance for all types of shares; but the part it played was fairly 
stable. Industry was the most important in preference when compared 
with its part in ordinary and deferred shares. The Miscellaneous 
group, however, contributed the most in ordinary shares. The 
Professional and Institutional investors participated more in ordinary
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Table 47
Investment in Chinese Companies, I85k-191k : By
Type of Securities {%)

Occupation Ordinary Preferenc e Founders

Trade 27.9 23.3 25.2
Industry 6.7 11.6 k.k
Banking 3.8 1.7 k.9
Professionals ll.k 13.3 6.8
Land 0.9 O.k 1.6
Institutional 10.9 10.3 5.7
Miscellaneous 5.3 ' 1.2 2.5
Non-Occupational Ik.8 9.9 2k.2
Unspecified 18.3 28.3 2k.7
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0
No of Companies 23 10 15

and preference shares. Banking and Land, on the other hand, had
their highest percentage in deferred shares. Contrary to the general 
belief, the Non-Occupational group or the 'rentier' class, did not show 
any sign of favouring preference capital. Their share in preference 

shares was almost 5 per cent less than that in ordinary. But the last 
conclusion is very tentative for the share of investors who did not 
specify their occupations in preference capital was 10 per cent more 
than the ordinary capital. If the occupations of this 10 per cent were 
known, the pattern of share distribution might change. That the share 
of agents in founders capital, as shown in Appendix VI: 5 was much
greater than their shares in ordinary and preference capital is extremely 
suggestive that stockbrokers and jobbers were benefiting from the
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companies ' practice of rewarding people with the allotment of founders 
shares.

There are a number of points which call for caution in the above 
analysis. First of all, it is only concerned with the ordinary, 
preference and deferred shares of China companies. A study of 
investors in their debentures together with those which held Chinese 
government loans, is, due to inaccessible or non-existent records, not 
possible. Even within the companies considered here, the files of the 
Taikoo Sugar Refinery Company and the Industrial Bank of China have been 
destroyed by the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies. There were also 
some companies that had been incorporated outside the United Kingdom - 
in particular at Hong Kong - but which made use of the London capital 
market, but unfortunately the absence of their records does not allow 
their inclusion either. Secondly, the number of companies
considered does not always justify firm conclusions. VJhile the 93 
companies in the overall averages might be reckoned as a fairly 
reasonably large population statistically, the various breakdowns, 
especially by type of business, are subjected to small-sample errors. 
There are, for instance, only two companies in the insurance group and 
four in the telegraph. Thirdly, the data used is the occupation and
address stated in the annual returns of shareholders and therefore, 
that given by the shareholders themselves. While there is little 
ground to be sceptical about the accuracy of their address, their 
occupations are perhaps more questionable. For instance, some people 
might have different occupations at one time. Even if they only had 
a single occupation, they might have classified themselves differently. 
Lord Rothschild, who was a prominent financier, once called himself
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'bankers whereas on another occasion, he did not give himself any 
2occupation. Besides, some people might have given themselves 

occupations which placed them in the upper social strata while some 
might have done the opposite. However, there is no way of 
correcting these distortions, if there be any. Above all, the way 
shareholders have described themselves is sometimes ambiguous. For 
example, it is not certain whether cotton spinners,flax spinners, 
paper makers, etc. were manufacturers or industrial labourers. In 
the present study, they were all placed in the former category.

In short, general limited liability was first adopted in Britain 
in 1855 and after a few modifications of its principle, the modern 
company system was extended gradually to almost every type of company.
The study on the time of the formation of British joint stock Chinese 
companies registered under the different limited liability acts 
danonstrates a clear pattern of investment cycles with respect to 
the area or intended area of business and it shows how expedient and 
well the British commercial community adjusted themselves to the 
business opportunities that arose. Since 88 out of the 93 Chinese 
joint stock companies had their registered office in London, which was 
the most populated city as well as the financial centre of Britain, it 
is not surprising to find that it supplied the bullc of the Chinese 
equity capital throughout the period 1855 to 191k and in every type of 
business except insurance; but at the same time, shareholders of 

Chinese companies were not confined to Londoners for, taken all companies 
under study as a whole, as much as almost one-third of the total capital

1. 'Annual summary of capital and shares'of the Yangtze Trading Company 
made up to 1901, P.R.O. BT31/8603/62675.

2. 'Annual summary of capital and shares' of the Upper Yangtze Syndicate 
made up to 1899, P.R.O. BT3V86ll/627k3.
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came, from inhabitants residing outside south-east England. In 
consideration of the importance of the last two named regions, the 
high contribution of Traders and Non-Occupat ional investors in 
company finance is to be expected. Regionally speaking, the arrangement 
of the data in accordance with the time that the annual shareholder 
returns were made does not manifest a clear trend towards market 
perfection; but this indicates that the pattern of shareholdings, 
by region, was established in the l850s, and remained unchanged 
until 191k. The social composition of shareholders, on the other 
hand, shows an apparent démocratisation movement over time. As 
London and the south-east counties of Ehgland still provided the bulk 
of the capital by 191k, the maturity of the British capital market can 
only be said to be one of the social composition of shareholders. Within 
the progress that different social groups made. Institutional investors, 
who became the most important source of equity finance in the period 
1905-191k, was the most remarkable. In spite of the trend of 
démocratisation, serious market imperfection still existed in 191k 
for the top three social groups, namely. Institutional, Trade and 
Mscellaneous, accounted fbr almost 60 per cent of the total capital 
raised. The feature of an imperfect capital market is supported 
by the preference that different social classes gave to particular 
types of business.
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Chapter Six: The Depreciation of the Gold Fri.ce of Silver After 
1872 and Its Effect on Anglo-Chlnese Trade and 

Finance

I, The Ganses of the Depreciation of the Gold Brice of Silver»
Daring the sixty-one year period 185k to 191k under study^

Britain and China did not have the same monetary standard# Britain 
adopted the gold standard In 1821 lAlle China remained on silver# 
Howeverf this diversity did not cause much difficulty to the trading 
and financial relations between these two countries until 18?2 because 
the exchange rate between sterling and the Chinese tael did not 
fluctuate much# But as the price of silver kept depreciating against 
the price of gold In the w>rld market after 18?2, leading to a 
depreciation of the Chinese against the British currency^ things 
were changed# The following Is an attempt - after sketching the 
causes leading to the secular decline of the gold price of silver - 
to account for Its Impact on the British trade with, and investment 
In, China In a period idien few people^ If any^ thought that the price 
of Chinese tael In terms of sterling would recover to the pre-1873 
level.

Since gold and silver have been used as means of exchange^ their
exchange ratio has varied# From 1300 to Ik92» the ratio of the price
of silver to the price of gold ranged from 10:1 to 1k:1 and between
Ik93 and 1700, the ratio went down to 10.75 *1#̂  In 1803 the French
Government fixed the exchange rate at l5&%1, the then current market
1. J#L# Laughlln, A New Exposition of Money, Credit and Prices^ I 

(Chicago, 1931 )» PP.97H 11#
2# For the monetary system of France from 1803 to i860, see

H#P# Willisj A History of the Latin Monetary %lon (Chicago# 
1901), ch.l#
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price of the two metals and Its variation was small down to 16?2,^
idien silver started Its continuous depredation against gold lAlch
continued until January 1903 in "a movement without precedent In

2history, either In speed or In amount." Although the price of 
silver relative to gold recovered someWiat from 1902 to 1906, It 
remained far below the 1872 ratio. A depreciation In the gold price 
of silver meant a devaluation of the currency of the silver-using
nations such as India and the Eastern countries^ vis-A-vls gold

and
currendes /Wiose exports, as a result, would have a bounty over 
similar British goods, that would consequently become less competitive. 
The change of the price ratio between gold and silver recdved much 
attention In Britain and In I876, four years after the beginning of 
the depredation of silver, a select ccmmlttee was appointed to study 
the matter.^ As silver continued to fall In price, there began a
1. Ibid.# p.1.
2. J.H. dapham# An Economic History of Modem Britain# H  (Cambridge# 

1932), p.338.
3. In 1870 Britain took $0 per cent of Indian exports. In 1913-1U, 

Its share was still 2k per cent. At the same time, Britain 
supsHed 80 per cent of all Indian Inserts in I87O and 70 per cent 
In the 1890s. See S.B. Saul, Studies in British Overseas Trade 
1870-191k (Liverpool, I960), pp.197-).

k. B.P.P. 1876# VH. Select Committee Report on the Depredation 
oinsnver. ------------ ---------
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heated debate over British monetary policy.^ At the same time, a 
fall both In the price level and profit margin of British Industries
occurred during the l880s. This 'doisi-tum' of economic activity

d 
3

2Is commonly known as the Great Depression, and indeed it caused
widespread contemporary alarm especially amongst manufacturers. "
A royal commission was set up to study the depression In the United 
Kingdom and It suggested In Its report that one of the causes was the 
depredation of gold^ and, that the monetary factor deserved a further 
study.^ Consequently, the Royal Commlsdon on Gold and Silver of 
1887 was appointed with the purpose of examining whether the relative 
change of the values of the metals was due to a depredation of diver,
1. The strength of the debate over bimetallism can be seen In the 

evidence given to the Gold and Silver Commlsdon. See the First# 
Second and Final Reports of the Commlsdon of Gold and Silver. 
B.P.P. 1887# H H  and 18S8 XLV. The final report has been 
reprinted as E. Robey (ed. ), the Monetary Problem# Gold and Silver 
(New York, 1936). As early as the l850s, dien the gold price of 
silver devalued somediat as a result of the gold discovery In 
California, It stirred up some debate over the monetary standard 
for Britain. Those who advocated for the silver standard - as 
represented by James Haclaren, Wiliam Austin and P.J. Stirling - 
did not gain much stgport, however. See R.S. Sayers, 'The 
Question of the Standard In the eighteen fifties', Economlo 
History# X (1930-3), pp.575-601. But the theoretical issues on 
monetary affdrs In the period l8k5 to 1875 had very little 
positive effect on the monetary and banking law of Britain. See 
F.W. Fetter, Developt^nt of Bdtlsh Monetary Orthodoxy 1797^1875 
(Cambridge, Mass., Î9&5), ch.8.

2. For a general discussion, see S.B. Saul, The Myth of the Great 
Depression (1972).

3. See the First# Second and Third and Final Report of the Commission 
on the Depression of Trade and Industry. B.P.P.# 188^# XXI# m i #  
and XXIII.

k. The Third Report of the Commission on the Depression of Trade and 
Sdustry# cit.# p.k.

5# The Final Report of the Royal Commission on the Depression of 
Trade and Industry# d i .# p.xxi.
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an appreciation of gold or both.^ Owing to India's lnportance to 
Britain, the Gommlsaion was asked to pay partlcolar attention to the 
change of the ratio of the metals on the future trade between these two 
countries.

The causes leading to the continuous depreciation of silver were 
highly controversial In the l880s and have remained so. Basically, 
the fall was due to an Increase In the world demand for gold and a 
decrease In the demand for silver - In coxrjunction with a large expan
sion In the output of the lAlte metal - resulting In a constant adjust
ment and re-adjustment between their prices.

1 • The Commission sought advice from a variety of people, "tnftlnHing 
Government officials, professional statisticians and merchants.
Its First ReTX)rt was published In June 1887; the Second Report 
In January loüë; and the Final Report In October l888. The 
Final Report %Alch took Into account of all evidence given before 
the Commission, was the most Inportant. It Is divided Into 
three parts: part one, signed by all members. Is an examination 
of the problem from all angles; part two Is signed by the gold 
monometallst manbers lAlle part three Is signed by the bimetallist 
members.

2. See, for example, the controversy In the Reports of the Gold and 
Silver Commission.
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Table 48

Estimated Amount of the Production of Gold and Silver in Each of the
Under-mentioned Periods.^

Annual Averages
Period Value

Gold
(otmces)

Silver 
(otmces )

Gold
(2000's)

Silver
(fiOOO's)

1811-20 li02,86U 19,035,101) 1,563 1),765
1821-30 500,h03 16,211,712 1,91)1 3,990
1831-UO 71k,173 20,921),61|0 2,771 5,168
18M-50 1,927,517 27,1)70,608 7,1)78 6,732
18S1-55 7,018,1)58 31,191,21)8 27,231 7,851
1856-60 7,101,602 31,855,61)8 27,551) 8,062
1861-65 6,5lli,026 38,760,1)80 25,271) 9,756
1866-70 6,861),915 1)7,135,792 26,635 11,733
1871-75 6,121,1)21 69,323,760 23,751 16,870
1876-80 6,068,973 86,21)8,870 23,51)7 18,702
1881-85 5,21)9,622 100,732,157 20,368 20,987

Note:
a The table was originally In kilogrammes and German marks. 

Kilogrammes were converted Into ounces at the rate of 
1 Kilogramme " 2.2.1bs. According to H.F. Easton, Tate's Modem 
Cambist# 26th edition 0921 ), one sterling pound contained 
123.27kk7 gralisof gold, with a fineness of 0.91666. (p.13)
Therefore, one sterling pound contained 113.000776 grains of 
pure gold. The wel^t of German Mark of gold was 61.k589765 
grains troy, and the fineness was 0.900. Therefore each 
German Mark contained 5.53130709 grains of pure gold, «nd 
equalled O.Ok89k219 sterling.

Source:

From Soerbeer's 'Materlallen*# &c., p.1, given by Mr. Glffen 
to the Royal Commission on Gold and Silver. B.P.P.# 1887, 
XXII. First Report of the Gold and Silver Commission# p.690.
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Table 48 indicates that the world production of silver was 
increasing from 1821. Between 18$1 and 18$$^ its average annual 
output was 31,191,2^8 ounces and it rose threefold to 100,732,1^7 
ounces in the period l88l to 188$. The increase in the world production 
of the Wiite metal was accompanied by a large sale of silver as a result 
ot its demonetisation in Germany. %ien the German Zhgdre was established 
finally after its victory in the Franco-Prussian War in 1871, it 
decided to change to the gold standard by making use of the French 
indemnity. Contrary to some writers* belief that the payment was in 
gold, the indemnity was paid actually in bon* which ̂ re then ex
changed for gold in London.^ Table 49 shows the German sale of 
silver, the price of iddLch dipped as the clearance began. The total 
sale amounted to £28,35^,986, more than one and half times of the 
average annual world production of silver between 1876 and i860.
Such a large increase in the s^ply of silver must, of course, have 
disturbed the previous equilibrium of ̂ e  gold-silver market ratio and 
caused widespread concern in the remaining silver-using countries.

Table 49
The Value of the Sale of Silver of Germany. 1873-79

Tear proceeds of Sales 
£

Average price per 
oz. standard, d.

1873 U6U)83U 59 5/10
18?U 3,05b, 783 58 3 A
1875 910,1*22 57 1 A
1876 1»,696,821* 52 3/8
1877 11,521,211 51*5/16
1878 6,310,192 52 9/16
1879 1,396,720 50

Source; B.P.P.* 1888, XLV. final Report of the Gold and Silver 
Commission# reprinted in R. Robey, The Monetary Problem# 
Gold and Silver# (New York, 1936), p.23.

1. M. de Cecco, Money and fhmire (Oxford, 197L), PP#i;6-7.
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The Scandinavian countries adopted a similar monetary standard 
almost immediately after the German reform, followed by the Netherlands 
a year later; in 18?% Japan also limited silver coinage to the Osaka 
mint.^ But the most serious of all the reactions was the suspension 
of minting silver in the Latin Monetary Union whose member countries, 
namely, France, Belgium, Italy, Switzerland and Greece, had made silver 
legal tender. They had fixed the ratio between gold and silver at 
I5j:1 and tried to maintain it until I878. For instance, large 
quantities of the German silver were bought by the French and Belgium 
mints % in 1873 more than £6 millions worth of silver were coined in 
France and more than £1; millions in Belgium. But mounting pressures
in these two countries resulted in the Latin Union's Convention of 187b 
by which it was agreed to limit the coinage of silver to the following 
amounts —  France, 60 million francs, Italy, kO millions, Belgium,
12 millions and Switzerland, 8 millions. The continued flow of 
silver of flood proportions into the Latin Ikiion caused so much distress 
that in 1878 all the member states decided to stop its coinage. ̂

Britain and India also played an appreciable role in disrupting 
the delicate balance between the precious metals. India had to pay 
home charges, i.e. the payment of interest on loans contracted in 
London, dues and services from the British Government, etc. to the 
United Kingdom in sterling. In brief, the settlement worked .thus.

1. Ibid., p.b7.
2. Robey, op.cit., p.28,
3. For a history of the adoption of the gold standard in the Latin 

Union, see Mllis, op.cit., chapter one to seven.
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The Secretary of State of India would exchange rupees that
were based on silver for sterling in London. These silver rupees
were then bought by the British merchants in London idio had to meet
their trade and financial indebtedness to India. If the amount of
ru]^es sold in London roughly equalled the amount required, an overall
balance between gold (sterling) and silver (rupee) could be maintained.
However, as shown in Table 30 , the amount of Home Bills drawn upon
India increased from the I860s. An increase in the drawing of
Home Bills led, first of all, to an increase in the supply of means
of remittance to India. Secondly, it diminished the purchasing power
of India Wiich, in turn, diminished Indian demand for British e:q}orts.
Finally, since the inflow of Bills was not a result of a Bzdtlsh trade
surplus with Lidia, there was no regular demand for them. Ungovemed
by mercantile needs, they were sold at any price in the London market,
and with an excess of supfüy of silver, a fall in their price was inevitable

The demand for silver came from a number of sources. In the
l860s, the American Famine stimulated the export of Tndtan cotton, lAich
couj^ed with the development of railway construction in India, induced
a capital inflow. Besides, the outbreak of the Indian Mutiny in
18$7 forced the Secretary of State of India to stop payment of Home
charges. When the American cotton exports recoveired after 186$,^
the inflow of capital to India slowed down, so that the world outflow
of silver to the Indian market was curtailed. Table 30 shows that
the average annual value of silver sent to India in 1855-60 was 10
million rupees, it decreased to 9.9 millions in 1860-6$, 9.b millions
1 • In April, the price of cotton was at its lowest level for three

years. P. Hametty, "The Inq}erialism of Free Trade : Lancashire 
and the Indian Cotton Duties, 18$9-1862," Economic Rlstoiy Review# 
hereafter E.H.R.# 2nd ser. XVIII (1962), p.3b9.
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Table 50

The Increase in the Drawing of Home Bills from India and the Net 
Import of Silver to India.

Official Net Imports 
Tear of Silver 

into India
Amounts 
Received 
by the 
Home Gov- 
ezmnent 
for Bills 
Drawn on 
India

Official
Tear

Net Imports 
of Silver 
into India

Amounts 
Received 
by the 
Home Gov
ernment 
for Bills 
Drawn on 
India

Ex. £

1850-51
1851-52
1852-53
1853-54
1854-55

2,117,225
2,865,357
4,605,024
2,305,744

29,600

3,236,458
2,777,523
3,317,122
3,850,565
3,669,678

Average 2,384,590 3,370,269
1855-56
1856-57
1857-58 
1856-59 
1859-60

8,194,375
11,073,247
If,tl8,948
7,728,342

11,147,563

1,484,040 
2,819,711 
o&8,499 
25,901 
4,694

Average 10,072,495 992,569
1860-61
1661-62
1862-63
1863-64
1864-65

5,328,009
9,086,456

12,550,157
12,796,719
10,078,798

797
1,193,729
6,641,576
8,979,521
6,789,473

Average 9,968,028 4,721,019
1865-66
1866-67
1867-68
1868-69
1869-70

18,668,673
6,963,103
5,593,962
8,601,022
7,318,144

6,998,899
5,613,746
4,137,285
3,705,741
6,980,122

Average 9,1*28,981 5,487,159

1870-71
1871-7%
1872-73
1873-7b 
l87b-75

1875-70
1870-77
1877-78
1878-79
1879-80

1880-81
1881-82
1882-83
I883-8U
l88b-85

Rx. £
9U1,9Z1* 8,kk3,50?

6,520,310 10,310,339 
715,1141* 13,939,095

ü,l495,82U 13,285,678
b,Gkk,zOz 10,81*1 ,o15

Average 3,0o3,08z 11,36l*,01*7
1,555,355
7,198,87%
14,076,335
3,970,691*
7,869,71*2

12,389,613 
1%,095,799 
10,134,1*55 
13,91*8,565 15,261,810

Average 7,054,199 12,886,048
3,892,574
5,379,050
7,480,227
6,405,151
7,245,631

15,239,677
18,412,1*29
15,120,521
17,599,805
13,758,909

Average 6,080,527 16,026,268
1885-86 11,606,629 10,292,692
1886-87 7,155,738 1 2,136,279
1887-88 9,218,751 15,358,577

Source: Bobey, op.dt.. gp.24-5.
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in 186$-70, to only 3.1 millions in 1870-7$ and recovered someWiat
to between 6 and 7 millions in the next ten years. Profassor Nogaro
pointed out that given the sum of trade balances between gold and
silver countries due and receivable was substantially equal
before the l860s, idien gold-using countries needed to remit to
silver-using countries, they only had to exchange their gold currency
into the desired silver currency; Wien the latter needed to make
payment to the former, they could convert their currency into the
required gold currency. Since the amount required to pay silver
countries was reduced afterwards, the exchange ratio between gold
and silver was favourable to the former.^

Lr the United States of America the Bland Act of I878 enabled
the government to coin silver amounting from 02 millions to 0U

2millions a month in order to maintain its value. China also 
took in quite a considerable sum «̂ .though the exact amount is not 
known; between 187b and I887, the total value shipped from Britain 
was £10,667,000.^ It should be remembered that before l8$b,
British merchants shipped silver out of China if they failed 
to arrange remittance through banks. The amount of silver moving 
in or out of China before I888 is unknown because of the absence of 
records, but from 187$ onwards, China's balance with Britain was 
always in excess. The proportion absorbed from these sources to 
world stock was small and the effect of the excessive supply of silver
1. B. Nogaro, Modem ^netary gystems (London, 1927), pp.29-30. 

Professor J. Angell did not agree with the argument put forward by 
Professor Nogaro on the grounds that the amount of net excess pay
ment due to silver-standard and gold-standard countries was not 
big enough to be a sufficient force to influence the relative 
price of silver. However, he admitted that it must have played 
an important part. See his The Theory of International I^ces# 
Histoiy# Criticism and Restatement (Camb. Mass.# 1926), p.2|21.

2. Robey, op.cit.# p.30.
3 . App.F of the First Report of the Gold and Silver Commission# cit., 

and the Annual î katement of ÿrade.
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Table 5 1

The Total Value of the Aroduotlon of Gold and Silver and the Gold
Price of Silver# 1871-8$. 

Period Value of Production 
(Annual Average)

Proportion of 
Silver to Gold 
Production

Aver. Price 
of Bar Silver

Silver Gold (pence)

1871-75 16,870 23,751 0.710 : 1 59 1/16
1876-80 18,702 23,547 0.794 : 1 52 15/16
1881-85 20,987 20,368 1.030 : 1 50 5/8

Source: See Table 48 and Eobey, op.cit., P.28.

is shown in the table above. Vdth the production of silver continuing 
to increase and the production of gold falling# the average price of 
silver in terns of gold fell from $9 1/l6d. to $0 $/8d.

As far as gold was concerned# first of all# Table 43 shows that 
world production fell. Annual average output was 7#Ol8#b$8 ounces in 
l8$1-$$# but it fell to $#2b9#622 ounces in l88l-8$# a decrease of 
almost one-third. On the other hand# economies in the industrial 
use of gold had little effect on supply. Therefore# the total supply 
of gold for currency use declined as a whole. Against this background# 
new demands i^re emerging from the European countries# the Ikiited States 
and India. Not only did the Bhited States stop exporting gold# but 
it imported a substantial sum after 1876. It can be seen from Table 
that its net export of gold averaged £8.6 millions per annum in
1871-7^ but in 1876-80, it imported an average of £2.$ millions per 
annum and this flow increased to £b.b millions per annnm in 1881-8$.
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Table 52

The Import and Export of Gold of the United States# 1866-70.

Period
Production 
Outside the 
U.S.

£

Annual Average V^ue of the
Net Exp. from 
the U.S.

Net I^. to 
the U.S.

1806-70

1871-7$
1876-80
1881-8$

I6,o0b,900
15,960,000
15,135,360
14,096,820

8,069,000
8,$9b,000

2,468,000
4,425,000

Source; Robey, op.cit.# p.36.

Apart from the rise in American demand, Indian absorption of 
gold advanced as well. The annual average of Indian gold imports 
in 1866-70 was 4,98$,$28 rupees, it went down to 614,988 rupees in 
1876-80; but rose again to 4,172,899 rupees in 1881-85 and 2,o43,0$7 
rupees in 1680-88 As a result of the increased demand from America
and India, the annual average of gold supply outside these two 
countries in 1866-7$ was £209 millions, but fell to £8$ millions in 
1876-8$, a mere fojlrty per cent, of the 1866-7$ level.^

In the meantime, the European states imported a huge amount of 
gold to ensure their smooth conversion to the gold standard. Italy's 
purchase amounted to £6.$ millions from I88I to 1886, Holland, £6

1. Robey, op.cit.# p.37.
2. Ibid., p.37.
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millions from 107$ to 1886, and the Scandinavian kingdoms £7 millions 
from 1872 to 1886.^ Among them, Germany was the most important.
The following table shows the gold bullion and specie exported to 
Germany from the three largest sources after it formally took up 
the gold standard in I87I. It totalled £79.3 millions, or more than 
three times the average annual world production of gold in I87I to 187$,

Table 5?

mentioned Tears. (£} 

Tear Great Biltain Franco Belgium total

1871 8,448,000 4,585,000 1,776,000 14,849,000
1872 8,152,000 353,000 414,000 8,919,000

1873 7,263,000 7,040,000 41,323,000* 55,626,000

TOTAL 23,903,000 11,978,000 43,513,000 79,394,000

* Entered in the returns as "in transit from France."

Source> Eobey, op.cit.# p . 38

A great part of these gold imports found their way into the vaults 
of European banks and therefor^ their gold reserves increased annually
between I878 and 188$, The Final Report of the Gold and Silver Commission

2quotes the figures as follows:

1. Eobey, op.cit.# pp.38-9.
2. Ibid.# pp.40-1.
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1877— £144.5 millions 1882— £203.5 millions
1878— 142.5 It 1883— 230 n

1879— 175 If 1884—“ 234 It

1880— 189.5 It 168$— 2$2 It

188l— 195 tt

This phenomenon is not totally unexpected since these countries had
converted to gold. Since a large reserve of gold symbolised financial
and political stability# it tempted all European countries to get hold of
it by different measures idien gold reserves in state banks fell short.
For example# the Bank of England used bank rate policy as well as
giving gold importers free advances in order to increase its gold
reserve.^ On the other hand# the financial weakness - relative to
London - of other European centres compelled them to use more direct

theinterventions. A contemporary noticed that although/gold-export point 
had been reached# the European countries# notably Germany# France# 
Russia# did not want to part with gold and consequently# the only
European country from idxLch England could obtain gold ^ s  the Nether-

2lands. After an extensive consultation of the archives of various 
central banks of Europe# Bloomfield has revealed - as opposed to 
the general consensus - that European central banks - with the single 
exception of the Bank of England - took up complicated monetary 
policies instead of following 'rules of the game' for the sake of
1. R.S. Sayers# 'The Bank in the Gold Market'# in T.S. Ashton and 

R.S. Sayers# (eds. )# Papers English Monetary Hlsto^
(Oxford# p.133# or R.S. Sa^rs# Bank of England
Operations 1890-1914 (1936)# p.73* For detail# see Sayers'
Book# ch.2-4.

2. G. Rozenraad# 'The International Money Maiket'# Journal of the 
Royal Statistical Society hereafter J.R.S.S.# LHII (1900)# 
pp.20-7.
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attracting gold.^ For instance# even if gold flowed in from abroad#
they would not lower their discount rates and furbhezmore# they would
not help each other in getting over gold troubles except Wien such

2action was of direct interest to themselves.
Due to the increasingly serious problems caused by the gold 

appreciation# a monetary conference was called in Paris in IÔ7Ô at the 
initiation of America; it was no more successful other than adopting a 
resolution that the monetary policy should be left to the discretion of 
individual countries# and# with regard to the unlimited coinage of silver# 
there was practically no agreement.^ In 1881# another conference was 
convened in Paris. Débité the vigorous American and French efforts in 
arguing for bimetallism# they did not win the support of Britain and 
Germany.^ So the conference adjourned without finding a solution 
for the future of silver.

In summary# the change of the relative pzlce of the tw) precious 
metals was determined by their supply and demand. After I872 an increase 
in silver stpply was accoBg>anied by a decrease in the demand for it; an 
increase in the demand for gold was acconq>anied by a decrease in its 
supply. Above all# vben the value of silver continued to fall on the 
market# a psychological effect must have developed and aggravated the
1. The central banks included the Swedish ELfsbank# the Bank of 

England# the Bank of France# the Hetherland Bank# the Bank 
of Norway# the National Bank of Denmark# the National Bank of 
Belgium# the State Bank of Russia# the Gezmn Heichsbank# the 
Austro-Hungarian Bank# the Bank of Italy and the Swiss National 
Bank. The Bank of Japan was also among one of the banks under 
study.

2. A.I. Bloomfield# Monetary Policy under the International Gold 
Standard 1880-1914 CNew York# 1959). PP.%3-5.

3. B.P.P. 1878-79 XH. Report of the Commission's... at the 
Monetary Conference held In Paris in August 187#* p.16.

4. Both America and France were flooded with silver at that time.
See B.P.P. 1882# LIU. ^porb of the Hon. C.W. Fremantle# C.B. 
the Delegate... at the Ihiemational Mbnetaiy Conference held 
£n t>aris# IbBI# pp.3-7.
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situation. Since the demand for gold exceeded its supply# the gold 
price rose.

The world output of silver continued to increase after 188$.
From 1876 to 189$# its new supply was 64 per cent, greater than the 
total of the previous twenty-five years. (See ^pendix Vlll)
The United States Senate# witnessing an increasing output from the 
American mines# passed the Shezman Silver Purchase Act in 1890 Wiich 
stipulated that the Treasury should coin 4.5 million dollars of silver 
as legal tender a month# or approximately twice as much as under the 
Bland Act# but shortly afterwards# an enormous outflow of gold set in.^ 
Therefore# another monetary conference was called at Bn^sels in 1892. 
Failing to get international agreement again# the United States # idiich 
experienced a constant outflow of gold at home and a failure to secure 
an international remedy for silver# repealed the Sherman Act in 1893. 
The immediate result was a fresh drop in the price of silver from 
35 5/8d. to 28 1$/16d. per standard ounce# (see Appendix 7TI;)and 
there were few countries which saw any hope in silver. The Indian 
Govemmmt stepped silver coinage in 1893 and adopted the gold exchange 
standard in 1899. Austria-Hungary adopted the gold standard in 1892# 
Russia in 1899# Japan in 1897, the Philippines in 1903# Panama in 1904# 
Bolivia in 190$# the Straits Settlements in 1906# Columbia in 1907# 
Thailand in 1908 and Canada in 1910.^ The extent of the shrinkage of 
the demand for silver can be imagined. But China did not abandon the
1. For a monetary history of the U.S.A.# see H. Friedman &

A.J. Schwartz# A Monetary History of the United States,
(Princeton# 196ÎTJI

2. For a general description of the monetary system of India# see# 
for example# Sir J.C. Coyajee# The Indian Currency Qystem 
183$-1926 (Madras# 1930).

3. For a short review of the history of gold standard in Continental 
Europe# see de Cecco# op.cit., ch.3.
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silver standard until the 1930s. It was almost the only big country 
which was still on silver after 1910 and served as a sort of duztping 
ground for the metal. Between 1888 and 1914, its net imports of silver 
totalled £12.7 millions.^

The fall of silver after 1900 was also related to changing methods 
of mining and trading. Firstly# since seventy-five per cent of the out
put of silver was mined as a by-product of copper# lead# zinc and gold
in the early 1910s# changes in the price of silver did not greatly affect

2its output. Secondly# the mining of silver was controlled by four 
organisations WiLch co-operated closely with each other.^ There were 
reports that certain syndicates - mainly based on India and London - 
were speculating and manipulating the silver market in the early 
1910s.^ Thirdly# their method of trading caused great instability 
in the price of silver; most of the silver ore was sold to the smelters 
who paid the miners according to the London quotations on the day of 
shipment. As a result#the smelters tried their best to hurry their 
refined silver# without taking into consideration its effective demand# 
to the London market as soon as possible to safeguard their profits 
against a background of continuous silver depreciation.^

1. Annual Chinese Customs Reports. Haikwan Taels were converted 
into sterling 4y annual prevailing exchange rates.
1888 was the first year that statistics were available for China.

2. U.S.A.# Stability of International Exchange# ^port on the 
IntroducSon of the Gold Exchange Standard into China emd other 
Mlver-using Countries# hereafter Gold Standard Report for 
China (Washington# 1903). pp. 180-1.

3. Ibid.. p.181.
4. Investor's Monthly Manual# Dec.1911, p.697; Dec.1912, p.b89.
5. Gold Standard Report for China# cit.# p.194.
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Gold was discovered in South Africa in the I880s and the
Transvaal mines began its production from 1884.^ During the period
1888 to 1914, China's net export of gold totalled almost £1$ millions.
Partly due to the absence of confidence in silver and partly due to the

gold
smallness of the new/supplies# the silver price kept going down.

Table 54

The Value of Net Increase of Gold and Its Proportion in the Hands 
of the Public in India# 1901-1912-3 (£).

Tear Net Addition 
to Stocks of 
Oold“(lap.- 
Exp. )* Arod.

Net Addition 
to Sovereigns 
In Hands of 
Aibllc

Tear Net Addition 
to Stocks of 
Gold.

Net Addition 
to Sovereign 
in Hands of 
Aiblic

1901-2 3,233,000 967,000 1907-8 13,677,000 7,247,000

1902-3 7,882,000 2,198,000 1908-9 5,022,000 3,443,000
1903-4 8,963,000 3,278,000 1909-10 16,620,000 2,866,000
1904-5 8,841,000 2,937,000 1910-11 18,153,000 8,091,000
1905-6 12,698,000 3,732,000 1911-12 27,345,000 8,881,000
1906-7 12,061,000 5,156,000 1912-13 24,551,000 11,000,000

TOTAL 159,046,000 59,796,000

Source t J.M. Keynes# Indian Currency and Finance (1931), p.76.

1. See D.W. Gilbert# 'Economic Effect of the Gold Discoveries upon 
South Africa 1886-1910'# Quarterly Journal of Economics# ILVH 
(1933), PP.$$7-8.

2. of. n.l on p.246.
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The increased demand for gold was reinforced by Indian hoarding#
It is evident from Table 34 that £$9.8 millions of gold# or 37.6
per cent of the total addition in the period 1901-13 went in to the
hands of the Indian public. There is evidence that about £1 million
'shield sovereigns'^ were ii^rted to be turned into ornaments after 

2melting. Furthermore# in some places of India# sovereigns were 
taking the place of rupees as a means of exchange#^ which shows a 
strong desire to hold gold among the Indians. Therefore# in the 
Reports of the CouptroUer-Qeneral of Paper Currency for 1910-11 of 
India# R.W. Gillan stated that it was quite conceivable that the 
acceptance by the cultivator of gold in payment for his crops was 
of the nature of barter; that was to say# he took the gold not as 
coins merely but for some other purpose# like hoarding.^

The price of silver fell to its lowest point in January 1903.
It then rose until 1906# due to a number of factors namely# an 
increase in the industrial use of silver# a demand for silver for 
the purpose of subsidiary coinage in Europe# the U.S.A. and India# 
an increase in the inportation of silver into India# and a rise 
in commodity prices.^ After 1906 Its downward trend resumed until 
the outbreak of the Great War. The gold-silver ratio from 18$4 to 
1914 is graphed in Figure 8

1. Shield sovereigns are so called because they bear a shield on
the reverse. They were always shipped to India to be used
as means of payment.

2. J.M. Keynes# Indian Currency and Finance (1931 )» p.37.
3. Ibid.# p.78.
4. Ibid.# p.78.
5. For detail# see E.W. Kemmerer# 'The Recent Rise in the Price of 

Silver and Some of Its Monetary Consequences'# Quarterly 
Journal of Economics# XÏVI (1912)# pp.2%4-240.
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Rig. 8; The Value of .Silver Per Standard Ounce in the London Market 18p4- 

1914 (in pence).
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II. The Depreciation of the Gold Price of Silver and Its
Effect on Aoglo-Cblneae Trade

One of the principal threats that the silver depreciation posed 
for the British econoioy was the possible loss of its overseas trade. 
Directly^ a devaluation of silver meant that British exports became 
less coB^titive in silver-using markets lAich would have to pay 
more for British goods in terms of their legal tender. Indirectly^ 
the international trade among silver-using countries would expand at 
the cost of Britain because, other things being equal, the prices of their 
goods would remain constant lAile those of Britain appreciated.^ But 

it has been shown in Chapter three, that British exports to China, 
quite contrary to contemporary pessimism, had a remarakble performance 
after 189U lAile the Chinese exports to Britain declined secularly after 
1876. Therefore, the bounty gained by China as a result of the 
depreciation of silver in her trade with Britain, as claimed by many 
people, is totally unfounded. The misunderstanding of the Chinese 
currency system and the isproved methods of handling daily mercantile 
operations of British merchants in a circumstance of fluctuating exchanges 
were causes of their misleading judgements.

As opposed to the simple British gold standard, the monetary 
system of China was more cosplicated. During the Ch*ing period 
(161U(-1911 ), the currency system was divided into two sectors —  the 
copper (cash) and the silver (tael) better known as the sycee sector.
The Chinese government intended to make copper the currency of the 
country, but silver was en̂ Edoyed for payment of taxes and of large
1 • See for instance, the evidence given by Mr. Robert Barclay in the

First Report of the (k>ld and gdJLver Commission, cit., esp. Q.2236, 2369j 
23O6-I9 and 22^7-23685 also 'The Depreciation of"^D.ver and Our Eastern 
Trade*, The Economist, Supplement of 13.1.1883, p.7.
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transactions, such as foreign trade. In striving for monetary 
stability, the govemmmit set up a theoretical silvei>copper ratio at 
1 ;1000, but in reality, the ratio varied from place to place and from 
time to time. The Ch*ing government established mints in charge of 
the issue of copper, but it did not control the coinage of diver 
until 1890, when the first modem silver mint was founded in the Kwang- 
tung Province. ^art from the traditional type of copper cash 
(chih-chien), the Ch*ing government minted copper coin (t»ung yflan) 
at the beginning of the twentieth century. The new coins were 
less in intrinsic value and therefore were exchanged for less silver 
than the old ones. On the other hand, the value of silver was 
relative to its fineness and weight. Numerous kinds of silver, dis
similar in fineness and size, such as Carolus dollars, Mexican 
dollars, Hong Kong dollars as well as Chinese dollars and sycee, 
circulated in the country.^ As has been discussed, foreign trade 
was accounted in local taels and after 18?5 in the Haikwan tael, the 
value of lAich based on the Shanghai tael. As the Shanghai tael 
depended upon the price of silver,then so did the value of Haikwan 
taels. Shortly after the outbreak of the Chinese Revolution of 1911, 
many provincial governments increased greatly the issue of their own 
notes, and, often unbacked by silver, they did not retain their nominal 
value. After the new nationalist government, lAich succeeded the Ch'ing 
dynasty, had control of the lAole country in 1912, it took over the 
responsibility for minting silver dollars and the provincial mints 
were closed.

1. The foreign silver coins were brought in after the increase of 
trade between China and the world from the eighteenth century.
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It has been taken that silver and copper played a similar role
in the monetary affairs in China. In fact, they did not. Silver
was only used in large trading while daily transactions were all
settled in copper cash. Therefore, "the copper coinage" was "the
currency of the (Chinese) people, in ^lich the daily transactions of
four hundred millions" ware carried on.^ "It should be borne in
mind that China" was "not strictly speaking a silver using country,
and that thou^ all considerable sums" were "reckoned in taels and
paid in silver, the true unit of currency" was the cash in tdxlch "the

2price of labour and of raw materials must be paid. " When the ratio 
between gold and silver changed after 1872, an interesting relation
ship among these two metals and copper developed.

first consider the Bzitish export merchant in China. Supposing
that the Haikwan Tael was devalued by fifteen per cent, he could have 
fifteen per cent more at his disposal to pay for the same amount of 
goods that he purchased last year. The expert price of China in 
silver would, ceteris paribus, go up by fifteen per cent. As for 
the British ii^ort merchant, he had to raise the prices of his goods 
in silver in order to cover the part lost by its d^reciation. In 

this case, the price of the foreign imports in China would rise as 
well. The study of the price level of China in the nineteenth and 
early twentieth century is veiy limited. The Nankai Institute of Economics^ 
one of the piincipal research institutes interested in Chinese commercial 
and economic affairs in the pre-l9U9 China, published indices of the Import |
1. H.B. Morse, The Trade and Administration of China (^^ghai, 1921), p.15
2. Irish Ifoiversity Press, B.P.P., Area Judies, China XShannon, 1971), 

Commercial Reports from H.M. Consuls in China, hereafter I.Ü.P.,
B.P.P., China, Commercial Reports, China for 1896.p.43.
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and export pilces for the period after 1867.^ It ccm be seen from
these Indices put in Table 55 (and figure 9 ) that not only had
the prices of both Chinese imports and exports in the mid-nineties,
i.e. twenty years after the devaluation of silver, not risen much idien
conqpared with those of I87O, but that inport prices had had a downward
trend until I876 lAile export prices had continued to fall until I88U.
After I89ii, both indices started to move up strongly.

The strange reaction of the prices of Chinese iirports and ejqports
in a period of continuously depreciating Chinese currency surprised some
contenporary observers. Li 1893 the Acting British Consul General,
6. Jamieson, conducted a survey of the effect of the silver depreciation

2upon the prices of commodities at the coastal ports of China. Using 
Chinese Customs Reports and market intelligence provided by the commercial 
communities in China, he divided commodities into three groups, namely, 
those locally produced and consumed, those produced abroad but locally 
consumed and lastly the native produce for eiqportation. After analysing 
the information at hand, he discovered that —  despite a fall in the value 
of silver —  the prices of these three groups of commodities had not 
advanced much until 1892; prices were, on the lAole, almost exactly at the 
level of the years I87O to 1874*^ He therefore concluded that it was 
silver instead of the generally-believed gold that ruled the world. ̂ 
Thirty-three years later, Remer, using similar sources to the Nankai 
Institute, revealed that the prices of Chinese ezports and imports started 
to increase in 189U and 1892 respectively. The most remarkable rise
1. Reprinted in L.L. Hsiao, China*s Foreign Trade Statistics 

186W9L9 (Cambridge, Mass., 197h), pp.27!̂ -̂ .
2. The study first appeared in the Foreign Office Report No.30$,

1893# It was reprinted as 6. Jamieson, 'Effects on the Fall
in Value of Silver on Prices of Commodities in China*,
J.R.S.3., LVI (1893), pp.bliO-069.

3. Ibid., p.6$7.
k* Ibid., p.660.
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Table 55

Nankai *8 Index of the Rices of Chinese Imports and Exports, 1870-191 it

1913 - 100

Year Dnport Export Year Import Srport

1870 U6.7 1*6.1 1893 1*1*. 7 50.8
1871 U7.U 1*7.2 1891* 62.8 52.8
1872 ll5.8 1*8.7 1895 66.1 53.5
1873 1*6.3 1*9.6 1896 67.1 57.7
187U 38.5 1*5.9 1897 71.8 66.1
1875 35.3 1*0.6 1898 71.9 62.3
1876 33.8 1*7.1 1899 67.2 78.0

1877 35.5 1*0.8 1900 7l*.8 72.1
1878 35.7 1*0.2 1901 75.3 70.6
1879 35.2 1*1.3 1902 78.0 81.7
1880 38.3 1*1.1 1903 88.3 89.0
1881 39.6 1*0.5 1901* 87.2 92.7
1882 37.6 36.2 1905 81.2 90.1*
1883 37.1 36.8 1906 75.1* 90.6
188b 37.1 32.9 1907 82.3 97.6
1885 38.1 33.9 1908 95.1* 91*.1
1886 1*3.3 35.3 1909 95.1 90.5
1887 1*3.0 51.8 1910 102.5 91.8
1888 1*3.6 52.1* 1911 102.2 91.5
1889 1*1*.3 53.3 1912 100.0 88.6
1890 1*0.7 51.5 1913 100.0 100.0
1891 38.7 52.3 1911* 108.9 105.1*
1892 39.6 51.1*

Source: Reprinted in L.L. Hsiao, China's Foreign Trade Statistics
186U-19h9 (Cambridge, Mass., 1972&), p.27U.
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ifTo TT
Fig. 9 : Export Price Index, Import Price Index and Copper-Silver 

Ratio Index of China 1870-1914.

ExDort Price Index; Import Price Index;
-------  Copper-Oliver Ratio index.
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for export prices began in 1902 and then it fluctuated until 1912.^
lj!̂ }ort prices also moved up sharply in 1903^ then they dropped in

21906f rose again in 1908 and remained fairly stable until 1913.
Remer explained that the rise of export and import prices was the 
consequence of the silver depreciation. ̂ The thesis of the silver 
depreciation was so established that in 195U MacKenzie stated that "i^en 
the value of silver rose, as in 1912, imports into China were stimulated, 
at the same time, Chinese exports, being dearer in terms of gold, 
diminished,**^ and in a recent article, Wang Teh-chien followed the 
same line of argument as Remer and tackled the secular trend of prices 
in terms of the Wiite metal.^ The validity of their argument will
be examined below.

As mentioned above, copper cash was the actual currency that the 
Chinese people used and pparently, they would evaluate everything in 
copper instead of silver, especially in the interior Wiere agricul
tural produce was grotm and purchased for exportation. TThHke the 
coastal ports, the consusption pattern of the natives remained fairly 
unchanged before the First %rld War in spLte of the fact that foreign 
goods could be transhipped to the interior by Chinese merchants after 
the Chef00 Convention of 1877.^ So a British export merchant at a 
treaty port might figure the value of his tea in terms of Uver taels,
1. Cf. Remer, 'International Trade Between Gold and Silver Countries : 

China 1885-1913S  Quarterly Journal of Economics. XL (1926), p.61b, 
Table II,

2. Ibid., p.6l5. Table III.
3. Ibid., p.620,
b. C. MacKenzie, Realms of Silver ( 195b)> p.201.
5. T.C. Wang, 'The Secular Trend of fbrices During the Ch'ing Period 

(lobb-1911 )'f Hsiang-kang chung-wen ta^hsueh chung-kuo wen-hua 
ye*-chlu-so heoeh-pao . x fc ^  f f
(Journal of the Institute of Chinese Studies of the Chinese 
Ihiiversity of Hong Kong), X (1973).

6. Cf. p. 113.
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but the Chinese tea planter in the interior would certainly base his 
calculation on copper cash. If everything was relative to cash, the 
value of silver in the world market would have very little influence 
on the daily life in the Chinese interior. No matter how low the 
value of silver dropped in the world maik:et, the copper value of native 
goods would not go up, provided that no alteration of copper-silver 
ratio took place. Wiat the Chinese were really interested in was the 
amount of cash they received. Supposing that they secured the same 
amount of cash as they had done for the same amount of goods last year, 
their real incomes did not fall, unless the silver-copper ratio had 
gone up. Furthermore, the price of the small quantity of foreign 
goods that they consumed, as has been shown, did not advance much 
before 1895 anyway. Therefore, the pzlce of the Chinese exports 
might have been maintained even though silver was under constant devalua
tion because it was copper that determined the price level of China. In 
1903, thirty years after the landslide in the value of silver, it was 
reported that "up country in the interior, the dollar to the Chinaman" 
was still the dollar and went "as far as ^hat7 formerly in the open 
market." In consequence, it is not surprising to find that although a 
few consuls did recognise the effect of the fall of silver value on the

1. B.P.P.. 1905, LXXXVIII. Consular Commercial Reports, Canton for 
lÿob, p.5; also J.K. Fairbank, K.F* Bruner, £.k. Matheson (eels.). 
The I.G. in Peking (1975), Sir E. Hart to J.D. Campbell, 22.8.1887, 
p.66k and n.9.1891, pp.859r979.
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price level and Chinese trade,^ a copper appreciation, ;*ich led
2to a higher price of Chinese exports, caught much more attention.

In writing the report at lilbnchow in 1895, the consul listed a number 
of causes that had inpeded the China trade, surprisingly, he did not

1 • The Consul at Swatow reported that the steady depreciation of
silver led to a rise of price level. I.Ü.P., B.P.P., China XVI, 
Consular Commercial Reports, Swatow for 188?, p.3^. Swatow is a
coastal town idiere all^r was more frequent!ly used. In reporting
the trade at Kankow in 1902, the Consul pointed out the sharp fall 
of silver value stimulated the Chinese sports and discouraged 
Chinese ingports. B.P.P., 1903, Consular Commercial Reports,
Hankow for 1902, p.3; also B.P.P, 1897» LXXXIX. Consular 
Commerical Èeports, China for 1896, p. 1b.

2. See for examine, I.Ü.P., B.P.P., China, CT, Consular Commercial 
Reports, China for 1896, p.b5; B.P.P., 18^7» XG Mibu for 1896,
P.6; ibid., Chungking for 1896, pp.lO-11 ; ibid., 1898 XCI7. 
ShashTfbr 18^7» P.27j ibid., Klukiapg for1W7» p.5; ibid.,
T8ÿ9 XC7III, Wuhu for 189t7 P.8; ibid., 190b» XGYII. “""Sdna 
for 1902, p.lb; ibid., 1906, GXHII. Nanking for 1905»"p%T 
ibid., China for"T?Ôb-5» p.59; ibid., lÿÔ7, JJJOdTu. Canton 
for 1906, p.bj ibid., 1 ^ 9 »  XCIII, Chinkiang for 1908, p.3; 
ibid., 1^0, XCTII. Chinkiang for 1909» p.3; ibid., Tientsin for 
1^9» p.3; ibid., Swatow for 1909, p.5» Ibid., China for 1909» 
pTÏÏ; ibid., 1^1, IcT. China 7or 1910,"p7F; ibid., 1913» LXIX. 
Harbin for 1912, p.7; ibid., 191b. XC. China for 1912, p.6; ibid., 
Changsha for 1^13» p.3 and ibid., Chungking for 1913» pp.6-7.
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Table 56

The Copper-Silver Ratio of China, 1870-1907

1906 - 100

Tear Cash in terms of 
Kn-ping Tael.*

Index Tear Cash in terms of 
Ku-ping Tael.®

1870 0.000539 75 1889 0.000637 88
1871 539 75 1890 679 9b
1872 539 75 1891 675 9b
1873 561 78 1892 651 90
1871* 560 78 1893 651 90
1875 568 79 1891* 670 93
1876 587 81 1895 607 8b
1877 602 83 1896 733 102
1878 632 88 1897 733 102
1879 623 86 1898 77b 107
1880 611 85 1899 762 106
1881 598 83 1900 760 105
1882 600 83 1901 7b9 10b
1883 600 83 1902 751 10b
188U 612 85 1903 791 110
1885 612 85 1901* 82b 11b
1886 613 85 1905 918 127
1887 631* 88 1906 721 100
1888 639 89 1907’’ 631 75

Note :
a. Ku-ping Tael was the tael used by the Chinese government in 

bookkeeping• The original Table is for silver-copper ratio.
b. Averaging the highest and lowest value in the year.

Source: P'eng Hsin-wei Chung-kuo Hu^pi Sbihf
History of the Chinese Currency, part II (âianghSC, 195b), 
p.5b8.
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mention the depreciation of silver,^ Nor did the Consul of Amoy
2idien reporting the cos^laints of the local merchants. Aid it was 

not unreasonable for the Chinese Government to tum dom the advice 
of the United States Commission on International Exchange to take up 
the gold exchange standard on the grounds that the change would 
result in a rise of the price of Chinese exports.^

Unfortunately^ there is very little infomation about the silver- 
copper ratio in China;^ and it is of little value in precise economic 
analysis because^ apart from its not being collected professionally^ 
it did not ap^y to all localities in China. %hat can be derived 
from the available data is a knowledge of a very general trend in 
certain areas. The following Table is of the copper value of 
silver that represents the case of the Chinese coastal ports.

According to the Table and Fig. 9 the silver value of copper 
was increasing slowly in the period 1870 to 16^^ then rose up strongly 
until 1905 Wien the great depreciation of copper began. To supplement 
the tentative figures, contemporary reports should be used.^ British 
Consuls at various ports in China also confirmed that there was a 
continuous copper appreciation from 1896 to 1913,^ but they seldom 
mentioned this item before 1899. Therefore, it can be safely 
assumed that the conclusion drawn from Table 56 is tolerably 
accurate for China as a Wiole.
1. I.Ü.P., B.P.P., China, XVIII. Consular Commercial Reports, 

Ifenchow for 1895< P.3hO*
2. Ibid. Consular Commercial Reports, China, XX, p.270.
3. See, for instance. Gold Standard Report for China, cit.
it. See, for example, Chinese Customs Decennial Reports, 1892-1902

(Shanghai, 1906).
5. For instance, the Consular Commercial Reports.
6. ff. note 2 on p.258.
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Miat Is more interesting is that while the silver value of copper 
did not advance much before 1895# the prices of Chinese exports in 
silver, as revealed by Jamieson and the Nankai index, did not advance.

On the other hand, Wien copper appreciated, the export and 
import pzices of China in silver, according to Remer’s study and 
the Nankai index, went up as well. If foreign merchants had paid 
more for the same amount of goods in silver after the silver depreciation, 
Chinese export pzices would have gone up from 1873*^ In fact, Chinese 
export prices did not rise until 189U Wien silver value of copper 
was about to revalue greatly, and this would show that Chinese farmers 
did not raise the price of their produce in terms of silver. Uien 
copper appreciated after 1895# the foreign merchants had to pay wre 
silver for the same amount of cash. Therefore, the pxice of Chinese
exports in terms of silver went up.

As regards inport merchants in China, their imports, say from the 
United Kingdom, were in terms of gold, but they could only sell them to 
the Chinese in silver. Ihider a situation of a depreciated Chinese tael, 
they were forced to raise the silver price of their goods in order to 
cover the losses due to the cheaper Chinese currency. The Jamieson 
study and the Nankai index also reveal that the prices of foreign 
imports did not rise till 1895. This seems to cause a puzzle. How
ever, if one considers the relationship between silver and copper in 
the Chinese monetary system, the stability of inport pzices is nothing 
unusual. For instance, a Bzitish merchant inpozied certain amounts of 
British goods for sale in China. The proceeds of sale would in t u m  
be used to buy Chinese tea, silk or other produce to be shipped to
1. That is what Professor Berner assumes. See Berner, loc.cit., p.602.
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Britain and in this case, be paid in sterling, i.e. in gold.
Supposing that the silver-copper ratio in China did not change much - 
the case before 1895 - the same amount of silver a merchant realised 
from his sale of British goods - ceteris paribus - would have enabled 
him to buy the same quantity of Chinese produce as in the period before 
the depreciation of silver began. Therefore, he did not have to raise 
the price of his goods in order to make a profit and he would not lose 
anything unless he had to send his money, rather than Chinese goods, 
back to London. Furthermore, it should be noticed that, side by side 
with the devaluation of silver, the unit price of British exports to 
China fell. The prices indicated in Table 51 , of course, were not

Table 51

Unit RriLces of Selected British Exports to China 1869-1914 (Annual 
Averages at Current ^rices)

Period Cotton Yam Cotton Hece Goods
1809-1873 100 100
I87W 878 7b 73
1879-1883 08 73
188W888 60 6b
1889-1893 55 60189U-1898 lib 53
1899-1903 5b bb
190U -WÔ 70 86
1909-191 a 98 113

Source: Calculated by dividing the value by respective quantity of
commodities in the Annual Statement of Trade.

the actual prices of the commodities in China for they excluded freight 
rates, irport charges in China and isport duties. The last two items 
were more or less constant until 191 it lAile the first constituted a
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very nrnell percentage In making up their pzices. Assuming that the 
profit margin of merchants was constant and, in consideration of the 
importance of cotton goods in Bzitish exports to China,^ the series 
can be taken as indicators of the general prices of British exports 
to China. It is evident from the Table that prices of cotton fell 
after the early seventies d o m  to I89ii-9d and rose steadily afterwards. 
The prices of similar products of other countries had to follow suit 
if they were to compete with their British counterparts. In add
ition, the increase in the number of merchants, both Bzitish and non- 
British in China brought about more conpetition Wiich - even though 
the profit margins of merchants might have been depressed - prevented 
them frcDL pushing up prices unduly.

But after 1895 the copper cash in terms of silver appreciated. 
Bzitish merchants had to ask for more diver to exchange for copper 
in order to conpensate for the loss of purchasing power of taels. 
Therefore, the export price in terms of silver rose despite the fact 
that Bzitish export pzices of cottons to China in terms of sterling was, 
except for cotton piece goods in 1909-1U# still low compared with the 
1869-73 level. As both isport and export pzices in China began to 
rise after the mid-nineties, the condition of trade was not so favour
able as before. Judging from the frequency of the interruption of
trade reported by British consuls, British trade with China must have 

2been disturbed. But taking into account that British esports
to China, as discussed in chapter three, had an increasing trend 
after 1891;, the fall of silver did not pose such a problem for
1. Cf., p . 1 0 8 .

2. Of. note 2 on p. 258.



Anglo-Chlnese trade as has been suggested.
The above argument Is more theoretical than clerical. In

fact, the absence of data makes any detailed exaidjiation impossible.
After a U  ,the price of commodities is not solely determined by monetary
factors. The advancement of productivity, less risky trading after the

and
coming of international telegraph/supply and demand conditions^ 
have to be taken into consideration. If the change in the price of 
copper cash was solely responsible for the change of iitport and 
export prices of China, a rise in the silver price of copper would 
have led to an increase in both the import and export prices and vice 
versa. Out of the changes of the 37 years from I87O to 1907, the 
above reaction - for both import and export prices - only occurred 
16 times. But analysing from a monetarist’s view, silver was by no 
means a governing factor.

To overcome the difficulties caused by the fluctuating Chinese 
currency, new methods of handling daily operations of trade were 
invented. Before I872 the way of settling trade debts was along the 
following lines. After shipping their goods to China, Manchester 
exporting houses would usually draw for the value of their shipment on 
London banks or acceptance houses at a usuance ranging from two to six 
months or even longer. These bills were then discounted in the open 
market and could be renewed upon maturity. After the consignees in 
China had sold the goods, they would remit the proceeds back by bank 
drafts to London and with them, the Manchester houses would retire 
their original bills.^ The system, however, changed idien the silver 
price fluctuated. To safeguard their sales, as soon as Manchester

1. MacKenzLe, op.cit., p.lt5.
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exporters shipped their goods, most of them would buy a draft on 
London banks which drew against their consignees at Shanghai in 
sterling,^ Apart from this, some covered themselves by telegraph
ing their agents at Shanghai to buy as much sterling as they could
with their anticipated proceeds immediately after the shipment of 

2their goods, and thus a fixed return was assured. Some still ran 
the risks of the depreciating exchange.^ On the other hand, David 
McLean, the manager of the Hongkong and Shanghai Bank, explained to 
the Gold and Silver Commission the relationship between the bank and 
China merchants idien the currency trouble started. The exporters 
in Britain first applied for an exchange rate in a bank. They 
would then telegraph their agents in China and found out idiether they 
could make a satisfactory profit at the present exchange rate. If 
they could, they would sell their bills to their banker after they 
had consigned their goods. Again, they did not have to incur risk 
over the exchange problem themselves.^

As for the British export merchants in China, they would first try to 
make contact with their potential buyers in Britain. If they had orders, 
they would proceed to their bank and asked for an offer of an exchange rate
on their bills for the time being, and upon an anticipation of a reasonable
profit, they would send their goods to Britain end sell their bills 
to their bank.^ Generally speaking, they could secure firm orders
1. First RepOTt of the Royal Commission on Gold and Silver,

Minutes of Evidence, cit., p.loO, Q.3260-5. Nineteen out of 
twenty merchants took up this method.

2. Ibid., p«51;0j also evidence of D. McLean, manager of the 
Hongkong and Shanghai Bank, esp. Q.U990, p.257.

3. Ibid., p.160.
k. Ibid., p.257# Q.U990.
5. Ibid., p.258, Q.5015.
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in Britain for silfc: idiereas with tea it was more difficult.^ In
the former case, they did not ran any risk of their own over the

2exchange, tdiile imports of the latter were more speculative; but 
McLean concluded that the impossibility of securing firm orders 
before shipment of tea did not hamper the trade.^ Furtheimore, the 
exporters in China avoided their losses over the depreciating Chinese 
taels by 'forward business'. For instance, if they expected that they 
could sell bills against produce shipped to the United Kingdom, they 
would probably settle the exchange rates idth their banker, often 
three months ahead, sometimes as far forward as four or five months,^

Apparently, the banks took up all the risk over the exchange problem. 
They, like the merchants, covered their losses by simultaneous trading. 
After they had concluded operations with the export merchants, banks in 
Britain would wire out to China and asked their agents to buy 'forward 
currency bills' to cover their transactions;^ and of course, vice versa 
for the banks in China. If the amount of bills a bank bought in 
Britain equalled that it sold in China, the bank did not have any 
trouble.^ McLean claimed that the Hongkong and Shanghai Bank had

7managed their business smoothly most of the time. Therefore, all
1. Ibid., p.258, Q.5016.
2. Ibid., p.258, Q.5017-23.
3. Ibid., p.258, Q.502i&.
U. W.F. Spalding, Eastern Exchange, Currency and Finance (1917), p.333.
5. First Report of the Gold and Silver Comaission, cit., p.2$7, Q.1*998.

But Proband told the same Commission that forward exchange was more 
difficult with China for its principal exports, tea and silk, could
not be sold before they arrived and were sanpled in London. Ibid.,
p.541, and HacKenzie followed the same line of argument. See 
MacKenzie, op.cit., p.l*6.

6. Ibid., p.257# Q.4999-5001.
7. Ibid., p.257, Q.5002-3.
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main parties - the exporters in Britain, the exporters in China and 
the banks - were all satisfied by the new arrangement.

%Lth respect to British import merchants in China, they 
introduced a new system of trading —  known as the 'indent system'. 
Instead of carrying on the old system of looking for buyers for their 
goods on arrival, they would first secure firm tenders from the 
Chinese dealers before ordering from England, with the exchange rate 
settled at the time of fixing the transactions. Then, they would 
sell their bills to their banks for sterling, and transmit their orders 
to Manchester by telegra;^. The new method evolved from the diffic
ulties of exchange fluctuations that the merchants had come across 
because if the merchants consigned goods before they secured contracts, 
as they had previously, they would realise little profit, or even losses 
because they might, after the rise of copper-silver ratio, not be able 
to exchange for the same amount of Chinese produce as before. But 
after the change, the inporters became commission agents who charged 
their clients when they handed over their goods.

In the northern part of China, agency commissions varied with the 
volume of business; but they were usually 2j per cent for sundries and 
5 to 10 per cent for machinery.^ In the southern part of China, the 
commissions ranged from 4 per cent for anti-corrosion paints for ships'
bottoms, etc. to 20 per cent for bituminous paints and enamels for the

2protection of iron and steel wozk. Probably due to the small 
commissions, the 'indent system' did not develop too well, at least in
1. U.K., Memorandum on Business Methods and Trading Regulations in

China (1917). P.7.
2. Ibid., p.8.
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the north of China idiere by 1914# the principal method of selling 
piece goods was still public auction at Shanghai; orders of 
commodities other than piece goods in the north of China# like the 
general practice in the south, usually passed through foreign houses 
which acted either as agents or principals.^ Again, the exchange 
banks in China, Wiich had close co-operation from their agents, and 
branches in England took up a U  the responsibilities.

In short, Chinese export and import prices did not advance much 
before 1095 and, with the innovations that British merchants developed 
in settling their finance after the fall in gold-silver ratio, most 
difficulties in British trade with China were removed. The British 
import and export trading firms, contrary to the high mortality rate 
of similar non-Chinese business, survived largely until the 1930s

2and it suggests strongly that they could manage the situation well.
So it was reported that by making a good profit, the capital put in
manufacturing, land, houses and go-downs in China used in an active
trade with gold standard countries would keep rp its gold value.^
And in fact, many welcomed the devaluation of silver.

"The process (of silver depreciation) has indeed 
been going on for the last eighteen years, and 
no serious inconvenience was felt. Merchants 
had readjusted their capital accounts to the new 
state of things, from many points of view cheap 
silver has positive advantages for the Eastern 
trade. Few, if any, now expect to see silver 
resume its old value in relation of gold and . 
from the traders' point of view it is immaterial."

1. Ibid., pp.6-7 and p.10.
2. C.M. Hou, Foreign Investment and Economic Development in China 

1840-1937 (Cambridge, Mass., 1965), p.50.
3* Report of the Mission to China of the Blackburn Chamber of 

Cc^erce, 1896-7# (Blackburn, lBÿ8), p.15Ô.
4. I.U.P., B.P.P., Chi^a. JCVII. Consular Commercial Reports,

Shanghai, 1891# p.520.
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But after the mid-nineties, the pzdces of Chinese «ports as
well as imports began to go up drastically as a result of a rise
of the copper-silver ratio. British trade with China must have faced
difficulties lAich had not been experienced before. Although British
merchants took to the 'indent system* to avoid the loss caused by
exchange fluctuations, they could at best no more than earn a narrow
margin of commission in a troubled scene because the new arrangement,
first of all, tended "to throw the control of the trade into the hands of
Chinese",^ and secondly, encouraged the business of merchants with
small capitals —  idiose number had increased since the seventies —  by
its natural saving of capital involved and thus "reducing the average

2profits and status" of large British trading firms, such as Jardine, 
Hatheson and Cos^any, Butterfield and Swire Company, Boyd and 
Company, Mackenzie Conpany, etc. So some of the contemporary 
observers began to worry. In a letter to J.D. Campbell, the London 
representative of the Chinese Customs, Sir Robert Hart remarked that 
the drop in silver had "dislocated everything and the future" looked 
"bad for foreign trade. Naturally, the advocation of the Chinese 
currency reform was increasingly gaining force.^ As will be seen 
later, it was exactly this instability of the future prospect of 
Chinese foreign trade that made the British 'prince firms' in China 
so determined to get Chinese financial and railway contracts.
1. I.Ü.P., B.P.P., China, XVIII. Consular Commercial Reports,

Shanghai for 1892, p.I*.
2. Ibid., p.4.
3. Pairbank, Bruner and Hatheson, op.cit.. Hart to Campbell,

16.7.1893, p.938.
4. For exam|d.e, see the evidence given by the bimetallasts to the 

Gold and Silver Commission. For the view of some of the 
British mercantile communities in China, see Gold Standard 
Report for China, cit., App.E.
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III, The Depreciation of the Gold Price of Silver and Its 
Effect on British Investment in China.

Another major contemporary worry over the devaluation of silver
was the disastrous effect that it might have on British investment in
silver-using countries. The reasons leading to this pessimistic view
were two-fold. Thomas Comber, an East Indian merchant, idio spoke before
the Gold and Silver Commission on the subject of British overseas
investment in silver countries as a Wiole hit particularly for
India, thought that capitalists in Britain would not lend money to
incur the risk of interest and principal in silver government loans
which might further depreciate.^ Even though the Chinese government
decided to have railways then, "the English enterpriser" would xot

2"put his money into China to be paid in silver." Another person 
giving evidence to the same commission claimed that if a potential 
depreciation of silver had "turned to an actual fall for a series of 
years", an investor felt "less disposed to go on in that country."^ 
Secondly, the gold appreciation had caused worldwide economic 
depression so that the gold countries could no longer have savings to 
lend while the silver countries could not afford to pay the interests 
of their loans. "By impairing the solvency of debtors, the gold 
standard" had "either induced bankruptcy and fostered a spirit of 
recklessness and repudiation", or it had "diminished the inducement 
to borrow. Thus interest had "become harder to collect" idiile
1. Gold and Silver Commission, 2nd Report, cit., p.34, Q.6498-6500.

See also Q.9047-50j and 1st Report, cit., Q.1649-57, 2019-25;
Final Report, cit., Q.10490.

2. Gold and Silver Commission, 1st Report, cit., p.156, Q.3170.
3. Gold and Silver Commission, 1st Report, cit., p.l58, 0.3219.
4# The Stock Exchange and the Monetary Question (c.l890), p.3.
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money had "become harder to lend and the field of investment" had
"contracted while the retuxn of capital" had faded awsy.^ At the
other extreme, some mesbers of the London as well as of the provincial
stock exchanges, including Birmingham, Manchester, Leeds, Liverpool,
Edinburgh, Glasgow and Dublin, wrote to Sir M. Hicks-Beach, the
Chancellor of the Excehequer, in the late lÔÔOs to support the mono-
metallists' view, on the grounds that overseas borrowers also fav- 

2oured gold.
It has been shown already in chapter four that, despite the 

continuous depreciation of the Chinese currency, the Chinese 
share of total British investment increased. During the period 1861* 
to 1874 it was 0.3 per cent, 1875 to 1884, 0.6 per cent, 1885 to 1894,
0.8 per cent, 1895 to 1904, 4 per cent and 1905 to 1914, 2.4 per cent. 
Though the last period was a fall from 1895 to 1904, it was still sub
stantially higher than the first period. The reason for the increase 
of British investment, as has been discussed, was the spectacular rise 
in Chinese government and to a lesser degree, private enterprise borrow^ 
ing. Both types of investment were very remunerative. It should
be noted that all Chinese government and railway loans after 1895 
were in gold so that the depreciation of silver did not affect the 
investors at all.^ There are few studies of the dividends of British 
overseas investment and the following are the best comparisons that 
can be made.^ The generous dividends on Chinese borrowings are shown
1. Ibid., p.3.
2. Ibid., pp.1-2.
3. The Peking-Hankow Bedenption loan issued in 1910 was in Chinese

dollars, but it was no less a gold loan for the Chinese government
guaranteed the payments of dividends and principal at the 
prevailing exchange rate between Chinese doUazsand sterling
in 1910.

4. Nash has also calculated the yield on British overseas invest
ments from 1870 to 1880. See R.L. Nash, Short View of the 
J^Atable Nature of Our Investment (1880). But the san$le of 
British investment in China is too small to justify a reason
able con^arison.
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In Table 58 . The 'high class' securities are defined by flux

Table 58

The Percentage Held of Chinese, British Municipal and Indian and 
.1 -• ™  «_______________4*4* a

Period
(1)

Chinese
(2)

British
Municipal

(3) 
Indian & 
Colonial

1-2
2 1-3

3

1895-1900 5.3 3.0 3.7 76.7 li3.2
1901-1905 5.0 3.3 3.9 51.g 28.2
1906-1910 5.3 3.5 4.0 51 .i* 32.5
Average 59.9 34.6

Note:
a. No allowance had been made for the accrued interest included 

in the issue prices; but the effect of bringing this into 
account is slight.

Source : For Chinese issues. Stock Exchange Year Books. British
Municipal and Indian and Colonial are calculated from Table 1 
and 3 of A.W. flux , 'The Held of High Class Investments, 1896 
to 1910', Transactions of the Manchester Statistical Society, 
(1910), p .125 and 127.

as those b^ng traded in the London Stock Exchange and ̂ lich distributed 
dividends every year during the period 1896 and 1910. It is beyond 
doubt that the Chinese government and railway loans in this period belong 
to this class because they never defaulted on interest payments. It 
can be seen that the yield on Chinese securities was uniformly much 
higher than on British municipal, Tndlan and Colonial securities —  an 
average of 60 per cent higher than the former and 34.6 per cent of the
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latter. In addition, the subscribers of the Shanghai-Nanking 
Railway, and Peking-Hankow Railway Redeisqstion Loans were entitled 
to share part of the net profit of the lines.^

Similarly, British China firms were also much more generous in 
dividends than other types of British investments, whether British 
Domestic, Colonial or foreign. A cougarison of their dividends is 
laid out in Table 59 , but a few points must be borne in mind in 
analysing the data. Firstly, Lehfeldt admitted that his findings 
were by no means definite as the number of instances was too small for 
statistical treatment. Secondly, the Chinese yields are not strictly 
conqparable with the other items; Lehfeldt's samples were 'large' 
borrowings, i.e. over £900,000, issued wholly or partly in the United 
Kingdom Wiile the Chinese series had no restriction on size and they 
included five firms registered at Hong Kong but whose shares wore also 
traded in London. These five firms, namely, the Hongkong and Shanghai 
Bank, the Canton Insurance Office, the China Traders Insurance Com
pany, the IMion Insurance Society of Canton, and the Yangtze Insurance 
Association, had exceptionally high dividend rates. From 1898 to 1902 
their yield averaged 23 per cent; in the next five years it rose to 
average 2? per cent. Furthermore, Lehfeldt's calculations were 
yields on actual capital subscribed idiile the Chinese yields were on 
nominal capital. If Chinese securities were placed on the same footing 
as Lehfeldt's data, then the Chinese percentage yield would be even 
higher. In spite of all these limitations, it is unquestionable 
that the Chinese securities gave extremely generous dividends. Between 
1898 and 1907, they were 174 per cent higher than British domestic
1. Stock Exchange Year Book 1915, pp.41, 42-3. During the period 1910 

to 1913, the average yield of this right on Peking-Hankow Railway 
Redemption loan was 1.1 per cent.
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issues, 156 per cent higher than Colonial issues and 82.3 per 
cent above other Foreign issues. Since Chinese securities, both

Table 59

in China aith Biitish Domestic. Colonial and Foreign Issues,
1898-1907. (%)

Period
(1 ) ^ (2) 

Chinese British 
Domestic

(3)
Colonial

(U)
Foreign 1-2 

2
1-3
3 4

1898-1902 9.h 3.5 2.6 k.g 168.0 201.5 108.9
1903-1907 9.5 3.1* 6.3 6.1 179.1* 50.8 55.7

Average 17U.0 156.2 82.3

Note:
a. A period of five years is allowed for a new ccc^any to

the
declare regular dividends, i.e/dividend in the sixth 
year after its incorporation begins to be taken into 
calculation.

Source : For Chinese securities. Stock Exchange Year Books; others
are taken from R.A. Lehfeldt, 'The Rate of Interest on 
British and Foreign Investments', Journal of the Royal 
Statistical Society, LXXVII (1902-3), p.206.
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Government and private, offered more handsome profits, they attracted 
more investors, even though they meant extra risk.̂

Furthermore, interest rates were very high in China, as high as 
one per cent per month. ifere the Chinese borrowers to raise money, 
they would still find London cheaper, even though the Chinese 
government and railway loans issued after 1894 guaranteed their 
interest and redemption in gold. Thus, the depreciation of silver 
had scarcely affected the course of Chinese borrowing which had to 
come from one of the gold-using financial centres anyway.

In summary, the continuous depreciation of silver did not 
discourage British investment in China. The normal inglo-Chinese 
trade was not greatly affected by the exchange problem before the mid
nineties. But thereafter, a rise in the price of both British exports 
to and from China must have caused serious trouble. This is the 
reason idiy some powerful British trading firms, like Jardine, Hatheson 
and Company, the Hongkong and Shanghai Bank and the Chartered Bank 
became so determined in financial and industrial businesses in 
China. Faced with acute competition from other countries, they 
asked for strong British political support and collaboration between 
the British government and the commercial community began.

1. The credit of China in Britain worsened after 1895. In the issue 
of the Chinese war loan of 1895, Wiile the part floated in Germany 
was much oversubscribed, that in London had to be largely retained 
by the underwriters. Statist, 26.3.1898. Thereafter,
The Economist took a very sceptical view on Chinese government 
loans, see, for example, 26.6.1897, p.915; 9.6.1900, p.815;
22.7.1911, p.171; 29.6.1911, p.1450; 16.11.1912, pp.1004-5;
21.9.1912, pp.518-9; 28.9.1912, p.563; 10.5.1913, p.1084;
8.11.1913, p.1006, end 13.9.1913, p.4^. Also Investor's Monthly 
Manual, 31,5.1897, p.226.
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Chapter Seven: British Financiers in China and the British Poreipn
Office. 1854-191'

The question whether British trade and finance followed the 
national flag in imperial expansions or conversely if they were 
the prime movers ill ich dictated the actions of the British govern
ment has received the attention of scholars since the early 1900s.
Writing in 1902 and generalising not only for Britain, but also for 
the other major imperial powers, Hobson observed that

"overproduction in the sense of an excessive manufacturing 
plant, and surplus capital which could not find sound
investments within the country, forced Great Britain,
Germany, Holland, France to place larger and larger por
tions of their economic resources outside the area of 
their present political domain, and then stimulate a 
policy of political expansion so as to take in the new 
areas.*

In his opinion, "finance manipulates the patriotic forces which
politicians, soliders, philanthropists, and traders generate" and
therefore, it was the financial power of a country upon which "the

2final determination (of overseas exiiansion) rests." His theory 
was further developed and expounded by subsequent writers, among 
whom were Benin, Woolf, and Ibore,"̂  Apart from the causes leading 
to European imperialism, they also agreed with Hobson that real 
British expansion did not start until the middle of the nineteenth 
century, 4

Ĵ.A. Hobson, Imperialism. A Study (I902), p. 80 

^Ibid.. p. 59

D̂.K, îîeldhouse, ’Imperialism: An Historiographical Revision’, 
Economic History Review, hereafter E.H.H.. 2nd ser., XIV (1961), 
pp.187-95
Ĵ. Gallagher and H. Robinson, ’The Imperialism of Free Trade’, 
E.H.R.. 2nd ser., VI (1953), p.2
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The marxist school of imperialism has been severely criti

cised. Firstly, seme imperial historians have argued that economic 

factors were unimportant in the history of European imperial expan

sion in the nineteenth century; rather it was mainly for political

and strategic reasons that they extended their territories and 
1influences abroad. Secondly, Gallagher and Robinson have pointed 

out that there was no qualitative change in British imperial policy 

down to the end of the nineteenth century, and if there was a diffe

rence between the early and the late Victorians, it was in the way of

control of the Empire - "trade with informal control if possible and
2trade with rule if necessary". Meanwhile, the concept of an empire 

based on British financial and trading interests, as seen by both the 

marxist school as well as the school of ’imperialism of free trade’, 

have been attacked by those who have demonstrated that the British 

Foreign Office in the nineteenth century had its own laissez-faire 

tradition so that it remained aloof from private enterprises, unless 

where there were questions beyond the scope of strict financial 

matters such as political prestige. The leading figures of this school 

of thought are Platt who has looked at in general British foreign 

policy in relationship to overseas financial interests and McLean who

Fieldhouse, loc.cit., pp.195-9. In his new book, he has somewhat 
modified his view on the role of economic factors in influencing 
imperial expansions although he has still argued that political and 
strategic factors were more important. See his Economics and Empire, 
1830-1914 (1973), esp. ch. 13.

2Gallagher and Robinson, loc.cit., pp.3-l5. The concept of the 
’Imperialian of Free Trade’ was further developed in their book, 
Africa and the Victorians (19&7).
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"Ihas concentrated on Anglo-Chinese experience.

To use the terminology of Gallagher and Robinson, China became part 
of the British ’informal empire ’ from the Treaty of Nanking and in many 
respects, a study of British foreign policy towards British traders in 

China throws light on the general debate on the relations between the 
British government and the commercial community who were engaged in overseas 
trade. During the period 1854 to I9l4, there is a clear discontinuity in 
the Foreign Office’s attitude towards the demand for diplomatie support from 
British merchants in China which occurred during the mid-l880s. In China 
reasonably favourable trading conditions for British subjects were obtained 
after l842; the number of treaty ports increased, the trade tariff was fixed, 
the right of inland river navigation was gained and diplcamatic as well as 
consular services were set up. British traders in China, like any other 
traders, were never satisfied with the existing conditions and the British

2Foreign Office’s response to their pressune has been examined by Pelcovits.

The change of the British government’s policy towards private interests 
in China after the mid-l890s was most apparent in the case of British 
financiers and therefore, this chapter aims at a study of this particular 
group of merchants. Financial and trading business, nonetheless, were

1D.C.M. Platt’s major works in this respect are Finance, Trade and Politics 
in British Foreign Policy, I8l5-19l4 (Oxford, 1968), hereafter. Finance,
Trade and Politics; ’The Imperialism of Free Trade - seme Reservations’,
E.H.R., 2nd ser., XXI (1968); ’Economic Factors in British Policy During the 
"New Imperialism", Past and Present, XXXIX (1968), and ’Further Objections 
to an "Imperialism of Free Trade", I83O-6O’, E.H.R., 2nd ser., XXVI (1973).
D. McLean, ’British Banking and Government in China, 1895-19l4', (Unpublished 
Ph.D. thesis. University of Cambridge, 1973), hereafter McLean thesis; also 
i(^, ’The Foreign Office and the First Chinese Indemnity Loan, 1895’,Historical 
Journal, XVI (1973) hereafter 'The First Chinese Indemnity Loan’; idem,
’Chinese Railways and the Townley Agreement’, Modern Asian Studies, VII(1973), 
hereafter ’Townley Agreement’: idem, ’Finance and "Informal Empire" before
the First World War’, E.H.R., 2nd ser. XXIX; idem, ’Commerce, Finance and 
British Diplomatic Support in China, 1885-6’, ibid., XXVI (1973) hereafter 
’Commerce, Finance and British Diplomatic Support’.

2N.A. Pelcovits, Old China Hands and the Foreign Office (New York, 1948)
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not mutually exclusive, larticularly in China where some British 
merchants, like Jardine llatheson/xiad strong interests in both fields 
and,as will be seen, trading interests strongly affected the behaviour 
of British financiers. The first ^ rt of this chapter is devoted to 
an analysis of the relation beti-zeen the British government a,nd the 
China financiers from the much neglected side of the coin in a,n attempt
to tackle the question why the British financiers in Qbina were so
determined to enlist assistance from their government. The second and 
third sections look at their relationship from a more traditional angle, 
i.e. to approach the question by asldng how and why the British govern
ment was driven to abandon its policy of laissez-faire.

I. British Financiers in Cliina.
Contrary to all the above-mentioned works on how, and the debate 

over why, the British Foreign Office gave assistance to the British 
financiers in Criina, there has been no systematic study of the part of 
British financiers, i-ho, as businessmen, were presumed to make profits. 
Indeed, profits were the prime concern of financiers, but apart from this 
there were some more fundamental %)roblems with regard to the structure 
of Anglo-Chinese trade that drove them to seek Chinese financial projects 
Since these contracts could not be secured without active diplomatic 
support, the financiers were determined to get backing from the British 

Foreign Office.
Up to the mid-1870s British trade with Cliina had been booming. 

Cliapter one has pointed out that no sooner had the trade between Britain 
and China begun, than ’agency houses’, many of which became major 
’prince firms' subsequently, such a.s Jardine Hatheson, were very active 
and after the abolition of the Honourable East India Company’s monopoly 
in Cliina in 1853, they controlled practically the whole Chinese trade.
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They were involved heavily in, and prospered by, bringing Indian
opium to China in the beginning of the nineteenth century. From
1830 Jardine imported Manchester cotton goo& which soon became the
most important branch of Chinese imports from Britain. As for the
export traders, all of tliem were engaged in Chinese tea and silk.
After the Treaty of Tientsin of 1858, the import of opium into China
was legalised, but at the same time, the Cliinese began to grov/ their

own poppies and from the sixties, there is evidence that the native
products were under-selling Indian imports.̂  Seeing little future
in the opium trade, Jardine began to retreat from it and in 1872, it

2stopped dealing in :he drug trade on a large scale. By 1884 one 
early writer observed that 'Vithi the enorluous increase in the native 
product, accompanied by a slow but steady improvement in quality, and 
by all the advantages arising from the anti foreign sentiments of 
officials as expressed in their fiscal policy /pf reducing taxation/", 
"the prospect for Indian opium trade could hardly be described as 
bright."^ Toe total value of Indian shipments of opium to China, as 
Table 60 shows, continued to increase till 1879-80. Then it fell 

continuously and in 1905-6, its total value was only a little over 
one-third of that in 1879 80. Therefore, the prosperity of the import

-j ^
E, LeFevour, Western Ejiterprise in Late Cli'irvr China (Cambridge, ilsss,, 
1968), p.25.
^Ibid.. p.29.

Â.J. Sargent, Anglo-Cliinese Commerce and Diplomacy (Oxford, 1907),
p.212.
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Table 60

Total Values of Indian Exports of Opium to China. 1076-1906 (OOO’s of 
tens of Rupees;

1875-76 9,777
1879-80 15,123
1805-86 9,301

1895-96 6,853
1905-06 4,906

Source: See Table 21.

trade of British firms came to rely increasingly on Chinese imports 
from Britain, mainly cotton, vtiile the exportitrade was totally depen
dent on tea and silk. For three decades after the signing of the 
Treaty of Nanking both the import and export trades were very encoura
ging. Since Cliina was then the world’s monopolistic supplier of tea 
and almost the sole supplier of Eastern silk, these merchants must have 
reaped good profits from the ’monopoly rents’ in these products.
Imports from Britain were equally prosperous and kept increasing until 
the mid-1870s.

This golden era of Anglo-Cliinese trade, it has been e^lained in 
chapter three, was seriously undermined after the mid 1870s when Chinese 
tea in the British market could not withstand competition from India 
and Ceylon while Chinese silk was being replaced gradually by 
Japanese. Since the production and processing of tea and silk were 
beyond the control of British merchants, there was nothihg that they 
could do to improve their marketability, no matter how eager they were 

to do so. As tea and silk were the only tv;o Qiinese commodities that 
were worth exporting to Britain on a large scale, British merchants 
must have been in despair. On the import side, the total value of
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British imports, as well as cotton goods, shipped to China stagnated
after the 1870s. Itirthermore, competition from America became more
pronounced. Although chapter three shows that British cotton piece
goods had command of the Chinese market till I9I4, and of course, more
so before the *90s;it does not imply that British merchsjits did not
feel the threat of competition at all. What they saw from the mid-1870s

to the mid-1P'90s was a stagnating Chinese cotton market,tlien admittedly
controlled by the British, but also with a possibility that the Americans
would take over the lead. Furthermore, the opening of the Suez ti'affic
and the availability of telegraphic communication from the early 1870s
enabled quicker and less uncertain business and as a result, brought an

1increase in the number of small merchants, who by and large, pushed 
up prices of Chinese exports, depressed prices of foreign imports and 
probably cut profit margins through competition. Added to the advantage
of the small merchants was the introduction of the ’indent system’ - a
way of getting round the fluctuations in the Cliinese currency - but 
which was capital saving as well. Gradually from the 1870s, the trading 
conditions for the ’prince firms’ deteriorated. In I896 it was reported 
that

•\;here years ago a few large firms with large capital brought
Cltinese products and sent them to Europe on their own account,
there are many small firms who received carders from Eirope by 
telegraph, and who fullfil these for a small commission at no 
risk to themselves. The telegraph and banking facilities have 
made it unnecessary to possess capital, and the business of the 
export merchant in China has^in a great measure changed into 
that of commission agent." ^

T.G. Bannister, A History of the External Trade of China 1834-1881 
fS'ianghai, 1931;, p.94; also C.E. Remer, The Foi'eign Trade of Cliina 
(Shanghai, 1926;, p.78.

2B.P.F.. 1897 XC, Consular Commercial Reports. Cliina for 1896. p.14.
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With the existence of these unfavourable trading conditions, it 
became clear to the British merchants by the mid~1"90s that the 
future of the whole Anglo-Cliinese trade ivas at stake. Tlie worsening 
Chinese position was most easily contrasted by the ’prince firms’ who 
had hitherto had a very good business and who had built up very good 
reputations in China, by either themselves or their forebearers, whose 

efforts would be futile unless they could move out from their tradi
tional reliance on import-export trade.

Tie sale of Cliinese tea and silk went from bad to worse in the 
'90s and indeed, few people anticipated any revival then. Although 
the total value of British exports to China began to pick up in 1895, 
the rapid inflation - owing to a rise in the copper-silver ratio - in 
China cast a serious doiibt upon any prospect of commercial expansion. 
Agains-r̂ tliis background, the Chinese government embarked on large scale 
political as well as railway borravings. These financial undertakings - 
and to a lesser extent, some private industrial projects - were the 
only hope for the survival of these prominent trading firms and so they 
were in a desperate position to get them.

Chinese government and railway loan contracts, however, were not 
easy for British financiers to secure after the mid-1890s. The situation 
of the 1880s when Britain had an overv/helming dominance in financial 
business whilst diplomatic intervention of other powers was in its infancy 
no longer applied. For instance, in 1886 a German government-backed 
syndicate arrived in Qiina with a proposal to cooperate with the Hongkong 
and Shanghai Bank in handling Chinese loan business,but it was turned 
down because the Bank "did not consider it in their interest to join 
with them, or consider that the officia'' support which they have 
secured in Berlin was sufficient likely to result in profitable and
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safe spe culation as to make it desirable for /the British concern/ 
to throw in their lot with them. Parallel to the changed trading 
conditions in China, other world Powers were extending their interests. 
Since political standing was indispensable for economic influence, 
these countries were more than eager to support their national private 
enterprises in gaining concessions from the Chinese government which was 
too weak to stand against their strong diplomatic pressures. By the 
’90s, it was crq/stal clear to British financiers that without active 
British political support, they could never beat their rivals and urged 
by the black, if not desperate, future of the Cliinese trade, they were 
determined to seek diplomatic assistance at all costs. Otherwise, they 
could not survive.

Profit making, of course, v/a.s the motive» of financiers and they 
would not be bothered to fight for Chinese financial contracts unless 
they were renumeraf ive. Table 61 gives the details of the sources 
of profits of British financiers engaged in Chinese government guaranteed 

railway loans. Tie post-1895 loans were chosen for a special examina
tion because they were - in teims of both v alue and in frequency - much

2greater than the pre-1895 ones, and more important, British financiers 
in Cliina did not ask for strong diplomatic support from the British 
Foreign Office until the raid-1890s. Out of a total of 17 Cliinese govern
ment and government railv̂ iy loans issied in the period 1895 and 1914, it

is possible to trace the financiers’ profits with regard to 14»̂  It 
should be noted that a similar calcula.tion has been carried out already

P̂.R.O. F.O.17/1015. O’Connor to Rosebury, 16*3*1886 
2See diapter four, pp. 169, 181.
The Currency Adjustment Loan floated in I905 and the Peking Hankow 
Railway Redemption Loan of I9IO and the railway loan privately 
placed by the Peking Syndicate in 1914 are the exceptions.
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TABLE 61
The Profits of British Financiers from Chinese Government and Government- 
Guaranteed Railway Loans, l595-l9lii of London Issue)

A. Government Loans
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TABLE I (Continued)

B. RaiIway Loans
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Note; including ii-5 per cent., for issuing expenses

Source: For Cassel Loan and Peking-Hankow Railway Redemption Loan, Ping-lin 
Liu, ^ yÈfe Chin-1 ai Chung-kuo Wai-chai Shih-kaolg,K f
(Draft History of Foreign Loans of Modern China) (Peking,1 962) 
pp.l5, 6ii.
For all others, prices of issue were taken from Stock Exchange Year 
Book 1915 and contract prices from respective agreements compiled 
by J.V.A. MacMurray, Treaties and Agreements with and concerning 
China I and II (New York, 1921)
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by Dr. C.S, (Jnen, but with a number of factual errors. For example,
he took it that all r ailv;ay loan contractors shared the profits

2from the operation of railways, which in fact was not always the 
situation. The contractors of the Imperial Northern Rai Iway, the 
Canton Kowloon Railway and the Bukwan Railway did not have this right.̂  
Dr. Chen thought that all railway contractors had a commission for 
their service as purchasing agent of railway materials,^ which is again 
not correct with respect to the contractor cf the Dupe rial Ncr tliem

r:Railway, ̂ He also considered that the issue price of both the 1896 and
the first issue of the Tientsin-Pukow Railway Loan in I9O8 was 98 per
cent.while the London Btock Exchange publications stated that it

7was 98*75 per cent. It can be seen from Table 61 that the Is,rgest
single source of profits from the Cliinese loan business was the ‘gross 
contracting commission*. Tnis commission was in one of tv/o forms: 
sometimes it was agreed that a fixed percentage of the nominal value of 
the prospective loan should be given to the contractor, but more 
commonly, it was stipulated that a fixed percentage of the prospective 
loan, say 90 per cent., was to be handed over to the Qiinese government 
and in these cases, the ’gross contracting commission* was the

1C.S. Chen, 'Profits of British Bankers From Chinese Loans, 1895-1̂ 14', 
T ^  (Tsing-Hua Journal of General Studies), N.S. V(l965).

0

Ĵ.V.A. I'Ia,cMirrcy , Treaties 'Jith and Concerning Cliina. 1894-1119, ^
Ibid.. pp.112-3
J.V.A. I'Ia,cMirrcy ______________________
(Kew York, 192l), pp.173-83, 615-25, 867-99.

‘̂Chen, loo.cit., p. 117
5Ihclhrray, n .cit.. pp.173-83 
Ĝhen, loc.cit., p.118, Table 1.
7Stock Exchange Year Book 1115. pp.40, 41
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difference between the loans’ contract price and the issue price in 
London, Accordingly, it was found that the ’gross contracting commis
sion’ of the Chinese government and government-guaranteed railway 
loans railway loans ranged from 4 to 10*5 per cent, of the nominal 
value of their London issues.

Issuing expenses, which were paid by the contractors, must be 
deducted from the ’gross contracting commission in a?der to get the 
’net contracting commission'. However, the method by which Chinese 
loans were issued and the expenses involved are not loiown. The agree
ment for the 1895 Gold Loan stated that, in addition to the 2 per cent, 
of the nominal amount of the loan given to its contractor, the Hongkong
Bank, the Chinese government had to pay an extra 4*5 per cent, of its

■]nominal amount for issuing expenses. Nonetheless, Table 6l shows 
that the 'gross contracting commission' of the Peking-Hankow Railway 
Redemption Loan in I9O8, again contracted by the Hongkong and Shanghai 
Bank when the credit of the Chinese government in London had fallen, was 
only 4 per cent, of its nominal amount. Presumably, the Bank made a 
profit out of this 4 per cent., lest it would not have taken up the 
loan. Therefore, it seems that the Banlc overcharged the Chinese govern
ment in 1895. According to Br. Schilling, the expenses for high class

2issues were seldom more than 2-3 per cent. Since the Chinese govern
ment and government-guaranteed railway loans never defai It ed on their 
interest and principal payments, probably they were regarded as high 
class issues despite some warnings in British press about Cliina's ability

M̂acllurray, op.cit., pp. 15-6 
2Cited in A.K. Caimcross, Home and Foreign Investment. 1870-1915 
(Cambridge, 1953), p.91. It should be noted that the meaning of 
'liigh class’ loans here is probably different from that used by Flux 
whose study of dividends on British investment was taken for comparison 
with those of British investment in China in chapter 6.
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to finance its massive loans.̂  So a flat rate of 3 per cent, of the 
London nominal issues of the Cliinese government loans v/as taken as 
the issuing expenses, including underwriting, brokerage, stamping 
dtuies, advertisement, etc. Subtracting this percentage from the 'gross 
contracting commission', the 'net contracting commission' varied from 

1 to 7*5 IE r cent, for the London issues.
In addition to the contracting commission, most of the railway loan

contractors were appointed as the agent for the purchase of railway
coibbruction materials and in return of this service, were given a 5 per
cent, commission of the total value of any goods purchased. Instead of
this arrangement, the Cant on-Kowloon I'lailway and the Slianghai-Iiangcho-
Ningpo Railway Loans paid their respective contractors a lump sum of
£35,000, which was equivalent to 2*3 per cent., of the nominal value -

2and also of the nominal London issue- of both loans. Talcing that they 
were standard cases, 2*3 per cent,, of the London issue were given to 
those contractors who were entitled to purchasing agency commission.

Sharing 20 per cent, of the net operating revenue was another source 
of commission for the contractors of the Shanghai-Nanking Railway, the 
Shangh ai-Hangchow-Ningpo Railvay and the Tient sin-Pukow Railway. In 
the cases of the Shanghai-Hangchow-Ningpo Railway, the contractors were 
paid a lump sum of £67,500 insteac, whidi is equivalent to 4*5 per cent, 
of the total nominal value of the loan.̂  For the Tientsin-Pukow Railway 
Loan they were paid a lump sum of f2O0,C0O - 4 per cent., of the nominal 
amount. Applying these cases and talcing a simple average, the financiers

Ŝee chapter six, p275 n.i. 
Î'bcMurray, on.cit.. pp.621, 707 
^Ibid., pp.708-9
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of the Shanghai-Nanking Railway Loan may have received 4*3 per cent., 
of the nominal value of the loan for this right.

Adding all sources of commissions together and weighing them by 
the nominal value of the loans issued in London, the average 'net 
contracting commission' of Chinese government loans on the above assump
tions, was 3*2 per cent., and 5*6 per cent., for railway loans. Tlie 
level of the commission might appear to be rather low at first sight, 
but in monetary terms, the Hongkong Bank earned a total of £0*89m., 
the British and Chinese Corporation, £0*58m., the Chinese Central Rail
way Ltd., £0*18m., the Chartered Baik of India, Australia and China,
£0*07 m., and the Crisp Company, £0'02m'. In view of the fact that the 
contractors did not put practically any capital in to earn these profits, 
their reward, especially in railway loans, was very substantial indeed.

In common with the contractors, issuers of the loans also made
profits, Cliapter three has already revealed that except for the Cassel
Loan in 1895 and the Crisp Loan in 1912, all other loans listed in
Table 61 were issued by the Hongkong and Shanghai Bank and in the
case of the Reorganisation Loan of 1913, by the Bank and its associates.
There is very little information of how much an issuing bank eamt for
its services. Dr. Schilling observed that it was 0*25 to 1 per cent.,
out of the total expenses of 2-3 per cent, of the value of hi^i class 

2issues. In the above, 3 per cent., was allowed for the issuing expenses 
of the Cliinese loans and it was reckoned that the issuer made 1 per cent., 
out of it and of course, if it unden/rote the loan itself, it had an 
extra 1 per cent., which was the customary underv/riting commission for

1Part of this 20 per cent., was ceded to the subscribers of the loan, 
Stock Exchange Year Book 191*3. p.41.

2Caimcross, op.cit.. p.91
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high class loans. Therefore, at least an additional 1 per cent.
commissioner the total value of loans should be given to British
bankers who were engaged in the Qiinese trade, i.e. the Hongkong
Ba.nk and for the Cassel Loan, the Chartered Banlc of India, Australia
and China. Issuers were also appointed the agent for annual repayments
of the principal and interest of the loans and for this service, they

2were paid 0*25 per cent, of the total annual payment. Apart from
these t\-/o main sources of commission, they had a host of minor fringe 
benefits. Until 1907 they had free use of loan subscriptions before 
turning them over to the Chinese government. Furthermore, the loan 
agreement stipulated usually that the Chinese government had to deposit 
with the issuing banks the sum required for payments of its principal 
and interest and the bank's service commission, some time, normally 
14 days, before due dates and no interest was paid on these funds for 
the Shangh ai-Hangchow -Ningpo Railway Loan, the Can ton-Kowloon ifeilway 
Loan, the Shanghai -Nanking Rnilv/ay Loan and probably all the loans 
floated in London before 1900.̂

Table 6l demonstrates clearly that the Hongkong and Shanghai 
Ba.nk was the most important British contractor of Chinese loans and being 
the issuers of its loans, it earned 'issuing commissions' besides 
'contracting commissions'. The other major contractors were the British 
and Chinese Corporation and the Cliinese Central Ra.ilway Ltd., both of 
which always appointed the Bank to be their loan issuer because of their 
close business links. William Keswick, one time the Chairman of the 
Bank's Court of Directors and Bwen Cameron, the London Manager of the 
Bank, served as two of the first directors in both of the Corporation

''ibid.. p.91
M̂aclnrT.ay, op.cit., I, pp.108, 175, 598, 623, 686, 704, 816, 869, 970; 
and I^ 1011.

^Ibid.. I, p.398, 621, 705.
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-1and the Chinese Central Railway Ltd. Therefore, although the

Hongkong Bank w as mainly engaged in Qiinese government loans, it
benefited from railway loans as well. By the efforts of ihese
financiers, total new British portfolio investment in China in the

period 1895 to 1914 increased more than six-fold over that in the
period I865 to 1894» The pattern of investment changed as well.
The trading service investment i.e. banlcs, steamship and telegraph

companies decreased from just under half of the total new British
portfolio investment in China during the thirty years I865 to 1894
to 5*2 per cent, of the total in the twenty years 1895 to I9I4. In
contrast, Chinese government and railway loans rose from less than

2half to 89 per cent, in the corresponding periods. As a result, 
Anglo-Chinese trade and finance underwent structural changes.

II. British Diplomatic Support for Qiina Financiers before the
Mid-1880s

It has been ejp lained in dn ait er one that the British government, 
influenced by free trade ideas and urged by British China merchants' 
claims that China's suppression of the opium trade was an excuse to stop 
international tra.de all together, sent warships to China to force it 
to accept the mercantile demands. After the Treaty of Nanking, many 
treaties between Britain and China were signed. These treaties - such 
as the Treaty of Tientsin of 1858, the Treaty of Felcing of I860 and 
the Treaty of Chef00 of 1877 - and including the Treaty of Nanking of 
I842, were, to a certain extent, committed to the principal of

F̂or British and Chinese Corporation, see Company Registration Office, 
Company no. 57491/5, for Chinese Central Railway Ltd., see PR.O.
B.T.31/36256/79679/7.

2Of 89 per cent, of total new British portfolio investment in China 
between 1895 and 1914, 12*7 per cent., was attributable to the Japanese 
South Manchuria Ra.ilway Bonds floated in Qiina.
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liberalising Sino-British trade. Not only were British merchants 
never satisfied with the terms of these treaties, but also they 
complained that they were too late. Nevertheless, the British govern
ment did not always accept their arguments. For exaaple, during the 
Taiping Rebellion, merchants would have liked the British government 
to support the de facto control gained by the rebels while it backed 
the Ch'ing government. ̂ In the 1860s British merchants complained that 
the Chinese trade did not expand as rapidly as expected and asked the 

British government to put pressure on China for more concessions. But 
Lord Stanley, the Foreign Secretary, instructed Sir Rutherford Alcock 

(British Minister at Peking) that 'b/e must not expect the Chinese, either 
the government or the people, at once to see things in the same light 
that we see them. We must bear in mind that we have obtained our know
ledge by experience extending over many years, and we must lead and not

2force the Chinese to the adoption of a better system." Ibr did the 
merchants' demand for total abolition of likin. an extra tax on commodi
ties, since the 1860s, get much support from the British government;  ̂
likin in foreign settlements was only abolished in the Chefoo Convention 

of 1877.
To say that the British government did not always accept the 

merchants' claims does not mean that it was against them, but the 
aids given to the merchants and financiers before the mid-1880s had to 
be strictly 'unofficial'. Even after the Treaty of Nanking, the Chinese 
government still considered it a disgrace to communicate directly with 
private companies and therefore, their communications had to be made 
through the diplomatic representatives of the firms. In 1875, upon the

1PelCOvit 8, ou.cit.. pp.21-2. 
^Ibid.. pp.57-8
^Ibid.. pp.122-5.
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request of a British firm which was negotiating to undertake a loan
for the Slienghai provincial government, Medhurst, the consul at
Soanghai, wrote to Thomas Wade, the Br'tish Minister at Peking, asking
him to confirm the imperial authorisation. The British legation had
long considered it to he its responsibility to help British financiers
in this respect, as Wade replied to the go nsul that

"I thinic it right to add that in all similar operations,
the Bank interested vi 11 do well to ascertain through the
Legation whether the responsibility of the Imperial (Chinese) 
government is duly engaged or not. This was the course  ̂
persued in 1867 by the Oriental B^nk Corporation....."
At the same time, British diplomatic representatives Icnew that they

were not supposed to be involved with private enterprises. In 1877,
during the course of the negotiations for a loan contract between the
Chinese government and the Hongkong and Shanghai Bank, Prince who
was in charge of the Qiinese foreign affairs,sent Eraser, the Charge
d'Affairs of the British Legation, notes which enclosed an Imperial
Edict endorsing the loan end asked that these documents be transmitted
to the Bank's office in Shanghai. In reply Fraser stated:

"I do not object to transmit these documents to Slianghai 
since the Bank appears to have wished the Imperial Decree 
to be communicatedgto it in that manner, but my action 
must cease there,"

In requesting the British consul in Slian̂ ai to fomvard those papers,
he made it clear that neither he nor the consul should get entangled
in the loan newtiations.

Ip.H.O. F.O. 17/696. Wade to Medhurst, 25*2*1875 
P̂.R.O. F.O. 17/825. Eraser to Prince Ilmg, 15*10*1877
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"I do not wish to take any part in the negotiations that 
lead to this loan. It is not a matter in which a diplomatic 
agent ought to be concerned, as I have informed the Chinese 
ministers, and I have only consented to allow my official 
correspondence with yourself to be the channel throu^ which 
the Imperial rescripts reach the Ba.nk because the Bank desires 
it... "
"The paper being thus sent through ray hands, I thinic it my duty 
not to hide from Mn Cameron /the manager of the Hongkong and 
Shan^ai Bank/" the impression which the Bank’s contract makes 
upon those who are competent to judge it, but I must ask you to 
be so good as to explain to the manager that he must not look 
to me for any action in the matter...The diplomatic agent has 
no business to be concerned in negotiations for any loan, however 
regular."

In 1885 Bunn, who was acting on behalf of the Eastern kxtention 
Telegraph Company, contracted a loam with the Chinese government, but 
for the sake of safety, he wrote to Sir Harry Parkes, who was then the 
British Minister at Peking, to call on the Tsungli Yamen (Chinese 
Foreign Office) to verify the terms of the loan and "as Her Majesty’s 
minister" to give the Cliinese "an understanding of /^itain’s/responsi
bility in case of any reason the revenues of the Imperial Chinese foreign 
customs should fâ 1 or cease to become avallable for repayment of the 
loan interest and sinking fund."' In addition, he hoped that the minister 
would get some improvements in the loan's terms for him.̂  Sir Harry 
Parkes was taken by surprise and replied bluntly that he could not do 
what was required of him.

Îbid., Fraser to Derby, 15*10»1877

^P.a.O., F.O. 17/578. Parkes to Granville, 7*2*1885 
Îbid.
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"I am unable to aid you in the manner you desire. As 
'.1er Majesty's minister, I can take no part or responsi
bility in any negotiations for loans between British 
subjects and the Cliinese government,"

As regards the British government in London, the general attitude
towards official support for British private business was as hostile as
its representatives in China. In 1885 Sir Harry Parkes reported that
he had - as usual - obtained official copies of the Qiinese Imperial
Decrees concerning three loans that were being negotiated with British

banlcers, and upon hearing this, Childers, the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
became infuriated. He told the foreign Office that

"these usurious loans and the persons by whom some of them 
have been affected reminded me forcibly of the loans to 
Egypt and the Porte, especially the latter. It appeared to 
be a ver̂ / innocent matter that H.M. Government should either 
speak favourably of them, or in some way or other, allow 
their agents to be connected with them. But the result was 
not only that the lenders were cheated and robbed, but that 
no credit came to the government.

I shall strongly advise lord Granville(the rrime Minister) 
fo forbid our representatives to be in any way, however innocent 
apparent y mixed up with them; not only on abstract principle 
of what is officially right, but because /Toans ofYgl0 per cent., 
rate of interest which must be in the end ruinous."
Undoubtedly, Childers did not understand the situation in China,

as explained above,that the British Legation had to act as a bridge in
the communication between British bankers and the Tsungli Yamen, After

an explanation by a Foreign Office Official, he was satisfied that
Sir Harry Parkes had not acted beyond his capacity. But Childers' view
prevailed a,nd one day after he had expressed his absolute dissatisfaction,
a renewed instruction to advise British diplomatic representatives in
Qiina to abstain from private enterprises was sent to O'Connor, the

Secretary to the Legation,

''ibid., Parkes to Dunn, 22*?‘1885 

^Ibid., Minute by Childers, 21•5 * 188[
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"Hcr Majesty's government are strongly of the opinion 
that it is very undesirable thâ  H.M.R./epresentatives/ 
should in any way, however remotely, be connected with 
these (British capitalists') transactions, and I have 
accordingly to instruct you, should your assistance of 
cooperation be at any future time involved, to state 
that instructions which you have received preclude you 
from intervening in such matters."

III. British Diplomatic Support for China Financiers After the
Mid-1880s

The situation had changed by the mid-1880s. While competition 
in the Chinese market from other countries was almost totally non
existent before, its threat to British superiority in trade and 
fina.nce now began to be felt. The diplomatic support that other 
governments, especially the German, gave to their national merchants 
and financiers worried the British Foreign Office, Although there is 
no sign of any major relaxation in the restrictive rule concerning 
diplomatic assistance to British traders in China until 1886, evidence 
does suggest that prior to this year, the Foreign Office had been 
actively engaged elsewhere in the struggle for concessions by British
promoters in Turkey and Persia against German rivally.r and in Western

2Africa, against the French.
liiblic anxiety for the future ■ position of British trade and 

commerce in China was aroused first by an article in The Times on 
January 2, 1886 which reported that a powerful German financial syndicate 
had been formed and was about to send its agents to China to look for

P̂.R.O, F.O. 17/975. F.O. to O'Conor, 22*5*1885 
2D. McLean, 'Commerce, Finance and British Diplomatic Support', cit..
pp.465-6.
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contracts. Amid the Greet Depression in Britein, this article drove
both private citizens and manufacturers to press for more direct
diplomatic support for British commerical interests, Lcrd Salisbury,
the Foreign Secretary, yielded to the mounting pressure and instructed
O’Connr by wire that "in cases where foreign representatives interfere
to the detriment of British interests, you are at liberty to give the

2latter your support". Although his decision has since been described 
as "a crucial decision” in the Foreign Office's view towards assisting 

British private traders,̂  the support that the British government was 
ready to give was still 'unoffidal ', The first evidence is that in 1886, 
the Foreign Office took over the responsibility of the India Office so 
as to speed up an opium agreement w^th the Chinese government in order to 
prevent any German attempts to demand Chinese concessions as a prerequi
site for German consent to the agreement, In the same year, unofficial 
aid to jrivate financiers was also made easier. Although Sir Charles 
Waring, an important British railway contractor who had become interested 
in extending his business to Qiina. was refused an official letter of 
introduction to the Chinese Minister in London, he was given a private 
note,^ The Foreign Office also arranged with the Treasury to lend staff 
from the British consular service in China to Jardine Mathéson in their 
efforts to negotiate with the Cliinese authorities for railway and ammuni
tion contracts.̂  Other forms of assistance included firstly O'Conor's 
encouragement of Jardine to make a counter offer for some Chinese projects

''ibid.. p.466

P̂.H.O, F.O, 17/1005. Memorandum by Currie, 5I'12*1885
P̂la.tt, Trade. Finance. Politics, cit.. pp.504-5
M̂cLean, 'Commerce, Finance and British Diplomatic Support', cit..
pp.469-70 
).
6:
^Ibid.. p.470
Ibid.. p.472
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which were contested by the Germans; secondly, after the Chinese
Minister at London had visited German manufacturers in Germany, the
British government insisted that he conducted a similar tour in
bngland; thirdly, the Foreign Office approached Lord Rothschild to
find a respectable firm to seek for Qiinese concessions and at the
same time, check similar German and French plans and finally, in I89I
the British Minister in China was instructed to protect a British railway
order against French diplomatic pressure upon the Chinese government.̂

It is true that the rule of no diplomatic assistance being
rendered to British traders was relaxed after 1885-6, but there is no
evidence that the British Foreign Office was prepared to throw the full
weiĝ it of British diplomacy behind private enterprise in China until
after the nid-1890s. After China's defeat in the Sino-Japanese War of
1894-5, all major world powers accelerated their efforts to extend
their influences, by accu iring railw^, mining and industrial conces-

2sions from, and the provision of loans to, the Chinese government.
France was very active in the 8ou#.west of Qiina, Germany in Shangtung 
in the north-east and Belgium in the heart of China. Britain found that' 
the advancement of Russia, who had built up a very strong position in 
Manchuria, caused the greatest alarm. Under these circumstances, the 
British government knew that British traders in Qiina were no longer 
superior, or might even be at a disadvantage, in the contest for 
Chinese concessions unless they could get direct political backing. In 
view of this, the British Foreign Office abandoned finally its traditional 
laissez faire policy and in order to achieve better results, it gave

F̂or detail, see ibid.. pp.470-3 
2See, for example, W.L. Langer, The Diplomacy of Imperialism. 1890--1902 
(New York, 1951 )
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the Hongkong and Shanghai Bank, the most powerful financial concern
in the East, its exclusive support, a policy which became evident at
least from I905.'' Tne history of diplomatic support for British financiers

in China. betv;een 1895 and 1914 has been examined recently in a lengthy
study by McLean and the evidence for the rest of this section has been

2taicen mainly from his work.
The first event that drew the British Foreign Ofg_ ce and British 

financiers in China closer together was the issue of the first jart of 

Chinais indemnity loan after its defeat by Japan in 1895. From when it 
was apparent that China was about to raise a loan from foreign countries, 
there were rumours that it favoured the Russians as opposed to the 
Hongkong and Shanghai Banlc. Being aware that the loan negotiations were 
bound to be in vain without political support, Cameron, the London ms.nager 
of the Bank, approached the British Foreign Office for help. In antici
pation that China needed a total of £5Cta., Cameron's plan was to float 
the entire amount in London and the Bank alone would be responsible for 
fl5m. Lord Rosebury, the Irime Minister, took an active interest in 
the matter and he called on Lord Rothschild who suggested that the loan 
should be equally divided between Ikance, Germany and Britain with himself 
joining the Hongkong Banlc to handle the British portion,and th’s proposal 
was made loiown to Cameron.̂  When rumours of a Russian offer came, the 
Foc' eign Office became worried and telegraphed the following message to 

O'Conor, the BriU sh Minister at Felcing:

F̂or detail, see McLean, thesis, cit.
2See the work of McLean in p. 278, n.l,
M̂cLean, 'Tine First Chinese Indemnity Lean', cit.. p. 506

"̂Ibid.. p. 507
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"from what I hear today concerning loan negotiations, the 
matter appears to be very urgent. Press the Chinese govern
ment to come to no definite arrangement of any kind without 
first consulting us. They should understand that on account 
of our trade with China far exceeding that of any other power, 
we are interested in obtaining for them the most favourable 
terms, and that the attitude of those who control the Eijiglish 
money market is of paramount importance in the matter".

In addition, Kimberley, the Foreign Secretary, asked O'Conor to find
out the exact amount that the Chinese government required and whether
it would authorise Rothschild to provide the money through an inter-

2national syndicate. Instructions, too, were sent to British Legations 
in St. Petersburg, Berlin and Paris to sound out the attitudes of the

3various Powers. Despite all British diplomatic manoeuvres, the Chinese 
indemnity loan of 1895 went into the hands of the Russian bankers. 
Nevertheless, the %h.ole affair shows the extent of cooperation between 
the Foreign Office and private financiers during the negotiations for 
the first major political loan of China in the '90s.

After their defeat over the 1895 loan, both the Hongkong and Shang
hai Bank and the British Foreign Office realised that the battle in 
China was not an easy one and that more vigorous efforts were necessary 
before any major projects could be gained. As far as the Bank was con
cerned, within weeks of the loss of the Chinese indemnity loan to the 
Russians, it concluded an agreement with the German Deutsche Asiatische 
Bank for financial cooperation in China.̂  When the preliminary discussions 
for the issue of the second indemnity loan proceeded in November 1895, 
Beauclerk, the British Charge d'Affaire in Peking, who acted

Tp.R.O. F.O. 17/12D2, Kimberley to O'Conor, I9'5'l895
2McLean, 'The First Chinese Indemnity Loan', cit., p.312
^Ibid., PP.313-U 
\icLean, thesis, cit., p.30
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under the instruction from the Foreign Office, told the Tsungli Yemen
that the British government would support no other fiim than the
Hongkong Benk."' In Ma.rch I896 the Bank, jointly with the Deutsche-
Asiatische Ban]: successfully concluded a contract for a loan of £16m.
with the Chinese government. Cameron then wrote to the British Foreign
Office to ask for support in the floatation of the Chinese loan from the
Banlv of Rhgland, which, in spite of its initial refusal, was persuaded

2by the Foreign Office to inscribe the stock, "The inscription at the 
Bank of England" wrote Sir Charles Addis, who later succeeded Cameron 
as the London Manager of the Hongkong Bank, "is a strong point. Techni
cally they (investors) may well call it what they like, but politically

3it is one of the best guarantees." In the same year, the Hongkong Bank 
contracted the third Qiinese indemnity loan of £16., but upon the German 

occupation of ICiachow in December 1897 and with Russian designs on 
Talienwan, China's credit on the Furo;oe an money markets weakened. The 
Banlc told the British Foreign Office that the loan was not going to be 
successful without a guarantee from the British government. As this was 
incompatible with British official policy, the Foreign Office refused, 
but it suggested to the Treasury that the Bæ k of England should authorise
it. The Bink of England modified the idea by agreeing to unden-irite
half the loan, i.e. £8ra., that was issued in London.^

VHiile the British Foreign Office was ready from 1895 to give its
open support to British financiers in Cliina in getting political loans, 
it showed the same, if not greater/enthusiasm towards railway construction

''ibid.. p.50 
^Ibid.. pp.34-5
q̂uoted in ibid.. p.36.
^Ibid.. p.44
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projects, In 1898 the Hongkong and Shanghai Bank and Jardine Matheson
established jointly the British and Qiinese Corporation for the purpose
of contracting for Chinese railwa.ys loans. In that year, a German group
v/as formed to fight for the Shanghai Nanking Line v/hich ran across the
Yangtze Basin - a British sphere of influence, but it came to an alliance
with the British financiers in September 1898. As before,Cameron
demanded backing from the Banlc of England and the Treasury, which no
matter how indifferent they liad been initially, again yielled to the
intervention of Lord Salisbury, the Foreign Secretary, and a loan for
the railway v/as floated in London in I904 with their support,”'

While the competition for the Qianghai-Nanking Line was going on
in the south of China, another battle between the British and the Russians
was being fought in the north, where the Chinese government had expressed

its interest in extending its Imperial Northern Railv/ay northwards to
l'îanchuria, In spite of Russian diplomatic man'euvres, the Hongkong Bank
managed to gain the contract. But under heavy Russian pressure, the
British and the Russian governments reached an agreement by which the
latter agreed to allov/ the British and Chinese Corporation to finance
the line, but the part of the railv/ay to the north of the Great Wall

2was never to be mortgaged or to pass out of Qiinese control. Cameron 
called on the British Foreign Office for an assurance for the loan, but 
v̂ as refused after an objection from the Treasury. Later, renewed 
Russian opposition to the loan created more uncertainties and at this 
stage, the Foreign Office favoured a firm stand against its rivait

''iMd., p. 55

^Ibid.. p. 61

^The details of British policy towards the Russians over the Railway 
have been surveyed by A.L. Rosenbaum, 'The Manchurian Bridgehead: 
Anglo-Russian Rivalrv/- and the Imperial Railv/ays of North China, 
1897-1902', Modern Asian Studies'. X (1976)
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However, Hicks-Beaoh, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, insisted on 
his non-intervention policy and so the matter was put off temporarily.
In 1897 the Hongkong Bank ran into further difficulties caused by the 
proposed replacement of Hu Yu-gen, a pro-British official in the 
Cliinese Railway Administration,and the ruestion of British ofü cial 
support was raised once again. After the expected replacement ha.d 
taken püa.ce, the British Government could not remain indifferent and 
agreed that the loan was to be floated in 1899 with its 'knowledge'.

However, the Imperial Northern lW.lway did not operate well under
the management of the corrupt Chang-yi, the new director cf the Chinese
Railway Administration. In 1899 interest payments on the loan were in
arrears and the Hongkong Bank did not receive its earnings even from
the existing stretch of the line which ran to the Great Wall. Upon the
representation of the Bank, Salisbury sent stem warnings to China and -
even though risking the Foreign Office's name as a dividend collector -
asked the Chinese government to pay its monthly installation of loan

2interest due to the investors.
Tie final, but the most testihg, case for the British government 

in the affairs of the Cliinese Imperial Northern Railway came when the 
Riissiars proposed to buy the British and Chinese Corporation's share in the 
rai Iway. With the strong influence that the Russians had built up in 
Manchuria, the Corporation showed interest in so doing. Before making 
a final decision, William Kesi/ick, its director, consulted the British 

Foreign Office which, though objecting to the sale, would not give an 
assurance to keeping the line under British Control.̂  So the negotiations

M̂cLean thesis, cit.. p.66 
^Ibid.. p.73
R̂osenbaum, loc.cit.. pp.56-7 
^McLean thesis, cit. p.78.
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for the sale went on but the Foreign Office became ojixious and wrote
to Keswick that

"...the feeling of the Foreign Office is that considerable 
support has been given by the government to the project on 
public grounds, and that nothing has occurred which so far 
as the government are concerned would cause them t̂o desire 
a change in the existing control of the line."

At last, Keswick took the implications of the replies that he had 
received and rejected the Russian offer.

During the Boxer Uprising, Russian troops seized the Imperial 
Northern Railway, but due to British pressure, they evacuated from 
the section to the Great Wall and returned it to the Corporation. At 
the same time, the Russian government again announced in January 1901 
its willingness to purchase the line, bliile the Corporation was hesi
tating, the British Foreign Office stood firm and informed it that the 
underlying principle of the British policy was the "belief that under 
British management the line could not fail to be of great advantage to
this country, a condition which is not likely to be secured if the line

2should pass into other hands." Realising that the British rbreign 
Office had moved fhlly behind the Cliinese Imperial Northern Railway, the 
Corporation made up its mind to run it and an agreement was signed 
between the British and Chinese govemmentg to allow the railway to be 
managed by the latter after the evacuation of British troops.

Tlie height of British diplomatic backing for British financiers 
came when Walter Townley, the British Cliarge d'Affaires, was authorised 
to take part in the actual negotiations for a Chinese railway contract 
for two British financial oompanies. In 1898 the Peking Syndicate gained

”*Ruoted in ibid.. p.80 
2Quoted in Rosenbaum, loc.cit., p.60
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exclusive mining rights in the Provinces of Honan and Shansi together 
with some as yet unsettled railway projects needed to transport its 
extracted minerals. The railv/ays in ouestion were two, namely a. line 
from the Honan mines south-eastwards to PUkov-/ in the Yantze Basin and a 
line from Taiyuan to Chengting to connect with the Peliing-Hankov/ trunk 
railway. In March 1899 when the British Legation presented formally 
the plan on behalf of the Peking Syndicate to build the Pukow line, the 
Chinese government rejected it, and instead proposed that the Taiyuan- 
Chengting Line be built by the Russians. Tlie Peking Syndicate, of 
course, protested and Tov/nley informed the Wai-Wu-Pu (formerly Tsungli- 
Yamen) that not only had the Chinese government offended the most-favoured 
nation principle but that it had undermined Britain's dignity and prestige] 
Under pressure, Sheng Hsuan-huai, the Director of Qiinese Railv/ay Admini
stration, offered the Syndicate a compromise - a line from Sinyang on 
the Luhan (Pel-ciag-Hankow) line, to about 140 miles north of Hankow and 
then turning eastwards to Pukov/. In order to do this, Sheng had to cancel 
the Jukow-Sinyang Line agreement concluded in 1898 with the British and 
Chinese Corporation and this, he argued was due to the Corporation's 
failure to build the line five years after the agreement had been signed. 
The Corporation v/as disappointed and asked the British Foreign Offi. ce to 
intervene. The Syndicate, on the other hand, did not show much enthusiasm 
about the Chinese offer. But Tov/rû.ey suggested to the British Foreign 
Office that the Corporation "must be urged to waive their rights as it
seems hopeless to secure a line for the Peking Syndicate without some

. „ 2 compromise".

McLean, 'Townley Agreement ', cit., p.151

^Ibid.. pp.152-3
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Meanwhile, British officials thought that any railway concessions 
should include an extension of the Yangtze lines eastwards to Szechuan 
and the Corporation as well as the Syndicate, which had come to an 

agreement to cooperate,in future in April I903, expressed their interest 
in such a project. Townley was instructed to support the British group 
hut when he called on Sheng in May, the Chinese Railway Director 
rejected the British plan of having the Pukow-Sinyang Line and the 
Suchow"Luhan Line at the same time. The British Foreign Office, on the 
other hand, did not give in and wired Townley to negotiate. "You should 
state that the treatment by China of British railv/ay interests as compared 
with that accorded to others is giving rise to much criticism in Parlia
ment end if persisted it may compel His Majesty's government to reconsider

-jtheir attitude tov/ards China in other matters". After lengthy direct
negotiations conducted by Tov/nley, he obtained concessions in such terms
from the Qiinese government that the Syndicate admitted that the best
possible outcome had been achieved: its mineral transport line from
Tsechovj to Taokov-/ was guaranteed by the Cliinese government ; its right
to construct a line from the Luhan to the Tientsin-Yangtze railv/ay* v/as
confirmed and furthermore, the westward extension from Yargtze railv/ays

2to Sinya.ng v/as maintained.
In 1905 another railv/ay, namely'- the Harkov:-Canton Railway, attracted 

international interest. Tie line v/as important to Britain for it 
connected Hong Kong v/ith central China and, by the Hankov/-Peking Railway 
with the north, Tiis time, it v/as the Germans who were competing with 
the British. But the Foreign Office pledged full support to the Hongkong

''ibid.. p. 157 

Îbid., p.159
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Be.nk and by an understanding between the British and German governments,
the tv/o rival g roups concluded an agreement in October I905 to carry out

1the negotiations jointly. On the other hand, the British and Chinese
Corporation, partly founded by the Hongkong Bank, favoured a broader
alliance with the French, a policy with which the British Foreign Office 

2did not disagree. Finally, the Corporation obtained the contro.ct in
1907.

Since the beginning of the twentieth century, Cliinese nationalistic
feeling had been grov/ing. In 1904-5, the gentry class from the Provinces
of Chekiang and idangsi were very active in raising local money to
finance the Shanghai-Hangchovz-Ningpo Railway even though by a pidiminarŷ
agreement, its construction had been given to the British and Cliinese
Corporation. At this stage, the Chinese government seemed not to be
able to override local opinion and attempted to cancel the Corporation's
rights. In I906 the British Foreign Office stepped in and the British
Legation in Peking v/as instructed to take up the matter,^ After some
initial disappointment, the Corporation successfully signed an agreement
v/ith the Cliinese government in March I9O8. Although the terms v/ere less
favourable than the preliminary,̂  one, the Foreign Office thought they

5were as good as they could be. After the Sianghai-Hangchov/-Ningpo 
Railv/ay incident, the British Foreign Office ended its direct support for 
financiers, at least for the time being.

Ibid.. pp.116-22
2For detail see E.W. Edwards, 'The Origins of British Financial Coopera
tion with France in China, 1903-6', English Historical Reviev/.LXXXVl
(1971)
Ê.T.2. Sun, Cliinese Rai3.ways and British Interests 1895-1911 (New York, 
1954), PP.5O-I, 6l-3. For the details of the activities of the local 
gentries, see M. Chi, 'Shanghai-Kangchow-Hingpo Railway Loan, A Case 
Study of the Rights Recovery Movement’, Modem Asian Studies VII(1973)
‘̂McLean thesis, cit., pp. 144-51
F̂or the difference between the agreements, see Sun, op.cit.. pp.50-67
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In 1910 China was ready to build the Eukwang Railway and the 
outcome was the formation of a four power banking consortium, represen
ting British, French, German and American interests, to negotiate 
with the Chinese government, when the Hongkong Bank became interested, 
the British Foreign Office was determined to stand by its side. There
fore, other British houses, like Fauj.ings and Samuels, which wanted to 

get the loan and who also asked for diplomatic support, were turned down.̂  
Grey, then the Foreign Secretary, defending the British financiers, 
wrote that "I would rather upset the whole thing than give in, and am 
prepared if needed be, to tell the other three parties that I will go
to all length.s to Peking to block the business until the French and

2German agree to what is fair,"

Tlie last episode of cooperation between the British Foreign Office
and British financiers in China before 1914 was the negotiations for
the reorganisation loan in 1912. Aga.in, the Foreign Office refused to
help the Eastern Bank, the Chartered Banlc of India, Australia and China, 

o 3and the Crsip Syndicate in the matter and it continued to give privi- 
1edged support to the Hongkong Bnnk, by putting pressure on the Chinese 
government and preventing other British bankers from floating successfully 
a Cliinese loan in London.̂

Drawing from the British experience with Cliina., it can be seen 
that the British Foreign Office became more ready to support British

"'llcLean thesis, , pp. 184, 189 
‘̂Ibid. , pp. 176-7

T̂lie syndicate was composed of powerful British bankers which included 
Lloyds, the London County and Westminster and the Capital and Counties 
Bank
'̂ McLean thesis,cit., pp. 191-225. The course of negotiations has been 
examined by K.C. Chan, 'British Policy in the Reorganisation Loan to 
Chi a 1912-13', Modern Asian Studies. X (I971)
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financiers after the mid-1880s and after 1894, was closely involved 
in private financial matters, This total abandonment of the traditional 
laissez-faire principle, which formerly had dominated the thinking of 
British diplomats, both at home and in legations abroad, must have been 
defided upon by the officials concerned only after detailed calculations 
and recalculations of the cost and consequences of each individual case. 
Until 1914 Britain's primary objectives in China were free and fair trade 
and therefore, Chinese territorial integrity. The integrity of China 
was not a problem at all before 1895, but after its humiliation in the 
Sino-Japanese War in 1894-5 and the Boxer Uprising in I9OO, it became 
clear that China's effective control over the country was weakening. At 
the same time, other world Powers realised that there was new a very good 
opportunity for advancing their influences either through their indus
trialists and concession hunters, or, more directly, by pressing unequal 
treaties at s government level. In order to sustain Cliina's territorial 
integrity, the British government had, first of all, to prop up the ailing 
Ch'ing government, financially by the provision of loans and secondly 
resisting the advancement that the other Powers were maMng, To achieve 
the first objective, it supported the issae of Qi 'nese loans. To achieve 
the second aim was more difficult. As far as British diplomacy was 
concerned, sometimes the Foreign Cffpce directly resisted the advancement 
of other Powers, like Russia in lanchuria and when it doubted the 
effectiveness of this resistance, it allied or compromised with other 
Powers or even previous political enemies, such as Germany in the I896 and 
I898 Loans; French, Germany in the Canton-Kowloon Railway Loan;
Germany, France and America in the Ilukv-/ang Railway loan;and Germany, 
France, Russia, Japan and America in the Reorganisation Loan,

Britain, however, did not give blind support to aJl the activities 
of British financiers in Cliina even after the mid-1c90s, Uie underlying
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factor in determining Britain’s intervention was the question of its 
political prestige, which,an the world's super power,it had to defend.
The direct support lent by the British Foreign Office listed above - 
whether the 1896 and 1898 Loans, the Townley Agreements, the Reorganisa
tion Loan end all the railway loans and negotiaticn s - can be explained 
by this, and only when Britain's prestige was at stake, was the Foreign 
Office prepared to act. For instance, the Foreign Office end the Bank 
of England refused to guenaitee the 1898 Lorn in spite of Cameron’s 
request; the Foreign Office did not give active support to the Imperial 
Northern Railway Loan until the situation had turned from bad to worse, 
and, in the case of the two Russian proposals to buy the British and 
Chinese Corporation's share in the Imperial Northern Railway, the Foreign 
Office would not tolerate the taJd.ng-over of a British rai Iway by the 
rival Russians. Similarly, Townley was instructed to act for the sake 
of British prestige because the Chinese government threatened to cancel 
concessions which had been gained by British subjects.

Britain's political prestige in Cliina was, of course, inseparable 
from its commercial and financial strength. At one extreme, classical 
modelists of economic imperialism have theorised that the British govern
ment was acting in accordance with private commercial interests. It may 
be recalled in chapters three and four that prior to 1914, China, was 
neither a prominent trading partner nor a major borrower of British 
capitalists; it accounted for less than 1 per cent, of the total value 
of British imports, and only about 3*5 per cent, of the total value of 
B]:itish exports by decade since 1894; its share of total new British 

portfolio investment was 4 I^r cent, in the decade 1895 and 1904 end 
?*4 per cent, in the following ten years. It is unlikely that the

-1See chapter four, pp,184-5,
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the British government risked itself for the sake of - in strict value 

terms - nothing but a marginal market in China. China's importance to 

Britain, however was not proportional to the former's marginal share in 

total British overseas trade and total overseas investment. It was due 

to the fact that Britain was the most important foreign investor as well 

as a prominent trading partner of China before 191U, which brought Britain's 

political and economic preeminance that had to be defended. For instance 

so long as Britain remained the biggest trading partner of, and investor 

in, China, it could justify the customary appointment of a British subject 

to the post of Inspector General of the Imperial Maritime Customs - the 

only Chinese government organisation which received some international 

respect and the revenue of which guaranteed most of China's foreign loans. 

The best example was railway construction because the area that the indi

vidual line served created a de facto special sphere of influence for the 

country which had financed the railway. Not only did the failure to gain 

railway contracts result in Britain's inability to extend its superiority, 

but also the extension of other Power's influence could, of course, give a 

disastrous blow to British political and economic prestige. Besides, 

railway contracts, to a certain extent, increased Britain's exports to 

China, which in turn strengthened the predoninance that it had in the 

Chinese market. Because of British government support, British financiers 

managed to get the major share of the Chinese financial contracts, which 

made Britain the largest foreign investor in China until 191U.

It has been examined above how the British government and private 

financiers were drawn together in pursuit of their respective objectives.

The laissez-faire attitudes towards private enterprise, it cannot be
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denied, prevailed in the Foreign Office before l889, but as competition 

from other Powers for the Chinese business increased, the restrictive 

rule was relaxed to allow British diplomats to give ’unofficial’ assistance 

to British financiers and traders. In the post-1895 period, the scale 
of help that Britain’s rivals gave to their nationals was so great that 

traditional British political and economic dominance in China was threatened. 

In order to save a disastrous loss of Britain’s dignity and at the same 
time, to support the ailing Ch’ing government so as to maintain a stable 

and integrated empire where a free trade policy could be carried out, the 

Foreign Office was driven to support British financiers in contesting for 

Chinese government and railway loans. On the other hand, the British 

financiers, once the ’princes’ in the Chinese trade, realised that the 

Chinese financial undertakings were the only area that could offer them 

survival and a good future for since the early l8?0s the emergence of 

small merchants had resulted in fierce competition and probably falling 

profit margins. A few years later, the British market for Chinese tea and 
silk kept dwindling while Chinese imports from Britain were stagnating. At 

the same time, the opium trade became more difficult. Although Chinese 

consumption of British products increased somevjhat after l89li, the mass 

inflation in China cast a serious uncertainty upon its sustained growth. 

Therefore, besides the handsome commission that British contractors earned 

from the Chinese government and railway loans, these projects were also 

their life-buoys without which they simply could not survive. Since these 

contracts could only be won with strong government support, they were forced 

to seek help from the British Foreign Office, which, for its own reasons, 

gave them direct assistance so that British financiers had the bulk of 

the Chinese financial projects. Anglo-Chinese experience in the period 

1895 to I9lh shows how heavily economic activities were affected by govern
ment interventions.
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APPENDIX I
OPIUM SHIPMENTS TO CHINA

Season Bengal 
(Patna & 
Benares)

Malwa Turkey Total

Chests Chests Chests
1800-01 3,224 1,316 6,570
1801-02 1,744 2,203 3,667
1802-03 2,033 1,259 — — 3,292
1803-OU 2,116 72lt — — 2,860

1 l80i|-05 2,322 837 —  — 3,159
1805-06 2,131 1,705 102 3,938
1806-07 2,607 1,519 I8O 6,306
1807-08 3,084 1,121* 150 6,358
1808-09 3,233 985 6,208
1809-10 3,074 1,1*87 32 6,593

: 1810-11 3,592 1,376 6,968
1811-12 2,788 2,103 200 5,091
1812-13 3,328 1,638 100 5,066
I813-IU 3,213 1,556 — — 6,769
I81U-15 2,999 67!* —  “ 3,673
1815-16 2,723 1,507 80 6,321
1816-17 3,376 1,21*2 488 5,106
1817-18 2,911 781 448 6,160
1818-19 2,575 977 807 6,359
1819-20 1,741 2,265 I8O 6,186
1820-21 2,591 1,653 — — 6,266
1821-22 3,298 2,278 383 5,659
1822-23 3,181 3,855 mmmm 7,773
I823-2U 3,360 5,535 160 9,035
182I-25 5,960 6,663 611 12,636
1825-26 3,810 5,563 —  — 9,373
1826-27 6,570 5,605 56 12,231
1827-28 6,650 5,501* — — 12,636
1828-29 4,903 7,709 I 1,256 13,868
1829-30 7,443 8,099 715 16,257
1830-31 5,672 12,856 ; 1,428 18,956
1831-32 6,815 9,333 402 16,550
1832-33 7,598 16,007 ; 380 21,985
1833-34 7,808 11,715 ! 963 20,686
1834-35 10,207 11,678 1  ? 21,885
1835-36 l4,85l 15,351 i  ? 30,202
1836-37 12,606 21,627 i  243 36,776
1837-38 19,600 16,773 ? 36,373
1838-39 18,212 21,988 ? 60,200

Source: M. Greenberg, British Trade and the Opening of China
1 800-1;2 (Cambridge, p.221, rt should t>e noted
that due to the illicit nature of the opium trade, the 
estimates are no more than rough guides.
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APPENDIX II

ESTIMATED VALUES OF THE COMPANY AND PRIVATE TRADE AT CANTON^ (in #000's)

Season Imports Exports
Company Private Total Company Private Total

1817 5045 8650 13645 6127 3662 9769
I8l8 4334 8716 13048 5966 6126 10072
1819 4212 6608 8620 8036 3671 11707
1820 4856 10128 14984 8335 5081 13616
1821 4877 9123 14000 7998 5689 13667
1822 3663 13268 16931 8568 6163 12711
1823 5180 10956 16134 8676 6067 12721
1824 5158 10896 16054 7986 6056 12062
1825 5157 15701 21218 6213 5266 13677
1826 5871 15710 21581 9370 6293 13663
1827 6519 15846 20365 8679 3562 : 12061
1828 6960 15373 21313 7676 6255 ! 13931
1829 6686 18412 22896 7531 6265 . 13796
1830 6156 17393 21907 7757 5293 13050
1831 3688 16832 20520 7763 5176 12939
1832 6039 18258 : 2297 8018 6666 12666
1833 6358 19099 23451 7668 5778 13666

■«■Treasure not included.

Source: H.B. Morse, Chronicles of the East India Company Trading to
China, (Oxford, 1926) vol. Ill and IV

Note: Estimates before I8l7 were less precise and those in the
Table are subject to errors. For the discussion of their 
accuracy, see M. Greenberg, British Trade and the Opening 
of China 1800-42 (Cambridge 1951), p.216.
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Appendix III

Missing Chinese Calls in the Investor's Monthly Manual 1875-1914 
C£000»s)

a. 1875-1884
Name of Company
China and Japan Telephone Co.
Eastern Extension*

Year Book I.M.M. Difference

15
1,060 950

15
110

Hong Kong and China Gas Co. 
North China Insurance Co.*

65
250

65
250
440

b. 1885-1894
China and J^an Telephone Co. 5 - 5
Chinese Tientsin Railway Co. 150 - 150
Eastern Extension.* 978 650 328
Hong Kong and China Gas Co. 5 - 5
Hong Kong and China Gas Co.* 8 - 8
Shanghai Waterworks Co. 15 - 15

511

c. 1895-1904
Anglo-French Quicksilver & Mining 310 - 310
Electric Traction of Hong Kong Co.* 195 - 195
London and China Syndicate 19 - 19
North China Insurance Co.* 75 - 75
Peking Syndicate 1,283 950 333
Yangtze Valley Co. 60 24 36
Siyndicat du Yunnan 35 - 35
Chinese Engineering and Mining Co. 1,000 - 1,000

2,003
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Appendix m  (Cont*d. )
d. 1905-1914

Name of Company Year Book Difference
Anglo-French Quicksilver & Mining.* 100 - 100
China and Japan Telephone Co.* 13 - 13
Chinese Central Railways Ltd. 51 - 51
Hankow light and Power Co. 17 - 17
Hong Kong Tramways Go. 81 - 81
Hong Kong Tramways Co.* 195 - 195
Shanghai Electric Construction Co. 3^0 - 320
Talkoo Dockyard & Engineering Co. 376 - 376
Taikoo Dockyard & Engineering Co.* 408 - 408
Yangtze Valley Co.* 48 - 48

1,609

Note ;

* debentures.

* reconstructions.
Eastern Extension is the Eastern Extension of Australia and 
China Telegraph Conpany, Ltd.,
Anglo-French Quicksilver 8t Mining is the Anglo-French Quicksilver 
Concession (Kwei-chau Province) of China, Ltd.

Source ; The Stock Exchange Year Books and the Investor’s Monthly 
Manual.
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Appendix IV The Initial Paid-up Capital of Private 
Chinese Companies, 1856-1914 (£)

Name of Company £
Anglo-Australian and China Telegraph Co.
Anglo-China Developient aid Trading Co. 252
Anglo-Chinese Eastern Trading Company 4
Anglo-Chinese Exploitation Development and Trading Co. 
Anglo-Chinese Fibre Co. 1,525
Anglo-Eastern Syndicate 3,695
Anglo-French China Corporation 9,570
Asiatic Petroleum Co. (North China) 20
Asiatic Petroleum Co. (South China) 20
Au Tu (Yangtsze) Concession Co.
Banking Corporation of China
British and Far East Trading Syndicate 700
British Chinese Railway Syndicate 1,160
China and Japan (Coast and River) Steam Navigation Co. 11,049
China Commercial and Industrial Co. -
China Concessions Syndicate 111
China Exploration Co. 18,235
China European Filature Co. 2,564
China Ltd. 1,533
China Navigation Co.^ 120,000
China Railway and Mining Corporation 7
China Railways Co.
Chinese Antimony Co. 277
Chinese Corporation 10,963
Chinese Development Syndicate 5,000
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Appendix IV (Cont ’ d. )

Name of Company £
Chinese Development Syndicate 829
Chinese Salt Co. 1,003
Chung King Transport Co. 4,450
Dakin Brothers of China 6,500
Formosa Sugar and Development Co. 4.0
Hankow American Syndicate 1,934
Hankow Engineering Development Syndicate 8
Hong Kong Steamship Co. 10,600
ümperial Bank of China -
India, Australia China Submarine Telegraph Co.
Ihdo-China Smelting Corporation 7
Industrial Development Corporation of China 7
International China Corporation
Japanese, Chinese and Orient Investment Corporation -
Lever Brothers (China) Ltd. 10,000
Manchu Trading Company 1,000
Manchu Syndicate
Manchuria Exploitation Co. 100
Manchuria Mining Syndicate 65
Manchurian Steam Ship Co. 20,000
Mfeinchu Steamship Co. 645
North China Concessions and Trading Co. 7
North China Produce Co. 4,010
Peking and North China Electrical Corporation
Prices (China) Ltd. 75,000
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Appendix IV (Cont’d.)

Name of Company £
Shanghai Electric Tramways 407
Shanghai Ice and Cold Storage Co. 100
Shanghai Tramway Syndicate
South Manchurian Syiidicate 2,500
Tibet Corporation 
Tibet Exploration Co.
Tibet Mining and Finance Co.
Tibet Mines and Minerals Co.
Tientsin Commercial Agency 101
Tientsin Lighter Co. 88,500
Upper Yangtze Sbeam Navigation Co. 6,400
Upper Yangtze Syndicate 4,992
Woosung Road Company 11,420
Yangtze Corporation 9,957
Yangtze Trading Co. 15,112
Yangtze Valley Syndicate 12,650
Yunnan Company 6,310

482,788

Note;
Reconstructed companies are not included.
a there was no call in the first Annual Summary of Capital and Share. 

The £120,000 call is taken from the second summary.

Source : The companies ’ first annual shareholder return to the Registrar 
of Joint Stock Companies. P.R.O. BT.31 files.
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App. Vtl Regional Source of Equity Capital of British 
Investment in Chinese Companies 1854-1914 : Overall 
Average {%)

North
10. Northumberland
11. Durham
12. Cumberland

Yorkshire
20. North Riding
21. East Riding
22. West Riding

Westmorland. Lancashire 
and Cheshire
30. Westmorland
31. Lancashire except Liver

pool & Manchester
32. Liverpool 
33* Manchester 
34. Cheshire

Midlands
40. Derbyshire
41. Nottinghamshire
42. Leicestershire & Rutland
43. Northamptonshire
44. Shropshire
45. Herefordshire
46. Wore est ershire
47. Staffordshire
48. Warwickshire

East
50. Lincolnshire
51. Hunt ingdonshir e
52. Cambridgeshire & Ely
53. Norfolk
54. Suffolk
55. Bedfordshire

2.2 South East 69.8
1.3 60. London 62.9
0.9 61. Essex 2.7
0 62. Hertfordshire 0.2

63. Kent . 0.7
0.7 64. Surrey 1.8
0.1 65. Sussex 0.4
0 66. Hampshire 0.5
0.6 67. Berkshire 0.5

68. Oxfordshire 0.1
3.1 69. Buckinghamshir e 0

0 South Wales and West 1.2
0.1 70. Bristol 0

1.3 71. Glouc est ershire 0.1

0.4 72. Somerset 0.1

1.3 73. Wiltshire 0
74. Dorset 0

0.6 75. Devon 0.1

0.2 76. Cornwall 0

0.1 77. Monmout hshire 0

0.1 78. Glamorgan 0.9

0
0 Miscellaneous 21.9
0 80. Scotland 3.0
0 81. Ireland 0.8

82. Wales except Glamorgan0 & Monmouthshire 0.3
0.1 83. Isle of Man 0

84. China and Hong Kong 7.7
0.3 85. Other Asian &
0.2 Australasia 1.6
0 86. France 3.0
0 87. European and others 5.5
0.1 88. Channel Islands 0
0
0 90. Unidentifiable Address 0.2
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App. V;2
Investment in Chinese Companies, 1854-1914 :
Public vs Private Companies {%)

Public Private
North 0.4 2.9
10. Nort humb erland 0.2 1.7
11. Durham 0.1 1.2
12. Cumberland 0.1 0

Yorkshire 0.8 0.7
20. North Riding 0 0.1
21. East Riding 0.1 0
22. West Riding 0.7 0.6

Westmorland, Lancashire and Cheshire 2.0 3.4
30. Westmorland 0 0
31. Lancashire except Liverpool 

& Manchester
0.1 0

32. Liverpool 1.0 1.5
33. Manchester 0.7 0.3
34. Cheshire 0.2 1.6

Midlands 1.3 0.4
40. Derbyshire 0.1 0.3
4l. Nottinghamshire 0.1 0.1
42. Leicestershire & Rutland 0.5 0
43. Northamptonshire 0.1 0
44. Shropshire 0.1 0
45. Herefordshire 0 0
46. Worcestershire 0.1 0
47. Staffordshire 0.1 0
48. Warwickshire 0.2 0
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App. V:2 (Cont*d. )

East 0.7 0.2
50. Lincolnshire 0.1 0.2
51. Hunt ingdonshir e 0 0
52. Cambridgeshire & Ely 0 0
53. Norfolk 0.4 0
54. Suffolk 0.1 0
55. Bedfordshire 0.1 0

South East 60.8 72.7
60. London 56.4 65.0
61. Essex 0.4 3.5
62. Hertfordshire 0.4 0.1
63. Kent 0.7 0.7
64. Surrey 1.8 1.7
65. Sussex 0.5 0.4
66. Hampshire 0.3 0.5
67. Berkshire 0.1 0.7
68. Oxfordshire 0.1 0.1
69. Buckinghamshire 0.1 0

South Wales and West 1.0 1.3
70. Bristol 0.2 0
71. Glouc est ershire 0.1 0
72. Somerset 0.4 0
73. Wiltshire 0.1 0
74. Dorset 0.1 0
75. Devon 0.1 0.1
76. Cornwall 0 0
77. Mcnmouthshir e 0 0
78. Glamorgan 0 1.2
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App. V;2 (Cont *d. )

4

Miscellaneous 32.9 18.2
80. Scotland 2.6 3.1
81. Ireland 1.1 0.7
82. Wales except Glamorgan & 

Monmouthshire
0.1 0.4

83. Isle of Man 0.1 0
84. China and Hong Kong 15.0 5.5
85. Other Asian & Australasia 4.9 0.3
86. France 4.9 2.3
87. European and others 4.1 5.9
88. Channel Islands 0.1 0

90. Unidentifiable Address 0.1 0.2
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App. V:3 Regional Source of Equity Capital of British 
Investment in Chinese Companies 1854-1914 : 
By Time

1855-
1864

1865-
1874

1875-
1884

1885-
1894

1895-
1904

1905-
1915

North
10. Northumberland
11. Durham
12. Cumberland

Yorkshire
20. North Riding
21. East Riding
22. West Riding

Westmorland, Lancashire 
and Cheshire
30. Westmorland
31. Lancashire except 

Liverpool & 
Manchest er

32. Liverpool
33. Manchester
34. Cheshire

Midlands
40. Derbyshire
41. Nottinghamshire
42. Leicestershire 

& Rutland
43. Northamptonshire
44. Shropshire
45. Herefordshire
46. Worcestershire
47. Staffordshir e
48. Warwickshire

0.2 1.4 0 0.1 0.3 4.9
0.2 0.5 0 0.1 0.1 2.9
0 0.4 0 0 0.2 2.0
0 0.5 0 0 0 0

1.4 1.5 0 0.7 1.2 0.3
0 0 0 0 0.1 0.2
0 0.1 0 0 0 0
1.4 1.4 0 0.7 1.1 0.1

2.4 10.4 0.6 3.8 2.6 0.4
0 0.2 0 0.2 0 0

0 0.4 0.2 0.1 0 0

1.5 7.9 0.2 0.5 2.3 0.1
0.3 0.7 0.2 2.4 0.3 0.1
0.6 1.2 0 0.6 0 0.2

1.8 1.4 0.3 0.6 1.0 0.1
0 0.3 0 0 0.7 0
0 0.1 0.1 0 0.1 0

1.4 0.2 0 0 0 0
0.1 0.1 0 0 0.1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0.1
0 0 0 0.4 0 0
0 0.1 0 0 0 0
0 0.2 0.2 0.1 0 0
0.3 0.4 0 0.1 0.1 0
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App. V:3 (Cont'd.)

1355-
1866 1865-

1876
1875-
1886

1835-
1896

1895-
1906

1905-
1915

East 0.6 0.2 0 0.2 0.3 0.5
50. Lincolnshire 0.2 0.1 0 0 0 0.4
51. Hunt ing donshir e 0 0 0 0 0 0
52. Cambridgeshire & Ely 0 0 0 0 0 0
53. Norfolk 0.2 0 0 0.2 0.2 0
54. Suffolk 0 0.1 0 0 0.1 0
55. Bedfordshire 0.2 0 0 0 0 0.1

South East 74.2 73.4 39.2 61.2 78.3 70.3
60. London 68.3 67.3 37.0 53.4 72.3 62.4
61. Essex 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.1 1.3 5.2
62. Hertfordshire 0.3 0.1 0 0 0.1 0
63. Kent 0.6 0.6 0 1.8 0.3 0.2
64. Surrey 3.6 8.2 1.1 0.4 0.9 1.8
65. Sussex 0.9 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.6
66. Hampshire 0 0.8 0 0.1 1.5 0
67. Berkshire 0 0.2 0 0.1 1.6 0
63. Oxfordshire 0 0.1 0 0 0.1 0.1
69. Buckinghamshire 0 0.2 0 0 0 0

South Wales and West 1.7 2.4 0.4 11.1 0 0
70. Bristol 0 0 0 0 0 0
71. Glouc est ershire 0.4 0.5 0 0.3 0 0
72. Somerset 1.0 0.3 0.1 0.4 0 0
73. Wiltshire 0 0.2 0 0 0 0
74. Dorset 0.2 0 0.3 0.2 0 0
75. Devon 0.1 1.3 0 0 0 0
76. Cornwall 0 0 0 0 0 0
77. Monmouthshire 0 0.1 0 0.2 0 0
78. Glamorgan 0 0 0 10.0 0 0
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App, V:3 (Cont *d. )

1855-
1864

1865-
1874

1875-
1834

1885-
1894

1895-
1904

1905-
1915

Miscellaneous 16.7 3.9 54.5 22.2 15.7 23.1
80. Scotland 2.8 2.0 13.2 0.7 0.7 4.1
81. Ireland 0.1 1.6 0 0.1 0.5 1.3
32. Wales except 

Glamorgan & 
Monmouthshire

0.4 0.2 0 0 1.0 0

33. Isle of Man 0.2 0 0 0 0 0
84. China & Hong Kong 0.2 0 42.3 16.5 2.0 6.1
35. Other Asian & 

Australasia 12.5 0 1.6 4.1 0 0.5
36. France 0.3 0 1.0 0.4 5.0 3.1
87. European & Others 0.1 0 1.3 0.4 6.5 8.1
88. Channel Islands 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0 0

90. Unidentifiable
Address 0 0.4 0 0.1 0.6 0.3
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App- 7:5 Regional Source of Equity Capital of British 
Investment in Chinese Companies, 1854-1914 : 
By Type of Securities {%)

Ordinary Preference Founders
North 0.7 0.2 0.2
10. Northumberland 0.6 0.2 0.2
11. Durham 0.1 0 0
12. Cumberland 0 0 0

Yorkshire 1.5 0.5 1.6
20. North Hiding 0.1 0.1 0
21. East Riding 0 0 0
22. West Riding 1.4 0.4 1.6

Westmorland, Lancashire 1.1 6.4 0.8and Cheshire
30. Westmorland 0 0 0
31. Lancashire except Liverpool 0-1 0.1 0& Manchester
32. Liverpool 0.1 5.7 0.1
33. Manchest er 0.2 0.1 0.6
34. Cheshire 0.5 0.5 0.1

Midlands 1.3 0.1 0.4
40. Derbyshire 0.7 0 0.4
41. Not t inghams hire 0 0 0
42. Leicestershire k Rutland 0 0 0
43. Nort hampt onshir e 0.1 0.1 0
44. Shropshire 0 0 0
65. Herefordshire 0 0 0
46. Wore est ershire 0 0 0
47. Staffordshire 0 0 0
48. Warwickshire 0.5 0 0
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App. V;5 (Cont’d.)
Ordinary Preference Founders

East 0.6 0.6 0.3
50. Lincolnshire 0.1 0.1 0
51. Hunt ingdonshir e 0 0 0
52. Cambridgeshire & Ely 0 0 0
53. Norfolk 0.4 0.5 0.1
56. Suffolk 0 0 0.2
55. Bedfordshire 0.1 0 0

South East 58.0 60.2 68.8
60. London 51.5 58.0 55.9
61. Essex 0.2 0.6 4.4
62. Hertfordshire 0.2 0.1 0.3
63. Kent 0.8 0.2 0.3
64. Surrey 1.5 0.4 1.5
65. Sussex 1.1 0.2 0.4
66. Hampshire 0.7 0.2 2.4
67. Berkshire 1.8 0.1 2.7
68. Oxfordshire 0.1 0.2 0.1
69. Buckinghamshire 0.1 0.2 0.8

South Wales and West 0.2 0.2 0.1
70. Bristol 0 0 0
71. Glouc est ershir e 0 0 0
72. Somerset 0 0 0
73. Wiltshire 0 0.1 0.1
74. Dorset 0 0.1 0
75. Devon 0.1 0 0
76. Cornwall 0 0 0
77. Ibnmouthshire 0 0 0
78. Glamorgan 0.1 0 0
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App. V;5 (Cont’d.)

Ordinary Preference Founders
Miscellaneous 36.3 31.7 27.8
80. Scotland 2.3 2.4 0.8
81. Ireland 0.6 1.6 0.1
82. Wales except Glamorgan 

& Monmouthshire 1.2 0.3 2.0
83. Isle of Ffen 0 0 0
84. China and Hong Kong 20.0 21.3 5.3
85. Other Asian and 

Australasia 1.1 5.6 3.5
86. France 8.5 0.5 14.4
87. European and others 2.6 0 1.7
88. Channel Islands 0 0 0

90. Unidentifiable Address 0.3 0.1 0
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App. VI :1 : Occupational Source of Equity Capital of British
Investment in Chinese Companies 1851;-1911; :
Overall Average (2)

10. TRADE 26.2 ?0. LAND 1.0
11. Merchants 19.0 51. Landed proprietors 0.8
12. Middlemen/ agents 5.3 52. Farmers 0.2
13. Shipowners 1.8 53. Others 0
lU. Retailers 0.1
15. Others 0 60. INSTITUTIONAL 15.7

20. INDUSTRY 3.2 70. MISCELLANEOUS 12.0
21.

22.

Manuf act uring 
including Mining
Service industry

2.7
0.5

71.
72.

'White-collar* group
Ministers and 
Officials

10.5
0.5

23. Handicraft 0 73. Superintendent s 0.1
2h. Others 0 7U. Directors and 

Managers 0.5

30. BANKING 2.9 75. Skilled and 
unskilled workers 0

ao. PROFESSIONALS 12.0
76. Domestic servants 

& service workers 0
la. Law 2.5 77. Others 0.1:
1|2. Medicine 0.3
h3. Clergy 0.1 80. NON-OCCUPATIONAL 17.1
kh* Officers in service 1.5 81. Gentlemen 10.0
15. Master mariners 0.2 82. Esquires 2.2
1:6.

hi.

fiigineers, Archit ect £ 
Surveyors
Accountants

3.1;
2.9

83.
81:.

Women
Nobilities & other 
Honourable titles

2.5
1.9

18. Teaching 0 85. Others 0.5
U9. M.Ps and others 1.1

90. UNSPECIFIED 9.9
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App. VI: 2 : Occupational Source of Equity Capital of British
Investment in Chinese Companies, I85k-191L :
Public vs Private Companies i%)

Public Private
10. TRADE 31.1 25.3
11. Merchants 23.7 18.1:
12. Middlemen/agents 6.2 1.9
13. Shipowners 1.0 2.0
li:. Retailers 0.2 0
15• Others 0 0

20. INDUSTRY 1.5 3.8
21. Manufacturing

including Mining 1.1 3.2
22. Service industry 0.1: 0.6
23. Handicraft 0 0
2h. Others 0 0

30. BANKING 2.7 2.9

1:0. PROFESSIONALS 7.7 13.1
111. Law 2.9 2.3
1:2. Medicine 0.6 0.1
1:3. Clergy 0.1: 0
111:. Officers in service 1.3 1.5
1:5. 3̂ast er mariners 0.1: 0.1
1:6. Engineers, Architects, 

Surveyors 1.1: l:.l
hi. Account ant s 0.2 3.7
1:8. Teaching 0 0
h9. M.Ps and others 0.5 1.3
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App. VI : 2 (Cont *d. )

Public Private
50. LAND o.l 1.2
51. Land proprietors o.U 0.9
52. Farmers 0 0.3
53. Others 0 0

60. INSTITUTIONAL 15.1 16.0

70. MISCELLANEOUS 3.7 li;.8
71. *White-collar* group 2.3 13.1;
72. Ministers and Officials 0.7 0.1;
73. Superint endent s 0.1 0
7h. Directors and managers o.L 0.5
75. Skilled and unskilled 

workers 0 0
76. Domestic servants & 

service workers 0 0

77. Others 0.2 0.5

80. NON-OCCUPATIONAL 20.1; 15.7
81. Gentlemen 12.5 9.0
82. Esquires 2.0 2.3
83. Women 2.1 2.6
8ii. Nobilities and other 

Honourable titles 3.0 1.1;
85. Others 0.8 O.U

90. UNSPECIFIED 17.1; 7.2
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Investment in Chinese Companies, 185L-191L : By Time (%)

1855-
1861;

1865-
1871;

1875-
1881;

1885-
1891;

1895-
1901;

1905-
1915

10. TRADE 36.5 29.1 1;5.2 51.3 22.9 20.6
11. Merchants 25.8 17.6 la.2 35.9 17.1; 11;.7
12. MlddL emen/ ag ent s 7.7 10.1; 2.6 8.5 1;.5 1;.5
13. Shipowners 2.7 1.1 1.1 6.8 1.0 1.3
lii. Retailers 0.3 0 0.3 0.1 0 0.1
15. Others 0 0 0 0 0 0

20. INDUSTRY 3.3 0.2 3.1; 0.3 1;.0 3.6
21. Manufacturing

including Mining 1.5 0 2.5 0.2 3.6 2.9
22. Service industry 0.3 0.2 0.8 0.1 0.1; 0.7
23• Handicraft 1.5 0 0.1 0 0 0
2I;. Others 0 0 0 0 0 0

30. BANKING 1.7 1.0 2.1; 1.7 2.2 3.5

lo. PROFESSIONALS 7.9 19.9 9.1 6.1 11.9 13.0
1;1. Law 2.2 3.0 0.7 3.7 3.2 2.0
1;2. Medicine 0.8 0.2 0.5 0.8 0.2 0.1
1;3. Clergy 0.6 0.8 0.1; 0.1 0 0
1;1;. Officers in service 3.2 1.2 0.2 0.1; 1.7 1.1;
1;5. Master Mariners 0.1; 0 1.1; 0 0 0.1
1;6. Engineers,Archit ects 

Surveyors 0.1; 5.7 1.9 0.8 5.2 3.0
1;7. Accountants 0.1 6.0 0 0.2 1.3 h.9
1;8. Teaching 0 0 0.1 0 0 0
k9. M.PS. and others 0.2 3.0 3.9 0.1 0.3 1.5
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App. VI :3 (Conb*d. )

1855-
1861;

1865-
187b

1875-
188b

1885-
189b

1895-
190b

1905'
1915

?0. LAND 0.1 0 o.b 0.5 0.7 1.6
51. Land proprietors 0.1 0 o.b 0.5 0.1 1.6
52. Farmers 0 0 0 0 0.6 0
53. Others 0 0 0 0 0 0

60. INSTITUTIONAL 0.2 2.1 19.1 1.0 15.6 22.9

70. MISCELLANEOUS 2.5 3.0 8.6 lb.5 10.8 16.0
71. 'White-collar* group 2.1 0.1 5.3 11.9 9.3 lb.9
72. Ministers and 

Officials 0.2 0 2.6 0.2 O.b O.b
73. Superint endent s 0.2 0 0 0.3 0.1 0
71. Directors and 

managers 0 2.9 0.1 1.1 O.b 0.3
75. Skilled and un

skilled workers 0 0 0.1 0 0 0
76. Domestic servants 

& service workers 0 0 0.1 0 0 0

77. Others 0 0 o.b 1.0 0.6 O.b

80. NON-OCCUPATIONAL 30.8 b2.9 11.2 l6.6 I8.b 9.5
81. Gentlemen 19.7 20.5 2.5 7.5 12.2 5.3
82. Esquires 6.6 15.8 1.2 0.2 2.1 O.b
83. Women 1.1 l.b 2.5 7.3 1.8 2.5
81. Nobilities & other 

Honourable titles 3.0 5.2 0 0.3 2.2 1.1

85. Others o.U 0 5.0 1.3 0.1 0.2

90. UNSPECIFIED 17.0 1.8 0.6 5.0 13.5 9.3
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App. VI: 5 : Occupational Source of !Bquity Capital of British
Investment in Chinese Companies, l85b-19lb : By 
Type of Securities (%)

Ordinary Preference Founders
10. TRADE 27.9 23.3 25.2
11. Merchants 21.6 20.3 17.0
12. Middlemen/agents b.6 2.7 7.3
13. Shipowners 1.2 0 0.8
lb. Retailers 0.5 0.1 0.1
l5. Others 0 0.2 0

20. INDUSTRY 6.7 11.6 b.b
21. Manufacturing

including Mining 5.8 11.5 1.0
22. Service industry 0.9 0.1 3.b
23. dicraft 0 0 0
2b. Others 0 0 0

30. BANKING 3.8 1.7 b.9

bO. PROFESSIONALS 11.b 13.3 6.8
bl. Law 2.7 2.b 3.b
b2. Medicine 0.5 0.6 0.3
b3. Clergy 0.1 0.1 0.1
bb. Officers in service 2.1 O.b 1.2
b5. Master mariners 0 0 0
b6. Eng ineers, Archit ect s, 

Surveyors 3.3 0.8 1.5
b 7. Account ant s 2.5 8.9 0.1
b8. Teaching 0 0 0
b9. M.Ps and others 0.2 0.1 0.2



3 4 4

App. VI: 5 (Cont»d.)
Ordinary Preference Founders

?o. LAND 0.9 O.b 1.6
51. Land proprietors 0.1 O.b 0.2
52. Farmers 0.8 0 l.b
53. Others 0 0 0

60. INSTITUTIONAL 10.9 10.3 5.7

70. MISCELLANEOUS 5.3 1.2 2.5
71. *Whit e-collar * group 3.9 0.8 1.8
72. lünisters and Officials 0.3 0.2 0.1
73. Superint endent s 0 0 0
7b. Directors and managers 0.8 0.2 0.5
75. Skilled and unskilled 

workers 0 0 0

76. Domestic servants & 
service workers 0.1 0 0

77. Others 0.2 0 0.1

80. N0N-0CCUPAT3DNAL lb.8 9.9 2b.2
81. Gentlemen 8.7 5.1 19.b
82. Esquires O.b 1.5 0.2
83. Women 3.3 l.b 2.b
8b. Nobilities and other 

Honourable titles 2.0 1.8 1.5

85. Others O.b 0.1 0.7

90. UNSPECIFIED 18.3 28.3 2b. 7
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APPENDUVII

The Value of Silver per Standard Ounoe in London Market, I85b-191b,
(in pence)

1851» 61 /̂̂ 1885 1»8 5 A
1855 61 5/16 1886 li5 3 A
1856 61 5/16 I 887 W» 5 A
1857 61 3 A 1888 1»2 7A
1858 61 5/16 1889 1»2 11/16
1859 62 1/16 1890 1»7 11/16
1860 61 11/16 1891 li5 1/16
1861 60 13/16 1892 39 13/16
1862 61 7/16 1893 35 5 A '
1863 61 3/8 1891» 28 15/16
1861» 61 3/8 1895 29 7A
1865 61 1/16 1896 30 3A
1866 61 1/8 1897 27 9/16
1867 60 9/16 1898 26 15/16
1868 60 1 /2 1899 27 7/16
1869 60 7/16 1900 28 1 A
1870 60 9/16 1901 27 3/16
1871 60 1/2 1902 21» 1/16
1872 60 5/16 1903 21» 3 A
1873 59 1/1» 190!» 26 3/6
1871» 58 5/16 1905 27 13/16
1875 56 7/8 1906 30 7/8
1876 52 3/1» 1907 30 3/16
1877 51» 13/16 1908 21» 3/8
1878 52 9/16 1909 23 11/16
1879 51 1 A 1910 21» 5 A
1880 52 1 A 1911 21» 9/16
1881 51 11/16 1912 28 1/32
1882 51 5 A 1913 27 9/16
1883 5b 9/16 1911» 25 5/16
1881» 50 5 A

Source ; Information supplied by the Hxley and Abell bullion 
Brokers in London and are reprinted on the puUout 
page facing p.330 in W.F. Spalding, Eastern Exchange 
Currency and Finance (London, 192b)*
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APPENDIX VIII

World Production of Gold and Silver in Each of the Under-mentioned
Periods or Years.

Period
Clear)
Annual
Average

might* Value**
Gold 

(ounces)
Silver 
(ounces)

Gold
(£000's)

Silver
(SOOO's)

1811-20 402,864 19,035,104 1,563 4,765
1821-30 500,403 16,211,712 1,941 3,990
1831-kO 714,173 20,924,640 2,771 5,168
1841-50 1,927,517 27,470,608 7,478 6,732
1851-55 7,018,458 31,191,248 27,231 7,851
1856-60 7,101,602 31,855,648 27,554 8,062
1861-65 6,514,026 38,760,480 25,274 9,756
1866-70 6,864,915 47,135,792 26,635 11,733
1871-75 6,121,421 69,323,760 23,751 16,870
1876-80 6,068,973 86,248,870 23,547 18,702
1881-85 5,249,622 100,732,157 20,368 20,987
1886 5,135,679 93,297,290 21,815 19,068
1887 5,116,861 96,123,586 21,735, 19,322
1888 5,330,775 108,827,606 22,644 20,998
1889 5,973,790 120,213,611 25,315 23,0991890 5,749,306 126,095,062 24,422 27,111
1891 6,320,194 137,170,000 26,847 27,843
1892 7,094,266 153,151,762 30,135 27,413
1893 7,618,811 165,472,621 32,363 26,532
1894 8,764,362 164,610,394 37,229 21,472
1895 9,615,190 167,500,960 40,843 22,510
1896 9,783,914 157,061,370 41,560 21,753
1897 11,420,068 160,421,082 48,510 19,7791898 13,877,806 169,055,253 58,950 20,496
1899 14,837,775 168,337,453 63,027 20,7551900 12,315,135 173,591,364 52,312 22,116
1901 12,625,527 173,011,283 53,630 21,3311902 14,354,680 162,763,483 60,975 17,726
1903 15,852,620 167,689,322 67,338 18,607
1904 16,804,372 164,195,266 71,381 19,569
1905 18,396,451 172,317,688 78,144 21,5991906 19,471,080 165,054,497 82,078 22,9571907 19,977,260 184,206,984 84,859 24,982
1908 21,422,244 203,131,404 90,997 22,3271909 21,965,111 212,149,023 93,302 22,6781910 22,022,180 221,715,673 93,545 24,602
1911 22,397,136 226,192,923 95,138 23,0441912 22,605,068 230,904,241 96,021 29,1731913 22,254,983 210,013,423 94,534 26,065
1914 21,301,836 173,000,507 90,485 19,575

Source: From 1811 to 1885, the figures are taken from Soetbeer
"Materialien," &c., p.1, which is put in by Mr. Giffen to 
the Royal Commission on Gold and Silver. B.P.P., 1888, 
2XV. First Report of the Royal Commission Gold and Silver.
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APPENDIX VIII (cant'd)

Source From 1886 onwards, the figures are taken from the reports
Cont*d: of the U.S. (£Lnt. The statistics are reprinted in J.L.

Laughlin, A New Exposition of Money^ Credit and Prices,
Volume I (Chicago, 1 ), pp.5o8-12.

* The figures were orLginallv in Kilogrammes! before 1886.

** Before 1886, the values of gold and silver were given in
German Marts. According to H.F. Easton's Tate's Modem 
Cambists 26th edition (London, 1921 ), p. 13, one sterling 
pound contained 123.27bb7 grains of gold, with a fineness 
of 916.66 per thousand. Therefore, one sterling pound 
contained 113.000776 grains of pure gold. The German 
Mark had 61 .b^8976$ grains troy and the fineness was
0.900. That means each contained $.$3130789 grains of pure 
gold. Therefore, one mark equalled 0.0b899b219 sterling. 
Commencing 1886, the figures are originally given in 
U.S. Dollars. Each dollar contained 23.22 grains of pure 
gold from 1886-191b, Modem Cambists (London, 1921), pp.2b6-9). 
Therefore, one U.S. dollar equalled 0.20$b8$31$ sterling.
The values of Marks and Dollars are converted into pounds 
according to their respective exchange rates.
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Appendix IX : A Complete List of China Companies
IncorTXjrated in England 18$3-191U

A. Public Companies
Anglo-French Quicksilver and Mining Concession (Kwei-chau Provinces) 

of China, Ltd.^
Anglo-French Syndicate^
Bank of Hindustan, China and Japan
British and Chinese Corporation
Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China
Chartered Mercantile Bank of India, London and China
China and Japan Telephone Co.
China Submarine Telegraph Co.
Chinese Central Railways Ltd.
Chinese Ehgineering and Mining Co.^
Eastern Extension, Australia and China Submarine Telegraph Co.
Hankow Light and Power Co.
Hong Kong and China Gas Co.
Hong Kong Tramway Electric Co.
Indo-China Steam Navigation Co.
London and China Syndicate 
National Bank of China
North China Gold Territories Development Ltd.
North China Insurance Co.*̂
Peking Syndicate
Shanghai Electric Construction Co.
Shanghai Waterworks Co.
Taikoo Dockyard and Engineering Co.
Trust and Loan Company of China, Japan and the Straits®
Yangtze Insurance Association 
Yangtze Valley Co.
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Appendix ix (Cont'd. )

fB. Private Companies 
See Appendix IV.

Note;
a. It was formed in 1899 and was reconstructed in 1906 under the 

same title.
b. Its name changed to Syndicat du Yunnan in 1900.
c. It was incorporated in 1900 and was reconstructed in 1912 

without changing its title.
d. The company was formed in I883 and was reconstructed in 1892 

and 1903 under the same title.
e. Formed in 1899, it changed its name to the Banl{ of China, Japan 

and the Straits in I89I, which was in turn reconstructed in 
189b to become the Bank of China and Japan.

of the
f. The records of two/bompanies, namely, the Taikoo Sugar 

Refinery Company and the Industrial Bank of China, have been 
destroyed by the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
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The intention of this thesis is to study the underlying trends of 
Anglo-Chinese trade and finance'in the period 1851; to 1911;. Before the 
mid-l890s, commercial relations between Britain and China were mainly 
based on an exchange of goods. Even though large scale portfolio invest
ment began to flow to China from the l850s, it was mainly used to improve 
efficiency in Anglo»-Chinese trading operations. This characteristic is 
not difficult to explain because for three decades after the signing of 
the Treaty of Nanking in l8i;2, Anglo-Chinese import and export trades 
flourished. After the mid-l8?0s, the goldenj age of the Chinese trade was 
gone: the British and European markets for Chinese tea and silk dwindled; 
British exports to Ihina stagnated whilst the expansion of Indian opium 
exports to China wai seriously undemined by local Chinese production. 
Meanwhile, the opening of the Suez Canal and the construction of Europe- 
China telegraph resulted in an increase in the number of merchants with 
small capitals vho impaired the virtual control of the Chinese trade by 
the 'prince firms' the prcoiinent merchants. The situation turned fron 
bad to worse in the nineties. Although British exports to China began 
to increase after lB9l;, mass inflation in Chinese export and import prices 
cast serious doubts upon genuine commercial expansion. Faced with a black 
future for the Anglo-Chinese import and export trades, some 'princes' 
tried to shift their activities to become Chinese government and railway 
loan contractors. With direct British diplomatic support, they succeeded 

in getting the bulk of the Chinese financial projects and with London 

supplying the capital required, British portfolio investment in China - and 

mainly in areas not directly concerned with the import and export trades - 
increased shairply after the mid-1890s and the structure of Anglo-Chinese 
trade and finance underwent fundamental changes.


